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ABSTRACT

Later Glades-period cultures (ca. 500–1760 CE) of south Florida and the Florida Keys are
understudied and thus poorly understood, especially those that pre-date the arrival of Spaniards
to the New World. Recent archaeological models of their sociopolitical organization suggest that
by the Glades I-II transition (750/800 CE), south Florida peoples were organized into what
appear to be regional population centers (e.g., Pineland and Mound Key, Granada, Turner River)
and smaller hinterland towns in the Everglades (e.g., Cane Patch, Bear Lake) and the Florida
Keys (e.g., Stock Island, Clupper Site). Smaller towns are hypothesized to be sedentary,
heterarchically-organized, simple chiefdoms from ~800 CE onward (i.e., each headed by a single
chief/leader who possessed comparatively equal political control or influence relative to one
another). Yet, for most small towns, empirical data are lacking to demonstrate sedentism or even
multiple seasons of habitation, a crux to any model that suggests a stable, sedentary chieftaincy
for these settlements across south Florida. Here, stable isotope (δ18O and δ13C) profiles of tiger
lucine Codakia orbicularis shells are constructed from the Stock Island site (cal. 600–1650 CE)
to assess whether the Lower Keys were fished year-round. Profiles indicate the island was
inhabited during the wet and dry seasons. δ18O and δ13C values further reveal the local waters
around Key West were slightly warmer during the Glades II period and, that today’s waters are
elevated in seawater δ13C as a function of anthropogenic carbon from twentieth-century
development and tourism. The artifact assemblage at Stock Island and the written historical
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records reveal a continuous Glades-period fishing settlement and outpost that grew into a small
town and cacique (chiefdom) named Cuchiyaga by sixteenth-century Spaniards.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examines the Glades-period lifeways of Native Americans in the
Florida Keys on Key West and Stock Island ca. 600–1760 CE via deposits at the Stock Island
midden (8Mo2) chronometrically dated to this timespan. The primary goal of this research is to
determine whether natives during Glades I Late and Glades IIa/IIb (ca. 600–1000 CE), the
earliest time periods represented at Stock Island, were using the site as a seasonal or part-time
settlement for fishing and other activities, or if the site instead shows evidence for being a
permanent or year-round occupation. Demonstrating whether Stock Island—and other smaller
towns in the Florida Keys and Everglades—was a year-round settlement at this time is
imperative to determining when and how chiefdoms arose in south Florida’s hinterlands.
Secondary research goals are to document and describe all Stock Island remains/data
curated by the Florida Bureau of Archaeological Research (BAR), and to compile many of the
ethnohistoric and historical accounts and data specific to the Florida Keys and the Indigenous
groups who lived there. At the completion of this dissertation, I will have compiled and
inventoried as many artifacts and remains that I could access from the Stock Island site, and
provided a complete materials catalog to the state of Florida. In so doing, the grander aim of this
dissertation research is to place the Stock Island site in context with non-agricultural, nonwestern, island maritime and/or fisher-hunter-gatherer communities across the globe; in context
with regional coastal and island societies in the Southeastern United States; and, in context with
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local Glades-period cultures across south Florida. These myriad contexts yield a habitation
model for Native Americans in the Lower Florida Keys discussed at the end of this dissertation.
To that end, Chapter 2 briefly reviews the history of cultural anthropology on islands and
the development of “island archaeology.” The first section traces the beginnings of island
biogeography through postcolonial (post-modern) approaches to island peoples. The second
section then summarizes considerations for a study of small islands and a “mainland
archipelago” such as the Florida Keys to give way to the final section, which proposes a broad
habitation model for the native cultures of the Florida Keys. Chapter 2 sets up this model to be
tested with local environmental, archaeological, historical, and geochemical data that make up
the remaining body of chapters in this dissertation. Chapter 3 concisely covers the environmental
contexts of the Florida Keys with an introductory section that discusses the contemporary
geography and climate in south Florida. The following section describes the geology and
principal habitats of the Keys (e.g., the Florida coral reef). The final sections discuss the Late
Holocene environmental history of the islands, with a focus on sea level and seawater
temperature.
Chapter 4 discusses the relevant archaeological contexts for a study in the Florida Keys.
The first section introduces chronologically the prehistory of south Florida leading to those
cultures that are part of the Glades Tradition, groups of interrelated peoples that occupied south
Florida for over two millennia. The following sections trace the history of archaeology, the
different kinds of archaeological sites, and the significant Glades-period sites in the Keys.
Chapter 5 is closely related and moves the discussion into native cultures living in the
post-Columbian era of Florida. The first section of this chapter discusses the arrival of Europeans
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to Florida and recounts the earliest documentation of south Florida natives by Spaniards. The
following section is dedicated entirely to the accounts of Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda
because he is the principal historical resource of sixteenth-century native lifeways—politics,
socio-political hierarchies, population sizes, chiefs’ names, and village names—in south Florida
and the Keys. Put together, the accounts of Escalante Fontaneda and others frame the third and
final section, which attempts to place the geographic location of his named native towns in the
Florida Keys.
Chapter 6 is dedicated entirely to the Stock Island site (8Mo2), and thus, begins with
brief synopses of the history, geography, and archaeological records on Key West and Stock
Island. The next sections encompass the discovery of the Stock Island site and the excavations
there in the 1970s and 1980s by Irving Eyster and others. The sections that review Eyster’s work
present the primary archaeological data for his excavations and surveys at that site, and provide
artifact descriptions and other details from his field notes. The following section reviews the
mitigation work by the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. at Stock Island in the
late 1980s and early 1990s, with a focus on salvage excavations in 1991, which resulted in the
collections studied herein from the BAR. The Stock Island section ends with a brief summary
and transition to Chapter 7, which uses the archaeological data and descriptions in the Stock
Island chapter to frame a seasonality analysis.
Chapter 7 introduces and provides a brief literature review of what is surmised about the
settlement patterns of Glades-period cultures in south Florida and how stable isotope seasonality
studies of mollusk shells in Florida might inform those hypotheses. The following methods
sections address the major principles of stable isotope geochemistry of marine shells, and the
biology and sampling of the species selected for analytical study, the tiger lucine (Codakia
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orbicularis). This chapter reports the oxygen (δ18O) and carbon (δ13C) isotope values for livecollected and midden specimens and the times of year in which midden shells were harvested by
Glades-period natives from ca. 600–1000 CE at the Stock Island site.
Chapter 8 is the final one, which discusses all contexts and data presented in Chapters 2
through 7. Broad island colonization and habitation models are discussed in light of all of the
data presented throughout the dissertation. Archaeological and historical data from south Florida
and the Keys (Chapters 4–6) and the seasonality of Glades-period Stock Island (Chapter 7) are
discussed in context with south Florida cultures, as well as why the research findings might be
significant to the archaeology of islands and mainlands.
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CHAPTER TWO: SMALL-ISLAND RESEARCH FRAMEWORKS

Introduction
This chapter focuses on the subjects of island archaeology and other cultural
anthropology to review and select a research framework for a small-island archipelago such as
the Florida Keys. Specifically, this chapter provides context for a study of the Florida Keys, and
how the Keys and the natives who lived there might fit into a global discourse of “island
archaeology.” The first section briefly reviews the history of scientific interest in islands and
highlights several common approaches to their study. The next is a discussion of the literature
that describes what we have learned from decades of research into the archaeology of islands. It
also touches on how small islands and mainland archipelagos, the geographies of this research,
are different from and similar to remote islands. The final section uses this body of island
research to hypothesize a broad, testable model of human colonization and habitation in the
Florida Keys.
Archaeological Approaches toward Islands and Archipelagos
Origins of Island Research
Islands have intrigued Western scientists since at least the time when Darwin
(2003[1859]) and Wallace (2008[1880]) developed independent theories of non-human
speciation in the Galapagos Islands and Malay Archipelago. In these clearly (genetically)
bounded environments, they posited the simple hypothesis that insular genera diverged into new
5

species and sub-species. Not long afterward, social scientists traced this logic, and began to
question whether human societies on islands diverged into cultures that were predictably distinct
from those on mainlands or continents. In 1898, Alfred Haddon organized an expedition of
ethnographic fieldwork in the Torres Strait region between Australia and New Guinea. Although
Haddon was initially trained as a zoologist, he is commonly credited as being the first
anthropologist to apply principles of evolutionary biology to human populations on islands (in
Boomert and Bright 2007; Gosden 1999). By the early and middle twentieth century, Haddon’s
work stimulated new waves of research into the anthropology of island societies among
European (e.g., Malinowksi 1922) and American cultural anthropologists (e.g., Mead 1942;
Vayda and Rappaport 1963), who sought to highlight that islanders were isolated—and thus
behaved differently—as a direct result of being separated from large population centers on
continents (Kuklick 1996; Rainbird 2007:28–29). Archaeologists, however, were not so quick to
focus their studies on the peoples of islands. To be sure, such societies and places were (and to
some degree still are) deemed as cultural backwaters in comparison to the achievements of grand
monumental architecture and infrastructures that contemporaneously arose along mainland
coasts and inland rivers (Curet 2004; Fitzpatrick 2004a; Kirch 1986:1–5).
Island Biogeography
Although Vayda and Rappaport (1963) first investigated questions that would become the
foundation for “island archaeology” as a separate sub-discipline of anthropology, the
archaeological community took a profound new interest in islands after the publication of Robert
MacArthur and E.O. Wilson’s (1967) Theory of Island Biogeography, a detailed book that
expanded upon their 1963 manuscript on insular zoogeography. Their paper—which
coincidentally was born out of early research on mangrove islands in the Florida Keys—
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espoused islands as “units” or “laboratories” where the processes of natural selection and other
evolutionary mechanisms could be studied in circumscribed environments. A central tenet of
their theory was that a given species, food web, and/or ecosystem ended at the island shoreline.
In the heyday of processual, scientific archaeology, their seminal work provided a framework
that was readily adapted by archaeologists to study these so-called insular human populations on
islands, especially in the Mediterranean and South Pacific (e.g., Evans 1973, 1977; Kirch 1984;
Terrell 1977). Similar to the treatises of early twentieth-century cultural anthropologists, these
manuscripts suggested broadly that islands could likewise be used as laboratories to study
cultural processes that occurred over time. These models proposed that island societies were
almost always isolated relative to mainlands, and because of their insularity, were comparatively
less likely to experience cultural or ethnic change in the form of migrations or invasions (Evans
1973; summarized in Rainbird 2007:32–33; Vayda and Rappaport 1963). If step one was a priori
assuming that islands were culturally isolated, step two was folded in as well, because
researchers concurrently were asking questions centered on how societies of remote islanders
responded to such insularity. The concept of responding to insularity has been called “liminarity”
by some scholars (e.g., Kirch 1984; Terrell 2006). Of course, assuming that all remote islanders
were isolated yields a host of theoretical issues and inaccuracies, as does assuming that humans,
who possess culture, will always act like non-human subjects. Nevertheless, in a broad sense,
their models were not altogether incorrect or useless.
Indeed, the theory of island biogeography produced some testable hypotheses for
assessing where, when, and perhaps why human populations chose to settle particular islands or
archipelagos. For example, island colonization models were tested using equations that predict
which islands would be targeted for habitation based upon their size, distance from the mainland,
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available resources, and other variables (e.g., Cherry 1981; Held 1993; Keegan and Diamond
1987). Thus some of the predictions of island biogeography do align well with global
colonization events by humans. Large islands, due to their sheer size, resources, and visibility,
were often targeted and colonized first in the Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas (Keegan and
Diamond 1987). However, there are also numerous global case studies where comparatively
“small” islands, or islands distant from the mainland, were preferentially colonized prior to or
utilized in place of bigger islands (Bowdler 1995; Keegan et al. 2008; Mitchell 2004). Small and
big are obviously relative terms, and they are generally used to describe the size of an island with
reference to other nearby islands. In particular, “small” often carries the baggage of indicating
implicitly a relative lack of resources and/or the absence of flowing fresh water. A recent special
issue of the Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology (2016) deals directly with these biases by
demonstrating the attractiveness of small islands in several world regions.
Despite island biogeography’s utility in producing some testable hypotheses with regard
to colonization events, today archaeologists have largely rejected the concept of the unitary
island as a model system or “laboratory” for studying cultural evolution. As it happens, more
recent experiments in biology and island biogeography highlight several flaws in the models
proposed in MacArthur and Wilson’s work (cf. Vitousek 1995; Whittaker 1998). Cultural
anthropologists and archaeologists now recognize that once open-ocean seafaring technologies
were in place, native islanders of the Caribbean, Mediterranean, Southeast Asia, the South
Pacific, and other island regions frequently interacted with numerous other islands within their
respective areas. As much is evidenced by identical material cultures located on disparate islands
hundreds or thousands of kilometers apart (Keegan and Diamond 1987). If interaction and
exchange were recurrent qualities of weekly and/or seasonal life throughout remote Polynesia
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(Terrell et al. 1997), it can be generally assumed that other islands and archipelagos of closer
proximity (e.g., the Caribbean) were likewise in contact with regional big islands and continents
as often as given cultures desired. Archaeologists working in macro-regions such as the
Caribbean (Rouse 1986, 1992; Siegel 1996) and Indonesia (Lape 2004), for example, model
“water passages” which highlight how water travel is faster and easier than land travel, to
demonstrate archaeologically that communication between separate islands at their edges was
often greater and more frequent than communication between opposing ends of the same island.
In fact, Lape (2004) also showed that in several instances, relationships with settlements
hundreds of km away were often stronger than those located on the same landmass.
A few spinoff island biogeography models have also been used to explain hunter-fishergatherer subsistence across archipelagos and “stepping-stone” island chains (a term that implies
the “next” island was always visible from the previous). In these frameworks, archaeologists
emphasize the ease of travel between and among the islands, as well as their often-diverse and
dense aquatic resources (e.g., Fitzpatrick et al. 2016:158–159; Keegan et al. 2008). This angle
has been explicitly called the “archipelagic view” by numerous scholars to differentiate between
conceiving interconnected and intervisible islands (e.g., those of the Caribbean) from singular
isolated islands, such as those found in the south Pacific (Carlson and Keegan 2004; Fitzpatrick
2004a:10; Hofman et al. 2006; Watters 2007:88–89). The simple logic here is that the geography
of an island region (e.g., the total number, size, and distance between the islands in a given
space) would influence how and when colonists chose to settle particular islands, as well as how
they would conceive of their island environments after generations of living upon them. Perhaps
the bigger contribution to modeling aboriginal worldviews using an “archipelagic” perspective is
that such a notion questions whether human societies are “closed systems” if they are located on
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a remote island (e.g., Erlandson and Fitzpatrick 2006; Terrell et al. 1997). To be sure, there are
significant real-world exceptions to a model that always favors interconnectivity among islands.
Easter Island, Pohnpei, and Tasmania ostensibly lost maritime knowledge and technologies after
generations of island living (see Fitzpatrick and Anderson 2008). However, all of these islands
are exceptionally far from other landmasses, and their more ancient societies would not have
been modeled as stepping stones or archipelagos without convincing archaeological data. True or
not, a key takeaway or tenet of these “water-as-a-connector” models is that most island
cultures—anywhere on earth—participated in exchange networks and economies rooted in
seafaring to other islands and mainlands (Rainbird 2007). Therefore, in the manner conceived by
MacArthur and Wilson (1967), human societies living upon a single island are usually not ideal
or individual units for the study of cultural processes (cf. Fitzhugh and Hunt 1997).
Island Historical Ecology
Historical ecology is a sub-discipline that acknowledges how virtually all of the earth
system has been affected by people, that anthropogenic impacts can and do affect the global
biosphere, that the degree of biosphere impact is determined by mode of human economy, and
that human cultures and landscapes are intertwined, and thus can and should be tacitly
understood as “total phenomena” (Balée 1998:14; Crumley 1994). It is easy to see, particularly
in the latter two principles, that island biogeography and historical ecology models could be used
in complementary fashion (see Siegel 2018). Small islands, in particular, would seemingly make
attractive case studies for a discipline that aims to assess human impacts to ecosystems and to
evaluate human/landscape phenomena because there might be fewer variables to control (e.g.,
Keegan et al. 2008). For example, the small, interconnected islands of the Bahama archipelago
experienced local, island-specific extirpations (e.g., iguanas) in a few hundred years due to
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intensive exploitation by seasonally-relocating colonizer populations (Keegan and Hofman
2017:176). Timespan-to-extinction as a function of island size, targeted species, and human
population size, for example, would be informative data points with which to model the effects
of human colonization on small islands.
For island archaeologists working in the Southeast U.S. and on various Caribbean
islands, the term “historical ecology” often refers to a method of archaeological inquiry whereby
multiple scientific disciplines (e.g., paleobotany, sedimentology, zooarchaeology) cooperate on a
single project and/or single island to reconstruct the “life history” of a site, island, or geographic
feature (i.e., the environmental and cultural history of a particular delta or bay) (Fitzpatrick
2014:180–184; Fitzpatrick and Keegan 2007:30; Siegel 2018). However, historical ecology has
also been used as the foundation for higher order theoretical frameworks of human adaptation to
islands, such as resilience theory (Redman 2005; Thompson and Turk 2009), and as a tool for
modeling human eco-dynamics in remote Pacific islands (Kirch 2007).
Historical ecology and island biogeography models undoubtedly share strengths that are
suitable for application to insular environments. On islands, there is some empirical evidence
that some processes (e.g., large-mammal extinction, deforestation) are easier to study and
evaluate in circumscribed environments (Fitzpatrick 2014; Steadman et al. 2005). Moreover,
both disciplines today seek to conserve and/or restore environments, model future outcomes, and
to assess and mitigate impacts to island habitats (e.g., Rick et al. 2013; Kirch 2007). In using
islands as case studies, a historical ecologist might ask, “How did a mosaic of salt marsh and
mangrove habitats on the island’s coast end up in its present arrangement?” In other words, what
combination of anthropogenic (e.g., landscape modification, fishing) and non-anthropogenic
elements (e.g., “natural” climate changes, weather events, erosion) results in the island
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environments observed today? In practice, disentangling these human and non-human effects are
among the goals of many island archaeologists, historical ecologists, biogeographers, and
researchers in related disciplines. Independent of scale (e.g., an entire coral reef system, a
singular species), topic (e.g., seasonality) or method (e.g., zooarchaeology), the questions asked
within historical ecology are incredibly complex. These complex problems have yielded exciting
collaborations from disparate fields and even to new sub-disciplines such as conservation
paleozoology or applied zooarchaeology (e.g., Lyman 1996, 2006; Wolverton and Lyman 2012;
Wolverton et al. 2016) and restoration ecology (e.g., Hayashida 2005). Today, many
archaeologists and “historical ecologists” would agree that the complexity of modeling humanenvironment interactions at varying scales across space and time can only hope to be achieved by
collaboration among disciplines of the sciences and humanities.
Postcolonial Approaches and Hybrid Models
Following the functionalist, structuralist, and often geographically-deterministic
explanations of island cultures, postcolonial critiques of island archaeology highlighted clear
biases in how islands are perceived by Westerners. Unfortunately, a vast majority of these
critiques are still today written by white Europeans and Americans and thus lack native voices
(but see Hau’ofa 1975; Pagán Jiménez and Rodríguez Ramos 2008:64–68). Postcolonial
deconstructions aimed at interpretations by archaeologists of European descent rightfully point
out that the history of island archaeology research is underpinned by at least two problematic and
assumed notions. The first is that island societies are exotic, backwards, peripheral, and primitive
(Boomert and Bright 2007:4; Rainbird 1999), and therefore, represent case studies of some
archetypal primitive isolate (e.g., Ericksen 1993). Second, they highlight that an archaeologist’s
focus on the island itself (the land), does not square with how most islanders or seafaring
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cultures would have perceived their environment or identity. In the same way that postprocessual archaeology or critical archaeology was a reaction to obvious prejudices and biases of
the researchers themselves, some island archaeologists began to acknowledge that their
perspectives should center on the sea-going identities of those peoples being studied.
In many instances, this critical reflection created new perspectives that exchanged, to
varying degrees, the Western land-centric model (the island itself) for a sea-centric model that
privileges the sea as a knowable and mutable place. Thus these new approaches by
archaeologists concentrated on seafaring lifeways and identities and the sea itself, understanding
that such societies, cultures, and adaptations were shaped by lifetimes and generations of
residing on or near the ocean. Some example models include the “maritime turn” (Van de Noort
2011), a “colonization of the sea” (Gosden and Pavlides 1994), an “archaeology of the sea”
(Rainbird 1999, 2007), and an “archaeology of maritime identity” (Boomert and Bright 2007).
Although these frameworks are similar, they place varying emphases on land, sea, and/or
identity. Using the North Sea as his theater, Van de Noort (2011) develops a concept he terms
“hybridity,” which calls for a complete integration of terrestrial landscape and underwater
maritime archaeological methods. He argues that this combination creates a useful interpretive
framework to understand how mariners and coastal dwellers engaged with onshore, nearshore,
and offshore environments, a sub-discipline he names the “archaeology of the sea.” Gosden and
Pavlides (1994:170) formulated a similar model in Oceania called “seascapes,” and suggest that
the sea itself was viewed by islanders as a malleable and comprehensible place: “…[our]
concept…should extend…so that landscapes and seascapes are considered jointly. The sea…is
what people make it. Just as the land can be made and remade by human influence, so can the
sea.” In practice, Gosden and Pavlides would probably suggest that in oceanic environments,
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studying seafaring parameters such as currents, wind, and other climate patterns, mariner
identities (via ethnography), and boating technologies are equal to the study of archaeological
remains and should be used in concert if scholars ever hope to understand ancient seafaring
cultures.
Rainbird (2007:45), like Van de Noort (2011) and Gosden and Pavlides (1994), suggests
that archaeologists shift focus from land to sea using a concept he simply deems an “archaeology
of the sea.” For him, this approach “incorporates land rather than only merges with an
archaeology of the land.” His meaning here is vague, but in practice he may be suggesting
something similar to Van de Noort, where a coastal site needs to be evaluated above water and
below water using the same methods and theoretical tools, as if the shoreline were not there at
all. His proposal differs, however, from the others in that he adds a second wrinkle where, “the
focus would shift from the material and the environment to an exploration of the lives of
mariners…” (Rainbird 2007:45). Rainbird’s central thesis is that island archaeology should
loosen its focus on land and redirect to a study of maritime identity, perhaps via ethnography.
The importance of incorporating land and sea in a model of island living is evident from many
ethnographies. For example, one study of Torres Strait-islander identity revealed that those
mariners had an almost innumerable number of names and spiritual connections with and for the
marine environments and underwater features (e.g., a particular section of reef), much beyond
that which would be required purely for fishing or navigation (Cordell 1989).
In an article published the same year as Rainbird’s text, Boomert and Bright (2007:17)
made quite a similar argument when they appealed for an “archaeology of maritime identity” to
supplant the sub-discipline of “island archaeology.” They argued that a study of mariner identity
divorces island archaeology from its ill-conceived roots in island biogeography: “The primary
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postulate of island archaeology – namely that the manifestations of human behaviour on islands
show persuasive structural similarities and are essentially divergent from those of mainlands –
can be taken to be incorrect.” In other words, Boomert and Bright suggested that human behavior
and/or societal change that occurs on islands is in no way different from that which occurs on
mainlands, with the possible exception that island living increases the odds that one’s identity is
more greatly influenced by proximity to the sea. They conclude by suggesting nothing less than
the dismissal of “island archaeology” as a sub-field of cultural anthropology or archaeology. This
is certainly one of the more radical propositions concerning the archaeology of islands, but most
other island researchers do not view processual-scientific and post-processual/postcolonial
approaches as mutually exclusive. In fact, the Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology
maintains diverse theoretical goals still today that were established back in 2006, to expand
methods in coasts and islands, evaluate symbolic expression in maritime cultures, contribute to
global biogeography and ecology theory, unpack philosophical dilemmas with regard to islands
as “units,” and to use islands as case studies of human diaspora (Fitzpatrick et al. 2015:4). The
positive value of strict post-processual approaches will continue to unfold in future theory and
model-building in archaeology as our data continue to demonstrate that humans do not follow
strictly the tenets of island biogeography (e.g., cultures do not become more “simple” with
increasing distance from a mainland, as those of the south Pacific clearly showcase, see below).
Hybrid models stress the significance of the sea in a manner similar to the frameworks
outlined above, yet they diverge in that they implicitly or explicitly emphasize the importance of
dry land. Additionally, these models tend to highlight the interconnectivity that exists in many
island-dotted regions of the world. Broodbank’s (2000) “islandscapes” concept is a good
example. He writes that the archaeology of islands should “combine the sea and maritime
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culture; island landscapes and seascapes; the views/identities of its inhabitants, as well as
biogeographic variables such as the size of islands, their intervisibility, regional location, and
topography” (Broodbank 2000:21). In practice, he advocates asking questions about the
parameters of boating technology, inferring subsistence strategies via excavated resources, the
location of prehistoric sea-paths, the intensity of the movement of goods, and the potential gaps
in the terrestrial archaeological record. It is fair to say that Broodbank (2000) was influenced by
Terrell’s earlier concept of “earthscapes” of islands. Terrell’s view (1999:242; 2004:206–207) is
that “…domesticated island earthscapes [are] arenas for examining the comings and goings,
influences and activities, givings and takings between people here and there…in ways that may
be difficult to achieve on larger continental landscapes.” An islandscapes model would
acknowledge how places such as the South Pacific are quite different from the Eurasian
mainland in that the above characteristics of human society can be studied with more ease.
Moreover, islandscapes models—similar to the archipelagic view—do not suggest that any one
island is a “unit.” Instead, these models are focused on a collection of islands with emphasis on
islander and/or maritime identity (Terrell 2004:206). Islandscapes models or hybrid models,
unlike the strict post-processual approaches (e.g., Rainbird’s [2007] “archaeology of the sea”),
do not completely toss out all the principles of island biogeography.
Island History as Human History
Whereas the preceding island approaches/models are aimed at understanding islanders
themselves and their environments, Terrell et al. (1997), and others (e.g., Dewar 1995), suggest
also that islands are an appropriate setting for archaeologists to re-conceptualize how scholars
both discuss and conceive of human history. Terrell’s (2004) “islands as reference points”
concept lays the foundation for a grander framework of reticulate models of human history.
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“Reticulate” history simply refers to a “tangled net or mesh of links and interactions” among
people and cultures rather than history as a linear path (Broodbank 2000). And thus, a reticulate
model of human history represents viewing our collective past as the “ever shifting dynamics of
interaction between people (and all living organisms) over time and space…” (Terrell 2004:210).
Terrell (2004) is not referencing the debate in island archaeology of whether island environments
tended to encourage interaction or result in isolation (although, he does favor island models that
privilege interrelatedness over insularity). Instead, he is arguing that islands, especially remote
ones, happen to be excellent places to envision human history as reticulate and recursive because
island cultures in the south Pacific were thousands of km apart, smaller than many on the
mainland, and yet are incredibly diverse socially, politically, and hierarchically. In other words,
the experience of many south Pacific islanders, as viewed by outsiders over 1000 years of linear
time, should instead be conceived as disparate overlapping meshes of experiences. After all, in
the eyes of aboriginal islanders, “time” probably would have been experienced cyclically rather
than linearly. For Terrell (2004), island societies’ history and culture can therefore be understood
and recounted as a cyclical mosaic of collective historically- and locally-contingent events
perpetrated by individuals, groups, and/or cultures. He argues that this kind of history was and is
different from that which occurs on mainlands, where he envisions a gradual, in-place, and
comparably linear cultural evolution. Thus, Terrell (e.g., 1988) suggests that archaeologists
working in island environments should seek to tell multiple island histories in place of a grand
narrative of island history, and to connect island histories with wider (perhaps even global)
mainland contexts (in Broodbank 2000:10; Terrell 1988).
Models such as Terrell’s run counter to the so-called phylogenetic perspectives of human
history, which tend to view human society as an evolutionary straight line or branching tree (e.g.
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Kirch and Green 1987, 2001). Applied to world history, a popular example of a phylogenetic
model might be the “big history” geographic (environmental) determinism championed by
Diamond (1997). Big history refers to the teleological notion that human history is one big
“onward march” with knowable beginning and endpoints (Broodbank 2000), and that if one were
able to replay human history on earth several times, we would observe the same watershed
moments (e.g., the birth of agriculture) occur in similar geographies and at a similar tick of
earth’s timeclock. Notably, historians themselves tend to prefer models similar to those outlined
by Terrell (1988), which favor contingency over inevitability. A popular text that develops this
model argues that human history is actually many histories, and thus should be viewed as an
often local web of “connections that link people to one another” (McNeill and McNeill 2003:1),
rather than as some sort of linear global process. Most archaeologists and cultural
anthropologists today would probably agree that conceiving of human history or culture as a line
or evolutionary branching tree drastically downplays the importance (and often randomness) of
human cultures’ agency and contingency while simultaneously ignoring the worldviews and
ideologies of the people being studied in order to impose a western scientific concept of linear
time.
Native American ontologies or worldviews do not perceive time—and thus “history”—in
the same linear fashion as westerners. Although it is necessary for archaeologists to index or
bracket time “periods” in the past for empirical study of material culture vis-à-vis environmental
events or change (which are very real), most Native Americans experienced time cyclically and
in accordance with their space and time worldview(s) or, what they perceived as real within the
passage of western “clock” (linear) time (see Fixico 2003). It is therefore more responsible as
anthropologists to write about Native American lifeways and use of the landscape as cyclical
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contingent histories within the context of western linear time. Explaining human history only in
terms of global watersheds or tipping points masks the significance of all those cultures that
lived and died in historical obscurity because they did not possess writing systems.
Island Archaeology Summary
Following the history and development of anthropological thought with regard to islands
and their cultures, it is appropriate to ask–what have we learned? Many of the decades-old “big”
questions and themes in island archaeology remain (see Erlandson and Fitzpatrick 2006;
Fitzpatrick et al. 2015), although there is an ever-increasing awareness of the necessity to study
the effects of climate change on coastal and islands sites (e.g., sea level rise, erosion, tropical
storm frequency) (Fitzpatrick et al. 2015). Popular research agendas were and still are related to
colonization, insularity, maritime technologies, and trade and exchange.
Archaeologists wrestle with basic questions surrounding life on and among islands: do
island landmasses serve to unite or segregate humans? What are the so-called “push” and “pull”
factors that lead to island colonization events (e.g., Cherry and Leppard 2018; Keegan 1985)? At
any settlement scale (e.g., individual, family, village), is there something fundamentally different
about island lifeways? If island societies are in any way different from mainland or continental
cultures, why is this so? Does “island life” produce patterned or predictable forms of
sociopolitical organization and/or economies (e.g., Fitzpatrick 2004a)? The answer to these
questions is, “it depends,” which makes the research all the more exciting. On the one hand,
there may not be a single (constructive) societal concept or characteristic that would hold true for
all islands across space and time. On the other, archaeologists can minimally concede that doing
archaeology on various islands and archipelagos across the globe has revealed a few patterns.
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With few exceptions (e.g., Southeast Asia), owing to the requisite seafaring technology
(and human will), islands are the last places to be permanently settled by humans (Gamble
1993). For example, in the Caribbean, the Bahama Archipelago was evidently not settled until
~700 CE (Berman et al. 2013; Keegan 1992). Unless new evidence is unearthed, Grand Cayman
was never colonized until after Old World explorers arrived (Scudder and Quitmyer 1998).
Recent chronometric re-evaluation of radiocarbon dates in the Mediterranean Balearics, which
are visible from the Spanish mainland, indicates that the primary islands may not have been
colonized until the third century CE (Cherry and Leppard 2018). In the far reaches of the South
Pacific, Hawaii was not settled until the thirteenth-century CE (Wilmshurst et al. 2011:1818).
In addition, islands can be sensitive and vulnerable—when natural disasters occur (e.g.,
tropical storms, earthquakes, volcano eruptions), the comparatively lesser (terrestrial) biomass
can be damaged and require decades to recover or be destroyed entirely (Parker-Pearson 2004).
By the same token, some islands may have fewer resources generally. Fresh water can be scarce
or seasonally unavailable (Carr and Fay 1990; Weisler 1995); extirpation or extinction of
terrestrial game can occur rapidly (Steadman et al 2005); complete deforestation can occur at a
heightened pace (Rull et al. 2015); and, sea level regressions and transgressions can expand or
contract habitable land. Populations might be at greater risk on islands—on one end of the
spectrum, both human and zoonotic disease(s) can spread quickly and deplete or eliminate a
population, human or otherwise. On the other, a successful and growing island populace might
overpopulate an island and require expansion to new territories (Keegan 1985; Sinelli 2010).
Finally, the insular nature of life on some islands (e.g., Easter Island) simply cannot be denied
(Anderson 2004, 2006). “Remoteness” can be apparent in many island environments, especially
in cases of inadequate seafaring technology or challenging water-passage conditions (Fitzpatrick
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and Anderson 2008). Although the above characteristics highlight a few examples of what
islands may have in common, it is equally important to acknowledge how different they can be.
As noted throughout, there is a great diversity in kinds of islands, archipelagos, and
island environments in the many regions across the earth. Obvious differences are size,
underlying geology, topography, climate, flora and fauna, and proximity to other islands and
continents. Perhaps two of the most significant characteristics of islands are size and distance
from the nearest mainland. A large island (e.g., New Guinea) may not feel like an island at all.
New Guinea islanders were in many ways isolated from each other, spoke mutually unintelligible
languages, and many inland or mountain villagers had never seen the sea (Terrell 1981).
In contrast, islands like those in the South Pacific tend to feel remote to Westerners,
whether or not this emotion was experienced similarly, or at all, by the initial colonizers or
inhabitants (in Fitzpatrick 2004). For this reason, it is important to recognize the differences
among island geographies and histories in the major seas and oceans of the world. The South
Pacific, Caribbean, Mediterranean, Southeast Asia, and other lesser-studied areas have quite
different histories and legacies of archaeological study, and thus, have yielded variable
approaches to “island archaeology” (Fitzpatrick et al. 2007). For the research in this dissertation,
applying these notions to a study of the Florida Keys, two of the most salient characteristics of
the archipelago are the “smallness” of its islands and proximity to mainland Florida. One of the
most significant characteristics of the colonizers of the Keys is the time depth of native
populations inhabiting south Florida. The people who would first live on the Keys had been
engaged with the evolving south Florida wetlands and coral islands for thousands of years.
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Small Islands
Contrary to some of the settlement predictions of island biogeography (which tend to
favor large islands with riverways), continental islands, small islands, and small-island
archipelagos can also be especially attractive places for human habitation (e.g., Fitzpatrick et al.
2016; Keegan et al. 2008; Kirch 1997). As noted, isolation via the sea is likely an inaccurate
western concept in most island contexts because it does not square with aboriginal island
settlement patterns (Keegan et al. 2008:637) or exchange networks in most times and places of
the world (e.g., Hofman et al. 2010; Mitchell 2004:243–244; Terrell et al. 1997). Similar to the
“seascapes” model put forth by Gosden and Pavlides (1994), archipelagos and their waterways
were likely conceived of by their inhabitants as “continents” unto themselves (Torres and
Rodríguez-Ramos 2008). Even exceptionally-remote open ocean environments have the capacity
for year-round habitation and/or foraging. One of the best examples of a remote site with yearround fishing is Henderson Island, which is ~2,300 km from French Polynesia, and lacking in
predictable rainfall (fresh water) and terrestrial and aquatic faunal resources (Weisler 1995:385).
In other cases, however, small islands may not be marginal by any measure, as
demonstrated here with examples from the Caribbean. Across most small-island regions of the
West Indies, nearly every island is visible from the next, which facilitates ease of travel and
interaction (Keegan and Hofman 2017:7–8). And, the diversity and abundance of marine
resources can be quite high, even when compared with that of the larger islands such as
Hispaniola. Keegan et al. (2008:636) demonstrated that on several small Caribbean islands (e.g.,
the cays of the Bahama Archipelago) the distribution of marine foods was independent of and
often inversely proportional to island size. The fact that many Caribbean small islands had richer
marine resources than larger ones would have played a significant role in colonization decisions
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and for selecting habitation sites in this area of the world. Small islands serve a multitude of
other purposes as well—undoubtedly, the smaller Turks and Caicos islands served as sustainable
fishing grounds, waypoints, outposts, and even semi-permanent settlements for populations
expanding out of Hispaniola (Sinelli 2010), and much archaeological evidence from the Lesser
Antilles reveals a similar pattern (e.g., Giovas 2016; Poteate et al. 2015). In recorded history, the
Florida Keys fulfilled similar roles to those described by Sinelli (2010) in the Turks and Caicos,
as fishing grounds, trading waypoints, and habitation sites (see Goggin and Sommer 1949; Hann
1991, 2003:139–163).
Mainland Archipelagos
Mainland or “continental” small islands and archipelagos can be geographically
differentiated from insular landmasses. Obviously, a 20-km2 island located five km from the
mainland shoreline is a vastly different environment from that of a 20-km2 island located 1000
km from the nearest continent. This much is true for topography, flora, fauna, and other island
characteristics. Moreover, the usually-later timing of colonization for remote islands is reflected
in the archaeological record (Gamble 1993; Keegan and Diamond 1987). In mainland islands or
island groups, the biotas typically match those of the closest shoreline. In contrast, in the South
Pacific, an island chain could be home to hundreds of endemic species and sub-species (e.g.,
Hawaii). It follows that these quite dissimilar small-island geographies have several implications
for human exploration and habitation. Understandably, one environment requires complex
seafaring technology and a great deal of forethought—the other may not. However, once
adequate maritime skills and technologies are in place, these divergent small-island situations
may have more in common—as viewed by native mariners—than simple geography would
imply (Rainbird 2007). Using the latter example of a remote island, it is tempting to hypothesize
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that such trips would only be made for colonization attempts or in times of emergency, but
decades of research in the South Pacific suggest strongly otherwise (e.g., Fitzpatrick 2004b;
Terrell et al. 1997). This is not to say that modeling the function of a given island or archipelago,
mainland or insular, should be totally divorced from geography. The point is that island
geography is only one variable, and that all models should include a combination of local history
and prehistory, ethnography, and material culture (Broodbank 2000).
This multi-disciplinary approach reveals both diversity and patterning in humans’ use of
mainland islands across space and time. Along the US mainland, tiny marsh islands in Georgia
clearly facilitated connectivity with inland peoples and “[were] central to the economies of
Native Americans” for thousands of years (Thompson and Turck 2010:295). In the Old World,
the coastal archipelagos of Norway made possible massive maritime networks over eight
centuries, including the Viking and Medieval periods (Wickler 2016:190–191). In South Africa,
small continental islands were always colonized prior to big islands as centers of trade,
exchange, and distribution (Mitchell 2004). With their diverse and dense marine and estuarine
habitats, coastal Alaskan islands hosted at least 66 Tlingit clans and lineages (and their familyowned resource patches) over hundreds or thousands of years (Moss 2004:173). Just this small
selection of examples of mainland small islands from the Old and New Worlds showcases the
diversity in how and when humans inhabit these environments.
Yet, are there any uniting themes in the study of continental islands? One undeniable
characteristic is that they are easily networked or incorporated into mainland society in some
way. Continental islands are close enough to mainlands to sustain frequent interaction(s), but
they are distant enough to develop sometimes new or divergent histories and practices. Mitchell
(2004) writes that African continental islands and other coastal islands appear to develop with
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high frequency as places of exchange. Rainbird (2007) acknowledges this phenomenon also,
suggesting that mainland islands are attractive settings for commerce because they are taking
place “away” from mainland commercial centers, and thus, are less threatening to mainland
economies. However, he is not suggesting that these island trading hubs are tiny and peripheral.
To the contrary, Rainbird (2007:17) hypothesizes that the islands of Hong Kong and Manhattan
both developed in this manner. This notion may well be accurate, but one cannot overlook the
other primary features of these cities—adequate deep-water ports and strategic locations.
Nonetheless, the historical trajectory of Key West city fits his model.
Florida Keys Habitation Model
The Florida Keys are today a continental or mainland archipelago, but the islands were
once a part of mainland Florida when humans first came to the region at 14,000+ BP. During this
time, south Florida was an evolving land- and water-scape wherein sea level rise did not create
the islands of the Florida Keys—closer to what we recognize today—until ~4000 BCE when sea
level stabilized (discussed in the following chapters). Native peoples were in south Florida
10,000 years ago and would have negotiated these wetlands as the environments changed over
centuries and millennia. Indigenous groups would have simply continued using the region as it
developed into an archipelago. It just so happens that the focus of this dissertation research is the
Glades period, a time when the Keys were and had been islands for dozens of generations of
aboriginal habitation. With that said, tentative 14C dates and possible fiber-tempered pottery in
Key Largo suggest occupation by the end of the Late Archaic period in Florida (~500 BCE).
This archaeological evidence (see Chapters 4 and 6), suggests that the Keys (as islands) were the
final region of south Florida to be settled by humans after the southern peninsula was occupied
for ten millennia or more.
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The nearest Keys are today less than 0.5 km from the mainland, so it is plausible that the
first natives traveled stepwise 325 km down (south-southwest) the archipelago to Key West and
the additional ~112 km to the Dry Tortugas (see Figure 1 below at the beginning of Chapter 3).
And yet, as outlined above, any attempt at defining the “first” travel to a given Key is probably
moot, and would oversimplify a complex and recursive exploration process that occurred over
decades in each succeeding generation. A true “push” or “pull” approach makes less sense to
model for the Keys as well, because the peoples of south Florida were engaged with coastal and
island living for thousands of years, and exploration and inhabitation of the Keys would have
been a natural extension of their lifeways. Once sea-worthy canoe technology was in place ca.
3000 BCE in south Florida (Wheeler et al. 2003), natives would have been free to explore the
emerging Keys in search of habitation and ritual sites, as well as fertile fishing grounds. In the
earliest periods of Florida Keys exploration, the frequency of fishing, hunting, and habitation
probably oscillated on seasonal, annual, and decadal scales.
The Florida Keys and all of the water-rich habitats of the region would be considered
what Broodbank (2000) called an “islandscape,” where the peoples of south Florida possessed
generational knowledge of the waterways and upland zones, and chose the degree to which they
inhabited and utilized particular islands. By the sixteenth century, the native cultures of south
Florida and the Keys were united and conservative insofar as they resisted (and successfully
thwarted) several missionization attempts by the Spanish (see Chapter 5), whereas northern
Florida and southeast US groups practiced agriculture and aligned with Europeans. It is quite
possible that south Florida groups practiced this conservatism long before Old World invaders
entered the Florida Keys and the Florida peninsula. Indeed, there is no physical evidence in the
prehistoric archaeological record of south Florida to confirm any manner of engagement or trade
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among Florida natives and Caribbean ones. This is a surprising and suspicious fact given that the
West Indian islands nearest to Florida were inhabited by excellent mariners for centuries or
millennia, peoples who surely would have waywardly passed onto or near Florida (Seidemann
2001). A working hypothesis at the outset of this dissertation then is that south Florida natives
densely occupied the coast and the Keys, and resisted contact attempts by West Indian cultures.
Another seeming traditional practice of south Florida cultures was to resist bigger-scale
agriculture in favor of fishing, hunting, and gathering (Hutchinson et al. 2016), despite their
knowledge that maize, beans, squash, and other crops were being grown in north Florida and
across the Midwest and Southeast United States ca. 1000–1500 CE and earlier.
These data, taken together, yield a model suggesting that Keys’ cultures were traditional
yet creative, representing peoples who broke off from the mainland at some juncture in
prehistory and, adapted to seasonal or permanent life along a tropical coral reef. These explorers
would have embarked from the mainland and been active and present in the islands for millennia
before contact with the Old World. The question at the core of this dissertation is whether the
Keys in general and Key West in particular, were ever inhabited or used year-round as a
population center or village, or if natives used the most distant islands, such as Key West, as
camps for occasional fishing trips and/or other tasks (whether these were scheduled seasonally or
less predictably). A model of Keys islander living at a centennial scale is tested and refined
throughout this dissertation with archaeological, historical, ethnographic, and geochemical data
sets.
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CHAPTER THREE: FLORIDA KEYS ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXTS

Geography and Climate
The Florida Keys are a string of islands located in a unique setting of the United States at
the convergence of the Gulf of Mexico, the Florida Straits, and the southern North Atlantic
Ocean; the Caribbean Sea is ~300 km due south (Figure 1). The Keys are an arcuate island chain
that extends in a southwesterly direction from Florida’s southeast coast. The contiguous islands,
those drivable today between north Key Largo and Key West, extend ~180 km from the
mainland coast, and their total land area encompasses some 356 km2. In comparison with islands
across the globe, the Keys are considered on the “small” end of the scale. The largest, Key
Largo, is 31.5 km2, and many of the Keys are ~20 km2 or smaller. The highest points of elevation
are approximately 5.6 m above mean sea level (msl) in two places: Solares Hill in old town Key
West in the Lower Keys and on Windley Key in northern Islamorada. Mean elevation across the
entire archipelago is only ~2 m above msl (Randazzo and Halley 1997) (Figure 2).
Nearly the entire archipelago is located between latitudes 24° and 25° N, which supports
its tropical and oceanic character (Figure 1). The climate is classified as Am in the modified
Köppen-Geiger climatic scheme, which is referred to as “trade-wind littoral” (Peel et al. 2007),
or “transitional tropical” (Hela 1952). This climate zone has relatively small annual temperature
ranges with pronounced wet and dry seasons.
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Figure 1. The Florida Keys in Regional Context.
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June through November is a period of high mean monthly temperatures (~32˚C) and frequent
precipitation, while December through May is drier and has moderate mean monthly
temperatures (~26˚C). The southernmost Florida Keys (the “Lower Keys”) receive less
precipitation annually than nearly all other climate zones in Florida, and their plant communities
reflect these sometimes xeric conditions (Snyder et al. 1990).Nevertheless, the rainy season
during most years brings adequate rainfall that supports human and non-human habitation.
Consistent rainfall is vital in the Keys, as there are no freshwater rivers anywhere in the
archipelago. The only flowing fresh water in the region today is mild and, inconsistent drainage
from the Everglades since the sugar corporations completed landscape modifications (e.g.,
levees, canals) to drain and divert natural flow from Florida Bay to the southwest Gulf and
Atlantic coasts in 1979 (Snell and Boggess 1994:21). Thus, the biggest pulses of fresh water
from the southern coastline into Florida Bay occur today as simple down-gradient runoff from
storms during the rainy season. However, Florida Bay is always exchanging marine waters with
the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, so this bay remains varying degrees of estuarine
year-round.
Rainy-season storm events frequently flood the many low-lying areas of the Keys. The
inundation of particular locales would possibly make certain islands or areas inhospitable, but
there were benefits as well. Naturally-occurring solution holes within the coral-limerock are
conducive to the capture and retention of fresh rainwater in the Lower Keys. The tidal amplitude
among the Lower Keys is relatively low (~0.5 m), preventing saltwater intrusion, and moreover,
the naturally-occurring cementation crusts of Lower Keys’ Miami oolite limestone slow the
natural evaporation process (Monroe County 1986). Freshwater deposits are present ~1.5 m
below the limerock in old-town Key West (McKenzie 1990), but archaeologists or historians
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Figure 2. The Florida Keys.
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have never found evidence that indigenous peoples (or early Americans, for that matter) accessed
water by drilling or punching through limestone.Several British explorers (e.g., George Gauld)
recorded “wells” on Key West with fresh water (Chapter 6), but they were referring to pools of
rainwater collected from oolite limestone holes. Historic and possibly-prehistoric freshwater
wells are also located on Sugarloaf Key and Big Pine Key, and it is likely there are additional
undocumented ones. Freshwater wells are recognized today in the Upper Keys, and were equally
well-known by natives and early European colonists. Romans (1999 [1775]) refers to the famous
watering hole at Old Matecumbe used by Indians and Europeans which was located on Lower
Matecumbe Key, and nearby Lignumvitae Key once had fresh water as well (Jutro 1975).
Similarly, locations throughout Key Largo are known to have past and extant freshwater wells
(Carr 1982).
The archipelago’s location in the southern North Atlantic makes it likewise prone to
tropical storms, many of which are major hurricanes as ranked by the Saffir-Simpson scale. Of
course, these weather phenomena tend to operate on seasonal scales, patterns that may have
influenced the timing of exploration and/or settlement of the Keys by the first humans. The
seasonality of wind, currents, and other weather conditions would have been acknowledged and
optimized by natives whenever and wherever possible. Nonetheless, travel among the Keys
could have occurred at any time during the year under normal circumstances. Canoe travel
beyond the Keys to the south or east, however, would have been much more difficult because of
the Florida Current. Unlike the random events referenced above, the Florida Current is an
inescapable (albeit fluctuating) constant. This so-called oceanic river is part of the Gulf Stream, a
larger flow of water driven by the rotation of the earth and thermohaline circulation. The earth’s
rotation produces constant westerly winds that, when coupled with natural ocean circulation
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driven by surface heat and freshwater flux from the south Atlantic, pull waters east-northeast
along the Keys and northward up the Atlantic Coast of Florida (Chave et al. 1997). The channel
between the Keys and the Bahama Banks through which the current passes is ~64-km wide and
is referred to as the Florida Straits or the Straits of Florida (see Figure 2).
The presence of such an imposing waterway was undoubtedly recognized and respected
by the native inhabitants of the Keys, and the Straits probably posed a hurdle to frequent
interactions with peoples of the West Indies. Though the Florida Current subsides slightly during
the dry season months (Schott and Zantopp 1985; Schott et al. 1988), traversing the Straits would
have been difficult at any time of the year. Moreover, traveling to the Bahamas and Cuba from
the Keys, which requires paddling against the current, would have always been more difficult
than the inverse. Considerations such as these are important for modeling interactions with
cultures from the West Indies (e.g., Seidemann 2001).
Florida Keys Geology and Principal Habitats
Introduction
The Florida Keys we recognize today are the result of the interplay among seawater
chemistry, rising and falling seas, seawater temperature, tectonic stability, and tidal interactions
(Randazzo and Halley 1997:251). Numerous geological and climatological processes have
unfolded over millennia during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene to create the configuration
and subtropical and tropical character of the present ecosystems in and around the Florida Keys.
In this section, I briefly consider the applicable underlying geology of the contiguous Florida
Keys, and follow with discussions of the most conspicuous habitats, Florida Bay, the islands, and
the Florida coral reef.
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Florida Keys Formation
The islands of the Florida Keys are comprised of fossilized marine corals called Key
Largo limestone (patch-reef facies) and Miami limestone (oolite facies) that accumulated atop
the Florida platform at approximately 125,000 B.P. when sea level was ~10.6 m higher than
present (Halley and Evans 1983; Hoffmeister et al. 1967; Lidz 2006; Stanley 1966). The Key
Largo limestone islands are situated upon and track the edge of the Florida platform—these are
called the Upper Keys (Sanford 1909, 1913). Alternatively, the Lower Keys are a grouping of
“Miami” limestone islands situated perpendicular to the Upper Keys (Hoffmeister et al. 1967;
Hoffmeister and Multer 1968), reflecting tidal bar-like formation processes where seawater was
exchanged between the Gulf of Mexico/Florida Bay and the Atlantic Ocean (Randazzo and
Halley 1997). The so-called Middle Keys (e.g., Vaca Key) are a modern designation, but they
belong to the Key Largo limestone Upper Keys formation (see Figure 2). Miami limestone is
underlain by Key Largo limestone in the Lower Keys, but present geological and radiometric
data—though imperfect—suggest that the uppermost strata of the Upper and Lower Keys formed
more or less concurrently between about 320,000 and 90,000 BP (Randazzo and Halley
1997:253–255 and citations therein).
Over the final ~100,000 years of the late Pleistocene, sea level intermittently rose and
fell, allowing the punctuated accrual of various coral deposits (Randazzo and Halley 1997).
Although seawater composition and coral-bedrock topography remained relatively constant
across the terminal Pleistocene/early Holocene transition (Lidz et al. 1991; Lidz et al. 2003), sea
level began to rise rapidly following a marked increase in mean global temperature.
Documented global warming during the Holocene initiated eustatic (glacier-melt) sea level rise
that continued until the middle Holocene (~5000 BP). At this time, sea levels still continued to
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rise, but at a slower pace (Cheng et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2019; Khan et al. 2017). Beginning at
~4000 BP, the rising sea began to spill into the limestone basin today known as Florida Bay
(Cheng et al. 2012; Davies and Cohen 1989; Wanless and Tagett 1989), gradually leaving behind
only the strands of highest elevation in a southwesterly arc that is referred to today as the Florida
Keys. While the contiguous Keys were forming into the coralline islands we recognize in present
times, a 1-4 km-wide and 5-10-m deep trough also took shape along the windward coast of the
Florida Keys. This cut is now known as Hawk Channel (see Figure 2), a waterway that tracks
parallel to and between the Keys proper and the extant coral reef (Lee and Williams 1999).
The Florida coral-reef system is also hypothesized to have formed synchronously with
the islands and Hawk Channel (Hine et al. 2013). By the late Holocene (~4000 BP onward) other
significant geographic features were also taking shape to the north of the Florida Keys. Owing to
rising seas and increased precipitation around this time, the Everglades basin was infilled and
would become the principal drainage for Lake Okeechobee (Hine et al. 2013). Before msl
reached a height close to its modern position, Florida Bay was probably a seasonally-inundated
freshwater area and natural extension of the Everglades marsh (Robbin 1984). Once msl was
high enough around 3000 BCE, the inundation of Florida Bay was permanent and south
Florida’s waterscapes and the Florida Keys began to trend gradually toward their present
character.
Florida Bay
Following a gradual eustatic sea-level transgression, the Florida Bay basin was entirely
infilled and began to take on the estuarine character of present times, where it is fed by marine
waters from the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean, and freshwater runoff from the Everglades
watershed (Rudnick et al. 2005). This is the timeframe referenced above when the Florida Keys
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were stranded as upland coral islands. Florida Bay averages only ~1.3 m in depth today (Scholl
1966), dotted along its shoreline and interior with mud and mangrove islands and variety of sea
grasses (e.g., shoal, manatee, turtle) distributed according to intra-bay salinity regime. Indeed,
freshwater runoff from Everglades’ channels and marine-water input from the Florida Straits
create extreme salinity and temperature fluctuations in localized regions of the bay (Ogden et al.
1994; Swart et al. 1996a), where various areas can range from 40 to 15 °C and 70 to 10‰,
respectively (Scholl 1966:284).
The variable salinity regimes across the bay create a patchwork of aquatic habitats for
flora and fauna, and by extension, fishing holes for early indigenous peoples. There is a positive
correlation between salinity and increased distance southwest from the mainland. Thus generally,
the Lower Keys tend to be characterized by higher-salinity environments, whereas the Middle
and Upper Keys routinely receive more freshwater input via runoff from the mainland. Common
communities are turtle grass (Thalassia testudinum) and manatee grass (Syringodium filiforme),
and many invertebrate fauna are distributed patchily according to seagrass coverage and density
(Mikkelson and Bieler 2000). Seagrass beds in Florida Bay (and along the ocean-side of the
Keys) form underwater nurseries for a variety of shrimp, crabs, lobsters, and mollusks. The
mangrove communities serve a similar function in rearing young reef fishes and marine
invertebrates, while also providing habitat for nesting seabirds. Tarpon (Megalops atlanticus),
snook (Centropomus undecimalis), spotted sea trout (Cynoscion nebulosus), and several species
of sharks and rays are common in the mangroves of Florida Bay. In contrast, the hardbottom
communities house sponges and corals, with some spiny lobster (Panulirus argus), brittle stars
(Ophiuroidea), and recently-diminished populations of the iconic queen conch (Lobatus gigas).
All of these animals were consumed by Native Americans living along the shorelines of the bay.
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Although Florida Bay’s temperature and salinity zones and gradients create the variety of
productive habitats discussed above, a weakness of this overarching habitat structure is that
many of these miniature environments are fragile.
Without a doubt, the dominant microhabitats of Florida Bay—the seagrass meadows,
mangrove islands, and hardbottom areas—are incredibly vulnerable to several events that occur
frequently yet variably (Rudnick et al. 2005). Flooding from abnormally-heavy wet season
rainfall or tropical storms can rapidly lower salinity, extirpating immobile or slow-moving
estuarine flora and fauna. Droughts produce the opposite effect but yield a potentially worse
outcome—as bay waters grow saline beyond a habitable threshold, seagrass beds die off, the
ambient waters become turbid, and additional nutrients are introduced into the shallow water
column. This process temporarily extirpates local micro-fauna (e.g., small invertebrates) and
affects other larger consumers, as recounted after 50+ years of field research (Bill Lyons
personal communication 2017). To make matters worse, these additional nutrients can trigger
algae blooms that will kill large invertebrates (e.g., queen conchs) and vertebrates (e.g., rays,
fishes). Such die-off events would likely require years of recovery, ecological depressions that
would have certainly affected early indigenous peoples inhabiting the Upper Florida Keys on
annual and even decadal scales.
Florida Keys Terrestrial Communities
The plant and animal communities of the Florida Keys are a blend of overlapping
temperate and tropical biomes. Even outside of the islands, in many distinct areas of mainland
south Florida, tropical plant species outnumber seasonal/temperate ones. For example, one study
of plant associations in Big Cypress Swamp (southwest Florida) found that approximately 61%
of all vegetation originated in the tropics (Duever et al. 1986). This much is true in the Keys also,
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where West Indian or other endemically-tropical flora are predominant (Robertson 1959:21–22),
however, temperate species are either less common (e.g., live oak, red maple), or absent entirely
(e.g., sugarberry). Similar to other island regions of the world, and because they received species
from the continental mainland and the island tropics, the Keys support a diverse and rich range
of plant communities in spite of their tiny land areas and meager elevation above sea level (Ross
et al. 1992; Snyder et al. 1990).
The trees, plants, shrubs, and other communities that colonized the Keys are organized
along two primary gradients. The first gradient is structured both by elevation above msl and
distance from the shoreline. The second is a geographic gradient similar to that outlined above
for the salinities of Florida Bay, wherein the flora increasingly diverge from those of the
peninsular mainland with greater distance southwest down the archipelago. Plant communities
are of two distinct varieties organized by whether or not they experience frequent tidal
inundation, that is, the degree to which they are salinity tolerant (Ross et al. 1992). The “upland”
areas (at or above the supra-littoral or supra-tidal) of the Upper and Middle Keys have a
relatively high density of tropical hardwood hammock because the island centers have deeper
humus and soil deposits and tend to be ~2–3 m or more above msl (Ross et al. 1992). Hammocks
of the uppermost Keys might reach ~12 m in height, comprised of Lignumvitae, gumbo limbo,
mahogany, soldierwood, and numerous others. The Lower Keys tree canopies are smaller and
typically do not extend beyond ~7 m in height, where Keys thatch palm (Thrinax morrisii ) is
usually one of the tallest native trees. The observed vegetation shift and decline in hammock
height are the consequence of the different underlying geologies, and the overall dry conditions
that increase with distance from the mainland (MacVicar and Lin 1984; Ross et al. 1992; Snyder
et al. 1990). Another outcome of infrequent precipitation in the Lower Keys is natural wildfires,
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which maintain scrubby pine forests that are not found in the Upper or Middle Keys (Albritton
2009). The Lower Keys in particular house several endemic tropical flora that are found nowhere
else in the Florida Keys or in fact the United States, including cupania (Cupania glabra), false
boxwood (Gyminda latifolia), pisonia (Pisonia rotundata) and the endangered Key tree cactus
(Cereus robinii) (Little 1976). Even today, as one drives across the 7-mile bridge from Vaca Key
to Bahia Honda Key and the Big Pine Keys (which separates the Upper and Lower Keys), the
change in vegetation and hammock height is immediately noticeable. The difference in Lower
and Upper Keys habitats must have been more stark and important to early Keys inhabitants.
Compared to the predominantly Caribbean and other endemic-tropical flora that blanket
the Keys, the terrestrial zoogeography is unequivocally not tropical (or even subtropical). Large
fauna are derived almost exclusively from the temperate southeastern United States (Robertson
1959; Robertson and Kushlan 1984). Similar to other mainland or continental archipelagos, the
Keys have some large vertebrate species, but their abundance, richness, and diversity is lower
than that of the interior southeast US and the Florida peninsula. This setting of depauperate big
mammals is a function of the Keys’ distance from source populations, small land areas, and a
relative insularity common to island regions across the globe. In the case of an archipelago such
as the Keys, mammal biologists often refer to this as the “peninsula effect” (e.g., Layne 1984).
Some of the species that did walk or swim to the islands became physically and
genetically isolated from mainland populations, a process that in artiodactyls commonly leads to
island dwarfism (Foster 1964). The best example is a sub-species of white-tailed deer, the “key
deer” Odocoileus virginianus clavium, an animal that walked and swam to the Middle Keys and
became physically and genetically isolated. It is unknown when this sub-species diverged from
the mainland population(s), but the timing is likely related to Late-Holocene sea level rise. As
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viewed from the opposing equatorial tropics, the Keys were never colonized by large vertebrate
species from the West Indies because the Florida and Caribbean platforms were never joined
during the Pleistocene or Holocene (i.e., there was never a walkable land bridge) (Snyder et al.
1990:264). Only animals with the ability to fly (e.g., Antillean nighthawk [Chordeiles
gundlachii]), or endure water transport via floating debris (e.g., brown anole [Anolis sagrei])
made it to the Keys and south Florida.
The Florida Coral Reef
Some of the richest local resources derived from the Florida coral reef, a notion
supported by the density and diversity of coral-reef species found in midden assemblages across
the Keys (e.g., Stock Island; Webb et al. 1993). To be certain, the Florida reef is a tropical
system of high diversity, with numerous coral reef sub-habitats and marine meadows (Jaap and
Hallock 1990). The Florida Keys reef tract parallels the primary archipelago and extends ~240
km along the windward (seaward) side of the Keys from Biscayne Bay (Miami) to the Dry
Tortugas (see Figure 2). The extent of the Florida coral reef habitat makes it the third-largest reef
in the world and it is the only such ecosystem in the continental United States.
Florida’s coral reef habitats are categorized into three major community types:
hardbottom, patch reef, and bank reef, with each forming distinct floral and faunal niches (Jaap
and Hallock 1990; Porter and Porter 2002; Voss 1988). Hardbottom communities are situated
nearshore, dominated by gorgonian coral, sponges, and algae. Although species diversity is low
compared to other local reef habitats, anemones (Actiniaria), seastars (Asteroidea), sea
cucumbers (Holothuroidea), crabs (Brachyura), and Caribbean spiny lobsters (Panulirus argus)
live along the seaward hardbottom. Patch reefs occur at a depth of 3-6 m, having originated from
coral larvae settling onto the hard seafloor, and forming a colony over time. After death—be it
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from storms, age, or predation—the corals leave behind a rich calcium carbonate skeleton upon
which new corals can form (Jaap and Hallock 1990). Similar to nearshore hardbottom
communities, primary colonizers are star and brain corals, and a variety of tropical reef fishes
(e.g., parrotfish [Scaridae], pufferfish [Tetraodontidae], and green morays [Gymnothorax
funebris]).
The bank reef community lies farther seaward from the nearshore and patch reef habitats.
This coral ecosystem is significantly larger and has higher species diversity than the other subhabitats. Similarly, however, the shoreward reef flats are covered with brain (Mussidae or
Merulinidae) and star corals (Montastraea), but Elkhorn coral (Acropora palmata), sea fans and
sea whips (Alcyonacea), and sea plumes (Antillogorgia spp.) are also common. On the seaward
side, forereef zone coral and sponge distributions are controlled by mean depth (amount of
sunlight). Shallower areas are dominated by star coral, but sponge communities and non-reefconstructing corals become more common with increasing depth. In fact, some sixty- three coral
species are known at depths between 1 and 45 m (Jaap and Hollack 1990:590-612). Other sea
life spanning the breadth of coral reef communities include numerous species of sea turtle,
sharks, rays, and eels, all of which are common to Native American middens.
The absence of naturally-occurring local chert or other material for chipped-stone
implements led Keys’ cultures to use the coral reefs as a source of hard material for handheld
tools. Caribbean pumice was present in the islands when it floated in sporadically, as there is no
evidence that pumice was traded or brought to the Keys from elsewhere by people (Goggin and
Sommer 1949:67–68). Thus, coral and shell took precedent over imported chert. Hard corals
could be used as abrading implements and are found at sites across the Keys (Carr 1993; Goggin
and Sommer 1949). Most important though was the queen conch. These animals were prized by
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Keys natives as food, and the lips of their shells were a crucial local resource for making
pounding, chopping, and cutting implements. This much is evident at archaeological sites
throughout the Keys and south Florida, where queen conch shells are the predominant shell
remains. Interpreting present data and population structures leads to the hypothesis that the
largest populations of queen conch once lived among the coral reef habitats. The reefs and
adjacent habitats were critical to all south Florida natives, especially those in the Keys, for
hosting mollusks such as the queen conch (Lobatus gigas; formerly Strombus), Florida horse
conch (Triplofusus giganteus; formerly Pleuroploca and Fasciolaria), and lightning whelk
(Sinistrofulgur sinistrum; formerly Busycon), which were used as food and effectively replaced
stone as the tool-making materials of choice for native peoples.
The Florida Keys Ecosystem
In sum, the Keys can be characterized as an ecotonal blend of both deciduous (seasonal)
and Caribbean flora and fauna (Robertson 1959:21–22). Terrestrial mammals are almost entirely
temperate species from farther north, and likewise, swampland deciduous trees demonstrate
historical ties to mainland peninsular Florida and the interior Southeast (Stevenson 1969; Strong
and Bancroft 1994). Conversely, the coral reefs, seagrasses, and mangrove forests of the Florida
Keys south of ~25°N typify the West Indies because they arrived upon the northerly currents of
the Gulfstream and Florida Straits (Strong and Bancroft 1994). Marine fauna too are primarily
West Indian; however, numerous local fishes have a temperature tolerance that includes
peninsular Florida and more northerly latitudes (Snyder et al. 1990). For mollusks, Florida Bay
and the Florida reef are at the Carolinian (northern temperate) and Caribbean margin (Petuch and
Myers 2014), yet again blending temperate-tropical distributions.
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The Florida Keys’ transitional animal and plant distributions are an artifact of mainland
island geography and the annual temperature regime, which regulates ecosystems on land and in
the sea. Temperate species are residing at the southern boundary of their hospitable range
because of either heat tolerance or limitations incurred by island biogeography (i.e., they cannot
swim). In contrast, most native Caribbean species are prevented from migrating or expanding
northward because habitats north of the subtropics are subject to cooler temperatures and more
frequent freezes, which is stressful and even lethal to many West Indian species such as the
queen conch and tiger lucine (Codakia orbicularis) (O’Connor et al. 2007; Strong and Bancroft
1994). Ecosystems of the Florida Keys region are unparalleled and unique among any habitats
found in the continental United States. Only in this archipelago could one reasonably remark that
Native Americans of the southeastern U.S. engaged with island living at > 150 km from the
mainland. Indigenous peoples here adapted to colonize the most remote landmasses in Florida,
navigate the Florida Straits, fish the pelagic seas and coral reefs, and persevere despite
shortcomings such as depauperate terrestrial fauna, an absence of stone, and diminished clay
deposits for potting (Parsons et al. 2018:22).
Florida Keys Late Holocene Environmental Contexts
Although there are some similarities, the character and geography of the Keys was not
always as it is today. For the first human colonizers and those who migrated to the islands, the
environments may have appeared quite different. The Late Holocene (~4000 BP to present) was
a time of drastic change and environmental reconfiguration in south Florida and the Keys (Cheng
et al. 2012). Archaeologists do not know precisely when the Florida Keys were first colonized,
but there are clearer data points for approximating sea level rise through time, which can help
archaeologists render the size of particular islands, or the distance between islands. Inversely, the
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dating of archaeological material can also be used as reference points or checks on sea level
models or sedimentology, as archaeologists suppose that natives were inhabiting dry or
seasonally-dry land at the time artifacts were deposited (e.g., Stapor et al. 1991:827). There were
probably several significant time periods significant to the colonization and occupation of the
Keys by humans. Examples are the initial infilling of the Florida Bay basin at ~2,000 BCE
(Cheng et al. 2012; Davies and Cohen 1989; Wanless and Tagett 1989) and the arrival of new
settlers to the Keys around the Glades I Late/Glades IIa transition (~750 CE).
The initial infilling of Florida Bay is interesting because it denotes the starting point of a
process that would ultimately create the archipelago and surrounding habitats of the Florida Keys
that we recognize today. Once the large islands (e.g., Key Largo), high-elevation islands (e.g.,
Key West, Windley Key), and others took shape as landmasses surrounded entirely by water,
they began to offer archaeologists the opportunity to excavate dry-land sites and hypothesize the
timing of early habitation. Although Florida natives may have inhabited the once-dry land of
Florida Bay and other areas surrounding the Keys deeper in antiquity, the archaeological sites
they created are now under water and have yet to be located (Colombo 2014). The time period
when the Keys and the peninsula were connected entities (i.e., the Middle Archaic [~6000 BCE]
and earlier) would predate the Glades Period (500 BCE–1760 CE), the founding of the Stock
Island site, and the broader island and maritime adaptations that are foci of this research.
Approximate msl and other environmental conditions around the Glades I/II transition
(~750 CE) are undeniably thought provoking in the Keys because they underscore a period of
site construction and/or accumulation across the archipelago, including that documented in later
chapters at the Stock Island site adjacent to Key West. This timing of new or growing
settlements in the Keys aligns with Widmer’s (1986, 1988, 2005) hypothesis that population size
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and density were rapidly growing in southwest Florida around 750 CE (cf. Marquardt 2013a:8,
Marquardt and Walker 2013:881), raising the question of whether social or environmental
conditions provoked relocations to or increased use of the islands. Archaeologists should not
assume that environmental change was the sole cause of any shift in the archaeological data, but
they should ensure that any obvious correlations between materials remains and features are
discussed in context with all available historical and ecological data. Due to climate change and
sea level rise, there were both minute and significant shifts in terrestrial, nearshore, and offshore
ecologies in the Keys, evolving habitats that native peoples came to exploit during the Glades I
Late period.
In order to organize and review the tempo of late Holocene environmental change(s) in
the Florida Keys, and contextualize these regional cultural observations, it is necessary to delimit
a swath of time that brackets the significant geographical changes and important/abrupt changes
in the archaeological record (e.g., the arrival of Spaniards and their metal artifacts). It is also vital
to select appropriate environmental variables to study. As discussed, msl is an important
mediator because the relative position of the sea at any time over the late Holocene would have
been a principal control for the settlement suitability of the Florida Keys and the location and
types of aquatic habitats for subsistence resources.
Indeed, the height of the sea governed intertidal and nearshore ecosystem compositions
(e.g., Yao and Liu 2017), and greatly influenced which plant and animal (e.g., key deer)
communities could colonize the islands. Rising seas also altered the distance between islands, the
size and elevation of individual islands, and the availability of fresh water. A second
interconnected variable might be general aquatic habitat type (e.g., red mangrove [Rhizophora
mangle] hammock), which is a function of msl and shoreline and nearshore topographies
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(Macintyre et al. 2004). Past sea surface temperature (SST) is a third interrelated variable and
important proxy for paleoclimate and paleoenvironment in the Florida Keys, as temperature is a
powerful control on habitat type.
The ensuing sections are centered on paleoclimate and sea level rise and nearshore
habitats during a bracketed time period beginning ca. 2000 BCE and ending around the
conclusion of Florida’s first Spanish period (1763 CE). This time span encompasses part of the
Late Archaic period (~3000–500 BCE) and all of the Glades period (~500 BCE–1760 CE), as
well as the chronometrically established length of occupation at the Stock Island site (ca. 600–
1760 CE).
Paleoclimate
Sea surface temperature (SST) is considered one of the most useful measures of
paleoclimate because it is highly correlated with atmospheric temperature. There are a number of
methods and proxies used to estimate SST along decadal, centennial, and millennial timescales.
Popular organisms used locally around Florida and the Caribbean to calculate SST are planktonic
foraminifera (e.g., Keigwin 1996; Lund and Curry 2004), but other marine sedimentary archives
such as molecular organics (Richey et al. 2011) or long-lived corals (e.g., Saengar et al. 2009)
are also used. Of these various organismal archives, the most widely available and applicable
datasets of SST are derived from foraminiferal δ18O (oxygen-isotope ratio) or Mg/Ca
(magnesium-calcium ratio). These fauna are suitable because they can be cored and
chronometrically-dated in stratigraphic sequence at archaeological timescales (Keigwin 1996).
There are published paleoclimate data sets derived from aquatic environments from the
Florida Keys for the primary time period(s) of interest near the onset of the Glades I period at the
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turn of the first century CE. This stretch of time overlaps with what is sometimes called the
Roman Warm Period. Local records from the Florida Straits (Lund and Curry 2004) and the
Sargasso Sea (Keigwen 1996) agree with data sets from the Old World generally (e.g.,
deMenocal et al. 2000) that a warm and wet spell began about 1 CE and continued until ~550
CE, save for a potential cool/dry period centered about 225 CE (Nyberg et al. 2002). Over this
time span (~1–550 CE), which is correlated to the early part of the Glades I period, SST records
from the Florida Straits suggest the Keys experienced a variable warming trend up to ~1 °C
higher than today (Lund and Curry 2004). The Sargasso Sea record oscillates within a cooling
trend between about 1 CE and 500 CE, where mean temperature fell to ~1 °C below modern
times at the end of the cycle at 500 CE. From that time, this record indicates a sinusoidal
warming trend until ~1100 CE, a period collectively recognized among climate scientists as the
“Medieval Warm Period” (MWP) (cf. Gunn 2000). The Lund and Curry (2004) time series in the
Florida Straits leads the warming trend suggested by Keigwin (1996) by a couple centuries, but
the MWP is evident as an oscillating rise in temperature up to ~1.5 °C (Keigwin 1996:1507). It is
debated both whether the MWP was experienced everywhere on earth (e.g., Broecker 2001), and,
whether MWP mean temperatures were higher than or equal to those of today. Mg/Ca data sets
from foraminiferal δ18 in the Gulf of Mexico suggest mean annual SSTs over the MWP were
comparable to those of today (Richey et al. 2011).
The Keigwin (1996) record then shows another cooling trend between 1100 CE and 1600
CE, except for an abrupt ~1 °C rise centered on ~1500 CE. Both the Lund and Curry (2004) and
Keigwin (1996) local foraminiferal δ18O data sets find convincing evidence for the “Little Ice
Age” (~1200/1300–1850 CE). This was another climate episode of mean annual temperatures
lower than those of today. While the fact that a cooling trend occurred is well resolved and
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agreed upon in climate science, there is still considerable debate as to the intensity of the cooling
observed over this period. Several data sets from the Caribbean suggest that the magnitude of
cooling was ~2–3 °C (e.g., Nyberg et al. 2002; Watanabe et al. 2001; Winter et al. 2000), while
two separate cores from the Bahamas yielded data that suggest the mean temperature was closer
to ~1 °C less than that of today (Lund and Curry 2006; Saenger et al. 2009). Together, these data
show that mean annual temperature has deviated a maximum of ~2-4 °C from a running mean
over the past ~4000 years in the Florida Keys region. If prolonged periods of cooler or warmer
mean temperatures occurred across south Florida and the Keys, how should these climate
episodes affect how we interpret the area’s archaeological record (Walker 1992)?
Archaeology and Paleoclimate
Whether and to what degree (if any) did warming and cooling episodes alter local
environments, and thereby, influence native exploration and settlement of the Florida Keys
during the latter Late Archaic and Glades Periods? Research into this realm is in its infancy, but
some data and anecdotes are available. Shallow-water and nearshore ecosystems would
undoubtedly be affected during temperature extremes. For example, the red mangrove
communities that typify the Florida Keys and Key West would be stressed and potentially die if
conditions were below freezing for a time, taking all of their ecosystem services with them.
While a temperature at or below 0 °C has never been recorded in Key West since records began
in the nineteenth century, the cooler climate of the LIA may have rendered a few events where
the temperature dropped to or near freezing. Conversely, the effects of prolonged warm
temperatures are yet to be fully understood, but if such periods occurred during the MWP for
example, we might expect there were changes in organism life history or forced migration of
populations (e.g., Ray et al. 1992). As Walker (2013:37) admits in addressing similar questions
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with zooarchaeological datasets in southwest Florida, “The challenge for archaeologists focusing
on ecosystem change over the past 2000 years is that many if not most environmental changes
within this timeframe were not dramatic…” Of course, this notion is supported in the Florida
Keys and in the Key West/Stock Island area also. The Stock Island midden, which has deposits
from ~600–1700 CE, has a zooarchaeological assemblage of tropical, subtropical, and temperate
marine species that could still be fished today (modern human-induced extinctions
notwithstanding).
In light of the relatively minimal long-term climate change that occurred over the Glades
Period in the Keys, extreme weather events may have reshaped local ecosystems to a greater
extent than natural temperature fluctuation (independent of whether these events are related to
longer trends in evolving climate). Over the twentieth century, for example, the Keys
experienced eight major hurricanes and countless smaller tropical storms. These major storms
can strip entire islands of all vegetation, destroy mangrove communities for decades, and
eradicate entire populations of aquatic and terrestrial fauna (Fitzpatrick 2012). As outlined in the
previous section, droughts too can extirpate flora and fauna and restructure microhabitats for
years or decades. On land, there is no doubt that the xeric terrestrial biota of the Lower Florida
Keys would have been susceptible to wildfires (Albritton 2009). Stochastic events must have
played a large role in the Glades-period human settlement, long-term habitation, and ecologies of
the Florida Keys (see Griffin 2002).
Sea Level Change
Over the past several decades, researchers have used a variety of proxies to estimate past
changes in msl along various timescales. Commonly-used indicators in the tropics and subtropics
that have a measurable relationship with sea level are scleractinian (reef-building) corals,
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mangrove peats, lithified beach/dune ridges, or some combination thereof (reviewed recently in
Stathakopolous 2020:1–5). Coupling one or more of these various proxy indicators with a
radiometric dating method (e.g., 14C, 238U) can generate a time series, or more specifically, a
time-elevation plot. These models are typically referred to as sea-level reconstructions or curves.
As discussed in the previous section(s), knowing when and to what degree sea levels changed
during prehistoric occupation periods has obvious implications for archaeologists studying past
peoples who lived in coastal and island settings.
The most current published and reliable sea level models for the Late Holocene in the
area of the Florida Keys from ~2200 BCE to 1846 CE (when the earliest monitoring began at
Key West) yield a mean sea level rise rate of ~0.5–1.0 mm per year (Jones et al. 2019; Khan et
al. 2017; Stathakopoulos et al. 2020; Toscano and Macintyre 2003). Thus for example, modeled
estimates of sea level at significant cultural/societal points of interest in the Florida Keys would
covert as follows: the initial occupation of the Stock Island site (~600 CE) would have occurred
at -1.065 m ± 0.355 m. The onset of the Glades III period (~1200 CE) converts to -0.615 m ±
0.205 m, and the approximate timing of arrival of Spaniards to Florida (~1500 CE) converts to
-0.390 m ± 130 m.
A final point to consider is modern station-monitoring of sea level rise in the Florida
Keys. The Key West historical monitoring data since 1846 CE yielded a mean rise of ~1.3 mm
per year over the latter nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Maul and Martin 1993:1957).
Merging mean sea level rise data from twentieth-century NOAA tide gauges at Key West (2.4
mm/year) with Vaca Key (3.7/mm year) would yield a rate of msl rise in the twentieth century of
~3.0 mm per year (see Jones et al. 2019:9). Joining the prehistoric sea level proxy data sets with
these empirically-collected data sets produces a potential offset, but this is a relatively small
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margin of error because it is less than the current mean tidal amplitude in the Florida Keys of
±0.6 m (Toscano and Macintyre 2003:259). Moreover, if modern instrumental data are recording
intensifying sea level rise associated with industrial society in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries, the additional offset documented in the modern datasets would be less significant to
Glades-period sea level estimates anyhow.
Archaeology and Sea Level Change
Because rate(s) of sea level rise since the onset of the Holocene can serve as a proxy for
modeling ongoing and future sea level rise, this topic has been studied intently in Florida (Jones
et al. 2019). Multiple scientists have published sea level curves that suggest there is some
evidence for “highstands” or “lowstands” in msl during certain periods (e.g., Balsillie and
Donoghue 2004; Stapor et al. 1991), or purported “jumps” to a much higher msl in a relatively
short amount of time (e.g., Blanchon et al. 2002). Archaeologists in southwest Florida have, in
turn, used these sea level models and other climate proxies to state generally that these
environmental shifts underscored variability in Caloosahatchee peoples’ fishing and shellfishing
strategies, village and canal construction, and seasonal mobility (e.g., Marquardt 2013a:8–14;
Walker et al. 1994).
However, these purported high and low fluctuations are not considered in detail for this
research. Beyond the role of rising seas in making possible initial island colonization events by
water travel, invoking msl (outright) as predictor or limiting factor of human foraging,
settlement, and other cultural behavior is less suitable in the Florida Keys than in southwest
Florida barrier islands. The most recent and rigorous published data sets suggest a “monotonic”
gradual rise in sea level rather than a punctuated rise of highs and lows (Jones et al. 2019; Khan
et al. 2017; Milne and Peros 2013; Stathakapoulos et al. 2020; Toscano and Macintyre 2003).
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Second, the nearshore and tidal dynamics of coralline islands such as the Keys—and their
consequential vegetation structures— are markedly different from those of southwest Florida
dune/barrier islands (e.g., Stapor et al. 1991), or those of Everglades estuaries such as the Shark
River delta (Yao and Liu 2017). Last, native population sizes in the Keys were much lower than
the densely inhabited Caloosahatchee area (discussed in later chapters), so they may have been
less sensitive to events simply because they could operate with fewer total resources.
In contrast, sand barrier islands were continually and intensively reshaped by tides,
storms, and msl changes (Stapor et al. 1991; Tanner 1991), and areas along and nearer the
peninsular shoreline experienced more intense and rapid shifts in aquatic-vegetation habitat.
Near the delta of the Shark River estuary, the local environment changed from a dry upland to a
mangrove swamp over ~5000 years (Yao and Liu 2017:11). In the northeastern reaches of
Florida Bay, in spite of a slow relative sea level rise, mangrove environments transitioned to
estuaries in only ~800 years during periods of prolonged drought (Jones et al. 2019). Of course,
these nearshore habitats are vulnerable, but they are also extremely productive. It is therefore no
surprise that archaeologists have correctly pointed out that even minor changes in sea level could
drastically alter the composition of estuarine habitats, as noted by Marquardt et al. (2013a),
Marquardt (2014), and many others.
To the contrary, coral-rock islands are firmer than sand barrier islands, and thus, more
durable and resilient to the erosive effects of sea level rise (Maul and Martin 1993:1958).
Because Key West and Stock Island and the other Lower Keys are much farther from the
peninsular mainland, various open-marine habitats prevailed in the past and still do today. In
fact, published data from the later twentieth century show that salinity generally only oscillates
0.6 ± 0.2 practical salinity units (psu) over any given year (Lapointe and Clark 1992:468), with a
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total observed range in recent years of ± ~7 psu with a running annual mean of ~34–36 psu
(WQMP 2011). Although coastal and nearshore mangrove histories are not available in local
site-specific areas such as Key West or Big Pine Key, comparable underlying geologies and
habitats in the Caribbean suggest that mangrove habitats were able to “keep pace” with Holocene
sea level rise (e.g., Macintyre et al. 2004; McKee et al. 2007).
Ignoring for a moment events such as hurricanes, the effects of late Holocene (~500 CE
onward) sea level rise in the Florida Keys would have generally governed the aerial extent or
size of mangrove forests, but the islands probably would not have experienced the magnitude of
terrestrial environmental change observed in northern Florida Bay, Shark River Slough, and
among the intra-coastal areas and estuaries of southwest Florida (e.g., Marquardt and Walker
2013a; Walker et al. 1994). If it is true that Lower Keys’ marine environments over the Late
Holocene were a touch more static than the coastal mainland estuaries, modeling prehistoric
islander lifeways in the future should account for the variance in habitat change among openmarine coralline islands versus that incurred among estuarine barrier/sand islands.
The overall character of the Florida Keys since at least the onset of the Glades period can
be considered “transitional tropical.” As a relative constant defined by temperature and aquatic
and terrestrial environments, this climate regime can be considered as a backdrop to the island
archaeology contexts discussed in Chapter 2. Centennial-scale minute changes in sea surface
temperature and plant/animal habitats—whether on land or in the sea—probably would not have
intensely regulated or affected decision-making by the small groups of maritime-focused peoples
exploring the Keys within the confines of a single generation. Though there were undeniably
periods of hardship during certain years or seasons, these diachronic temperature and habitat
shifts yielded sometimes variable and sometimes consistent communities of available resources,
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a pattern that is archaeologically-evidenced in the choice to forage “persistently” in spite of local
knowledge of agriculture (Ardren et al. 2018). Instead, the greater environmental mediator of the
Late Archaic and the Glades period was the sea itself (Griffin 2002).
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CHAPTER FOUR: FLORIDA KEYS ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXTS

Introduction
This chapter centers on the Native Americans of the Florida Keys as viewed from the
archaeological record. The following section focuses on the earliest peoples to inhabit south
Florida, those of the Paleoindian and Archaic time periods. The third section, which is the most
crucial for providing context for an archaeological study of the Keys, introduces the Glades
Tradition. The term “Glades” refers to a time period, a ceramic sequence, and a collection of
cultures and peoples who lived in the Everglades, southeast Florida, and the Florida Keys (and
perhaps the Ten Thousand Islands). The fourth section highlights current academic thoughts on
the development of sociopolitical structures in south Florida. The fifth section outlines the
history of scientific and archaeological work in the Keys over the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. The sixth section describes the types of archaeological sites that exist in the Keys, and
the principal habitats in which they occur. The last section discusses the most significant Gladesperiod archaeological sites in the Upper and Lower Keys.
South Florida Prehistory
Paleoindian Period
Archaeologists are unsure when the first peoples colonized what we consider today
“south Florida,” but the state’s archaeological record now stretches back irrefutably to ~14,500
BP (Halligan 2016). It is therefore probable that the first small groups of hunter-fisher-foragers,
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called Paleoindians, made it to the southern reaches of Florida by that time or slightly later. A
truly accurate picture of the peopling of south Florida may be difficult or impossible to attain,
since hundreds or thousands of sites were swallowed by sea level rise as the earth entered the
Holocene. Nonetheless, a few Paleoindian sites have been identified in the region.
Along the outskirts of south Florida are two significant Paleoindian sites, both of which
are in limestone sinkholes located in southern Sarasota County. The most famous is Little Salt
Spring, which yielded a wooden spear with an approximate radiocarbon age of 12,000 BP
(Clausen et al. 1979), among other hunting implements (e.g., a non-returning boomerang).
Nearby Warm Mineral Springs contained artifacts and numerous human burials. Wooden
fragments associated with these human remains returned dates slightly older than 10,000 BP
(Clausen et al. 1975; Cockrell and Murphy 1978), testifying to established human occupation of
the southern Florida Gulf Coast by this time. The hypothesis that people traveled even farther
south down the peninsula during Paleoindian times is supported by at least four archaeological
sites located in southeastern Florida. Carr (2002:194–195) recovered three Dalton points (~9000
BP) from tree islands in Broward County (Fort Lauderdale area). One was found in Hollywood,
Florida and two others were excavated from a solution hole in Weston, some ~13 km to the north
along the same Atlantic ridge formation.
The Cutler Fossil site is the most impressive—albeit controversial—Paleoindian site in
south Florida proper and it also happens to be the one nearest to the Florida Keys. Cutler Fossil
is a large solution hole (sinkhole) with cultural deposits, located only a couple hundred meters
west of modern Biscayne Bay near Miami. In its deepest layers, it contained familiar paleofauna
such as American mastodon (Mammut americanum) and saber-toothed cat (Smilodon fatalis).
Bones of lesser-known species such as jaguar (Panthera onca) and spectacled bear (Tremarctos
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orratus) were also excavated, demonstrating ancient ties to Central and South America. In total,
sixteen species of extinct Pleistocene fauna were identified, along with dozens of extant species.
Human presence at the site is indicated by three diagnostic spear points characteristic of Florida
Paleoindian hunting technology: Bolen-beveled, Dalton, and Greenbriar chert points. These large
spear-point types typically date between 12,000 and 10,000 BP elsewhere, typifying an
adaptation to the hunting of large game. Cutler Fossil is controversial in some circles because
thirteen of fifteen organics submitted for radiocarbon dating did not produce reliable dates.
However, the antiquity of Cutler Fossil is supported by two radiocarbon dates from hearths
where the stone points were found. These charcoal samples were statistically similar and
returned overlapping dates that range between cal. 11,270 and 10,680 years BP (Carr 1986a,
2012a:31–42).
Together, even this small total number of sites demonstrates that small bands of huntergatherers had established a presence in various locales of south Florida by ~12,000 BP. Though
the number of sites is scanty, numerous others were probably drowned by rising seas. Coastal
paleo-sites along the west Florida platform were swallowed by the Gulf of Mexico (e.g., Faught
2004), and any dry-land sites across what is now Florida Bay concomitantly drowned as the area
formed into an estuary and bay system (e.g., Colombo 2014). And, countless inland Paleoindian
(and Archaic) sites across today’s Everglades were flooded once the area transitioned from a
drier “Neverglades” pine lowland hammock to a freshwater marsh and runoff habitat for Lake
Okeechobee (Watts 1975). During the Paleoindian period(s) of south Florida, archaeologists
assume that small multi-family groups resided near freshwater streams, rivers, lakes, and springs.
If saltwater fishing was ever an important subsistence activity, then certain areas of the coast
would have been attractive settings as well. Archaeologists suspect that habitations were
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impermanent because families were required to track/follow big-game herds seasonally and also
to take advantage of seasonally-available flora and perhaps fishing grounds (Dunbar 2016).
Because groups were consistently traveling and camping, hunter-gatherer-fisher social
organization during this time is presumed to be relatively comprised of small, egalitarian kinship
groups (Dunbar 2016). However as noted, if marine, estuarine, and/or freshwater fishing were
methods of food acquisition during the Paleoindian period of south Florida, then perhaps these
peoples required less intra-annual movement relative to inland societies of North America (much
like their cultural descendants).
Archaic Period
In Florida, the Archaic period stretches an immense length of time, spanning ~9000–2500
BP. Defining the transition from the Paleoindian period to the Early Archaic is as much about
environmental change as it is cultural, perhaps even more so. Archaeologists have given the
cultures that followed Paleoindian the name “Archaic” to signify a new suite of adaptations to a
warming climate, rising seawater tables, and the extinction of Pleistocene megafauna. Similar to
their forebears, preceramic Archaic peoples are usually characterized as small bands or multifamily units of hunter-fisher-foragers tracking seasonally-available game and plants, although
the proportion of time spent fishing and shellfishing supposedly increases over this period
(Griffin 2002; Quinn et al. 2008). The use of chert bifaces and numerous wooden and bone
implements continues from Paleoindian to Archaic periods, as witnessed in the archaeological
record of sites such as Windover (Doran and Dickel 1988) and Little Salt Spring (Clausen et al.
1979). In a manner identical to that used for Paleoindian cultures, Archaic peoples are broadly
classified by their stone-tool technologies (i.e., spear-point types) (Milanich 1994:58-59). Using
this scheme, the Archaic is generally divided into three separate periods, the Early Archaic
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(~9000–7000 BP), Middle Archaic (~7000–5000 BP), and the Late Archaic (~5000–3000/2500
BP). As noted by Parsons et al. (2018) in a manuscript on the Upper Keys, a few scholars have
advocated for a transitional period of ~3000–2500 BP in central and south Florida to
acknowledge the presence of a fiber-tempered pottery that bridges Late Archaic and Woodland
cultures (e.g., Bullen 1971). However, because this type of tempered pottery is not found
everywhere in the state, naming such a transitional period is unwarranted or left to regionally- or
site-specific contexts (Russo and Heide 2002; White 2003:69–90).
The Early Archaic period is differentiated from the Paleoindian period by a reduction in
projectile-point size and styles, an observation that has been attributed to a hunting strategy
focused upon smaller game since the megafauna were extinct (e.g., Dunbar 2016). There are no
recorded Early Archaic sites anywhere in south Florida (Carr 2012a:46; Griffin 2002), although
the Bolen Beveled point found at Cutler would be considered, by definition, an Early Archaic
type in the Florida panhandle (Carter and Dunbar 2006). Either way, an apparent absence of
Early Archaic sites in south Florida does not preclude the possibility of a human presence
concealed by the water table. Rising seas, as noted, drowned sites along the Gulf Coast and
inside the Everglades and Florida Bay basins. Moreover, if human populations remained small
and migratory during the Early Archaic, then sites would likewise be small, ephemeral, and
difficult to detect. Widmer (1988) argues that the lack of Early Archaic sites in south Florida
indicates that groups who formerly lived at sites such as Cutler Ridge and Little Salt Spring
migrated northward because the rising water table made springs/sinkholes no longer attractive
places for obtaining fresh water and hunting megafauna. Carr (2012a) conversely suggests that
natives continued to live at sites in south Florida during the Early Archaic but, their sites are
inundated or destroyed. Yet another complication is that this period is defined by projectile
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points, an artifact type uncommon to south Florida to begin with because chert is locally
unavailable throughout most of the region (Austin 2015:413; Widmer 1988:63–64).
By the Middle Archaic period, there is once again clear archaeological evidence of
human habitation sites across south Florida. Sites on barrier islands west of present-day Fort
Myers such as Horr’s Island were occupied by ~6900 BP (Russo 1991), and nearby Useppa
Island was occupied by ~5600 BP (Milanich et al. 1984). Twenty km north of Horr’s Island are
the Bonita and Hill Cottage shell rings, which combined, have occupation periods that span
~4700–4350 BP (Saunders and Russo 2011). In southeast Florida, the Cheetum site in Dade
County is probably the best example of a Middle Archaic site, containing 21 human burials dated
between 5120±160 and 4020±370 BP and some associated artifacts (Newman 1993). Nearby
Middle Archaic sites to the immediate north in Broward County are unnamed “8Bd1119” on
Pine Island and the Peace Camp site (Mowers and Williams 1972), although 8Bd1119 is
tentatively assigned to that period using only diagnostic projectile points (Carr 2012a). A major
takeaway for south Florida habitation sites is concentrations along the coastlines, with particular
emphasis along the southwest coast (Milanich 1994).
Innovations during the Middle Archaic period in south Florida are the earliest
documented shell tools, including implements ubiquitous in later time periods such as chisels,
picks, hammers, and dippers fashioned from whelk and conch shells. Other common tools that
originate in the Middle Archaic are hafted and tapered points, atlatl hooks, and spear tips made
from deer long bones (Jones 1981; Widmer 1988). This maritime-oriented toolkit appears both at
inland and coastal sites across south Florida, suggesting active trade and/or frequent movement
of people (Griffin 2002; Widmer 1988). In all likelihood, however, shell and bone tools were
created and used in the Paleoindian and Early Archaic periods—there is simply a lack of tangible
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evidence because many sites are inundated and organic artifacts are more perishable than those
of stone. Middle Archaic archaeological sites include villages, cemeteries, mounds, small
middens, and lithic scatters. A preponderance of larger and denser sites (like those described
above) appear to cluster along Florida’s southwest coast, implying that the Caloosahatchee and
Ten-Thousand Island regions were more intensively and continuously occupied than inland and
southeast regions during the Middle Archaic (Russo 1991; Schwadron 2009). However, it
remains unclear whether this observed pattern of settlement accurately depicts choices made by
people, biased archaeological sampling, or site erasure.
The Late Archaic period (~5000–3000/2500 BP) in south Florida is marked by the onset
of significant environmental changes and the regional human adaptations that followed. In
general, this transition occurred in much of North America, and especially in the Eastern
Woodlands, as human diets shifted to a new “broad spectrum” of plants and animals and, the
establishment of more permanent, year-round habitations (see Zeder 2012). Specifically in south
Florida, circa ~5000/4000 BP is the hypothesized timeframe for the beginning of truly warmer
and wetter conditions and the infilling of the Everglades and Florida Bay basins (Cheng et al.
2012; Davies and Cohen 1989).
During this time of sea level and climate stabilization, sedentary lifestyles along the coast
would have been made easier, as Lake Okeechobee, Everglades, Florida Bay, and the other
major south Florida habitats we recognize today began to take shape. By ~4000 BP, Late
Archaic sites are documented in all terrestrial sub-regions of south Florida, with the exception of
the Florida Keys. The Late Archaic period also denotes a new (supposedly major) cultural
achievement, the invention of pottery, made of clay tempered with plant-fiber such as palmetto
or Spanish moss. Similar to the Middle Archaic, this period is best represented in southwest
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Florida, especially in the Key Marco area (Griffin 2002:146–147; Widmer 1988) and at Useppa
Island (Milanich et al. 1984). At Key Marco, a variety of chalky-tempered, limestone-tempered,
and fiber-tempered ceramics are present in plentiful numbers at numerous shell midden and
mound sites (Widmer 1988:68).
Inland just west of Lake Okeechobee, the Fort Center site has semi-fiber-tempered
pottery and dates to ~2500 BP (Sears 1982), and in Miami-Dade County, the Atlantis and Santa
Maria cemetery sites date to the Late Archaic (Carr 1980; Carr et al. 1984). The Granada and
Miami Circle sites also had a few artifacts that could demonstrate occupation during this period
(Carr 2006:40, 65; cf. Wheeler 2000b:38–39). In the Keys, two fiber-tempered sherds were
purportedly located on the surface of the Key Largo 1 site (8Mo25) in northern Key Largo (Carr
1985). This claim is supported independently by archaeologist Irving Eyster, who stated in an
interview with The Florida Anthropologist that he also recovered fiber-tempered sherds at
8Mo25 and that he radiocarbon-dated the earliest deposit in the mangrove muck to be “1600 BC”
(Fonte et al. 1982:107). If the Key Largo 1 site did have a Late Archaic occupation, it would be
the oldest site known in the entire Florida Keys, and indicate at least sparse habitation of the
largest and nearest island during this time frame.
Shell and bone tools continued to comprise most of the archaeologically-visible toolkit
throughout south Florida during the Late Archaic, with new tools appearing such as the sunray
venus (Macrocallista nimbosa) clamshell knife. Russo (1991) and Russo et al. (1992) suggest
that Late Archaic-period towns in central and south Florida were sedentary societies (e.g., Horr’s
Island). If they are correct, then the terminal Late Archaic may also demarcate a time of dramatic
sociopolitical reorganization and increased complexity throughout the Everglades and the Florida
Keys. As noted, this transition is documented across the southeastern U.S. with movement into
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varying forms and phases of the “Woodland” period. In southern Florida, this transition results in
the “Glades” tradition of culture groups.
The Glades Tradition
Background
The Glades Tradition refers to a group of related cultures that persisted in south Florida
for nearly 2000 years from ~500 BCE until ~1760 CE. Its peoples lived in the Everglades proper,
the Ten-Thousand Islands, the southeast Atlantic Coast of Florida, and the Florida Keys. This
section addresses the history and definition of the Glades culture area; the origin and primary
characteristics of Glades cultures; the construction and current use of Glades ceramic sequence
and chronology; and finally, an alternative hypothesis for the origin of Glades cultures and the
question of whether West Indian peoples interacted with cultures across south Florida and the
Keys in prehistory.
South Florida Culture Areas
South Florida as a unified geographical area of related prehistoric cultures stems from the
writings of Matthew Stirling (1935a, 1936), who referred to all areas of Florida south of Lake
Okeechobee as the “Calusa region” (Stirling 1935b:373). With additional data, Stirling updated
his original assessment and termed a similar area of south Florida the “Glades area,” which gave
the region and its cultures a name and established material culture boundaries based upon
decorated ceramics (Stirling 1936:55). Griffin (1988, 2002:124) informs today’s south Florida
archaeologists that Stirling was not referring to south Florida as a singular culture, but as a
“geographic area within which certain observations could be made.” Griffin does not state it
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explicitly, but he is implying that Stirling did recognize shared cultural similarities (i.e., ceramic
traditions) around and south of Lake Okeechobee even in the 1930s.
John Goggin (1940:22) used the geographic boundaries established by Stirling and
coined the region the “Glades archaeological area” and began further refining its culture subareas
using decorated ceramics from additional excavations. One year later, Goggin (1941:25)
delineated three sub-areas of the overall Glades area: 1) a Calusa subarea which includes the
lands south of the Caloosahatchee River and “west of a line drawn from Lake Okeechobee
through the middle of the Everglades, south, including Cape Sable.” 2) A Tekesta subarea that
includes the lands “east of the middle of the Everglades; the Keys, at least as far south as Lower
Matecumbe, and probably to Key West.” His northern limit of the Tekesta area is an arbitrary
line drawn west-east from the towns of Belle Glade to Palm Beach. And 3), a KissimmeeEastern Okeechobee subarea is the territory “east of Lake Okeechobeee, north of the Tekesta
subarea, the Kissimmee Valley and the Atlantic Seaboard, at least as far north as Fort Pierce”
(Figure 3). Goggin initially thought that these culture subareas were partly the result of the
Everglades watershed acting as a barrier to cultural interaction, and he did not envision
Everglades tree islands to be places where permanent villages were constructed (Table 1). He
wrote that the sites in the central Everglades are “usually small and shallow and it is probable
that they were camping spots on canoe trails which crossed the marsh” (Goggin n.d. [ca.
1949]:141). Using additional archaeological survey data in succeeding decades, archaeologists
came to contest the notion that the Everglades represented a barrier to cultural interaction among
the southern Gulf and Atlantic Coasts and the Keys. And, they further challenged the hypothesis
that all sites within the Everglades were merely short-term camps/stopovers or seasonal fishing
spots (e.g., Carr and Beriault 1984; Griffin 2002; Schwadron 2009).
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Figure 3. South Florida Glades Culture Areas by Goggin. This scheme was created ca. 1941.
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Table 1. Original Florida Culture Subareas by Goggin.
Subarea:
Geographic Unit:

Calusa
Ten Thousand Islands

Tekesta
The Florida Keys

Okeechobee
The Prairie Region

Sand Keys and Coast

The East Coast

Eastern Flatwoods

Big Cypress

The Everglades

The East Coast

Cape Sable
Southern Ten-Thousand
Islands

In numerous South Florida manuscripts in the decades to follow, Sears (1966, 1967),
Griffin et al. (1979b), and Milanich and Fairbanks (1980) dropped the ethnohistoric subarea
designations of Goggin (e.g., Calusa), and refined many of the purported cultural boundaries and
subareas. By the 1980s, Carr and Beriault (1984) compiled their own and others’ data to create a
map of five culture areas within south Florida that include a Lake Okeechobee Area, an East
Okeechobee Area, a Caloosahatchee Area, and a region parsed into the Ten Thousand Island and
Everglades Areas based upon differing ceramic complexes (Figure 4). Griffin (1988, 2002:133134) and Widmer (1988:74) are a touch more conservative and returned to a broader framework
akin to that of Goggin (see Figure 3).
Under this scheme, at the top there is a “South Florida Region” comprised of three
separate ceramic-sequence trajectories: the Caloosahatchee Area, the Belle Glade Area, and the
Everglades Area. Within these areas are “Districts,” such as the Ten Thousand Islands or East
Okeechobee, which recognize geographic differences—and sometimes minute differences in
ceramic assemblages —but do not interpret these differences as defining separate sociocultural
groups. Figure 5 is an adapted map of this culture-area scheme created in Griffin (1988,
2002:135). This scheme places the Florida Keys as a district of the Everglades Area, and all
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cultures that lived within the Everglades Area are referred to as Glades cultures (Griffin 1988;
Milanich 1994; Widmer 1988).

Figure 4. South Florida Culture Areas by Carr and Beriault. This scheme was published in 1984.
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This dissertation uses the scheme of Griffin (2002) to classify and refer to Everglades
Area cultures. This approach is inductive: the first goal is to understand how Florida Keys
cultures are related to other Everglades Area cultures. The loftier goal is to understand how
Florida Keys cultures as a whole articulate with Belle Glade, Caloosahatchee, and other
contemporaneous Florida culture areas. This chapter and the remainder of the dissertation is
centered on the Glades Tradition of the Everglades Area, of which the Florida Keys are a part
(see Figure 5). Connections with other areas, such as the Ten-Thousand Islands District or
Caloosahatchee Area, are incorporated throughout as warranted.

Figure 5. Adapted South Florida Culture Areas by Griffin. This scheme was published in 1988.
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Origin and Characteristics of Glades Cultures
Interestingly, Stirling (1936), who first designated a Glades culture area, and Goggin
(1941), who first defined and established south Florida’s aboriginal ceramic sequence, both
surmised that native cultures of the Glades and related traditions (e.g., Caloosahatchee) migrated
to south Florida from farther north, denoting the onset of the Glades period and tradition at ~500
BCE. As noted in the prior section, they were correct insofar as naming the Glades peoples and
their ceramic traditions as a native Florida or wider Southeastern cultural manifestation, but they
did not yet have evidence that south Florida’s ceramics (and the people who crafted them) were a
local in situ development rooted in the Archaic past.
Although cultural diffusion was the prominent school of thought at the time, there were
two additional reasons they believed Glades peoples could be migrants from farther north. First,
they assumed that the marked differences between the chunky Late-Archaic period fibertempered ceramics and the Glades-period sand-tempered ceramics indicated (at least) two
distinct cultures. Second, archaeologists at the time were largely unaware that there was an
earlier period of human habitation in south Florida. Chronometric dating methods had not been
invented yet, so although more ancient cultures were on their radar, researchers were sometimes
unsure how various material-culture assemblages were related to one another. In addition, early
archaeologists vastly underestimated the time depth of human settlements in south Florida.
After decades of additional research, however, scholars became confident that Late
Archaic cultures developed into Glades cultures in situ across south Florida. Numerous
excavations yielded stratigraphic sequences demonstrating continuous occupation across the Late
Archaic/Glades I Early transition at ~500 BCE (e.g., Carr 1981, 2006; Schwadron et al. 2009).
Excavation and chronometric dating at key sites (e.g., Fort Center; Brickell Point, Miami) and
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smaller sites within the Everglades showed that intermediate artifact types, such as semi-fibertempered pottery, dated to the terminus of the Late Archaic or the beginning of Glades I, neatly
fitting the expected chronological sequence and denoting localized cultural developments (e.g.,
Russo and Heide 2002; Widmer 1988). Fort Center is also a good model for local cultural
developments across the Late Archaic/Glades I Early line across south Florida because Belle
Glade I (coeval with Glades I) burial practices closely resemble those of the earlier Archaic
period (Widmer 1988:77–78). Any of these examples are not to say that smaller population
movement of groups or individuals through northern, central, and south Florida did not occur.
Assuredly, people were relocating to south Florida possibly through marriage or other social
contracts, or to seek opportunities in times of expulsion or expansion. Yet, the material evidence
strongly suggests that base populations existed in place across south Florida for millennia.
Thus today, archaeologists recognize the Everglades Area as a collection of interrelated
cultures whose primary territory is typically placed south of Lake Okeechobee (Griffin 2002;
Milanich 1994). Glades culture groups have in common their adaptation to riverine, estuarine,
and marine subtropical/transitional-tropical environments of the southern part of the state. These
cultures, as indicated by the archaeological and historical records, never practiced maize- or
other forms of large-scale agriculture even though they were undoubtedly aware of its use in the
Florida panhandle and elsewhere across the Southeast U.S. (Hann 1991, 2003; Goggin and
Sturtevant 1964; Marquardt and Walker 2013b; cf. Sears 1977; Thompson and Pluckhahn 2014;
Widmer 1988; but see Hutchinson et al. 2016 and Newsom and Scarry 2013). Instead, these
peoples relied principally on fishing, hunting, and gathering for their subsistence, practices that
continued unabated through the agriculturally-defined Mississippian Period of the U.S. Southeast
(~1000 –1500 CE) and after the arrival of the Spanish in the sixteenth century (Carr 2012b).
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Because the environments of the Everglades Area—the Everglades proper, the TenThousand Islands, the Southeast Atlantic Coast, Florida Bay, and the islands and coral reef tract
of the Florida Keys—are unique aquatic habitats within Florida, one could pose a reasonable
argument that they required equally special adaptations by humans (see Figure 2). Undoubtedly,
these peoples were expert offshore fishers in ways that have not been demonstrated
archaeologically in all areas of Florida (Widmer 1986). For example, pelagic fish species (e.g.,
sailfish) and large sharks are common to prehistoric middens across the region (e.g., Griffin et al.
1983; Kozuch and Fitzgerald 1989; Webb et al. 1993; Widmer 1986), and the ancestors of the
Spanish-period Tequesta had developed methods to hunt seasonally-migrating North Atlantic
right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) along southeast Florida (in Hann 1991, 2003). The dominance
of aquatic foods is plainly evident in the middens at large south Florida sites for which there are
detailed zooarchaeological analyses (e.g., Pine Island [Fort Myers], Granada [Miami], Bear Lake
[Flamingo], and Stock Island[Lower Keys]), where aquatic species dominate assemblages
(Griffin 2002:339–348). These data are a testament to the importance of marine foods in all areas
of south Florida.
The shell and bone toolkits required to hunt and fish the habitats of the Glades area
resemble those found at coeval periods elsewhere in Florida, but there are distinct elements or
tool types in this part of the state. Examples include the deer-bone pins and awls cut from
metapodia, certain picks made from the lightning whelk, and drilled shark teeth. Tools
principally found in the Florida Keys include the many varieties of queen conch shell-lip
hammers/adzes and perforated tiger lucine shells, the latter of which are thought to have been
used as net sinkers/weights (Goggin and Sommer 1949). Lithics are incredibly sparse in south
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Florida, even at the largest-known sites (Austin 2013), another discrepancy with the central parts
of the state and the panhandle (e.g., Austin 2015).
Glades cultures in the Florida Keys dealt with additional hurdles, including diminished or
absent clays for potting (cf. Parsons et al. 2018:164; Swanson 2003:101), limited or
unpredictable fresh water, an absence of locally-accessible chert, and a lack of oyster bars for
food and mound construction. Life among these islands no doubt required specialized
adaptations, many of which were observed by the first Spaniards to travel throughout the Keys.
Escalante Fontaneda (in True 1944, Worth 2014) wrote in the sixteenth century that Keys
peoples were excellent canoers, dart-throwers, and marine-animal hunters. These and other
ethnohistoric observations are supported in the zooarchaeological records of sites from Miami to
Key West. For example, at the Stock Island and Granada sites, remains of sailfish
(Istiophoridae), sea turtles (Cheloniidae), West Indian monk seal (Monachus tropicalus), pygmy
sperm whale (Kogia breviceps), and goliath grouper (Epinephelus itajara) are identified (Griffin
et al. 1983; Webb et al. 1993).
While it has long been demonstrated archaeologically that peoples of south Florida
shared cultural practices such as toolmaking, subsistence strategies, spirituality and burial
traditions, and other social behaviors over ~1500 years or more, recent biological data support
their close affinity as well. Along the edge of the Everglades Area, Elgart (2019) studied dental
traits of “Middle Woodland” (~200–800 CE) sub-populations from the central Gulf Coast, the
southwest Gulf Coast, and inland at the Fort Center site. She found that all of these subpopulations were biologically interrelated, demonstrating consistent gene flow over time across
these areas (Elgart 2019:34). It is therefore hypothesized that the southerly populations of the
Everglades and the Florida Keys, which are thought to be even smaller, were closely related also.
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Nevertheless, as with most prehistoric archaeology in the Southeast, the defining
characteristic of south Florida cultures is a shared ceramic tradition. For the Glades cultures, it
was the invention of a gritty sand-tempered pottery sometime after ~500 BCE. As noted in the
preceding section, while there are hypothesized source areas of decorated ceramics that Goggin
(1941, n.d. [ca. 1949]) used to classify subareas, south Florida ceramics as a whole share much
in common. As an example, the different subareas of south Florida followed cultural trends in
pottery-making, such that changes in design elements frequently co-occurred across the entire
southern half of the state at particular times in prehistory (Griffin 2002:154–160). Design
changes include the appearance and disappearance of incisions, or the addition or removal of rim
treatments (e.g., the absence of incisions beginning around 1400 CE). Moreover, most diagnostic
types can be found across the three principal south Florida culture areas of Belle Glade,
Caloosahatchee, and the Everglades. On one hand, Everglades Area cultures sustained local
ceramic traditions; on the other, archaeologists have recognized for ~70 years the similarity of
coeval ceramic traditions across the state (e.g., Willey 1949). In this way, south Florida was both
similar and different, but archaeologists can be certain that Glades cultures were in no way
entirely cut off from northern influences (Ashley and White 2012; Carr 2012b). The presence of
ceramic types from the St. Johns series (northeast Florida area) and Safety Harbor and Weeden
Island series (Tampa Bay area), among other similarities in artifact types, testify to exchange
with more northerly groups or the movement of persons, goods, and ideas.
The Glades Chronology and Ceramic Sequence
The Glades chronology and ceramic sequence is a part of and related to other south
Florida ceramic sequences. Glades vessels are typically incurving bowls constructed using the
coil method. Decorated wares have similar motifs of curvilinear incisions and/or punctations or
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ticked rims (Griffin 1988; Milanich 1994:300). When Goggin first created his south Florida
culture areas, he seriated the ceramics and correlated the time periods without the availability of
chronometric dating (Table 2):

Table 2. Time Period and Culture Area Correlates in South Florida by Goggin. Alternating
banded rows indicate approximate temporal congruency.
Glades Area
Glades I
Glades II
Glades III

Calusa Area
Gordon’s Pass I
Gordon’s Pass II

Okeechobee Area
Belle Glade I
Belle Glade II

Tequesta Area
Matecumbe I
Matecumbe II

An abbreviated history of Goggin’s seriation and subsequent dating of the south Florida ceramic
sequence is recorded within a single chapter by Griffin (1988, 2002:134 –144). Revisions from
additional stratigraphic excavations and chronometric dating at large and small archaeological
sites across south Florida have yielded a finer-tuned scheme. Today, as noted at the outset of this
chapter, south Florida archaeologists generally use a three-subarea scheme of Caloosahatchee,
Belle Glade, and Glades (see Figure 5 and Table 3). Caloosahatchee area time periods used here
can be found in Marquardt and Walker (2013b), and the Belle Glade chronology is from
Marquardt (2001) and Thompson and Pluckhahn (2014).
My research in the Florida Keys uses the scheme for subareas defined in Griffin 1988
(see Figure 5) and the time periods presented above (Table 3). This structure and chronology was
created in large part by Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949) and was later refined in Carr and Beriault (1984),
Griffin (1988, 2002), Wheeler (2004), and others. This framework is in current use by Ardren et
al. (2018), Ardren et al. (2019), Carr et al. (2019) and Parsons et al. (2018) for evaluation of
various archaeological sites in the Upper and Lower Florida Keys. In this reformulated scheme,
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the Matecumbe scheme of Goggin and Sommer (1949) is dropped and Glades is used in its place
(see Table 3). This revised structure is used for at least two reasons.

Table 3. Current Chronology for the Three Culture Areas of South Florida.
Glades Area
Glades I (~500 BCE–750 CE)

Caloosahatchee Area
Caloosahatchee I (~500 BCE –500 CE)

Belle Glade Area
Belle Glade I (1000 BCE–200 CE)

Glades II (750–1200 CE)

Caloosahatchee II (500–1200 CE)

Belle Glade II (200–900/1000 CE)

Glades III (1200–1763 CE)

Caloosahatchee III (1200–1350 CE)

Belle Glade III (1000–1513 CE)

Caloosahatchee IV (1350–1500 CE)

Belle Glade IV (1513–1763 CE)

Caloosahatchee V (1500–1710 CE)

First, the new scheme removes the ethnohistoric connotation of Matecumbe, which may
or may not have even applied to all natives living in the Florida Keys during the sixteenth
century when the name first appears. Even if this Spanish-designated culture name is accurate for
all peoples living in the Florida Keys during the sixteenth century, for which we have almost no
evidence, there are certainly no grounds for extending its usage backward in time over the
preceding centuries of Keys’ habitation. Second, since Goggin’s time, archaeologists have
demonstrated that the ceramic assemblages of the Florida Keys closely resemble those of the
south Florida mainland anyhow (e.g., Parsons et al. 2018), such that differentiating between a
coeval Glades period in the Everglades and a Matecumbe period in the Keys is presently
unwarranted. If future geochemical, petrographic, or other ceramic, technological, or
zooarchaeological analyses identify stark differences between Florida Keys’ assemblages and
mainland assemblages (or among different islands within the archipelago), then a re-evaluation
should occur to determine whether renaming a ceramic or culture sequence in the Keys is
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warranted. It is widely acknowledged that many diagnostic ceramic types could be produced and
decorated from any area of Florida, which would mask or obscure the identification of a ceramic
source region without conducting scientific analyses on the paste or potting clay.
Below is a synthesis of the Everglades Area ceramic sequence with select non-local types
(e.g., Englewood Incised) included because they are commonly found in the Keys and circumKeys, and because they occurred in at least moderate densities at the Stock Island site (Table 4).
As noted, the Glades subarea ceramic sequence is related to that of other culture periods (e.g.,
Caloosahatchee). Therefore, these other subareas and their associated time periods are referenced
throughout to interpret sites in the Florida Keys and the midden at Stock Island.
Glades I Early begins sometime between 500 BCE and 1 CE with the appearance of
sand-tempered plain pottery Goggin called Glades Plain, and this period continues until 500 CE
when the first decorated ceramics begin to occur (Griffin et al. 1983:25–32; Milanich 1994:300–
301). Although Goggin differentiated between Goodland Plain, Glades Plain, and other plain
types, all of these named ceramics are sand-tempered and difficult to distinguish. Moreover,
large sand-tempered assemblages from various sites in different areas of south Florida have
never been comprehensively compared. Thus, it has fallen out of practice to differentiate
between them, in favor of simply referring to these sherds or ceramics as sand-tempered plain
(e.g., Cordell 2013). However, types with other temper inclusions or separate pastes, such as the
sponge spicules in Belle Glade Plain or St. John’s Plain/Check Stamped, are retained because by
definition they are tempered in a distinct manner, and are hypothesized to have a source subarea
around Lake Okeechobee, the Belle Glade culture area.
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Table 4. Everglades Area Ceramic Series and Time Periods. These include non-local
occurrences at Stock Island (8Mo2). Some types span multiple sub-periods (red) and others are
non-local (*). Start and end dates may have errors of ± 50 years. Glades, Goodland, and Belle
Glade Plain and Red-painted varieties can occur from Glades I Early to Glades IIIb.
Time
Period:

Glades I
Early
(500 BCE500 CE)

Glades I
Late
(500-750
CE)

Glades IIa
(750-900
CE)

Glades IIb
(900-1100
CE)

Glades IIc
(1100-1200
CE)

Glades IIIa
(1200-1400
CE)

Glades IIIb
(1400-1513
CE)

Glades IIIc
(1513-1760
CE)

Ceramic
Type:

Glades
Plain

Gordons
Pass Incised

Opa Locka
Incised

Key Largo
Incised

Plantation
Pinched

Surfside
Incised

Glades
Tooled

Glades
Tooled

Glades Red

Sanibel
Incised

Miami
Incised

Matecumbe
Incised

St. Johns
Plain*

Englewood
Incised*

St. Johns
Plain*

St. Johns
Plain*

Goodland
Plain

Cane Patch
Incised

Dade
Incised

St. Johns
Plain*

St. Johns
Check
Stamped*

St. Johns
Plain*

St. Johns
Check
Stamped*

St. Johns
Check
Stamped*

Goodland
Red

Fort Drum
Punctated

Little
Manatee
Zone
Stamped*

St. Johns
Check
Stamped*

Glades
Noded

St. Johns
Check
Stamped*

Belle Glade
Plain/Red*

Fort Drum
Incised

Key Largo
Incised

Glades
Noded

St. Johns
Plain/Check
Stamped*

Turner
River
Linear
Punctated

Glades
Noded

European
Ceramics

Opa Locka
Incised

The ostensibly non-local St. Johns chalkywares (Plain, Check-Stamped, and Incised
types) are rare in southeast Florida compared to other Florida regions (cf. Bloch et al. 2019), but
are nonetheless found in Glades I Early deposits ca. 500 BCE-200 CE at the Atlantis (8Da1082),
Miami Circle (8Da12), and New River (8Bd252) sites (Carr 2012a:72–73). Carr (2012a) notes
that the St. Johns series curiously disappears at ~200 CE across south Florida but then reappears
around the onset of Glades II (~900 CE). At present, there is no chronometrically-verified
evidence of Glades I Early deposits with St. Johns series ceramics anywhere in the Florida Keys.
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In the islands, St. John’s types are generally considered to be markers of the Glades III period
because they frequently co-occur with Glades Tooled, although it is possible that St. Johns
sherds could show up in some Glades II contexts as well.
The beginning of the Glades I Late period (~500–750 CE) is characterized by the first
appearance of decorated ceramics in the Everglades Area, although it may begin several
centuries earlier (Carr and Beriault 1984). It is a notoriously difficult time period for which to
determine a genesis. Griffin (2002:154) laments, “…sites and levels that contain the [Glades I
Late] marker ceramic types are relatively rare, relatively thin, relatively sparse, and most often
mixed…by intrusions from levels lying above them.” Glades I Late is comprised of three
ceramic “complexes,” the Gordon’s Pass Complex, the Fort Drum Complex, and the Cane Patch
Complex (Goggin 1944a). A complex, as used by Willey (1949), (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]), and
then later by Griffin (1988) and others, is simply a group of decorated (presumably related)
ceramic types that are similar in style and tend to co-occur in time and space, but do not directly
refer to a sociocultural group or a population of people.
The Gordon’s Pass series includes the two incised types Gordon’s Pass Incised and
Sanibel Incised. Turner River Linear Punctated is also usually present in moderate densities
alongside the Gordons Pass Complex. The source region of this complex may be the Ten
Thousand Islands (Carr and Beriault 1984:3), but these types are found in all subareas of south
Florida at significant sites such as Bear Lake, Fort Center, Granada, and Stock Island (Eyster
1973; Griffin 2002). The Cane Patch Complex is comprised of Cane Patch Incised and Turner
River Linear Punctated. This complex also appears to derive from somewhere in the Ten
Thousand Islands and is often found intermixed with the Gordons Pass Complex. However
again, Cane Patch types, among others, are found in the Caloosahatchee Area and across the
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Everglades Area. The Fort Drum Complex consists of Fort Drum Incised and Fort Drum
Punctated (see Figure 6). According to Griffin (1988), Fort Drum is the most geographically
widespread of the Glades I Late complexes, and its two types may date to a time period just
following Gordon’s Pass and Cane Patch; his hypothesis is that Fort Drum grew out of the other
two complexes (Griffin 2002:156–157; cf. Widmer 1988:80). There is tentative support for
Griffin’s hypothesis at the Stock Island site, where the earliest strata have Cane Patch Incised
and Gordons Pass Incised sherds (Eyster 1973). Opa Locka Incised, generally speaking, is an
outlier and may be a transitional type between Glades I Late and Glades IIa. Present data
tentatively suggest that Opa Locka Incised was probably first crafted in Glades I Late and that it
was continually produced during Glades IIa. More data are needed to confirm whether Opa
Locka is a Glades I Late type. Opa Locka Incised may originate in the Miami area.

Figure 6. Example Glades I Ceramics. Fort Drum Punctated (left); Cane Patch Incised (center);
Gordon’s Pass Incised (right). Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History (FLMNH)
online ceramic laboratory collection.
Glades IIa (~750–900 CE) is denoted by the arrival of a type called Key Largo Incised
(Figure 7), and this type persists into Glades IIb (900-1100 CE). Opa Locka Incised, Key Largo
Incised, and two others –Miami Incised and Dade Incised—are markers for the Glades IIa
period. All the above types are found throughout Griffin’s (1988, 2002) Everglades Area
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including the Ten Thousand Islands district with the exception of one, Dade Incised. This incised
type appears to be the only one that is restricted to a particular geography, being generally found
in and around the southeast mainland in the Miami area (Griffin 2002). However, three sherds of
Dade Incised were excavated at the Upper Matecumbe site in the Upper Keys (Goggin and
Sommer 1949:85).

Figure 7. Key Largo Incised Ceramics. Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History
(FLMNH) online ceramic laboratory collection.

Dade Incised is not common at sites in the Lower Keys—the Stock Island site does not
have a single sherd (Eyster 1973, 1986; Carr 1993). Interestingly, two sherds of Little Manatee
Zone Stamped were identified at Stock Island (Eyster 1973). This type was first noted by Willey
(1949:597) to have greatest occurrence in the Tampa Bay area as part of the Weeden Island
series, although it also occurs in the Caloosahatchee Area at Pine Island (Cordell 2013), in the St
Johns area of northeast Florida (Goggin 1952a), and possibly in the Ocmulgee Big Bend area of
Georgia (Snow 1977). Little Manatee Zone Stamped ceramics dated in other areas of Florida
(Goggin 1952a:109) align with the Glades IIa period at ~700-900 CE. Finally, Glades Noded is a
newly-accepted ceramic type that spans the entirety of the Glades II period (Carr 2006:140;
Griffin 1988, 2002:87; Parsons et al. 2018:104), although additional stratigraphic excavations
and chronometric dating will be required to know for certain.
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Glades IIb (~900–1100 CE) is demarcated with the advent of the type Matecumbe
Incised (Goggin 1944a, 1944b) in all three culture areas of south Florida (Figure 8). As noted,
the only remaining Glades Area pottery type to continue into Glades IIb is Key Largo Incised
(see Table 4). Goggin (1950:245) does note changes over time in Key Largo Incised, with an
incised arc that extends nearer to the lip of the vessel during Glades IIb. Beiter (2001:37–40)
highlights numerous variants of Key Largo Incised pottery in what appears to be an evolution of
style at the Bamboo Mound site (8Da94) in Miami-Dade County. Carr and Beriault (1984:3) and
Widmer (1988:80) all document the standardization of styles during Glades IIb in south Florida.

Figure 8. Matecumbe Incised Ceramics. Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History
(FLMNH) online ceramic laboratory collection.

Aside from the introduction of Plantation Pinched in the following sub-period, Key Largo
Incised variants and Matecumbe Incised are the principal ceramic types for at least two centuries
in the Florida Keys and the other districts of the Everglades Area. This shift toward an apparent
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consolidation of styles occurs sometime between 800 and 900 CE, where the earlier regionalized
ceramic complexes and types of Glades I Late (e.g., Fort Drum, Opa Locka) disappear and
coalesce into these two primary incised types (Carr and Beriault 1984:3; Widmer (1988:80).
However, Griffin (2002:157–158) rightfully points out that there are a great number of Glades
IIb incised and punctated types presently classified as “unidentified” that could later prove to be
diagnostic types with additional study and dating of various assemblages.
Glades IIc (1100-1200 CE) is probably the most subtle sub-period in the Glades II
ceramic sequence and time span. This century is marked only by one type, Plantation Pinched
(Figure 9). Griffin (1988, 2002:158) called this type “elusive” because in his survey of
Everglades National Park, he found Plantation Pinched at only ~10% of sites. Even at the
massive Granada Site Complex at the mouth of the Miami River, only two sherds of this type
were recovered (Griffin et al. 1983:53). Plantation Pinched is best known in stratified context
from Goggin’s (1950, 1952b) and Griffin’s 1968 excavations at the Bear Lake site (Griffin
1988). Griffin (1988, 2002) wonders whether something—socio-politically or environmentally—
happened around the Glades IIc period that explains the invention of a short-lived type like
Plantation Pinched. The century 1100-1200 CE loosely correlates to the final century of the
Medieval Warm Period (Keigwin 1996), but this period of relative warmth began hundreds of
years earlier. There are a few sea level curves from southwest Florida that indicate a regression
(e.g., Tanner 2000) at ~1000–1100 CE that suggests to Marquardt (2013b:880) the possibility of
a habitation “hiatus” at Pineland and in other nearby Caloosahatchee estuarine areas. Yet,
Marquardt and Walker (2012:49–51) present evidence that populations nonetheless continued to
grow and the immense Pine Island canal was completed between 1000 and 1200 CE in spite of
this environmental change or hardship.
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Figure 9. Plantation Pinched Ceramics. Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History
(FLMNH) online ceramic laboratory collection.

Another explanation is that the Glades IIc period denotes migrations across central and
south Florida. To the immediate north in the wider Tampa Bay area, Luer (2002) suggests that at
this time groups were reorganizing and coalescing into regional centers. Depending on how one
defines a population center, this hypothesis may or may not be supported in the Glades area.
Glades IIc is rare at most big sites, including Granada, yet it is found in high densities at a
principal site along the northern shore of Florida Bay, Bear Lake (Griffin 2002:159). Perhaps the
most parsimonious explanation is that Plantation Pinched was never a popular decorated ware in
any area of south Florida, and so it quickly disappeared in only a few generations. Or
alternatively, maybe the temporal resolution of archaeological contexts from which Plantation
Pinched derived still needs to be refined. Statistical errors of ±100 radiocarbon years were not
uncommon in radiocarbon dates of previous decades. A hypothetical error of that magnitude
could place Plantation Pinched in the earlier (Glades IIb) or later sub-period (Glades IIIa), mask
Glades IIb forms (e.g., Key Largo Incised) that were continually produced for a few decades
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beyond 1100 CE (as suggested in Carr 2012a:70), and/or mask Glades IIIa styles (e.g., Surfside
Incised) that were produced a touch earlier than 1200 CE. More stratigraphic excavations and
fine-tuned radiocarbon dating in the Everglades Area will be required to test this hypothesis.
Glades IIIa (~1200-1400 CE) is denoted by a return to vessel incision with a type called
Surfside Incised (Figure 10), a ware found across south Florida. Surfside Incised is usually
indicated by three incised lines (although sometimes two) below the rim of the vessel.

Figure 10. Surfside Incised Ceramics. Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History
(FLMNH) online ceramic laboratory collection.

Surfside Incised is also the first and only pottery type in south Florida to feature rim appendages
in shapes called “lugs” or “nodes” by archaeologists. Both the incision motifs and the
appendages typical of Surfside Incised are thought to have been inspired by wider interaction
with culture groups in northern Florida and the wider Southeast (Griffin 2002; Widmer 1988), or
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even Caribbean cultures (e.g., Bullen 1974). This notion is supported by the presence of
Englewood Incised sherds in the Caloosahatchee and Everglades Areas (including the Stock
Island site), a type of the Safety Harbor series more common south of Tampa Bay at the type site
Englewood Mound (Willey 1949; Widmer 1988). This type dates to Caloosahatchee III (~12001350 CE), which is approximately coeval with early Glades III (see Table 3).
If St. Johns ceramics were not produced locally in south Florida, as hypothesized due to
their lack of incised Glades motifs (Goggin ca. 1949:449; Griffin 2002:88–89), then their noted
spike in occurrence across southeast Florida and the Keys around 900 CE (that continues into
late Glades III times) would ostensibly suggest increasing interaction between south Florida and
other northerly Florida culture groups (Carr 2012a). If St. Johns types were produced locally
over the Glades II and III periods across the Florida mainland and the Florida Keys, the ubiquity
of its chalky paste type would indicate a shared technology and exchange of ideas that stretches
down peninsular Florida from the panhandle and Jacksonville to Key West. Recent chemical
analyses of St. Johns series pastes from three archaeological sites (though none of which were in
south Florida), suggests that these ceramics were indeed created near the site of their deposition,
from local wetland mucks (Bloch et al. 2019).
Glades IIIb (~1400–1513 CE) is marked with the addition of a single type, Glades Tooled
(Figure 11). This type is decorated only along the top of the rim, where small indentations are
pressed into the clay or appear as an incised/notched or grooved pattern. It has not gone
unnoticed that Glades Tooled appears remarkably similar to the rim treatments in roughly coeval
Pinellas Plain types (e.g., McGregor 1974). Griffin (2002:159) does not comment on whether he
agrees with this assessment of comparative style, but instead offers: “if this is a valid direction
from which to seek the derivation of Glades Tooled, then perhaps it may be tied to an increasing
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level of Calusa influence in the Everglades Area.” Indeed, if accurate, it may demonstrate an
influence by Calusa peoples or adoption of Calusa-like traits across much of south Florida in the
century prior to the arrival of Europeans. Interestingly, the sites with dense concentrations of
Surfside Incised types indicative of Glades IIb (~1200-1400 CE) do not typically have
comparable succeeding quantities of Glades Tooled types of Glades III times (~1400-1763 CE).
Likewise, Glades IIb and Glades IIIa sites are often separate habitations. To Griffin (2002:160),
this lack of in-situ continuity and frequent geographic separation of Glades IIb and Glades IIIa
sites indicates some sort of undefined relationship or restructuring as a result of interactions with
the central and southwest Gulf Coasts. Nevertheless, there is a high total number of Glades III
sites recorded in the Florida Master Site File, which probably reflects a pre-contact peak in
native population and the relatively young age of this temporal component, which would be
favored to preserve over the more ancient deposits of Glades II and I.
The Glades IIIc period (1513–1760) is signified by the arrival of Spanish and other Old
World explorers. Thus Glades IIIc sites are often marked by an influx of metal goods, shipwreck
timbers and nails, and European trade ceramics such as olive jar and majolica. Glades Tooled is
the only (native) diagnostic ceramic to persist during this period. Carr (2012a:72) distinguishes
between early and late varieties of Glades Tooled, remarking that “latter expressions of this type
usually have a flattened and expanded lip, giving the rim a ‘T-shaped’ profile.” He further notes
that the late type is rarely found outside of southeast Florida and that “rare variants combine Key
Largo or Surfside incising with the tooled lip.” It is unclear if Carr’s (2012a:72) mention of
“southeast Florida” as the source for the Glades Tooled late type includes the Florida Keys, but
Eyster uses this typology to classify Glades Tooled sherds into “Glades Tooled” and “Old Style
Glades Tooled” at the Stock Island site. It is also uncertain whether the temporal “break”
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between early and late types occurs roughly coincident with Spanish occupation during the early
sixteenth century, or if the transition to late types occurs later in the time.

Figure 11. Glades Tooled Ceramics. Adapted from Florida Museum of Natural History
(FLMNH) online ceramic laboratory collection.

Cordell (2013:503) identified an “early variety of Glades Tooled” at Pineland dating to the
Caloosahatchee IIa period (500–800 CE), but this type may be restricted to the Caloosahatchee
Area. Parsons et al. (2018:111–112) do not distinguish between Glades Tooled early and late
types in their recent work at the Totten Key Complex in the Upper Keys.
Probably the most significant development during Glades IIIc is a novel metalworking
industry rooted in salvaged shipwreck gold, silver, other precious metals, as well as iron and
other mundane metals. This phenomenon is part of the “Terminal Glades Complex,” named to
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characterize both the creation of hybrid or creole ornaments (e.g., beads, tablets, pendants)
(Wheeler 1996, 2000a:160), and the decline and removal of Native Americans from south
Florida and the Keys (Hann 1991, 2003; Worth 2013). During this period, interaction among the
Calusa, other cultures of south Florida and populations in the West Indies increased greatly. One
such example is development of an amber trade during the seventeenth century, where canoe
trips between the Florida Keys and Havana were commonplace to exchange amber from
shipwrecks, fish, bark, cardinal birds, and other goods (Hann 1991:12–14, 22–23).
I have placed the terminal date of the Glades III period at 1760 to coincide with the final
major removal of Calusa and Indigenous south Florida families from Key West to Cuba (Hann
1991, 2003; Worth 2013). This piece of history is contested in that some families may have
survived in the remote reaches of the Everglades into the 1840s Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:681), but
the middle eighteenth century seems an appropriate terminus given that historical documents
agree that the vast majority of Indians in south Florida were either killed or forcibly removed by
this time. The historic periods of Key West/Stock Island and the Florida Keys are discussed in
greater detail in ensuing sections, as the Stock Island archaeological site has direct links to the
metalworking and new trade networks that began during the Terminal Glades Complex.
Alternative Hypotheses for the Glades Ceramic Sequence
It requires mention that there was a pervasive school of thought within museums and
academia for several decades of the early twentieth century that during later prehistoric times
south Florida was either populated by or interacted intensively with cultures from the West
Indies, the Yucatán, or other regions of Central America (e.g., Fewkes 1904). Even in the early
twentieth century, postcolonial and often-racist ideologies held by Euro-Americans did not
believe southeastern Indians were capable of cultural achievements without the aid of the more
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“advanced” Mesoamerican civilizations. One of the earliest references to this idea in the Florida
Keys, specifically, was printed in Science Letters where University of Miami professors Gifford
and Gilbert (1932:313) wrote:
Several professors connected with the University of Miami have been working on a mound
recently discovered on Key Largo which is suspiciously Mayan in character. It is a stone
structure carefully constructed by aboriginal masons and is strikingly like several structures in
British Honduras. The character of the pottery found in the neighborhood indicates a foreign
origin, since there is no pottery clay in Southern Florida. It is black and hard like the pottery of
Yucatan. Obsidian knives and other remains discovered in the vicinity of the mound are also
indicative of foreign influences. Various canals and small harbors dug in the region indicate that
Southwestern Florida was once inhabited by a numerous and enterprising population. The
Mayans were great seaman and traders and it is more than likely that they settled in Florida. The
abundance of game, especially fish and shell-fish, would have been a great attraction. There is
reason for believing the Calusas were of Mayan stock and that even the Seminole may have
Calusa blood in his veins…
Almost exactly one month later, an anonymous author (1932:225) writing for the
magazine El Palacio published a nearly-identical blurb that dialed back—for whatever reason—
the connection to the Maya specifically, writing instead, “There is reason for believing the
Calusas were of foreign stock…” (Emphasis added). Newman and Tesar (1997:6–7), in their
review of archaeology at the Key Largo Rock Mound, appear to have flipped the order in which
these articles appear, but it is likely that Gifford and Gilbert communicated with or perhaps even
sent text to El Palacio. Alternatively, a journalist could have lifted the text and changed it for
personal or professional reasons.
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About a decade later, archaeologists Doris Stone (1939) and John Griffin (1943)
published articles reviewing the then-current state of knowledge concerning the hypothesis that
south Florida was colonized from or interacted with cultures from the south. Stone (1939:215–
218) uses several examples of shell tools (e.g., conchs, whelks, and tellins) occurring in Florida,
the Antilles, and in Central America to argue that there was continued interaction among all of
these regions. She further posits that the architectural similarities between the towns along the
islands of Florida’s Gulf Coast (e.g., Key Marco’s water courts) and those of the Central
American Gulf Coast are too similar to have been independent inventions.
Griffin (1943) rejects (although not explicitly) the broad hypotheses of Stone (1939),
noting that while there are similarities between the material cultures of Florida and the Antilles,
other contemporaneous work on aboriginal ceramics by Goggin (1939, 1940) in south Florida
demonstrated that Antillean forms and styles were not present in Florida, and likewise, native
Florida ceramic types did not seem to occur in the Caribbean. Griffin (1943:87) writes, “Looking
at the pottery from both sides of the Straits of Florida we find nothing more than vague
similarities upon which to claim relationship.” He then surveys other characteristics (e.g., burial
styles, hunting technologies, subsistence practices) but is not able to prop up any definitive
evidence for interaction between the Caribbean and Florida prior to the arrival of Columbus. To
be clear, Griffin (1943:88) did think it plausible that peoples from “Middle” America
(Mesoamerica) and South America populated the “extremities” of south Florida and the
Caribbean islands in ancient antiquity, citing Stirling’s (1936a:357) hypothesis which suggested
more-or-less the same path for the peopling of the Americas. However, he rejected the notion,
based upon a lack of evidence, that cultures from the Antilles had any profound influence on the
natives of the Florida Keys and south Florida during the Glades period. Sturtevant (1960) came
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to a similar conclusion after reviewing the available ethnological evidence between the Southeast
U.S. and the Caribbean.
John Goggin interacted or worked with several of these archaeologists and was well
aware of the active debate concerning the Keys’ purported connection to the West Indies. His
Ph.D. adviser, Irving Rouse, would later become the “father” of Caribbean archaeology. Rouse’s
interest in the Keys, in part, was just that—to search for evidence of interaction with the West
Indies. Rouse traveled with Goggin to the Keys in the 1930s and 1940s and allowed Goggin and
Sommer to excavate at Upper Matecumbe Key in 1944 (Goggin 1944b; Goggin and Sommer
1949). While in the Keys doing related work, Goggin visited the enigmatic rock works on Key
Largo and directly addressed the comments made in Gifford and Gilbert (1932) regarding its
putative similarities to Mayan structures. He wrote: “There is no concrete evidence of such
relationships. The stone mound…does not resemble any Mayan structure and the pottery in the
area is in no way similar to Mayan ceramics as has been claimed. It was further reported that
obsidian knives were found…none were found during the period of work described in this paper
(Goggin 1944b:31).
Nevertheless, speculation continued. Rouse (1958) highlighted the similarities (and noted
the differences) between Glades-period incised ceramics, including those from Upper
Matecumbe Key, and those of the Cantabrian complex from Cayo Ocampo, Cuba. He did not
invoke a direct connection between the two culture groups, but stated that perhaps the
similarities were owed to a shared Archaic-period past. Laxson (1953a, 1953b), working with
Ripley Bullen, published two papers that involved comparing the Glades and Cantabrian ceramic
complexes, one of which used Glades ceramics from the Hialeah Midden 1 and Hialeah Midden
2 near Miami. At the time, the Glades II material from that site was estimated to be ca. 1125 CE
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and the Cuban material at ca. 1200 CE. This loose perceived agreement in dates was enough for
Bullen and Laxson (1954) to propose that contact between Florida and Cuba around 1200 CE
could not be ruled out.
Bullen (1974, 1976) continued to reiterate the possibility of casual contacts between
Florida and Cuba, suggesting that maybe offshore fisherfolk occasionally crossed paths. In
addition to the similarities between Glades II (~750–1200 CE) incised types and the Cantabria
complex, he further notes that the incised rim lugs of the Glades III (~1200 –1400 CE) Surfside
Incised variants, particularly those of the Keys, looked reminiscent of Antillean forms (Bullen
1974). Irving Eyster, an avocational archaeologist who excavated sites throughout the Keys
beginning in the late 1940s, suggested that the Keys were colonized by a wave of people from
the south. When asked what makes Florida Keys archaeology interesting for a Florida
Anthropologist article, he replied: “I have never been satisfied that the first people in Florida
came from the north as it has always been said. We still have people drifting in to the [Florida]
Keys on the Gulfstream. I think that the Indians may have come from the south” (Fonte et al.
1982:105). Sears (1977), working principally at the Fort Center site, also posited that south
Florida cultures practiced large-scale maize agriculture that could have derived from the
Caribbean or Central America, though this notion has been refuted with several lines of evidence
(Thompson and Pluckhahn 2014).
From the Cuban side, Herrera (1964) outright lumped and mapped Glades and Cantabria
into one cultural tradition called “Early Taíno.” However, this version of culture history never
gained traction in professional circles in the U.S. Subsequent to chronometrically dating strata
from the Cantabria site and related sites in Cuba in the 1990s and 2000s, it was found that
Cantabria ceramics post-dated Glades incised motifs by at least 200 years. And, no
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contemporaneous Cuban forms matching the handles of Surfside Incised have ever been found
(in Knight and Worth 2006:8–9). This brief review of the specific hypothesis that the Glades
tradition of south Florida is rooted in Cuba is here paraphrased from two seminal papers by
Knight and Worth (2006, 2010) that discuss this matter in great detail. They conclude that
neither ceramics nor subsistence practices, nor shell toolmaking of the Glades tradition match
those of any culture tradition from Cuba, and moreover, there is a temporal mismatch between
the respective trajectories of nearly all supposed material culture links.
By the end of the twentieth century, nearly all professional archaeologists rejected
hypotheses that suggest the Glades cultures were the result of migratory populations from
Mesoamerica or the Caribbean. For the Keys in particular, it is important to keep in mind that
archaeologists did not have Phase I pan-Keys survey data until Carr and Fay’s work (1990) was
published, and by that time, only one research-oriented academic excavation had taken place in
all of the Florida Keys (Goggin 1944b, n.d. [ca. 1949]; Goggin and Sommer 1949). Needless to
say, the Keys (and other understudied areas of south Florida) were open to conjecture for
decades simply because there were few or no data, much less had those collected data been
properly analyzed, interpreted, and published outside of Goggin’s work. As more compliance
surveys (e.g., Carr and Fay 1990) and research-oriented projects were undertaken (e.g., Ardren et
al. 2018, 2019), the material culture found throughout the Keys was confirmed time and again to
be closely associated with mainland south Florida (as Goggin outlined decades previously).
Thus it appears that if any direct interaction between the cultures of the West Indies and
south Florida did take place, these contacts must have been brief and inconsequential, for there
are few conclusive occurrences of Caribbean artifacts/features in Florida or vice versa (cf. Carr
and Riley 1982). Seidemann (2001) pieces together a convincing hypothesis for why this is so
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using oceanographic and related data sets; he demonstrates that the Florida Straits would have
been a challenging barrier for south Florida natives to cross east into the Bahamas or south
toward Cuba. If contact between these two groups did occur, he suggests that it would have been
far easier from the opposite direction. In contrast to folks departing from Florida, Lucayan
canoers departing from various islands in the Bahamas could take partial advantage of the
northward-flowing current to travel north or west to Florida. Despite the fact that south Florida
and the Keys are closer to the Bahamas and Cuba than the rest of the Florida peninsula,
Seidemann (2001) argues that the Gulfstream likely would have drawn canoes much farther
north than the Keys or southeast Florida. By his calculation, embarking from the central or
northern Bahamas, for example, would most likely have yielded a landfall along the central or
northern Atlantic Coast of Florida, or one even farther north along the Georgia coast. A volume
reviewing the potential for interaction between Mesoamerica and the U.S. Southeast concluded
broadly there were few contacts between the two culture regions, although the presence of chili
peppers and papaya in prehistoric contexts at Pineland (Calusa territory) demonstrate that
isolated incidences of exchange occurred (White 2005:16).
To be sure, as indigenous Cubans traveled northward and populated the Bahama
Archipelago at ca. 600/700 CE (Berman and Gnivecki 1995), it is not unreasonable to assume
that occasional exploration excursions made landfall somewhere in Florida (Keegan and
Diamond 1987:71), or made brief contacts with native Florida peoples in offshore waters (Bullen
1974). In Scisco’s (1913:731–732) translation of Herrera (1601) with respect to Ponce de Leon’s
1513 voyage, Herrera reports, “In the beginning there could not be learned by the discoverers the
name that La Florida had, seemingly, because, seeing that that point of land projected so much
they [Lucayan natives] considered it as an island, and the Indians, as it was mainland, told the
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name of each province, and the Spaniards thought that they were deceiving them; but in the end,
because of their importunities the Indians said that it [Florida] was called Cautiò, a name that the
Lucayos Indians put upon that land because the people of it carried their private parts covered
with palm-leaves woven in the form of a plait.” The dress of south Florida and Keys natives of
woven palm fronds is supported by Escalante Fontaneda who wrote the very same thing (True
1944; Worth 2014, see next chapter).
Whether interaction was before or after the arrival of Columbus, this report from Herrera,
if accurate, would suggest that the native inhabitants of the Bahamas had familiarity with Florida
and Florida peoples prior to 1513. It is possible that the Lucayan natives reached Florida prior to
Europeans, naming it the Spanish word “Cautiò,” which translates to “captive” and is derived
from the Latin word for “caution.” Because of this name, one hypothesis suggests that the
Lucayans feared Florida natives and had negative interactions with them. As Seidemann (2001)
points out, correctly I think, the Precolumbian cultures of the West Indies were comprised of
experienced mariners relative to contemporaneous Florida societies. Whereas many Florida
cultures appear to have traveled primarily offshore for fishing purposes, cultures across the
Caribbean had been engaged in open-sea inter-island voyaging since at least the time of the
Saladoid/Arawak migration at ca. 2700–2100 BP (Keegan and Hofman 2017:51), when
aborigines from Central and South America canoed to Cuba, Puerto Rico and other nearby
Caribbean islands. In other words, if motivated, there is no doubt West Indian groups were
capable of making the journey centuries later.
But is there any archaeological evidence in south Florida specifically? There are
debatable isolated finds in the Florida Keys and the Bahamas that could hint at brief interactions
between peoples of Florida and the West Indies. However, most of these artifacts are in personal
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collections or exist only as reported accounts in interviews or unpublished field notes. One
example is a Precolumbian bird-effigy bottle found under a house on Green Turtle Cay in the
Bahamas. Carr and Riley (1982) argued that it looks Floridian rather than Antillean in form, and
interpret the object as indicative of exchange between Lucayans and south Florida natives. In the
Lower Keys, amateur archaeologist Bill Fournier’s field notes list a “mortar and pestle” among
finds at Big Pine Key (Griffin et al. 1979a:73), which is a toolkit more common to the West
Indies than to Florida. The remainder of the artifact assemblage is however comprised of familiar
south Florida shell tools and ceramic types. At the Stock Island site studied here, Irving Eyster’s
(1973) field notes report on and provide a drawing of a “charred, partially burned nub of corn or
maize” found among “charcoal and ashes” from inside a conch-shell wall that also contained a
human mandible (Chapter 6). Though the corn could have been imported from the north or
south, the ceramic assemblage was comprised of types common across the Glades region.
In the Upper Keys on Key Largo, Carr (1982:15) reported that the Port Bougainville
Rockworks site resembles Pre-Columbian rock structures found on Hispaniola and in the Turks
and Caicos. There have been no recent searches to re-visit this site, and it is likely that it was
destroyed by vandalism or storms. Yet, per the ceramic assemblages found in and around stone
structures in the Keys, the construction of rock mounds appears to be a local practice by Glades
peoples who simply used available resources (e.g., Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]; Carr and Fay 1990).
Until novel evidence appears, invoking West Indian origins for artifacts in the Florida Keys
seems shallow and unwarranted. The point of these few examples of ambiguous artifacts from
the Keys and Bahamas (and there are numerous others) is to illustrate that while there are plenty
of tantalizing accounts, concrete evidence of frequent one- or two-way exchanges between
Florida and the Caribbean remains undiscovered in the archaeological record (Deagan
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1988:189). If new evidence comes to light in the coming decades, however, archaeologists
should approach with open—yet careful—minds.
Glades Tradition Sociopolitical Organization
Glades I Early cultures arose sometime between 500 BCE and 1 CE in separate pockets
of south Florida, although it appears that settlement during the earlier Archaic period was
centered along the southwest Gulf Coast (e.g., Carr and Beriault 1984, Griffin 2002, Widmer
1988). At some juncture between this time period and the middle sixteenth century, the Glades
tradition in south Florida developed into socio-politically-complex chiefdoms with stratified
forms of intra-village and inter-village organization (e.g., Griffin 2002, Milanich and Fairbanks
1980, Widmer 1988, Marquardt 1987). By the middle-sixteenth century, chiefs (called caciques
by the Spanish) across south Florida ruled over their principal towns and sometimes dozens of
other smaller communities. The largest of these chiefdoms were sedentary (e.g., the Calusa) and
others are hypothesized to have been semi-sedentary yet tied to a central village (e.g., the
Tequesta). All of these towns and their peoples were primarily if not exclusively fisher-huntergatherers. The sixteenth-century Calusa were organized into nothing less than a tributary
chiefdom under king Caalus (“kingdom” used in Marquardt 2014; Thompson et al. 2018a,
2018b; Worth 2014). There is also evidence other south Florida chiefdoms such as the Ais may
have approached this level of regional power and influence (True 1944, Worth 2014).
Because the Calusa were the most powerful group in south Florida when Europeans
arrived, they likewise appear prominently in the Spanish historical record relative to other
cultures in the region. In addition, since the post-contact Calusa were an example of a nonagricultural state-like society, the antecedent Caloosahatchee culture/tradition and their local
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environment is of great significance to anthropology. As a result, the archaeology of the
Caloosahatchee subarea of the Charlotte Harbor and Pineland region has been studied more
intensively than any other area of south Florida (e.g., Goggin 1940; Griffin and Sturtevant 1964;
Marquardt 1987, 1988; Marquardt and Walker 2013a; Widmer 1988). Among the biggest
questions these archaeologists have grappled with are why south Florida in general and the
Calusa in particular developed into economically-stratified fisher-hunter-gatherer chiefdoms, and
when this development or change in sociopolitical structure took place (Marquardt 1987, 2014;
Widmer 1988). A third question is, over this observed period in prehistory (ca. ~500 BCE–1500
CE), how was the Caloosahatchee tradition related to the Glades and Belle Glade traditions? To
address these questions, past and current models for Caloosahatchee/Calusa sociopolitical
development are discussed. These models are used in the final discussion chapter as analogs to
make inferences about the sociopolitical structure and development of the Glades tradition ca.
500–1500 CE, as no specific model has ever been articulated for the Florida Keys because
archaeological data are highly fragmented and incomplete (but see Ardren et al. 2019, Carr and
Beriault 1984; Griffin et al. 1983, Griffin 2002).
Goggin and Sturtevant (1964) and earlier manuscripts acknowledged the social
stratification and political hegemony of the Calusa during the sixteenth century, but they did not
attempt to assign a timeframe for the genesis or development of Calusa’ hierarchical social
structure, nor did they offer an explanation as to why this occurred other than to point out that it
had something to do with the unusually productive estuaries in the area (Marquardt 1986). In part
this is simply because the data were not yet available. Radiometric chronologies were not
worked out yet, and Mound Key and Pineland—the locations of the capital city and secondlargest Calusa village, respectively—were not thoroughly sampled or interpreted.
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Widmer (1988:279–281) was the first archaeologist to propose a comprehensive model
for Calusa sociopolitical development in his 1983 dissertation (cf. Goggin and Sturtevant 1964;
Milanich and Fairbanks 1980). He argued that Calusa chiefs began consolidating and unifying
south Florida towns under their canon by ~800 CE (Caloosahatchee IIb) because the denselypopulated southwest coast had reached “critical carrying capacity.” He thought even the
unusually-productive estuaries of Charlotte Harbor and Estero Bay became insufficient to feed
their growing populace (Widmer 1988). In response to this subsistence-resource shortage, the
Calusa began to annex inland towns as far west as Lake Okeechobee. The reality of an
overcrowded population, according to Widmer (1988), began a multi-century, generational
process that would result in the Calusa establishing a lineage-based monarchy and political
hegemony over all of south Florida east and south of their capital in Estero Bay.
Luer (1989) published a paper that generally agreed with Widmer’s (1988) thesis in that
the Calusa’s complex form of sociopolitical organization recorded by the Spanish predated their
arrival to Florida by many centuries. However, he posited instead that lineage-based chiefdoms
and the consolidation of power along the southwest coast took place two centuries later (~1000
CE), and that their development into a stratified society was made possible through a blossoming
network of interregional exchange. As evidence, he pointed to the completion of the Pine Island
canal around the same time, and the establishment of a regional south Florida canal system that
both propped up and reinforced an oligarch-like system of control among Calusa political and
economic centers of exchange. Luer (1989) opined that what began as interregional exchange
among a heterarchy of political centers morphed into a south-Florida-wide system of tribute and
taxation in the sixteenth century as the Calusa scrambled to unify and resist the Spanish
juggernaut that had begun decimating the natives of the West Indies.
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Prior to Widmer’s (1988) and Luer’s (1989) theses, Marquardt (1986) questioned
whether the Caloosahatchee IIb period (ca. 800–1000 CE) archaeological cultures (that became
the Calusa) achieved a complex sociopolitical hierarchy and regional hegemony. Subsequent to
additional historical records’ searches and archaeological excavations, a few years later
Marquardt and Payne (1992) reasoned that perhaps the Calusa kingdom and their sociopolitical
structure in fact resulted from their intensive and continual interaction(s) with the Spanish in the
sixteenth century, and thus he designed the Pineland research project to address this very
question. After more than thirty years of research, Marquardt (2014:11) stated that he does agree
with Widmer (1988) that the Calusa “may have developed more complex form of social ranking
by ~800 CE” but he does not envision an in-situ process whereby the Caloosahatchee
population(s) reached a critical carrying capacity in a prosperous and steady environment.
Instead, Marquardt (2014) argues that the fluctuating climate of ca. 550–800 CE dealt the
Caloosahatchee peoples precisely the opposite, a multi-century period of uncertainty and
intermittent scarcity of estuarine resources. In response to climate- and sea-level driven shortages
in food stores, he suggests that the Caloosahatchee-area inhabitants responded with technological
innovation and cooperation and commerce with inland groups along Lake Okeechobee. By 900
CE, Marquardt (2014:12) argues, the climate stabilized somewhat and a sea level transgression
restored stable estuary conditions such that the Caloosahatchee IIb period (~800–1200 CE) was a
time of population expansion, increasing interregional exchange, and some kind of consolidation
of cultures with the Belle Glade peoples of Lake Okeechobee. To be sure, the inland/coastal
relationship in southwest Florida changed in some manner because by ca. 900–1100 CE, Belle
Glade Plain pottery (sourced near Lake Okeechobee) is the dominant everyday ware in the
Caloosahatchee area (Cordell 2013:499–504;Marquardt 2014:12).
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Archaeological data suggest to Luer (1989), Luer and Wheeler (1997), and Marquardt
and Walker (2012:49–51) that most of the south Florida anthropogenic canal systems, including
the Pine Island canal, were also constructed between the Caloosahatchee IIb and III periods (ca.
800–1350 CE). And, deliberate piling of shell midden debris into mounds occurred during the
Caloosahatchee IIb period but it is best documented in the Pineland area during Caloosahatchee
III (Marquardt and Walker 2013a:837). Taken together, these large-scale labor projects are
argued to be evidence for cooperation among communities, even in light of likely increasing
stratification among individual settlements (Marquardt 2014).
In this regard, Thompson et al. (2018a:40) view the arrangement of towns across coastal
and inland south Florida after ~800 CE as a “series of simple chiefdoms” participating in a
“fluctuating heterarchical system, where some communities at times gained more power and
prestige over others, resulting in unstable larger political hierarchies…that were likely the result
of political jockeying of high ranking houses at larger settlements such as Pineland and Mound
Key.” By this, they argue that intra-house towns/settlements, or “simple chiefdoms” were
hierarchical in that there was an ascribed chiefly lineage with “ruling” power over their town and
with perhaps other lower strata of society (e.g., religious specialists, military specialists), as was
observed hundreds of years later by the Spanish. However, they argue further that, over
centuries, this process played out such that a once-even field of competing simple chiefdoms
resulted eventually in a handful of “premier” houses/towns that held the most power and prestige
in south Florida, while the dozens of other smaller (inland) houses/towns occupied a lower tier in
terms of political power, resources, and population. When the Spanish arrived centuries later,
only the premier houses (i.e, the Calusa, Tequesta, and Ais) were in position to both defend and
profit from Europeans in a manner inaccessible to the smaller houses.
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By Caloosahatchee IV (~1350–1500 CE) times, Marquardt (2014:12) does not document
any significant changes in the local archaeological record that would demonstrate any novel
development or change in sociopolitical structure, but he does remark that it appears to be a
period of southward flux into the Ten-Thousand Islands. In summarizing Caloosahatchee III and
IV (1200-1500 CE), Marquardt and Walker (2013a:886) observe:
The broad-scale trend we see in the Caloosahatchee III (1200-1350 CE) and IV (1350-1500 CE)
periods is one of increased centralization, with abandonment of most, but not all, smaller villages
and increased accumulation of high midden-mounds at sites such as Pineland…[Pineland] was
the second largest town of the historic Calusa. We cannot say whether the Calusa were a
complex chiefdom before the arrival of Europeans in 1513, but it seems likely that they were,
given the centralization of resources at large towns, the accumulation and maintenance of high
domiciliary midden-mounds, sand burial mounds, engineered waterworks such as the Pine Island
Canal, and probable large-scale facilities such as fish traps and weirs… Complexity in tropical
and semi-tropical areas can take the form of heterarchical organization…
The models of sociopolitical structure and development offered above by Marquardt
(2014) and Thompson et al. (2018a) for the Caloosahatchee Tradition are probably the best
available to use as models for the Glades Tradition in the Florida Keys, especially if hypotheses
are later supported that sites in the Lower Keys were “founded” by peoples from southwest
Florida. Site features (e.g., rock mounds) in the Keys are different from mainland south Florida,
but the act of moundbuilding, shared ceramic traditions and fishing and toolmaking technologies
suggest a degree of cultural relatedness and continuity across the many sub-regions of south
Florida. Future studies of ceramic pastes between the mainland and the Keys and perhaps studies
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of the chaîne opératoire of conspecific shell toolmaking may reveal the continuity or separation
of cultural practices as peoples settled on the Keys semi-permanently or permanently.
History of Florida Keys Archaeology
Early Euro-American Accounts
Some of the earliest documentation of the native inhabitants and early cultures of the
Florida Keys comes from explorers and surveyors who were not archaeologists at all, and yet,
their descriptions of sites are among the most crucial resources available. Although the same is
true in most places across the globe, the written records of early Europeans and Euro-Americans
are especially vital in the Keys because some 99% of the archaeological sites to which they refer
are long-destroyed. In one of the earliest accounts about actual archaeological sites in the Keys,
Bernard Romans (1999[1775]:290) refers directly to the native peoples of Key West and Vaca
Key (Marathon) in a passage from the late eighteenth century: “…at Cayos Vacos, and Cayo
Huiso [sic], we see the remains of some savage habitations, built, or rather piled up of stones;
these were the last refuges of the Caloosa nation…” Romans may have been correct that the
coral limerock piles he observed were left by the final vestiges of the Calusa and related peoples,
but it is also possible that some of the rubble heaps might have belonged to significantly older
cultures, such as those of the prehistoric Glades periods.
In the early nineteenth century, Dr. Benjamin Strobel visited “nearly every Key between
Key West and Cape Florida” during his travels and resided on Key West for about four years
(Hammond 1969:67). He was an amateur naturalist and interacted with the likes of James
Audubon and John Bachman during this time. Upon his return to Charleston, South Carolina, he
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wrote a series of articles for the Charleston Courier. In commenting about his knowledge of the
natives of Key West in 1837, Strobel (in Hammond 1969:84) explained:
The former residence of Indians on this island is proved by the existence of a number of mounds,
supposed to have been burial places. One of these was opened and examined in the year 1823. It
contained a number of human skeletons, gold and silver ornaments, domestic utensils,
arrowheads, etc. It is by the massacre of these Indians that some endeavor to account for the
immense quantities of human bones found on every part of the island.
Prior to this passage, Strobel briefly recounts a popular tale of a battle between the
“Island Indians” and “more powerful nations…from the mainland” as justification for the human
bones present on the island. The essence of Strobel’s writing is probably true—there are
numerous historical documents to support the forced removal of south Florida natives from Key
West to La Cabaña, a suburb of Havana, Cuba, during the middle eighteenth century. However
his timeline would place this battle sometime in the first or second decade of the 1700s, a period
for which there is no formal documentation of such an occurrence. Dr. Mordecai Morgan, a
surgeon on the USS Alligator from 1822 to 1823, may have been an eyewitness to the 1823
mound excavation above mentioned by Strobel. A year later in 1824, Dr. Morgan wrote an
account about yellow fever and his anti-piracy squadron at Key West and mentioned what
sounds like a human burial mound and makeshift residence (Morgan 1824:54–55; see Swanson
2003:97–100):
Off this end and immediately to leeward, is the harbor, and near it was a pond of water, from
which a drain was cut to the sea…On the border of the pond before mentioned was a mound a
little elevated from the surrounding soil, which excited the curiosity of the officers, and on
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examination it was found to contain many human bones, of both sexes and various ages. Some
pieces of Spanish coin, and a female portrait in miniature were also dug up, and it appeared
probable that some little colony had taken up their abode there, with a view of fishing, or as a
refuge from pestilence in the neighboring settlements.
The next specific account of mounds in the Keys comes from William Adee Whitehead
in the 1820s and 1830s, and his writings are in agreement with those of Strobel and Morgan. In
1835 (two years prior to Strobel’s newspaper article and nine years after Morgan’s), he wrote
about the same story regarding a battle between the “Island Indians” and the “different tribes…of
the main land” as being the primary reason for the bones on the island and its moniker, “Bone
Key” (Patrick 1952:62–63). Whitehead was a surveyor and founding resident of Key West; upon
seeing Indian abodes along the southwest Florida coast, he wrote in his journal during a trip from
Key West to Charlotte Harbor in June 1831 (Peters 1965:37):
The writer would here remark en passant that during the first years of the settlement on Key
West, there was a mound ten or twelve feet high, and of considerable circumference, composed
in a great degree of shells, about half way between the Custom House and Whitehead's Point,
which was opened about 1833 in the presence of the Commander of some Man-of-war here at
the time, and the Collector of the Customs, but nothing was found save stones and shells,
although the excavation was made to extend below the surface of the surrounding ground. In
1824-5 one mound was discovered which contained many bones, pieces of gold &c.—at least
that was the story told subsequently, and which led to making the excavation above referred to. –
Bones were sometimes found when digging foundations and in 1826-7 an almost entire skeleton
of gigantic size was turned up.
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The Custom House and ‘”Whitehead’s Point” (today’s Southernmost Point) are still
conspicuous landmarks on the island. Using Whitehead’s description, the halfway point would
place the mound off of Whitehead Street just north of the Key West lighthouse and the Ernest
Hemingway Home in the vicinity of the cross-streets of Angela and Petronia (depicted in
Chapter 6). Morgan, who viewed one of the mounds on Key West in 1823, described its location
such that he could have been referring to the same mound as Whitehead or another in the vicinity
(Morgan 1824:54–55).
Whitehead’s allusion to the “1824-5” mound with “bones and pieces of gold” may in fact
be referencing the very mound and excavation event described by both Strobel and Morgan.
Moreover, Whitehead’s placement of the 1833 mound near the Ernest Hemingway home
matches the location of the mound, implying that Whitehead may have unknowingly referenced
the same mound site twice (Morgan 1824:54–55; Swanson 2003:100), and it is hypothetically
possible that Strobel, Morgan, and Whitehead were referencing one mound site or a collection of
historic-period occupations. There is some material and feature evidence to support this
hypothesis (Key West Citizen 1979a, 1979b). According to Eyster (1986:11), Whitehead also
wrote a piece for the Key West Enquirer where he stated there were “traces of mounds and
embankments along the western and southern shores of the island [that] seem to bear evidence of
aboriginal activity” but there are no other specific data with which to assess this claim.
A couple decades later, an additional source describing mounds in the Florida Keys is
again in reference to Key West (this is unsurprising as Key West was the most densely inhabited
city in the Keys during the nineteenth century, and indeed, the entire state). Hunt’s Merchant
Magazine and Commercial Review (1852:62), in a series on the “Commercial Cities and Towns
of the United States,” discussed the prehistory and geography of Key West in an effort to elevate
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the island’s status as an up-and-coming trading hub. The magazine states that Key West was “the
residence of an important tribe of Indians” and that “they [the Indians] left behind the traces of
their presence…several mounds have been opened, which were found to be filled with bones.
The figures were all arranged in a sitting posture, and decked with ornaments of gold and silver.
Glass beads were also found among them.” It is likely that Hunt’s magazine is referencing the
same mounds and digging activities from the 1820s and 1830s.
Strobel’s newspaper column, Whitehead’s accounts, and the Hunt’s magazine tale are
second-hand, but none of these are unreasonable. Parsons et al. (2018:33–34) do rightfully
exercise caution in interpreting these records, calling Hunt’s editorial an “embellishment” since
the magazine’s entire purpose was to attract readers to commercial ventures in Key West.
However, as noted, Morgan’s account was first-hand and consistent with those of Whitehead and
Strobel. In addition, all of these accounts are actually consistent with what archaeologists and
historians know to be accurate concerning the protohistoric artifacts of the Keys and Key West.
The archaeological record and relevant historical documents support the notion that
mounds were constructed across south and central Florida and the Keys, and indeed, many of
these contained burials and exquisite metal artifacts crafted using materials taken from Spanish
shipwrecks (e.g., Hann 1991; Wheeler 1997, 2000a). Therefore, Whitehead’s account of a 3 to
3.5-m tall shell-and-limerock mound located near the western edge of old town, near the port, is
perfectly reasonable considering the characteristics of other middens and rock mounds in the
Florida Keys and in other subareas of south Florida. For example, 2–2.5 meter-tall rock mounds
were archaeologically verified in the twentieth century (e.g., Key Largo Rock Mound [8Mo27]),
as were large black-earth/shell-middens (Plantation Key 4 [8Mo24]) in the Upper Keys and
black-earth/shell middens (e.g., Sugarloaf Key [8Mo4], Watson’s Hammock [8Mo7]) and rock
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mound sites (e.g., Boca Chica Key #1 [8Mo3], Boca Chica Key #2 [8Mo1267]) in the Lower
Keys (Carr 1982; Carr and Fay:1990:103; Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]; Griffin et al. 1979).
In the northern Ten-Thousand Islands, Cushing (2000 [1897]) documented shell mounds
in 1897 that were 5 meters tall or more. Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:76) did record the Key West site
(8Mo1) to be a collection of shell and/or stone features on Key West from these and other early
nineteenth century accounts, but the mounds were long-destroyed before he ever visited the
island. Although it is easy to disregard the comments about gold and silver artifacts as fables, the
working of precious metals into jewelry and other paraphernalia during the Glades IIIc (1513–
1763) period was not rare (Goggin 1948; Wheeler 1996, 2000), and there is evidence of this
practice at the Stock Island site (see Chapter 6) and possibly from an excavated well on Key
West (Key West Citizen 1979a, 1979b).
Twentieth-Century Scientific Work
According to a document located recently in the Peabody Museum at Harvard, Clarence
B. Moore visited Chokoloskee Key, east of Marco Island, and collected a Florida horse conch
shell tool (Traci Ardren personal communication 2019), but he does not mention venturing
farther south or visiting any archaeological sites in the Keys proper in any of his published
works. In fact, sites in the Keys are sparsely mentioned in the literature for the remainder of the
nineteenth century until they reappear in the early twentieth century in works by scientists
studying the biota of the islands. Botanist John K. Small published a book on the flora of south
Florida, where he mentions a site on Big Pine Key, probably Watson’s Hammock (8Mo7):
…on the western side of the island, at the point we visited on this excursion, there is an
aboriginal village site and Indian mound comprising apparently between six and eight acres of
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hammock land” (Small 1929:94). As Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:62) points out, John Small was
responsible for many of the best descriptions of archaeological and Indian sites in the Keys for
the first several decades of the twentieth century.
As part of a Smithsonian expedition, biologist Gerrit S. Miller Jr. (1936:22) wrote about
one site on Plantation Key, and he was aware of the Watson’s Hammock site on Big Pine Key
since he excavated near there with Goggin and other notable scientists (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]).
According to Goggin and Sommer (1949:28), Miller also collected artifacts from sites on Upper
and Lower Matecumbe Keys, as well as Tea Table Key (on the south ocean side of Upper
Matecumbe Key, see Figure 15). Other non-professional collections were made by Karl Squires
of Miami, who collected for his own personal interest and sometimes under the auspices of the
Smithsonian or as Assistant State Archaeologist based out of Miami. Squires worked with
Goggin and others to help excavate archaeological sites in Miami-Dade and Monroe Counties.
He published a monograph in 1941 that detailed his study of Native Americans in south Florida,
but he does not reference specifically any Keys’ archaeological sites (Squires 1941).
Formal Archaeology
Professional archaeology in the Florida Keys truly began in the 1930s with Matthew
Stirling and John Goggin. Stirling, also of the Smithsonian, made a few forays. He did not
perform excavations specifically, but he collected and noted artifacts from sites across the island
chain. He saw and told Goggin that the Stock Island midden (8Mo2) should be visited and
recorded. As noted in the previous section, Stirling compiled his data from excavations and
collections in south Florida to publish a paper on the cultures of the Glades area (Stirling 1936).
Goggin began visiting archaeological sites in the Florida Keys in 1931 and 1932 (Goggin n.d.
[ca. 1949]); Goggin and Sommer 1949:28). He and Irving Rouse recorded the first
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archaeological site—a displaced pile of intermixed prehistoric and historic artifacts—in Monroe
County, 8Mo1, on Key West’s Rest Beach in the 1940s. In the Florida Master Site File, 8Mo1 is
still recorded in the same manner and references this site on the beach. However, this description
of 8Mo1 conflicts with Goggin’s own use of Key West and “8Mo1” in his separate unpublished
manuscript. For whatever reason, in his manuscript under 8Mo1, Goggin did not write about the
beach site, and instead only mentioned the historical accounts of rock mounds by Euro-American
settlers cited above.
Goggin continued to explore and record archaeological sites in the Keys through the
1930s and beyond. In 1940, he completed a basic archaeological survey from Key Largo down to
Lower Matecumbe Key, and he supplemented this fieldwork with follow-up site visits in 1943,
1944, and 1946 (Goggin and Sommer 1949:28). This work resulted in dozens of manuscripts and
numerous sites on record with the Florida Master Site File. Goggin’s most significant
contribution to Keys archaeology, however, was his and Frank Sommer’s excavations on Upper
Matecumbe Key in July 1944 (Goggin and Sommer 1949). This work rounded out the Gladesperiod ceramic sequence for the greater Everglades area of south Florida, and was one of the
most robust descriptions of Keys’ material culture available at the time. His most enduring
thoughts on the archaeology and cultures of south Florida are contained in the frequently-cited
massive unpublished manuscript last contributed to in 1949. Still today, archaeologists use the
ceramic typology and general cultural areas developed by Goggin (Griffin 2002).
Irving Eyster is another name synonymous with Monroe County archaeology. He moved
to Key West in 1947 and took an immediate interest in the Florida Keys’ prehistory. It is unclear
whether he obtained professional degrees in anthropology, but he nonetheless acquired
archaeology and history skills that he used to survey, excavate, and report on dozens of
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archaeological sites across the Florida Keys. Eyster served as Dade County archaeologist for a
couple of years, and he worked at many important Keys sites over six decades, such as Key
Largo 1, Key Largo Rock Mound, Indian Key, Stock Island, and many others. Eyster discussed
his knowledge of Keys archaeological sites and interactions with John Goggin for a Florida
Anthropologist article in the early 1980s (Fonte et al. 1982), and he produced a manuscript about
doing archaeology in south Florida (Eyster 1975). Outside of Eyster’s work and occasional
compliance projects (e.g., Felton and Tesar 1968; Griffin et al. 1979; Nolan et al. 1977), between
about 1950 and 1980, research-oriented archaeology throughout the Keys was usually
avocational in nature (see Griffin et al. 1979:39).
The Miami-West India Archaeological Society (a defunct chapter of the Florida
Anthropological Society) excavated several sites in the 1970s, including West Summerland Key
1 (8Mo124) on Summerland Key (Carr and Fay 1990:43; Carr 1993:5). Charles Dugger also
excavated there and at the nearby Wesumkee site (8Mo88). Afterward, he wrote two brief reports
curated by the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. (Dugger 1972a, 1972b) that I
could not find for this research. Another prolific amateur, Bill Fournier, dug at Stock Island
(8Mo2), the Sugarland Key site (8Mo4) on Sugarland Key proper, and Watson’s Hammock
(8Mo7) on northwest Big Pine Key, and probably many other sites between the 1940s and 1960s
(Carr 1993:6; Swanson 2003:98). Fournier also helped record the coral rock mounds on Boca
Chica Key (8Mo3, 8Mo1267). According to Carr (1993), all of Fournier’s field notes were
destroyed except for those written about digging at Watson’s Hammock, which are published in
Griffin et al. (1979). These notes were recovered by fellow collector Ray Blazevic of Key West,
who provided them to Griffin for their archaeological survey report in the Key Deer National
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Refuge. Other amateurs excavated and collected specifically at Stock Island—these individuals
are discussed in the chapter.
By the early 1980s, professional contract archaeology began to occur throughout the
islands. Noted projects include early surveys in the Upper Keys on Long Key (Eyster 1978),
Windley Key (Hall 1979), and Islamorada (Chance 1982). Since that time, over 100 compliance
projects have been completed in the Florida Keys (Carr et al. 2019). Robert Carr and his
company, Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc., have conducted professional
archaeological excavation throughout south Florida, and performed compliance surveys across
the Upper, Middle, and Lower Keys (Carr 1985; Carr et al. 1987; Carr and Fay 1990,
respectively); these efforts led to the recording of ~200 historic and prehistoric terrestrial sites
(Carr and Fay 1990:3–4). This work continues today with recent cultural resource assessments in
2016 and 2019. Most recently, Carr et al. (2019) published a second Monroe-County-wide
cultural resource site assessment of unincorporated areas, which recorded eight new prehistoric
archaeological sites.
Separate surveys were conducted by the Conservation and Recreation Lands Program
(CARL), administered by the state of Florida, which conducted surveys and investigated sites
spanning the Keys, including important islands such as Lignumvitae Key (see Jutro 1975; Van
der Ploeg 2018). In addition, surveys at military installments in Key West and the Lower Keys
are common and ongoing, and projects on Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC)
are planned over the next five years (Rosie Tullos, personal communication, 2020). The National
Park Service Southeastern Archeological Center (NPS SEAC) has conducted cultural resource
assessments on federal lands and underwater since the 1970s. For example, extensive terrestrial
Phase I survey (Hellman et al. 2003), and underwater surveys have been completed within the
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Dry Tortugas National Park (Murphy 1993). In the Upper Keys, pedestrian surveys, shovel
testing, and unit excavation has occurred within Biscayne National Park at the Totten and Sands
Key site complexes (see table in Parsons et al. 2018:20); work at these sites is still ongoing to
mitigate losses from coastal erosion and sea level rise.
University-directed research in the Florida Keys has also recently been revived. About
ten years ago, Traci Ardren of the University of Miami began the Matecumbe Chiefdom Project
to re-evaluate significant sites in the Keys (e.g., 8Mo17 on Upper Matecumbe, 8Mo25 on Key
Largo) with the goal of untangling whether and how the natives of the Keys are related to the
Calusa and Tequesta chiefdoms. She has since formed enduring collaborations with Victor
Thompson (University of Georgia), Scott Fitzpatrick (University of Oregon), and Michelle
LeFebvre (University of Florida), yielding a paper on Everglades tree islands (Ardren et al.
2016) and two book chapters on the natives of the Florida Keys (Ardren et al. 2018, 2019). And,
a University of Miami B.A. student recently completed an unpublished manuscript concerning
whether the shellfish from the Stock Island site indicate optimal foraging vis-à-vis habitat access
and caloric intake (Mann et al. n.d.).
Florida Keys Archaeological Site Contexts
Introduction
Subsequent to nearly a century of work, archaeological sites in the Florida Keys can be
organized broadly into two major categories as defined by their geographic or social/cultural
characteristics. Geographic definitions of sites account for variables such as site location—
whether sites tend to be located on the bayside or ocean side of the islands, or whether a site can
be characterized as a black-earth midden or a surface shell scatter. Cultural definitions of sites
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build upon environmental characteristics, material culture, and other data (e.g., the historical
record) to interpret the site’s function at local, extra-local, and regional scales, such as whether a
site was a fishing camp or a permanent village, and how and whether it was networked into other
sites in the islands or on the mainland. The following sections discuss the different types of
archaeological sites that commonly occur in the Florida Keys and the principal habitats where
they occur.
Site Types
Geographic and environmental characteristics of archaeological sites in the Keys were
first clearly defined by Carr and Fay (1990) subsequent to completion of the first pan-Keys
surveys in 1988. In that report, they present a list of prehistoric site types that occur across the
islands and describe their principal geographies and habitats. While previous researchers made
comments about general site locations, prior archaeological data were too scattered or
incomplete to make specific assessments or predictions about site classifications or environments
(e.g., Felton and Tesar [1968] observed that sites tended to occur along the principal channels of
the big islands in the Lower Keys). Indeed, Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949]) writes extensively about the
Keys, but many of his site descriptions are based on second-hand information from locals, and he
visited very few archaeological sites in the Lower Keys. Moreover, he did not systematically
survey (by modern standards) most of the islands. Thus, principal goals for Carr and Fay (1990)
were to develop a Keys’ site typology and a geographically-informed model to predict where
prehistoric archaeological sites occur, for management purposes.
They classify sites into one of six types: 1) constructed mounds; 2) rock works; 3) blackdirt middens; 4) burials/cemeteries; 5) single-artifact scatters; 6) shell surface scatters. Burials
and single-artifact finds are also covered in their report but I do not discuss them in detail here.
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Burials are documented in both the Lower and Upper Keys, but these references are usually
confined to the written record. Moreover, many local accounts of sites are recorded second-hand
although many are probably reliable enough. For cemeteries or burials, at present there is simply
not an adequate sample size—excavated by professionals and published—to understand burial
practices or patterns in the Keys (Parsons et al. 2018). Single artifact occurrences do not usually
constitute adequate context from which to interpret a site or culture. Moreover, the inherent
diversity of materials, styles, and/or types of a single artifact precludes worthy interpretation.
Thus, I focus on the most common site types in the Keys and those most closely related to the
Stock Island site.
Intentionally-constructed mounds are comprised primarily of limestone chunks and
humic soil or marl. These materials were selected for moundbuilding probably for the same
reason oyster shells and various soils were chosen elsewhere in mainland Florida—natives used
local resources that were locally abundant. Mounds in the Keys are hypothesized to have been
constructed for burials, as places of ceremony, or as housing foundations (Goggin n.d. [ca.
1949]; see Parsons et al. 2018:26–36). Mounds constructed of conch shells are also documented
in the historical record and were once a common feature across the islands (e.g., Peters 1965;
Roberts 1952). Unfortunately, many shell mounds or shell and rock mounds were destroyed for
housing and commercial developments during early pulses of American settlement beginning in
the 1820s and 1830s. From that time forward, any surviving (easily accessible) shell mounds or
middens were mined as fill for driveways, flower gardens, and other landscaping projects. In
fact, according to elderly residents, shell midden had a “going rate” in the Keys for most of the
early and middle-twentieth century (Wesley White and Robert Carr, personal communication,
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2016). The use of middens in this way is supported and preserved in numerous oral interviews
with early-twentieth century Keys homesteaders (e.g., Griffin et al. 1979:62–73).
Rock works or rock mounds are a second type site, and are certainly the most infamous
because they do not occur elsewhere in Florida or the U.S. Southeast. Despite their infamy,
these sites are poorly understood because all but two were completely destroyed during or before
the twentieth century, but there is written evidence that they were constructed on islands
spanning from Key West to Boynton Beach (Parsons et al. 2018). According to Eyster (in Fonte
et al. 1982:106), local limestones used for construction were typically about the size of a
basketball. Similar to the mixed-materials mounds described in the previous paragraph, rock
features apparently took many forms. Oval mounds, circle mounds, mounds with ramps,
rectangular walled structures, and even effigy shapes are reported (Fonte et al. 1982; Goggin n.d.
[ca. 1949]). A thorough review of rock mounds and related sites in southeast Florida and the
Keys can be found in Parsons et al. (2018:26–36), and these sites are discussed in finer detail in
the Chapter 6 specific to Stock Island and Key West.
A third type of site that was once ubiquitous across the Keys is the black-earth midden
(Carr and Fay 1990:25). These are characterized by exceptionally dark, organic-rich soil packed
with shells, faunal bone, pottery sherds, charcoal, and some botanicals. Middens are
unmistakable in subsurface testing because on most islands (especially in the Lower Keys), there
is little proper soil aside from humus and a fine, wet marl above the limestone. Excavation of
black-earth middens typically reveals high quantities of marine animal remains, such that a
reliance on the sea is evident. Early on, Goggin and Sommer (1949) observed that Keys’
middens are not densely-packed with bivalves (e.g., oysters) like those along the Gulf Coast of
Florida since oysters are locally unavailable. While shells can be relatively abundant at some
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sites, they are disproportionately large marine gastropod species, which are abundant, such as
queen conch, lightning whelk, and Florida horse conch (e.g., Mann et al. n.d.). The density of
these shells within Keys’ middens does not match that of the high density of oyster and clam
middens on mainland coastal Florida. Instead, fishes, sharks, and sea turtles (especially the green
sea turtle, Chelonia mydas) represent a greater portion of overall diet, with mammals (e.g., key
deer, raccoon) and birds contributing also (e.g., Webb et al. 1993). Black-earth midden sites
represent refuse from food processing, consumption, and discard, but archaeologists are unsure
whether these middens are indicative of Keys’ seasonal camps or permanent towns (e.g., Griffin
2002:287–290). Hypotheses of site function associated with black-earth middens are still
typically rooted in the size and location of the midden (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]; Carr and Fay
1990), as well as whether the site was associated with a town documented in protohistoric times.
Shell surface scatters are the most commonly-observed archaeological site. They occur
across the Upper, Middle, and Lower Keys, and queen conchs are the most ubiquitous shell.
Some scatters appear to be areas of tool manufacture, having broken pieces discarded during the
manufacturing process. Other shell scatters seem to be comprised of intact specimens with only
“kill holes” to remove the snail for simple food consumption. Surface scatters can range from a
single shell to hundreds of shells, and these may or may not be associated with a black-earth
midden. Some of these sites, especially those along the Atlantic Coast, are secondary deposits
from tides, storms, and other related processes. Other shell scatters might be near their original
place of deposition and indicative of subsurface and/or adjacent midden deposits. For example,
in fall 2019 on a tip from a state park ranger, Sara Ayers-Rigsby and I did an informal pedestrian
survey of some outlying Atlantic-side islands in Key Largo’s John Pennekamp State Park and
discovered two unrecorded “shell scatter” sites of conch, whelk, and tiger lucine tools that
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continued below the oceanside waterline (now reported as the Point Willie site [8Mo6608] and
Lower Sound Point site [8Mo6609]). A follow-up site visit and brief shovel test survey by
Ayers-Rigsby and Traci Ardren did not yield sub-surface midden deposits (Sara Ayers-Rigsby,
personal communication, 2020), so it remains unknown whether these artifacts were redeposited
by Hurricane Irma (and previous events), or if there are intact midden deposits in other untested
areas below the surface. Similar sites and situations likely occur elsewhere throughout lessertrodden areas of the Keys, where undocumented sites slowly succumb to rising seas and tidal
erosion.
Site Geography and Environments
Upon systematic survey of Key Largo, Plantation Key, Islamorada and other islands in
the Upper Keys, Carr (1982, 1985) observed that although sites occur on both the bay side and
the Atlantic side, the largest ones—assumed habitation centers—are located on their leeward
(bay) sides. Carr and Fay (1990:33–34) acknowledge, regrettably, that the Middle Keys from
Windley Key to Vaca Key in particular were intensively developed before a systematic
assessment could be made (see Figure 16). In truth, many of these sites were partially or
completely destroyed even by the time Goggin saw them in the 1940s (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]).
Therefore, a site prediction model for the Middle Keys specifically is unable to be produced.
However, given that their underlying geology is identical and the geographic orientation similar
to that of the Upper Keys, one could at least suppose that Middle Keys sites were also located
principally along the leeward side of the islands, although Goggin did report one large site on the
ocean side of Vaca Key. Also, Swanson (2003) recorded oral testimony from locals concerning
big archaeological sites in the Middle Keys.
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Site locations are patterned differently in the Lower Keys, however, a discrepancy owed
to a separate geology and a notable shift from the east/west orientation in the islands of the
Upper Keys to the roughly north/south orientation of the Lower Keys (see Figure 2). From No
Name Key down to Key West, sites tend to occur along the primary channels between islands, as
these channels are disproportionately the larger shorelines among the Lower Keys, the inverse of
the geography in the Upper Keys (Carr and Fay and 1990:34; Carr et al. 2019). As noted, this
finding is consistent with earlier and less-rigorously tested observations made in the Lower Keys
by Felton and Tesar (1968).
Carr and Fay (1990) refined their site model further by then situating archaeological sites
within one of three distinct habitats in the Keys. In the Upper and Middle Keys, they documented
that black earth middens occur in the transition zones between the mangrove forests and the
upland hammocks. These general refuse strata, they argue, are the result of natives’ living in
these areas for easy access to canals, which in turn provided greater access to the open sea. An
intriguing and, as of yet, unsubstantiated hypothesis is that middens occur in these low-elevation
areas because native abodes were elevated structures constructed atop poles or beams (Eyster
[1973] reported multiple post holes in his field notes from excavations along and below the water
line at Stock Island).
The second habitat where sites are often located is within the mangrove forests and
buttonwood flats. This habitat zone of mangroves and salt marsh is usually intertidal and may
consist of only or mostly exposed coral limerock, or, the limestone may be covered in a fine marl
soil. Thus archaeological sites are typically accumulated black midden soil atop the limestone or
inside solution holes (Carr and Fay 1990). The type of cultural activity that produces this kind of
site is not offered by Carr and Fay, but is probably related to obtaining and processing aquatic
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resources. A third site type is within littoral beach berms on the Atlantic side of the islands. Carr
and Fay (1990:36) note that some archaeologists suggest ocean-side shell scatter sites are mere
re-deposition from tidal activity and/or tropical storms. However, as evidence to the contrary,
they cite several littoral beach berm archaeological sites in both the Upper and Lower Keys that
once were characterized by undisturbed midden deposits spanning 40 to 110 cm below the
ground surface. After consuming the literature and doing fieldwork in the Keys, I argue that bayside sites were more common, but Atlantic sites occurred with some regularity as well.
Upon completion of recent cultural resources assessments of the unincorporated Keys in
2016 and 2019, Carr et al. (2019:92 –94) provide an update and improvement upon the earlier
model (Carr and Fay 1990) for site types related to geography and environments. Significant to
the newest model is the rapidly-degrading nature of Native American sites and Euro-American
sites in the Keys, which are under threat from natural forces such as hurricanes, erosion, and
bioturbation, as well as anthropogenic impacts such as metal-detecting, digging/looting, and
development. The new scheme reflects this dire state of affairs, and organizes sites into three
simple categories: “Atlantic Ocean,” “Gulf Side,” and “Channel.”
In the new scheme, Atlantic Ocean sites are defined as windward sites abutting the sea—
common Atlantic Ocean site types are black earth/dirt middens, shell middens, and shell scatters.
Beach berm sites are prevalent along the Atlantic Ocean as well, as noted in their 1990 survey,
although their cultural materials often appear to be redeposited. Carr et al. (2019:93) observe that
some Atlantic-side sites occur farther inland in the upland hammocks, but these sites are
disproportionately apparent in northern Key Largo where development has been minimal. Sites
that occur on the leeward side of the Keys are categorized as Gulf side. Carr et al. (2019:94) note
again that several of the extant primary sites of this type are located on either Key Largo or
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nearby Plantation Key, again a testament to preservation from lack of development rather than a
“real” distribution of where sites occur. Three of these sites are also large black-earth middens,
and one is associated with a rock mound (see following section for site specifics). Carr et al.
(2019:94) write that the third type of archaeological site, the Channel site is an “important
geographic location because it provides expedient access to the sea, but most importantly is a
strategic location that maximizes fishing opportunities because channels…are favored by mullet
and other fish that concentrate” such that netting is highly efficient. Stock Island (8Mo2) is
mentioned as one of the most “noteworthy” channel sites.
Significant Florida Keys Glades-Period Sites
Background
The Glades period (~500 BCE–1760 CE) witnessed new and lasting forms of material
culture in the Florida Keys. For most, if not all, of the island chain, Glades I Late (~500–750 CE)
is the first culture period to be widely documented, with sites occurring from Sands Key (north
of Key Largo) to Key West (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]). After several decades of amateur and
professional research, archaeologists have some notion of the most significant prehistoric sites in
the archipelago (of those that were not destroyed in the nineteenth century). Indeed, it is highly
probable that many significant Native American sites—burial mounds, rock mounds, and shell
mounds—once existed throughout the Keys that were completely destroyed before or shortly
after Euro-Americans first began to populate the islands in the early nineteenth century (Patrick
1952; Peters 1965; Romans 1999 [1775]). Even if portions of a midden or site survived into the
twentieth century, it is important to acknowledge the sheer extent of damage incurred to many
significant sites.
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One such example is the diminished size of a midden recorded on Big Pine Key. A local
amateur, probably in the 1930s, measured the site to be 6 feet tall (Griffin et al. 1979:73); by the
time Goggin and Squires visited in 1944, they recorded it to be only 4 feet (Goggin n.d. [ca.
1949:81]). The decline in midden sizes across the Keys should come as no surprise since there
were at least five Native American towns or caciques recorded in historical accounts of the
sixteenth century, for which we have no “smoking-gun” archaeological evidence of to this day
(Hann 1991, 2003; Worth 1995, 2014). Nonetheless, an adequate number of sites survived into
the twentieth century for archaeologists to have some impression of the most significant areas of
occupation. These sites reflect only a percentage of what was once an archaeologically-rich and
diverse archipelago.
In the following sections, I review the most significant Glades-period sites in the Upper
Keys and Middle Keys as one group, and those sites in the Lower Keys as a second group,
starting in the northernmost Keys and ending at Key West. Aside from tracking the
southwesterly geography of the island chain, this comparison and separation is arbitrary to
provide temporal and cultural context for two regions and to later ascertain whether there are
differences between the archaeological sites of the Upper and Lower Keys (not necessarily
differences among peoples or cultures). That is, these site descriptions are not grouped separately
because archaeological evidence suggests they should be separate culture areas or districts (Carr
and Beriault 1984; Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]; Griffin 2002).
There has never been a comprehensive synthesis that compares the ceramic sequences
and material-culture assemblages within the Florida Keys or one that compares Keys’ sites to
prominent or related sites on the mainland (e.g., Granada). Goggin’s unpublished manuscript is
referenced wherever possible because it is often the earliest and only resource for primary
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archaeological data. Newer survey data were acquired by Bob Carr and a handful of others. This
coverage of Glades-period sites within the Keys is far from exhaustive, but it provides
interpretive context for the Stock Island site and its inhabitants in wider contexts across the
islands and mainland south Florida.
The Upper and Middle Keys
To the north of Key Largo abutting the south end of Biscayne Bay are two site complexes
that have been thoroughly tested by National Park Service archaeologists (Figure 12). The Totten
Key Complex (8Da3439) is located on the western interior of Totten Key, consisting of a blackearth midden, a limerock mound, and a sinkhole (solution hole) that contains artifacts and clay
(Parsons et al. 2018). Diagnostic ceramics and chronometric dates place initial occupation of the
site during the Glades IIa period (~750–900 CE) with continual (if intermittent) habitation
through the Glades IIIc (period (~1400–1760 CE). Parsons et al. (2018:22) hypothesize that the
Totten Key complex articulates with the Tequesta capital at the mouth of the Miami River
because of the proximity to Tequesta and because there is historical account of capital villagers
seasonally migrating to the Keys to avoid mosquitoes and harvest wild subsistence resources
(translated in Hann 2003:146).
The assemblage of Glades-period ceramics and Spanish ceramics and artifacts that link
Totten Key directly to the 1567–1568 failed mission attempt supports this hypothesis. Totten
Key is only ~40 km from the mouth of the Miami River, a distance across Biscayne Bay that
could be canoed in a day or two. The Totten Key site complex has much in common with the
Key Largo Rock Mound complex to the south. Archaeologists and historians do not yet
understand whether and to what degree site complexes in the farthest reaches of the Upper Keys
articulate with those of the remote Lower Keys, such as Stock Island and Key West. An
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archaeological site related to Totten Key is Sand’s Key #2 (8Da2, 8Da4582), located just to the
north. Karl Squires reported Sands Key 2 to Goggin in the early 1940s. Goggin recorded it as
8Da2, but be never actually visited the site.
Bob Carr and representatives from Everglades and Biscayne National Parks performed a
formal site visit in 1988. They discovered that Sands Key 2 consisted of a large black-earth
midden and a series of intentionally-piled queen conch shells over 100 meters in length, 20-30
meters wide, and up to a meter tall along the hammock edge at the interface with the mangroves.
They wrote that Sands Key 2 is highly significant as one of the only examples of a Precolumbian
“shellworks” site anywhere in southeast Florida (Carr 1987a). The crew did not excavate then,
but they returned in 1990 to perform shovel testing and excavate two units (Carr and Beriault
2009). The Southeast Archeological Center (SEAC) obtained two AMS dates on charcoal, one
each from the basal level and top level from one of Carr’s units, at cal 860–990 CE and 1290–
1405 CE, respectively, placing site occupation spanning the Glades IIa through Glades IIIb
periods. According to Carr and Beriault (2009) and Parsons et al. (2018), the radiocarbon date
ranges agree with the respective ceramic markers. NPS SEAC work at Sands Key 2 and the
Totten Key complex is ongoing with new reports forthcoming.
Undoubtedly the most significant sites on Key Largo are the Key Largo Rock Mound or
Key Largo 3 (8Mo27), the Key Largo Rock Mound’s black-earth midden or Key Largo 2
(8Mo26), and a separate village site, Key Largo 1 (8Mo25) (Figure 13). Key Largo 2 and 3 are
located southwest of Tarpon Basin, and these interrelated sites are listed as a “resource group” on
the Florida Master Site File as 8Mo1258. This was the same site complex discussed previously
for its supposed connection to the West Indies or Central America, which is now refuted by
current evidence (see Newman and Tesar 1997).
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Figure 12. Tequesta/Granada and Totten and Sand Key Site Complexes.

Key Largo 1 is located in today’s Crocodile National Refuge to the north. The Key Largo Rock
Mound is located ~180 meters east of the Key Largo 2 midden. Carr et al. (2019:24) write that
the mound is flat-topped and “kidney-shaped,” measuring ~2.5 m tall, roughly 30 m long and 17
m wide. Goggin told Eyster that he thought that it was an effigy mound shaped like a turtle;
Eyster disagreed and said that the ramps on either side would have made “perfect arms for a
crab” (Fonte et al. 1982:106). Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:35) wrote that the east causeway was “14
feet wide and about 1 foot high” and extended some 25 across the ground surface. Carr et al.
(2019:24) thought construction of the rock mound began sometime during Glades II and that the
site was occupied into Glades III times. However, their chronology is rooted in diagnostic
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ceramic typology rather than chronometric dates. However, Glades I Late pottery (Opa Locka
Incised) and Glades IIa pottery (Miami Incised) were collected nearby (Mowers n.d.). No formal
excavations occurred at the black earth midden, Key Largo 2, but Goggin collected artifacts there
and reported on them in a number of publications (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949:107–109], 1944a:17–
18, Goggin and Sommer 1949:92). Carr et al. (2019) estimated the midden was up to 70 cm
deep, but both sites were almost entirely destroyed with the construction and later expansion of
the aptly named “Calusa Campground Resort and Marina.” Further details and compiled
observations of 8Mo27 are in Carr et al. (2016), Parsons et al. (2018:32–33) and Newman and
Tesar (1997), although based on the sheer size of the rock mound and midden, archaeologists can
justifiably hypothesize that these sites were a center of habitation and/or ceremony. Moreover,
the diagnostic ceramic assemblage, albeit spotty, is indicative of continued or recurrent
occupations from Glades I Late into Glades III.
The Key Largo 1 site (8Mo25) is located to the north of Key Largo Rock Mound in the
National Crocodile Wildlife Refuge (see Figure 13). Goggin visited the site multiple times
between 1930 and 1957, collected hundreds of potsherds and some faunal remains, and filled out
a Florida Master Site File form in 1958. Eyster filled out an undated site file update form
sometime afterward and collected sherds there also. Bob Carr excavated some shovel tests as
part of his Keys survey in the 1980s, and he noted a few semi-fiber-tempered sherds. If verified
with chronometric dates, the Key Largo 1 site could be incredibly significant as the oldest known
archaeological site in the contiguous Florida Keys (see discussion in Chapter 8). It also yielded
Glades II and III ceramics. Due to its significance, research potential, and excellent preservation,
archaeological work is ongoing at 8Mo25 as part of the University of Miami collaborations
described earlier. New data from ceramics and other artifacts should reveal whether this site is
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more closely related to Glades-period sites in the Miami and Everglades areas or to other sites in
the Upper or Lower Keys.
Moving southwest down the archipelago, the next area of densest prehistoric habitation
appears to have been Plantation Key, where there are five recorded archaeological sites (see
Figure 13) (Carr 1987b:22–26). Plantation Key 1 (8Mo20) and Plantation Key 2 (8Mo21) are
both rock mound sites located less than thirty meters apart. Goggin (1944a:18–19; n.d. [ca.
1949:99]) wrote that Plantation Key 1 was 65 feet by 20 feet and 2.5 feet in overall height.
Plantation Key 2, just 90 feet to the east, was even bigger; Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:99–100) reports
that this rock mound was an “irregular rectangle” 110 feet by 75 feet and 4 feet tall and that it
was dually constructed of limerock and queen conch shells. Plantation Key 5 (8Mo24) is a shell
scatter located ~180 meters southwest of Plantation Key 1 rock mound. The cultural affiliation of
these sites is unknown because diagnostic sherds were never found, but given the data from other
similar sites in the Upper and Lower Keys, it can be hypothesized that the rock and shell mounds
probably date to Glades II and/or III times. Interestingly, Goggin posits that the lack of ceramics
may even suggest that the mounds were built by a “pre-pottery” people, implying perhaps even a
Late Archaic timing of construction. He further hypothesizes that these two mounds may have
been “pediments or burials” (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]:99–100).
Plantation Key 3 (8Mo22) was a black-earth midden in an area separate from the two
rock mounds (see Figure 13). Among other artifacts, Goggin noted St. John’s Plain and Surfside
Incised sherds, indicating that the site was occupied during the Glades IIIa period (1200–1400
CE). This midden was destroyed completely in the 1940s when its soil was hauled away to be
repurposed. Plantation Key 4 (8Mo23) was located on the northwest corner of the island ~250
meters northwest of Plantation Key 3.
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Figure 13. Significant Key Largo and Plantation Key Archaeological Sites.

Figure 14. Fish Effigy Artifact. This item is a possible ceramic musical instrument, from
Plantation Key 4 mound (photograph by Jerry Wilkinson; adapted from Swanson 2003:52).
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Goggin n.d (ca. 1949:103) remarks that this was one of the biggest midden mounds he had ever
seen in the Keys—150 feet by 250 feet, and 6 feet in overall height. Although the mound was
leveled, photographs by Eyster and other locals are curated at the Monroe County Library on
Islamorada. Because of its size, it was well known to collectors. An amazing find there, if it is
not faked, was a fish effigy by Clarence Alexander who used to live on the mound. A single
sherd of Plantation Pinched, the marker for the elusive Glades IIc period (1100–1200 CE), and
Glades III sherds were collected from there. In all, northern Plantation Key appears to have been
a vital area for settlements over the late Glades II and Glades III periods and the area may have
been associated with one of the documented sixteenth-century native villages (Chapter 5).
Just south of Plantation Key is one of the largest prehistoric centers of habitation known
anywhere in the archipelago. Concentrated within a ~4-km radius along the large channels
between Upper and Lower Matecumbe Key is an array of habitation and burial sites, on Upper
Matecumbe Key, Lower Matecumbe Key, Lignumvitae Key, Shell Key, Tea Table Key, and
Indian Key (Figure 15). Reviewing the geography of the immediate area, it is not difficult to
understand why natives selected this region of the Keys for several of their villages. Between
Upper and Lower Matecumbe Keys are several of the largest channels in the entire archipelago,
which provides easy access to Florida Bay and the mainland, as well as to the coral reef and open
Atlantic Ocean. The islands of Lignumvitae Key and Shell Key are located along principal
channels on the bayside, and Tea Table Key and Indian Key are located along those same
channels on the ocean side. Tying together this advantageous geography is a large freshwater
well located on the eastern side of Lower Matecumbe (Romans 1999 [1775]).
The most famous Glades-period archaeological site in this region of the Keys is probably
the Clupper site (8Mo17). This is the site on Upper Matecumbe Key that Goggin and Sommer
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dug at for two weeks in summer 1944 to produce a new ceramic sequence to round out the
Glades ceramic sequence in Goggin’s Tekesta subarea (what archaeologists call today the Glades
or Everglades Area). In 1949, Goggin wrote that the black-earth midden was “280 feet long by
170 feet wide, reaching a height of over four feet.” Based on the Glades II diagnostic ceramictypes—Opa Locka Incised, Dade Incised, Miami Incised, Matecumbe Incised, and Key Largo
Incised—the earliest occupation began around 750 CE, Glades IIa. However, a few Fort Drum
Punctated sherds indicate that the site could have been used a century or so earlier. Habitation
continued throughout the Glades III period (~1200–1763 CE). Glades IIIc (~1513-1760 CE) is
not well represented; only a single Columbia Plain sherd was recovered, suggesting that this site
probably was not the seat of the Matecumbe village documented by the Spanish during the
sixteenth century (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949:98]). Detailed information concerning the site’s
stratigraphy and artifacts is in Goggin and Sommer (1949).
Ardren and colleagues conducted new excavations at 8Mo17 beginning in 2014 and
renamed it the Clupper Site in the Florida Master Site File after local historian and librarian Jim
Clupper. One of their primary goals was to “correlate the ceramic sequence first identified by
Goggin with radiometric dates.” Their team did not identify the Glades I Late (~500–750 CE) or
Glades IIIc (1513–1760 CE) ceramic markers documented in Goggin (n.d. [ca 1949]) and
Goggin and Sommer (1949), but these phases of occupation were sparsely documented anyhow.
Glades IIa and IIb (~700–1200 CE) and Glades IIIa and IIIb (~1200–1513) were well
documented with diagnostic ceramics reported in Ardren et al. (2018:318–319) at Clupper,
bolstered by a chronometric date on a tiger lucine valve of cal. 1065–1235 CE.
Across the channels on Lower Matecumbe Key is the Lower Matecumbe Key 1 site
(8Mo12), another black earth midden located along the water’s edge on the north side of the
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island. 8Mo12 was smaller than the Clupper site, yet was still substantial in size at approximately
200 feet long by 100 feet wide (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]). Lower Matecumbe Key 1 was razed in
1946 for a fishing camp, but Goggin collected numerous “plain” pottery types there, including
Glades Plain and a sherd of limestone-tempered plain. Notably, the near absence of decorate
sherds combined with an abundance of “large crude [queen conch] Strombus celts, Strombus
celt-hammers, and blanks” suggested to him that “the site may be older than any other
recognized in the Keys” (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949:87]). Goggin’s hypothesis will be difficult to test
since the site is destroyed, but some of its artifacts are ostensibly still housed at the Yale Peabody
Museum and the University of Florida, which could make chronometric dating possible. It is not
altogether implausible that this site and area was occupied by Glades I Early or even during the
Late Archaic (Goggin 1944b:20), given its clear importance in all subsequent sub-periods of the
Glades sequence. In fact, in one manuscript Goggin (1944b) hypothesized that Lower
Matecumbe 1 could even be the site of the historical village of “Matacombe” documented in the
sixteenth century in a letter by Pedro Menéndez de Aviles to the Spanish Crown in 1573
(translated in Connor 1925:30–82).
Just to the north of Lower Matecumbe 1 is a moderately-sized island, Lignumvitae Key,
where two archaeological sites are known. On the west side of the island there was once a coralsand mound 50 feet in circumference and 3.5 feet high (8Mo13). Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949]) notes
that he found small bone fragments on the surface of the mound, and the island’s former
caretaker in the 1940s also stated that bones were found there. In all, this has led to the
supposition that the Lignumvitae Key Mound was a burial mound, but this has never been
confirmed.
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Figure 15. Significant Archaeological Sites, Upper and Lower Matecumbe Keys. Map is satellite grayscale to highlight the channels.
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To the northeast is an example of a European limerock mound structure (8Mo14), a classification
given because the walls were plastered with lime mortar and arranged in a floorplan atypical of
Native Americans. Moreover, no prehistoric artifacts were ever recovered there. Using historical
accounts, Jutro (1975:72–76) asks whether there was once a protohistoric settlement or village
on the island, but at present, archaeologists are unable to support or refute this hypothesis due to
a paucity of Native American or Spanish material data.
Down the Indian Key Channel on the ocean side from Lignumvitae Key is the island
named Indian Key (8Mo15). The incredible history of this island is recounted in dozens of texts
(e.g., Brookfield and Griswold 1949, Viele 2017) and in historical accounts (e.g., Romans 1999
[1775:292]), as it was the site of Indian and American skirmishes during the Seminole Wars, the
County Seat of Miami-Dade, and home to the shipwrecking industry for ~16 years during the
nineteenth century under Jacob Housman. Because the island was so densely inhabited and
altered over European and American times, however, the extent of Precolumbian habitation there
is unknown save for a partially-destroyed midden on the northern side that contained a single
sherd of Key Largo Incised (Baker 1973, 1982:104). East across the channel is Tea Table Key
(8Mo16), where some shell tools and Glades III pottery (e.g., Glades Tooled) were surfacecollected. Given the diminutive size of this island, however, it was probably never a central place
of settlement during prehistoric times, but rather a satellite and/or fish camp for the larger sites
documented on Upper and Lower Matecumbe Keys.
As noted, Glades-period sites in the Middle Keys (e.g., Marathon, Vaca Key) are poorly
understood relative to the other sub-regions of the island chain (Carr and Fay 1990; Goggin n.d.
[ca. 1949]). The Key Vaca 1 site (8Mo9) is associated with the Glades period by a single Florida
horse conch (T. giganteus) hammer that Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949:84]) and Charles Brookfield
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found in December 1949 (Figure 16). This site is otherwise known locally as the “Calusa Wells,”
the famous freshwater well on Vaca Key recorded by Romans (1999 [1775]:291) and Ellicott
(1962 [1803]). According to Peter Van Dresser, who reported to Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949]:84),
there were stone structures covering an area of about “100 yards square…of low rectangular
stone walls 20 to 30 feet in size and 1 to 2 feet high. These were about 200 feet from several
pothole wells.” This site and associated sites, however, were razed before any archaeologist
could assess whether the stone structures were constructed by Europeans or Native Americans.
Key Vaca 2 (8Mo10) was located on the ocean side of the island, which Goggin reported as rare
in the Middle Keys (see Figure 16). The midden was once about 80 feet long and 40 feet wide,
extending to a depth of 3 to 4 feet (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949:85]), with sherds indicative of the
Glades II and III periods (e.g., Key Largo Incised, Surfside Incised). Last, a canoe and “jug”
were discovered on Key Vaca in 1956 during the construction of Marathon High School, but
their age and whereabouts are unknown (Swanson 2003:55).

Figure 16. Significant Archaeological Sites on the Keys of Marathon.
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In summary, it is difficult to know with any certainty the aboriginal history of the Middle Keys
since these sites were being lost to development even by the early twentieth century, yet, we can
assume they were closely related to those in the Upper and Lower Keys.
The Lower Keys
Unfortunately, Goggin or others never thoroughly surveyed the Lower Keys during the
1940s or earlier (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]). Therefore, archaeologists will probably never know the
total number of sites that once existed, nor their true size and character, as undoubtedly dozens
were destroyed or impacted over two centuries of American land-development projects.
Fortunately, there is a record of ~30 Glades-period sites today listed on the Florida Master Site
File, some of which were first recorded by Goggin. Many others were later described
professionally by Griffin et al. (1979), Tesar and Jones (1968), Carr and Fay (1990), and in Carr
et al. 2016 and 2019. Others were excavated by amateurs between the 1950s and 1980s with
some data from field notes and oral histories (e.g., Charles Dugger, Bill Fournier, Ray Blazevic,
Louise White).
Despite these shortcomings, there are multiple noteworthy sites known in the Lower
Florida Keys. On the easternmost island of significance, Big Pine Key, is the Watson Hammock
site (8Mo7) (Goggin’s Big Pine Key 1 in n.d. [ca. 1949]). It is in the northwest corner of Big
Pine Key along the channel that separates the island from the Torch Keys (Figure 17). Goggin
(n.d. [ca.1949]:81) reported that surface scatter of artifacts covered an area of 400 feet by 200
feet, and that the actual midden deposit was 200 feet by 75 feet and the deposits ranged between
3 and 4 feet deep. It was one of the largest middens documented anywhere in the Keys, an
observation Goggin attributed to the overall size of the island and to the abundant aquatic and
terrestrial fauna that live there (e.g., key deer, sea turtles). Goggin, Rouse, Squires, and Marianne
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Schweitzer dug a small unit at the site (Goggin n.d. [ca.1949]:81–82). Important findings were
that the ceramic assemblage spanned Glades I Late, Glades II, and Glades III periods, suggesting
that this site was in use for at least a millennium.
Additionally, Goggin noted a great number of sea turtle bones, and curiously, the largest
count of Fort Drum Punctated sherds found anywhere in the Keys (a marker of Glades I Late,
500–750 CE). Griffin et al. (1979) surveyed in the area and mention the Watson’s Hammock
site, but they did not conduct any subsurface testing or collect artifacts. Carr and Fay (1990:45)
reported that the site is intact in the “deeper levels.” Sugarloaf Key (8Mo4) was another massive
black-earth midden located along the eastern shore of the principal channel between Upper
Sugarloaf Key and Cudjoe Key (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Significant Archaeological Sites of the Lower Keys.
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After a site visit with John Griffin, Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949:78]) wrote that the site was “100 yards
long” and “one half to one third that in width” and 3 to 4 feet deep. The midden appears to have
been deposited primarily during later Glades III times, since most diagnostic ceramics recovered
were Glades Tooled, Spanish olive jar, and types of the St. John’s series. Goggin (n.d. [ca.
1949:78]) also noted “several deep pothole wells” which “probably enhanced the value of the
site to the Indians.” A local avocational archaeologist, Bill Fournier, told Bob Carr that he
measured the midden to be 400 feet long, 75 feet wide, and up to 5 feet tall (Carr et al. 2016) and
Felton and Tesar visited the site as a part of their 1968 survey of the Lower Keys. Bob Carr and
staff visited in 1988 and 2016 as part of their large Phase I surveys noted previously. The site is
presently covered by three residential lots and two structures. Carr et al. (2016) noted that the
eastern and western portions of the extant midden are covered by houses and that the central part
of the midden is undeveloped, although it appears to have been cleared in the past. Despite these
“moderate to severe” impacts to the site, the midden is still visible and now measures ~300 feet
long by ~50 feet wide along a northeast/southwest axis and it is still 2.5 to 3 feet in height (Carr
et al. 2019). Obviously, research potential here is high, as a portion of the midden remains intact
and the site is one of the largest known and first recorded in all of the Lower Keys.
It is curious that neither Goggin nor Griffin ever considered this site as a candidate for
one of the sixteenth- or seventeenth-century villages named in European documents. The
Sugarloaf Key site has the proper material hallmarks: native-produced protohistoric ceramics
such as Glades Tooled and St. John’s, and European-crafted wares such as Spanish olive jar.
Additionally, pothole wells or natural solution holes are abundant north of the midden (Goggin
n.d. [ca. 1949:78]), and Goggin and Griffin wrote in a site file form in 1951 of a significant well
after his 1947 field visit that reportedly “held water for all seasons.” The site was located along
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one of the widest channels in the Lower Keys, which would have been an attractive setting to
construct a seasonal or permanent settlement. Carr and Fay (1990:109–110), I argue, rightfully
hypothesize that 8Mo4 is the one of the best candidates for a Spanish-documented native village.
As part of Florida Keys’ reconnaissance surveys since initiating research at the Stock
Island site, in November 2019, with Sara Ayers-Rigsby I visited one of the freshwater pothole
wells at a residence near the Sugarloaf Key site thought to be associated with the midden. The
well was measured at ~56 cm2 and ~56-cm deep, although it may have extended an additional 10
–13 cm through the caprock. It is located only a couple hundred meters from the Sugarloaf Key
midden, suggesting that it could be the well to which Goggin and Griffin were referring.
West Summerland Key 1 (8Mo124) is a black-earth midden located on the west end of
West Summerland Key on a beach hash berm on the north side of US 1 (see Figure 17). This site
has been excavated by amateurs since at least the early 1970s and is frequently reported on in
Carr’s survey reports. The Miami-West India Archaeological Society conducted digs there;
Charles Dugger excavated there and at 8Mo88 nearby (Dugger 1972a, 1972b). The Girl Scouts
of America, the property owners, conducted multiple digs at West Summerland Key 1 as part of
an education and training program in the 1970s and 1980s. Irving Eyster visited the site and
filled out a site file form in 1980, and Bob Carr and crew revisited in 1988 as part of their Lower
Keys Survey (Carr and Fay 1990:43). The 1988 survey documented the presence of Glades II
and III ceramic types (e.g., Surfside Incised) and the makings of a coral-tool manufacturing area.
Carr et al. (2019) reported that they did not shovel test the site in their 2016 survey, and they
were unable to do subsurface tests in 2018–2019 either because the site was still covered in
storm debris from Hurricane Irma. In both field visits the crew did note exposed midden shells.
West Summerland Key 1, like Sugarloaf Key (8Mo4), is an incredibly significant site because it
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is one of the few remaining Precolumbian middens anywhere in the Lower Keys. Carr et al.
(2019:28) estimate that 80% of the site remains intact.
The Boca Chica 1 site (8Mo3) was a rock feature of some kind located on the northwest
corner of today’s airfield (see Figure 17). Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949:77]) wrote: “This is a stone
circle, 45 feet in diameter with two opposite openings. These are about 4 feet wide, while the
wall itself has a width of 3 to 4 feet, and a height of 1 to 1.5 feet. It is built of loose limestone
rocks with a small amount of soil filling the inter-stices. Around the circle on the inside is a
shallow depression from which material for the wall may have been removed. Several small trees
grow on the wall. The bearing through the centerline of the openings is 10 degrees West of
North.” He further notes that no European or aboriginal pottery or other surface artifacts are
associated with the site. However, considering the number of other rock structures documented
across the islands, Goggin felt that it was of native construction. Carr and Fay (1990:103)
documented another site on the island, Boca Chica 2 (8Mo1267), the Boca Chica Mounds, based
upon information from a local informant. They stated that the rock mound complex of 10–15
mounds was located on the southwest tip of Boca Chica Key, and that the mounds were 2 meters
high and 2 to 5 meters in diameter. The site was another excavated in the 1950s and 1960s by
Bill Fournier, who found numerous human burials and associated grave goods. Apparently
Fournier collected a large number of ceramic vessels with zoomorphic incisions: one was said to
look like a barracuda and the other, a sea turtle. According to a friend of Fournier’s, David Perez,
the vessels were used as funerary urns containing human remains. Fournier also excavated a 2meter long “black palm” (whatever he meant by that) bow and a quiver made of “bamboo.” In
the quiver were stingray barbs and the “crowns” (probably the spire tops and initial whorls) of
lightning whelk shells filled with blue pigment. Carr and Fay (1990:103) interpret these artifacts
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to be part of a tattooing kit. The types of ceramics present at the site are unknown, but the artifact
descriptions probably place the site within Glades II or III times. According to the same report,
the U.S. Navy bulldozed in and around the site area numerous times, whereupon operators said
they saw artifacts in the backdirt. So, most of the site is probably destroyed. If any of either of
these sites remains intact, they would be highly significant and offer the chance to understand
better the Glades Period in the southernmost reaches of the contiguous Keys.
Other smaller, less-significant Glades midden sites occur throughout the Lower Keys
(e.g., Cudjoe Key 1 [8Mo5], Munson Island [8Mo1981]), many of which were undoubtedly
associated with the same peoples and cultures as the sites discussed above (Carr et al. 2019). In
places like Vaca Key, where few substantial prehistoric sites are recorded, the number and size
of verified sites reflects a bias driven disproportionately by a relatively recent history of land
clearing and development. This state of affairs is amplified in the Keys where there is little land
to begin with, a brief history of compliance archaeology, and the constant impact of tidal erosion
and hurricanes on coastal sites. The actual number of sites on both Vaca Key and Key West was
once much higher, and these islands may have even held some of the largest sites in the Keys.
Recent maps with locations of all known Lower Keys’ cultural resources are located and
listed in Carr and Fay (1990:41–108) and the latest map and list, respectively, of all cultural
resources in the unincorporated areas of the Florida Keys are in Carr et al. (2019:3, 20–68).
There are a few Glades-period archaeological sites documented on Stock Island and there are
arguably a few for Key West; they are reviewed in Chapter 6, which is devoted entirely to Stock
Island site (8Mo2) and the archaeological and historical contexts of those islands.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FLORIDA KEYS POSTCOLUMBIAN CONTEXTS

Introduction
The arrival of Old World peoples to the West Indies near the onset of the sixteenth
century brought for the first time the written record to south Florida and its native cultures, from
which archaeologists and historians gained new data concerning the peoples, towns, and political
relationships across the entire New World. The following section presents a brief timeline of the
first intrusion by Old-World peoples into south Florida and discusses Escalante Fontaneda’s as
one of the premier historical and ethnohistoric accounts available. This section also reviews the
demographics and locations of historically-documented native villages in the Florida Keys. The
final section details the removal of natives from south Florida and the Keys in the eighteenth
century.
Accounts of Spanish Florida
First Europeans in South Florida
The first well-documented interactions between Native Americans and Europeans in
Florida were those incurred during the expedition of Juan Ponce de León in 1513, who landed
somewhere along the northern or central Atlantic Coast. However John Cabot, an Italian explorer
under England’s flag, may have sailed Florida’s Atlantic coastline and the Florida Keys earlier
during his 1497 and 1498 voyages (Roberts 2015 [1763]:1–2). Maps made by European
cartographers Juan de la Cosa (1500) and Peter Martyr (1511), and a map called the Cantino
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Planisphere (1502) depict Florida, the Florida Keys, and/or some form of land directly north of
Cuba (Turrell et al. 2020). The Cantino Planisphere, in particular, renders many of the islets and
bays in Florida with an accuracy that would have required thorough and local geographical data
(Tebeau 1971:19; Turrell et al. 2020). Although it is not evidence of direct interaction with
natives, Bob Carr (1986b; in Turrell et al. 2020) argues that a pile of awkwardly-opened queen
conch shells in a Fort Lauderdale area midden deposit (~1500 CE) were harvested and deposited
by European explorers who could not have been Spaniards. He contends that Columbus, Ponce
de León, and other contemporaneous Spanish explorers were intimately familiar with the
practices for opening queen conchs from their time spent in the Caribbean beginning shortly after
1492, and thus could not be responsible for the midden he excavated in Fort Lauderdale.
Independent of whether Carr is correct, archaeologists and historians have been aware of the
mounting evidence that the British, Portuguese, Italians, and enslaved Africans were in the
vicinity of and probably came ashore in Florida prior to 1513.
Nevertheless, Ponce de León’s is the first expedition that was heavily documented in the
historical record, as he is commonly credited with the “discovery” and naming of Florida after
Spain’s Pascua Florida Eastertime celebration. According to interpretations by historians of
infamous chronicler Antonio de Herrera ([1601] 1720:246–248), the first village that Ponce de
León sighted and named was “Abaioa,” a town somewhere near Jupiter Inlet rendered as
“Abacoa” on the ca. 1514/1515 Freducci map (Hann 2003:1, 12; Lawson 1946:37; Milanich and
Milanich 1996:324; Morison 1974:507–508). Ponce and his crew came into hostile contact with
the natives of that area, who are today thought to be the Ais or a closely affiliated group (e.g.,
Smith and Gottlob 1978). His most lasting interactions, however, were with the Calusa and
affiliated cultures of the Charlotte Harbor area (Herrera [1601]1720:246–248).
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Prior to his arrival in Florida, the Spanish colonial enterprise had pressed into Cuba’s
interior by 1511 in search of runaway Taíno peoples from Hispaniola. These attacks sent
refugees even farther north from Cuba into south Florida, effectively warning the Calusa and
other south Florida and Keys’ cultures of things to come (Worth 2006:1; Wright [1916] 1970).
As Worth (2006) notes, it is no surprise that the Calusa sent a Caribbean native as a stall tactic to
meet Ponce de León’s fleet when they approached Charlotte Harbor in summer 1513 (Herrera
[1601] 1720:246–248). The Calusa thwarted Ponce de León’s advance, and he and his crew
escaped back to Spain via the Straits of Florida. On this return trip, it is believed that the crew
interacted with the Tequesta and Matecumbe peoples at their respective villages at the mouth of
the Miami River and in the Upper Keys because Ponce de León recorded the peoples and towns
as “Chequescha” (Tequesta) and “Achecambey” (Matecumbe). However, no one is certain
whether they actually went ashore in either place (in Hann 2003:153; Parks n.d. [1983:14–15]).
In one form or another, Ponce de León must have realized the political capital of the Calusa
because he selected their principal town for his 1521 colonization attempt (in Hann 2003:12).
During the interim period between Ponce de León’s 1513 and 1521 voyages, Hernández
de Cordova and his crew visited the Calusa area in 1517 seeking fresh water after their trip to
Mexico’s Yucatan Coast was met with hostility. That region of Florida was no doubt selected
because de Cordova’s pilot, Anton de Alaminos, was familiar with the southwest Florida
coastline since he was part of Ponce de León’s 1513 expedition (in translation of Díaz de Castillo
1958:14–16). Shortly thereafter, other Spanish conquistadors would follow, although their
interactions with south Florida cultures were either brief or did not occur, owing probably both to
the circulating accounts of the fierceness of the Calusa and the Ais, and the relative receptiveness
of native agricultural cultures in northern Florida and in the panhandle (e.g., Griffin 2002:161;
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Hann 1991, 2003). Other brief encounters between peninsular or south Florida natives and
Europeans include those of Pedro de Salazar in 1514, Diego Miruelo in 1516, Pánfilo de Narváez
in 1528, and Hernando de Soto in 1539, but these explorers landed in or interacted with groups
in the Tampa Bay region or farther north before journeying inland and northward (in translation
of Elvas 1933; Hann 2003:12; Schwadron 2009:56). After successes with Catholic missions in
the Caribbean and Central America, Fray Luiz de Cancer, against the advice of his peers, also
visited the Florida Gulf Coast near Tampa Bay in summer 1549, but he was killed by natives
who were probably Tocobaga (Hann 2003).
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés is widely recognized in the history books for extinguishing
the French Huguenot presence near present-day Jacksonville, Florida, at Fort Caroline and
subsequently establishing Florida’s first permanently-occupied settlement in 1565 at St.
Augustine (Lowery 1959 [1911]). However, historians have argued that despite his influence
along Florida’s northern Atlantic Coast, Menéndez de Avilés had more meaningful interactions
with Native Americans in south Florida, especially the Calusa (Hann 2003:12), which show up in
his own accounts (translated in Barrientos 1965). As Worth (2006:2 –3) remarks, it was with a
sense of purpose that in 1566 Menéndez de Avilés sailed directly to the Calusa capital on Mound
Key in attempt to free one of the largest-known captive groups of Christians there. His desire
and commitment to utilize the extensive political influence of the Calusa is self-evident
considering that he sponsored and garrisoned a mission and fort there over three years from 1566
to 1569, which was a more substantial effort than any other outside of St. Augustine or Santa
Elena (Hann 1991:217–229; Worth 2006:2–3) The size, location (Mound Key), and significance
of the Fort San Antón de Carlos and its surrounding buildings and fortification, as described by
Spaniards, was independently verified recently with remote sensing and subsurface testing
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(Thompson et al. 2020). Contemporaneously, his nephew Pedro Menéndez Marquéz, organized
a mission attempt at the Tequesta village at the mouth of the Miami River in 1567, which also
ultimately failed the following year in 1568 (Hann 1991:220; Lyon 1983:147–150).
Generally speaking, after the 1570s, documented interaction(s) between Spaniards or
other Europeans and south Florida cultures lessened in the historical record, although contact
was probably still commonplace (Goggin and Sommer 1949:24–25; Hann 1991, Hann 2003:1–2;
Swanson 2003). One example is the journeys of Sir John Hawkins aboard his Jesus of Lubeck.
Hawkins visited somewhere in the Upper Florida Keys in 1565 to obtain fresh water but he did
not report any interactions with natives (Sparke 1906). Another example is the fleet of
Englishman Christopher Newport, who searched futilely for fresh water in the Keys in 1591.
Newport reported making contact with natives in the Keys, remarking that they were “courteous”
and that they “brought us a line to hall [sic] in our boat on shore” (Twitt n.d.).
As far as the Spanish were concerned, the relative successes at St. Augustine, the
settlement at Pensacola (Worth et al. 2017), and the more immediate and prosperous missions in
northern Florida and in the panhandle were probably reason enough to avoid south Florida and
the Florida Keys when possible (Worth 2006). To be sure, the Spanish reviled south Florida
natives in particular as a nuisance because whether they liked or not, Spanish ships frequently
needed to sail the treacherous pass of the Florida Straits on return trips to Spain from Mexico and
Central America, the West Indies, and other parts of Florida. In 1573, Menéndez de Avilés
petitioned the Spanish Crown to exterminate or enslave Matecumbe natives living in the Keys
because they were frequently attacking castaways and shipwreck survivors—which incidentally
is the first known use of Matecumbe to refer to a group of natives in the Keys (translated in
Connor 1925:30–82).
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In spite of these tensions, a 13-year-old Spaniard named Hernando de Escalante
Fontaneda (referred hitherto as “Fontaneda” or “Escalante Fontaneda” to be in line with other
academic manuscripts written in English) was shipwrecked in 1549 somewhere off the southeast
coast of Florida or the Florida Keys, and was fortunate enough to survive his encounter with the
natives (Fernandino 2010:214; True 1944:25–28; Worth 2014:419–425). He was taken captive
and ended up serving as an interpreter for Spaniards and natives, a job he performed for 17 years
among the Calusa until he was 30 years of age (True 1944; Worth 1995; Ferdinando 2010).
Indeed it was Fontaneda himself who came out to meet Menéndez de Avilés and crew in 1566 as
they entered the inlet to visit the Calusa’ chief at present-day Mound Key (in Hann 1991; Worth
2006), and, it was Menéndez de Avilés who rescued and returned Fontaneda to Spain in 1566
(translated in Worth 2014:419–425).
During those nearly two decades, Fontaneda gained expansive knowledge of the native
cultures of south Florida—he recorded his interpretations of town names, political relationships,
subsistence activities, religion and ceremony, and other cultural practices in a series of
manuscripts and fragmented accounts upon his return to Spain (in Swanton 1922; True 1944).
Still today, Fontaneda is considered the “benchmark” historical and ethnographical reference of
south Florida and Keys cultures to which earlier and later documents are compared (e.g.,
Fernandino 2010; True 1944; Worth 1995, 2006, 2014). Thus, it is the ethnohistoric resource
relied on most heavily in this section for descriptions of sixteenth-century native villages, sociopolitics, subsistence, and other cultural arenas.
Escalante Fontaneda Accounts
Escalante Fontaneda’s Memoir and a related separate fragment, the Memoranda,
represent the body of his ethnohistoric accounts about south Florida native peoples (Hann 1991;
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Worth 1995, 2014). The full name of the Memoir is Memoria de las cosas y costa indios de la
Florida, which literally translates to: “Memory of the things and coast and Indians of the
Florida” (Fernandino 2010). The Memoir and Memoranda were published in translated and
transcribed form in English in True (1944), and this was originally the version most widely used
by American avocational historians (Fernandino 2010). However, True’s version was assembled
from Buckingham Smith’s 1854 translation of an earlier transcription by Juan Bautista Muñoz
and a more recent and unfinished transcription by Jeannette Thurber Connor (1925). Thus,
True’s published manuscript relies on the work of previous researchers, none of whom studied
the primary documents penned by Fontaneda except Bautista Muñoz (see summary in
Fernandino 2010; Worth 1995:339).
In visits to the archives in Spain in the 1990s, Worth (1995:339–340) verified that three
additional paper fragments were the work of Fonteneda himself. The first is entitled Memoria de
todos los caciques de la Florida [Memoir on the chiefs of Florida]. According to Worth
(1995:340), this text is clearly in Fontaneda’s hand, a fact that was unverified—yet suspected—
by Woodbury Lowery, who transcribed the same list of caciques, an Arawak word used by the
Spanish referring to a chief, chiefdom, territory, and/or culture group. This fact was surmised by
Swanton (1922), who used Lowery’s data to construct a brief manuscript concerning the Creek
Indians and their neighbors in the early twentieth century. The two other fragments, located in a
folder labeled "Two brief memorials about the customs of the Indians of Florida” were
previously attributed to royal cosmographer Juan López de Velasco by Swanton (1922) and
Hann (1991). However, additional research showed that Juan López de Velasco only wrote along
the margins of Fontaneda’s documents (Worth 1995, 2014). Therefore, in total, there are five
known documents attributed directly to Fontaneda (Fernandino 2010; Worth 1995, 2014).
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Florida Keys Historic-Period Indian Villages
Though there are a handful of historical accounts that provide insight into sixteenthcentury south Florida, research has shown that Fontaneda’s is the best account available
concerning the social geography and settlements of the Florida Keys during this period. His
works are crucial to interpreting the archaeology of the Stock Island site and others in the Keys.
Here, I use the translations of Fontaneda in True (1944) and Worth (2014) to explore Keys’
village names, locations, and other characteristics such as size or population. In transcription and
translation specific to the Fontaneda documents, I defer to Worth (2014) because he used the
primary documents whenever possible (as in Fernandino 2010), and his work is the most recent
and thorough. Separate translations of other documents by prominent historians are
complementary and used throughout (e.g., Hann 1991, 2003).
The first paragraph of Fontaneda’s Memoir provides direct insight into the Florida Keys
during the sixteenth century (Worth 2014:199):
…although there are other islands closer to the mainland that run from west to east called the
Martyrs. They are called the Martyrs because there are bare rocks projecting from beneath the
sea that appear from afar to be men who are dying. And in these islands there are Indians…And
in these islands there are two towns of Indians, of which one is called Guarugunbe, which in
Spanish means “Crying Town,” and the other little town Cuchiyaga, which means ‘Martyred
Village.’
“The Martyrs” is how the Spanish referred to the Florida Keys, a designation that is
attributed to Juan Ponce de León by Herrera ([1601] 1720). But, as pointed out by True
(1944:28) and others (e.g., Hann 2003, Worth 2014), it is far more likely that native south
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Florida interpreters/guides provided that name to Ponce de León, as the name “Martires” is
present on the 1514/1515 Freducci map (Milanich and Milanich 1996). One interesting
hypothesis posited by a Keys’ historian is that the name of the island chain and the names of its
towns were born out of earlier skirmishes with or subjugation to larger mainland caciques (Viele
2017:13–14). Another local historian, Jerry Wilkinson, opined that the name “Martyrs” derived
directly from Peter Martyr, the Italian historian and cartographer who constructed an early map
of the Keys in the service of Spain. Independent of who named the archipelago, the name
Martyrs matches the experiences of early Spanish colonists—many times over they recorded
fearing the Keys for the shallow and exposed coral reef, the powerful current of the Florida
Straits, and the aggressive natives who lived upon them.
In Escalante Fontaneda’s Memoir, we learn that of the two towns in the Florida Keys,
Guarungunbe is ostensibly the bigger one, since Fontaneda refers to Cuchiyaga as “little.”
However, depending on one’s reading of the translation, in Fontaneda writing “the other little
town,” he could simply be implying that both towns were small. Whether these towns were
similarly sized or not, one could reasonably infer from Fontaneda that villages in the Keys were
smaller than many of those in the Calusa territory with which he was most familiar. True (1944:
28) records that a preferred translation for Cuchiyaga is “martyred place” rather than “place
where there has been suffering,” as was translated by Smith in 1854. Worth (2014: 199) likewise
renders this town as “martyred village.” Worth translates Guarungunbe to “crying town” in
English, which is slightly different from True’s (1944) “town of weeping,” but both
interpretations carry a similar meaning.
Fonteneda mentions these same two towns, Cuchiyaga and Guaragunbe, later in the
Memoir: “…a great wonder…was the existence of deer on the Islands of Cuchiyaga, the town of
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which I have spoken” (True 1944:12). Worth’s (2014:200) translation, conversely, is: “…there
were deer on the islands of Cuchiyaga up to the town I have mentioned” [emphasis added].
Guarungunbe is referenced as follows in True (1944:21): “The Indians of the Islands of
Guaragunbe are rich; but, in the way that I have stated, from the sea, not from the land,” whereas
Worth’s (2014:207) translation breaks up Fontaneda’s sentence structure, where it instead reads:
“…and they were captured by Carlos and the [chief] of Ais and Jeaga and the islands of
Guarugunbe. As I have stated, they are rich from the sea, and not from the land.” The differences
between the translations of True (1944) and Worth (2014) are potentially important for placing
the location of these towns.
With respect to Guarungunbe, it is important to consider that Fontaneda referenced the
Ais and the Jeaga in the same context, which are caciques/towns rigorously documented as
located along the southern Atlantic Coast of Florida near present-day Jupiter, FL (e.g., Worth
2014). A second data point is apparent in that Fontaneda’s passage refers to the “Islands”
(plural) of Cuchiyaga and Guarungunbe. By giving the territory a name and referring to these
places as “pueblo(s),” Fontaneda implies there were central or primary settlements for each
named village but, his repeated use of islands in the plural form suggests that these caciques’
lands were comprised of territories or districts of multiple Keys. The range or expanse of which
may have matched sociopolitical borders and/or ownership of hunting and fishing grounds, as
has been documented in fishing cultures globally (e.g., Durrenberger and Pálsson 1987).
Later on in the Memoir, Fontaneda provides a geographically-oriented description of the
caciques of south Florida. Translations of the Fontaneda documents and other Spanish sources by
Hann (1991) and Worth (1995, 2014) demonstrate that Fontaneda’s list tracks down the southern
Gulf Coast, across the Keys eastward, and then shifts northward up the Atlantic Coast of Florida.
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Midway through this list, Fontaneda writes, “There are also two towns more, which are on the
Islands of the Yucayos, subject to Carlos, the Indian before mentioned; the one is called
Guarungunve, and the other, Cuchiyaga” (True 1944:17). In this passage, Fontaneda inexplicably
refers to the Florida Keys as the Yucayos, the Spanish term for the Bahamas. True (1944:51) and
Worth (2014) disregard this error, noting that Fontaneda either considered a portion of the
Florida Keys to be part of the Bahamas, or made a simple mistake. Fontaneda’s plethora of other
accounts strongly suggests that he understood regional geography in south Florida quite well.
One such example of accurately placing natural features is from a passage in his
Memoranda, a manuscript thought to be compiled concomitant with or shortly after the Memoir
(Worth 1995). Fontaneda writes: “when storms overtake them in the Channel of the Bahama
(the Spanish’ name for the Florida Straits), and drive them on Cañaberal, or on the Martires—of
which the Cabo de Martires is called Chichijaga—as far down as the Tertugas, which are
opposite to them, and the Havana is also on the south” (True 1944:24). Worth’s (2014:212)
translation of this passage is rendered a bit differently: “These strike them at [Cape] Canaveral or
in the Martyrs, which are called Cuchijaga [at the] end of the Martyrs toward the islands of the
Tortugas, opposite the Martyrs and Havana toward the south.” This passage and others indicate
that Fontaneda had a reasonably good idea of where the Keys were situated within regional
geography, an unsurprising fact given that he spent 17 years living in south Florida.
However, there is a key difference in Worth’s translation, which upends the meaning of
Fontaneda’s sentence as rendered originally by True. For Worth (2014), the notion that “head”
(cabeza) means “chief” is disregarded, and this term is used instead to reflect the island(s)
geographic location. In this way, Cuchijaga is not the chief of the Martyrs; Cuchijaga is located
“at the end of the Martyrs toward the islands of the Tortugas” (Worth 2014:212). These are the
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final clues to the locations of Cuchiyaga and Guarungunbe contained specifically within
Fontaneda’s Memoir and Memoranda, but his and others’ accounts provide added context with
which to interpret the nature of these villages. Additional context and details are reported in
Fontaneda’s Memorial.
Fontaneda’s manuscript colloquially referred to as the Memorial appears to have been
compiled subsequent to the Memoir and the Memoranda (see Worth 1995:341). In this
document, he provides a more comprehensive list of caciques in Florida with more details
concerning their location and the ruling chief where applicable. The Memorial organizes Keys’
caciques under a heading called the “Land of the Martires” (Hann 1991, 2003; Worth 1995,
2014). Under this heading, he writes, “And in the Martires there are also settlements of Indians,
and the first cacique is Guarungube / next Cuchyaga / next Tatesta / — Next, farther on, is
Tegesta / and …” (Worth 1995:342). Worth (2014:214) modified his own translation to: “And in
the Martyrs there is a population of Indians, and the first chief is Guarungube, afterward
Cuchyaga, afterward Tatesta. Afterward, farther on, is Tagesta…” Depending on how one
interprets the change from “next” to “afterward,” there may again be confusion of whether either
or both of these terms refer to either the prominence of the cacique or its location. Nevertheless,
the first chief/cacique is Guarungube, which is consistent with occurrences of this name within
Fontaneda’s earlier Memoir, insofar as Guarungube is always implicitly labeled as the “first” or
“bigger,” and Cuchyaga is referred to as “little” and “the other” (in True 1944, Worth 2014).
If archaeologists and historians accept Fontaneda’s geographic placement of caciques
within south Florida, and I think that we generally can, a possible source of confusion
nonetheless arises specifically within the Keys. It is not clear what Fontaneda meant by “first.”
Depending on whether he considered the first or the beginning of the Keys to be Key Largo
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(northernmost) or Key West (southernmost), the locations of Guarungunbe and Cuchiyaga could
be inverted. Moreover, recalling that Fontaneda referred to the “Islands of” Guarungube and
Cuchiyaga, these names could also reference entire regions of the Keys, such that these towns
may refer to the entire swathes of islands within the Upper or Lower Keys. A third interpretation
is that “first” could coincidentally refer to the first island and to the most powerful/influential
cacique. There is reason to believe Key Largo could have been both, as will be seen with the
addition of other relevant historical documents. Finally, for the first time in the Memorial, a third
cacique “Tatesta” is introduced as a town in the Keys. Fontaneda’s “Tegesta” follows Tatesta in
the list and is presumed to be the Tequesta village at the mouth of the Miami River, demarcating
his listed towns on the Keys from those on the southern mainland at that point in the text.
A contemporary of Fontaneda, the royal cosmographer Juan López de Velasco, used,
annotated, and inserted into Fontaneda’s primary documents additional fragments of text that
pertain directly to the named caciques in the Keys. Because these two Spaniards are documented
to have been in their home country around the same time, and because López de Velasco gained
access to Fontaneda’s manuscripts, it is generally believed that they probably communicated or
even met in Spain (Worth 1995). López de Velasco’s marginal notes—and a separate page
inserted into the same folio that contained some of Fontaneda’s primary documents—appear to
be an addition to the cacique listing in the Memorial (Worth 1995:351): “Caciques /
Guarugumbe 2U on the point of Los Martires. His subjects are Cuchiaga farther on 40 on the
very head. Tatesta farther on 80. From Los Martires to St. Augustine / …”
With these notes, new data are available. The symbol “U” was used in sixteenth-century
Spanish to indicate the number 1,000. Thus it can be inferred that the cacique Guarugumbe’s
population is comprised of approximately 2,000 people. In two later manuscripts, Worth
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(2006:4; 2014:287) alters this section of López de Velasco text to “1U,” which would adjust the
population to 1,000 people, though the reason(s) for this change are unclear. Second, López de
Velasco writes that Guarugumbe is located “on the point” of the Martires, which presents an
issue similar to that of Fontaneda in considering which island and or/chief might be the first
cacique. Cuchiyaga, by comparison, he wrote is located in the Martyrs “on the very head.”
Indeed in much the same way, either “the point” or the “very head” could refer to either Key
West or Key Largo depending on López de Velasco’s vantage. Additional context clues are
required to determine López de Velasco’s orientation of these caciques within the Keys.
He also adds that Cuchiyaga, as a population of 40 individuals, is significantly smaller
than and subject to Guarugumbe, a description that is consistent with historians’ interpretation of
Fontaneda’s mention of the Keys’ towns in the Memoir, Memoranda, and Memorial. In
addition, López de Velasco ostensibly concurs with Fontaneda’s Memorial that Tatesta is located
within the Keys, and he adds that this village was estimated to be comprised of 80 individuals
(Hann 1991:316; Worth 1995:351, 2006:4, 2014:287–288). Pedro Menéndez Márquez, writing in
1568 as related to the Tequesta Mission, was the source of some of López de Velasco’s
geographic information. Menéndez Márquez stated that: “…they should find out why Carlos had
ordered the killing of the chief and another two Indians from Tatesta, a town of the Martyrs …”
(Worth 2014:270–271). López de Velasco would have been a reliable source of geographic
information considering he directed maritime expeditions around south Florida and the Keys for
three years between 1566 and 1569 (Worth 2014). Taking together the accounts of Keys’ towns
from Fontaneda, López de Velasco, and Menéndez Márquez, it is clear that there were at least
three caciques/towns present in the Keys by or before 1570. Moreover, it is hinted that
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Guarugumbe is most likely located in the Upper Keys, while Cuchiyaga and Tatesta are located
in the Lower Keys.
In 1575, López de Velasco published a large manuscript, Geograpfía y Descripción
Universal de las Indias, and with it come additional clues with which to interpret Keys’ village
locations via his marginal notes on Fontaneda’s Memorial. In reference to the Keys, in part, he
writes (translated in Hann 1991:313–314):
From the farthest point of the mainland, which is at 25 degrees, it runs toward the sea on a
northeast-southwest orientation until at 24.5 degrees it becomes a chain of shoals (cordillera de
bajos), full of little islands that they call the Martyrs. And they are countless, with the greater
part of them inhabited by Indians subject to the cacique, Carlos…The chain of the aforesaid
shoals (bajos) of the Martyrs from their point [of origin] follows an east-west line of about
sixteen leagues and then turns to the east-northeast until it takes on some more height…And at a
distance from the edge, which turns toward the northeast for eighteen leagues, there is a long
tree-covered island [extending] for all that eighteen leagues, and about half a league in
width…The long and big island, which is at the end of the Martyrs, is also inhabited by Indians,
like the others, whose cacique is called Matecumbe.
López de Velasco’s account is accurate in some ways, and in others there are
discrepancies and possible causes for confusion. He is correct that the primary chain of islands
sits between about 24.5° and 25° N, and the islands do track a northeast/southwest path from the
mainland. In addition, his distance estimates of and between the major islands’ groupings are
more-or-less accurate. The distance of the Lower Keys measured from the Marquesas Keys to
the eastern coastline of Big Pine Key is approximately 16 nautical leagues. And the Upper Keys,
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measured from the western tip of Marathon to the northern tip of Key Largo, is a distance of
approximately 18 leagues (see Figure 2). The description of the long, big island at the end of the
Martyrs clearly matches that of Key Largo. López de Velasco’s only error here is stating that his
description of the island chain follows an “east-west line.” He clearly meant to write a “west-east
line,” a mistake that was probably a simple accident.
What is more confusing to square is López de Velasco’s marginal notes on the Fontaneda
documents and his description of the Florida Keys within the Geograpfía. As mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, in his marginal notes he acknowledges the presence of Guarugumbe,
Cuchiyaga, and Tatesta, as villages within the Florida Keys, and even provides population
estimates and geographic details concerning their respective locations. However in his
Geograpfia manuscript, he consciously or unconsciously omits all of these specific cacique
names, and introduces the village/cacique Matecumbe. If López de Velasco’s population
estimates for Cuchiyaga and Tatesta were only 120 people combined (Worth 1995, 2006), then
perhaps that is one reason he did not mention their names in his 1575 manuscript. That is,
perhaps he considered the size of these caciques and their peripheral geography in the Lower
Keys to be unworthy of specific mention.
Nevertheless, the Geograpfia offers clues to interpreting López de Velasco’s inserted
notes concerning Guarugumbe, Cuchiyaga, and Tatesta. Unfortunately, he interchangeably uses
“point” and cabeza (head) in different contexts throughout the Geograpfia and in his marginal
notes to reference geography, writing that Guarugumbe is “on the point” and Cuchiyaga is “on
the very head” in his marginal notes (Worth 1995:351), placements that as noted, could
interchangeably reference Key West or Key Largo based upon the viewpoint of the writer.
However, if López de Velasco’s error of flipping the east-west arc of the Keys in the Geograpfia
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is applied to his geographic descriptions’ of the towns, the result would yield the inverse,
Guarugumbe as “on the very head” and Cuchiyaga “on the point.” Later in his own account,
López de Velasco refers to Key Largo, the big island, as the “end of the Martyrs.” This, in effect,
renders Key West as the start or cabeza, and Key Largo as the endpoint. Twenty-five years later
in the year 1600, Spanish Treasury officer Alonso de las Alas used “cabeza” in the same manner,
suggesting that a fort be constructed at 24.5° at the cabeza of the Martyrs (Hann 2003:81); Key
West is located at 24.5°N whereas Key Largo is at 25°N. The bottom line, I think, is that the
geographical clues added by López de Velasco to Fontaneda’s folios are tempting to use, but for
his part, the population data may yield the more accurate data points to model the locations of
these villages.
López de Velasco’s marginal notes are consistent with all of the Fontaneda accounts in
that Guarugumbe is the largest village in the Florida Keys during the sixteenth century,
consisting of ~1,000 persons, a population size that would fit the archaeological site complexes
of Key Largo—the largest island in the Keys. Moreover, Worth’s (2014:207) translation of the
Memoir reveals that Guarungunbe was placed by Fontaneda in the Florida Keys but proximal to
the Ais and Jeaga caciques, a location that would implicate the Upper Keys generally or maybe
Key Largo specifically. Placing Guarungunbe in the Upper Keys, a recorded shipwreck hot-spot,
fits with Fontaneda’s statement that the natives of Guarungunbe are “wealthy from the sea.”
Moreover, mentioning Guarungunbe in the same sentence as the Ais and Jeaga implies
geographic relatedness, and it is perhaps no coincidence then that the southeast coast where those
peoples lived is today known as the “Treasure Coast” (Thompson et al. 2018b:74).
As of the late sixteenth century, these are the only historical data known for
Guarungunbe before this term and its variants disappear from the record. Around the time that
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the name Guarungunbe disappears, the name Matecumbe appears. As noted, the first mention of
cacique Matecumbe is following the petition of Menéndez de Avilés in 1573, which referenced
attacks on shipwrecked sailors perpetrated by the Matecumbe, Ais, and Jega Indians (Connor
1925; Goggin and Sommer 1949:24; Hann 2003:162). It is unsurprising that Juan López de
Velasco’s (1575) Geograpfia is the first account to place Matecumbe on or near Key Largo.
López de Velasco was receiving much of his information from Menéndez de Avilés’
nephew, Menéndez Márquez, both of whom spent years in the region and would have been
familiar with caciques in the Florida Keys and along the southeast Atlantic coast. It is further
probably not a coincidence that Fontaneda’s Memoir mentions Guarungunbe as having a political
alliance of some kind with the Ais and the Jeaga, and that (seemingly) a few years later
Menéndez de Avilés’ account references Matecumbe alongside those two caciques. It is
therefore possible that Guarugumbe as a town, population of people, and a cacique, was
succeeded by a cacique named Matecumbe. As Hann (2003:28) points out concerning sixteenth
century villages/caciques in the Florida Keys, it is curious that Fontaneda recorded Guarugumbe,
Cuchiaga, and Tatesta, but neglected to mention the cacique Matecumbe when his
contemporaries were writing prominently about their interactions with Matecumbe Indians and
their chief. Hann (2003) does not explore this topic, but concludes that perhaps Fontaneda did
not have intimate knowledge of Keys’ towns. I argue perhaps other factors were at work.
Although it is widely documented and reported by Fontaneda himself that he spent a
majority of his time with the Calusa in the Charlotte Harbor area (True 1944, Worth 2014), he
returned to Spain in 1566 with Menéndez de Avilés (Worth 2014). As a result, he was away from
Florida for seven years prior to the first recorded mention of Matecumbe, and nine years prior to
the publication of López de Velasco’s manuscript in 1575. It is therefore not impossible that the
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chieftainship of Matecumbe post-dated Fontaneda’s departure from Florida. The name “matacombe” is strikingly similar to the Spanish phrase “mata-hombre” or “kill man.” True (1944:52)
argues that “kill man” as a place or village name might be related to the definition Fontaneda
provides for Guarugumbe, “town of weeping,” or “crying town” (True 1944, Worth 2014). In
addition, one could note that their suffixes are arguably identical, indicating perhaps that the
individuals behind the names were related and/or knew one another, or that the Spanish
translated the same name in different ways. Whether there ever was a native man or woman
whose name in translated Spanish was Guarugumbe or Matecumbe, the etymology of other
caciques suggests a general similarity between the chief’s name, his/her children and/or relatives,
and his/her culture group and town (e.g., Carlos, Caluus, and the Calusa; see Hann 2003:168–
175). From the first usage of Matecumbe in 1573, the Spanish historical accounts of the
middle/late sixteenth-century in south Florida suggest that the political landscape was dynamic
and fluid, such that it was commonplace for various smaller caciques to exchange power or
control with other comparable caciques, or to become subsidiary to another larger cacique
(Goggin and Sommer 1949; Hann 1991, 2003; Thompson et al. 2018a; Worth 2006, 2013, 2014).
Matecumbe’s involvement in local and regional politics is unsurprising given its location
and demographics. Matecumbe—and/or Guarugumbe—were likely located on or near Key
Largo, as suggested by the context provided in the accounts of Fontaneda and López de Velasco,
placing these caciques on one of the largest and most densely-populated island anywhere in the
Keys. Moreover, and perhaps more important, Matecumbe was probably the nearest Keys’
settlement to the cacique Tequesta, the seat of one of the most powerful chiefdoms in south
Florida and a widely-documented failed mission attempt between 1567 and 1568 (Hann 1991).
Tequesta and Matecumbe groups probably interacted often and were closely related. Father
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Villareal suggested as much in his account that the Tequesta traveled into the Keys seasonally to
avoid mosquitoes and for additional foodstuffs (in Hann 1991, 2003; Parks n.d. [1983]).
Years later, Matecumbe Indians continued to appear in the historical record, but the
references are vague with regard to the town’s location. The wreck of Nuestra Señora del
Rosario in 1605 reportedly occurred off the “coast of Matecumbe,” and context clues would
place that island as somewhere in the Upper Keys (Geiger 1937:185), as there is again a
reference to a political relationship with the chief of the Ais (Hann 2003:168). Florida’s governor
wrote a report concerning the 1622 wreck of the Nuestra Señora de Atocha, where he remarks
that “…some gold and silver could have come ashore on the Keys of Matecumbe…,” though his
context could imply the chief/cacique or geography (in Hann 1991:19). In 1628, Vásquez de
Espinosa (1942:109) lists Matecumbe as a village north of Havana, and by 1675, Bishop Gabriel
Díaz Vara Calderón refers to the “Matacumbêses” in a seemingly geographically-placed list of
Indian groups that inhabit the Keys (in Wenhold 1936:12). At this time in the late seventeenth
century, “Matecumbe” appears on sailing maps in its present location. It is entirely possible that
between the early sixteenth and late seventeenth centuries the Matecumbe village shifted
southward for political or ecological reasons. Other references to Matecumbe sporadically occur
in historical and modern records (e.g., Romans 1999 [1775]), with of course the eventual naming
of two islands in today’s Upper Keys as Upper Matecumbe Key and Lower Matecumbe Key.
Whether my hypothesis that Matecumbe and Guarugumbe are related in this way is later
supported or refuted, all available contexts in the Spanish and later records place both caciques in
the Upper Florida Keys.
Interestingly, López de Velasco recorded that Cuchiyaga had a population of only 40
individuals, yet this town and/or its line of chiefs feature prominently in the historical record for
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well over a century. Good evidence as to the location of this village begins with Fontaneda,
whose Memoir stated that Cuchiyaga was at the end of the Martyrs toward the Tortugas (in
Worth 2014). Depending on how one interprets López de Velasco’s marginal notes, as I
summarized, he also may well have placed Cuchiyaga at the end of the Martyrs. The “end of the
Martyrs toward the Dry Tortugas” to me implicates the Key West/Stock Island area because it is
the southernmost coral island outcropping with notable elevation above sea level. Moreover, Key
West (Cayo Hueso) was a prominent town in the historical record from the early-seventeenth
century onward. European explorers and surveyors repeatedly documented that Key West was
the first noteworthy island because it had a deep harbor and was the westernmost landmass
comprised of habitable coral-limestone rather than the outlying sand/sediment and mangrove
islands located west of Key West (e.g., Romans 1999 [1775]). There is however additional
independent historical and geographic evidence that cacique Cuchiyaga was once located on
today’s Key West.
In 1595, the governor of Cuba, Juan Maldondo Barnuevo, instructed a group of surveyors
to map the islands and coasts of the Florida Straits region. Their work resulted in one of the
earliest-recorded surveys of the Florida Keys. The document is entitled the Derrotero de la costa
de la Florida y Mimeres, and it provides an account and description of the ocean side of the
Florida Keys from the mainland Atlantic Coast and down to Key West. Within the Keys, the
expedition names Cayo de Doce Leguas, the Key of Twelve Leagues (Key Largo), “Mateconbe”
(Matecumbe), Bahia Honda, and Cuchiyaga (Malcolm n.d.:5–6, 11). On the return voyage
southwest along the Keys, at one stage the crew departed Bahia Honda Key and continued
southwest, the direction “toward Cuchiaga.” They write that the Bay of Cuchiyaga “has one
league of width, and before, more than less, it has at the entrance five brazas or greater of water
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(~28 feet), and inside the same depth” (translated in Malcolm n.d.:6). These dimensions match
those of Key West harbor. Additional text accurately describes the Sand Keys south of Key West
and the outlying mangrove and keys to the west (e.g., Mule Key, Archer Key).
The account from Maldondo Barnuevo’s surveyors in 1595 may be the best and earliest
documentation available that Key West/Stock Island was once known as Cuchiyaga. Maldondo
Barnuevo’s 1595 survey crew referring to Key West harbor specifically as the Bay of Cuchiyaga
does not necessarily mean that the cacique’s territory could not have extended across multiple
islands of the Lower Keys as Fontaneda implied (Worth 2014), or that the primary settlement
could not have shifted islands at one point in time or intermittently several times. Documents
dated to 1628 (in Swanson 2003:110) and 1647 (in Lyon 1988:5) from Cuba ostensibly concur
with Fontaneda ~20 years later by referring to the “keys of Uchiaga” and “cayos de Cuchiaga”
respectively, indicating perhaps a geo-political territory. Therefore, during the sixteenth century,
Cuchiyaga probably referred to Key West and to other islands west and east in the Lower Keys
(see Lyon 1988:5).
Another reason that the sixteenth-century location of Cuchiyaga is frequently
hypothesized to be somewhere in the Lower Keys (e.g., Carr and Fay 1990:109; Goggin and
Sommer 1949:25) is that Fontaneda spoke about a great number of deer being present there
(Worth 2014:200). In historic times, key deer populations probably lived on every habitable
island of the Lower Keys. Of his visit to Key West, Romans (1999 [1775]:xxxviii-xxxix) wrote:
“the ground is trodden like a sheep crawl, occasioned by the deer who resort here to drink, of
which a patient man may have shoot 5 or 6 in a day…” During his survey of the Florida Keys,
George Gauld (1796:11) remarked of Key West that “…the island likewise abounds with deer of
which you find plenty on most of the islands to the eastward, but none to the eastward of it
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[sic].” Gauld’s statement is obviously contradictory and confusing without added context.
Though we cannot know with certainty, based on other records, it seems he meant to say that
Key West and the other Lower Keys are littered with key deer, but the islands east or west of the
Lower Keys are not. If this interpretation is accurate, as noted, this would be consistent with
modern observations of key deer habitat and range being restricted to certain islands of the
Lower and Middle Keys.
Today, key deer populations have dwindled, and they no longer reside on heavilydeveloped Key West, but they are still centered in the Lower Keys on Big Pine Key and a few
other Keys to the immediate west and east. If Worth’s (2014:200) translation of the Memoir is
rendered as Fontaneda intended, it would be consistent with Gauld (1796). Fontaneda remarked
that deer lived “up to” Cuchiyaga, a description implying there was a limit to their habitat, range,
and/or distribution in the islands. It is conceivable then that Fontaneda was referring to Key West
as the town of Cuchiyaga and the last island where they could be found. If my interpretation here
is correct, the distribution of key deer in the middle sixteenth and late-eighteenth centuries is
more-or-less consistent with their distribution in modern times in that they are restricted to the
Lower Keys. The distance between the easternmost Lower Key and the nearest big Upper Key
(Vaca Key) is ~11 km, the longest expanse in the contiguous island chain. This distance
plausibly served as an isolating mechanism once key deer populations were extirpated from the
Matecumbe Keys and Vaca Key. Curiously, key deer have never been reported in the historical
record north of Upper Matecumbe Key (Dickson 1955:3–4).
Cuchiyaga, in spite of its diminutive population size of “40” recorded by López de
Velasco, appears to have been an important or at least advantaged settlement during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Fontaneda mentions that other shipwrecked Spaniards were taken
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captive at Cuchiyaga (Worth 2014); Swanson (2003:99–100) attributes the ca. 1550 CE
shipwreck of the Visitacio Maria to be the very wreck Fontaneda referenced based upon two
other Spanish documents and the finding of several ca. 1480–1550 CE Spanish and Mexican
coins recovered from the Stock Island site (which is assumed by Swanson to be a midden deposit
of Cuchiyaga). Notes from historian Eugene Lyon also stated that nine Indians from Cuchiyaga
were used as divers in 1628 to salvage the Santa Margarita, which wrecked alongside the Atocha
in 1622. Cuchiyaga divers were mentioned again in 1667 to salvage the Nuestra Senora de las
Maravillas (in Swanson 2003:25). The apparent longevity of cacique Cuchiyaga continued into
the 1670s as well; in a derogatory letter out of Cuba, Bishop Gabriel Díaz Vara Calderón (1675)
lists Florida Keys’ Indian “heathens” in seeming east-west geographical order as the
“…Matacumbêses, Baya Jondos, Cuchiagâros…” and in a testimony only 6 years later, Miguel
Barne refers again to the “Cuchiagaros” on an island that fits the description of Key West (in
Swanson 2003:26, 46, 113).
Two decades later, however, the statement of Juan Esteva pertaining to the failed Calusa
mission in 1698 refers separately and contemporaneously to the village of Cuchiyaga and the
cacique of the Key of Bones (Cayo de Huesos) (in Hann 1991:200, 193–201). Interestingly, the
first references to “Cayo de Huesos” appear in the years following 1622 as associated with the
Atocha wreck (in Swanson 2003:113) and in association with the Maravillas wreck in 1667
(Lyon n.d.:22). By 1698, it appears that Cayo Hueso and Cuchiyaga are separate caciques or at
least separate towns or islands based solely on the written testimony of Esteva. Regardless,
Esteva’s account suggests that Cayo Hueso and Cuchiyaga are close to each other, a fact that fits
well with the hypothesis that the cacique Cuchiyaga and his/her descendants and relatives
remained in the Lower Keys. Esteva also introduces a new village called Tancha to the historical
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record, which reads as though it is located somewhere not far from Matecumbe to the north on
the mainland (Hann 1991:200–201; 2003:28–29).
To summarize for Cuchiyaga, it is likely that the primary town in the sixteenth century
was based on Cayo Hueso/Key West. And, it is also seems plausible that the name Cuchiyaga
was used by Spaniards to refer to a collection of islands that represented a cacique/sociopolitical
domain within the Lower Keys. As noted by historian Eugene Lyon (in Swanson 2003:113),
Cayo Hueso as a title and a name appears in the historical record almost immediately after the
wreck of the Atocha in 1622. Perhaps for the Spaniards it became convenient to give that
individual island a name for communication purposes, as they and the natives operated bases on
Cayo Hueso and the Marquesas Keys (west of Key West) in attempt to salvage the wrecks.
Regardless, the name Cayo Hueso gained currency in the Spanish records, and by the time
Esteva was writing in 1698, there were apparently separate caciques of Cayo Hueso and
Cuchiyaga (Hann 1991:200).
Tatesta (~80 persons) is more difficult to position based upon the historical records.
Similar to Cuchiyaga, based on Fontaneda’s geographic ordering of the cacique list, Tatesta
appears in both the Memoir and Memorial as a town in the Lower Keys (Worth 2006:4).
However, in the Memoir, Tatesta is also listed as a town along the peninsular mainland. Hann
(2003:22–23) offers that it is conceivable that there were two related towns of Tatesta, one in the
Lower Keys, and one on the mainland. Other possibilities are an error made by Fontaneda that he
corrected or altered in the Memorial, or that the two towns were comprised of related peoples
that were not contemporaneous. I suggest that Sugarloaf Key 1 site (8Mo4) is the best candidate
for the historic town of Tatesta. Matching the historic recording by López de Velasco of the
largest native population recorded for a village in the Lower Keys (~120 persons; see following
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section), the Sugarloaf Key site equally was the largest midden ever documented in the Lower
Keys. In addition, Sugarloaf contained diagnostic ceramics of all Glades periods, including a
number of Spanish artifacts and pot sherds (Carr and Fay 1990). Together, the historic and
archaeological evidence support a good-sized settlement on Sugarloaf Key, one that could be
Tatesta. More research will be required to test this hypothesis as other towns/caciques appeared
on Bahia Honda and Big Pine Keys in the written record. The Watson’s Hammock site (8Mo7)
on Big Pine Key may be another candidate for cacique Tatesta, although it will be difficult to
demonstrate since few Spanish and/or British artifacts were found there, and the site today is in
poor shape.
After Fontaneda’s list and López de Velasco’s marginal notes and inserted fragments
constructed by 1575, Tatesta as a Lower Keys’ town slips from the written record, while the
Matecumbe and Cuchiyaga names persevere. The new village/cacique names that appear in the
Keys by or before the late seventeenth-century are Cayo Hueso, Pinero (Big Pine Key), and
Caguamas (see Swanson 2003:25, 61). Bahia Honda appears intermittently and usually without
significant geographic details as well, although its relative location as surmised from the
historical record is reasonably consistent with the same place name and location today at the
easternmost point of the Lower Keys. Maldondo Barnuevo’s survey crew is an early reference to
Bahia Honda in 1595 (Lyon 1988:5; Malcolm n.d.), and the accounts of Díaz Vara Calderón in
1675 and Esteva in 1698 align well with the same location.
The Spanish and other European historical records of the sixteenth and later centuries
offer conflicting and confusing accounts. However, certain place names were used for centuries
such that archaeologists and historians can, with proper context, use these documents with some
confidence in their accuracy. It should be noted though that these place and culture names are
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often a matter of convenience among previous and contemporary researchers. For example, a
term such as “Matecumbe” may have lasting currency in both the historical record and in modern
discourse, but it may or may not have represented how natives self-identified beyond or within a
single generation or length of cacique rule, much less the preceding centuries of prehistory
(Griffin 2002:126). Other settlements of natives in the Keys sometimes developed in response to
events perpetrated by the Spanish. A good example of this, as noted, is the wrecking of the
Atocha and Santa Margarita, which led to 1622 and 1639 accounts of settlements of Indians
living on the Marquesas Keys that were never given a name (maybe these natives were of
cacique Cuchiyaga or cacique Cayo Hueso) (in Swanson 2003:20, 22, 110). Archaeologists must
always keep these realities in mind as we consume and write about the historical record.
Spanish-Period Sociopolitical Organization
In addition to the locations of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century native towns and the
names of chiefs, caciques, or cultures, Escalante Fontaneda and numerous other sources provide
ethnohistoric details with which sixteenth-century native sociopolitical organization in south
Florida can be reconstructed. While this section’s later purpose is to interpret and discuss the
sociopolitical organization of Florida Keys’ chiefdoms and peoples for the final discussion
chapter of this dissertation, a necessary first step is to pan-out and examine the Calusa kingdom,
because they were the largest and most powerful group in south Florida at the time of European
contact. These peoples received the most mission attempts by the Spanish, and thus, yielded
more historical documents than any other cultural group in south Florida.
As discussed earlier, the Calusa and preceding Caloosahatchee cultures of the Charlotte
Harbor region have been studied archaeologically with more intensity than any other known
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culture or cacique of south Florida (e.g., Hann 1991, 2003; Marquardt 2014; Widmer 1988). For
a model of Keys’ chiefdoms, however, the Tequesta are equally relevant because they lived only
~40 km from the southern end of Biscayne Bay (an arguable but convenient starting point for the
Florida Keys), implicating them as possible founding members of what became Upper Keys’
chiefdoms in the sixteenth century. Moreover, the Tequesta also received a mission attempt that
resulted in a bevy of historical letters and other reports from friars and explorers (in Hann 1988,
1991, 2003). To be certain, all of south Florida’s cultures and peoples, including those living on
the Keys, were interrelated culturally and politically. To understand how Keys’ societies and
settlements were organized in the first Spanish period (ca. 1500–1760), one has to consider first
their relationship and articulation with the Calusa, Tequesta, and other chiefdoms.
Calusa Sociopolitical Organization
The Calusa were the most influential culture in south Florida when Ponce de León made
landfall in the Charlotte Harbor area of southwest Florida in summer 1513. The historical record
is replete with statements that these people controlled or influenced nearly all lands surrounding
and south of Lake Okeechobee, including the Florida Keys. By the 1560s (~75 years after
Columbus landed on Guanahaní [San Salvador] in the Bahamas), the Calusa and their king,
Caalus, ruled over all of south Florida and the Florida Keys as far as the Dry Tortugas (Herrera
[1601] 1720:248). The naming conventions used today by archaeologists and historians mostly
agree that these peoples or their culture were referred to as the Calusa. The capital town at
Mound Key and the province of the Calusa are today referred to as “Calos” (Thompson et al.
2020), and for a time in the sixteenth century, this province was headed by the king or head chief
differently rendered as either “Caalus” by contemporary scholars or “Carlos” in the
ethnohistorical record (Thompson et al. 2018a:29). The territory controlled by or the
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sociopolitical organization of the Calusa during the middle sixteenth century has been referred to
as a chiefdom (Goggin and Sturtevant 1964), a cacique (True 1944), and a polity or kingdom
(e.g., Marquardt 1988, 2014; Thompson et al. 2018a; Thompson et al. 2018b; Worth 2014). This
nomenclature is sometimes debated, but terms such as “chiefdom” and “kingdom” are used by
contemporary scholars (Hann 1988:331, Hann 1991:311, Hann 2003:14–16; Lewis 1978:19).
The Calusa are famed in anthropology because they ostensibly represent a nonagricultural, yet socially-stratified, weak tributary-based state during the middle/late sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries (Marquardt 1988), and scholars such as Thompson et al. (2018a:30)
refer to them as the sole example of a “non-agricultural kingdom in the New World” (emphasis
added, see also Marquardt 2014, Marquardt and Walker 2012). The question of when and how
this form of sociopolitical organization developed in prehistory was discussed previously in the
Glades-period sociopolitical organization section. However, more important to the present dialog
is simply recognizing that for ~200 years following the arrival of Europeans to Florida ca. 1500–
1513 CE, the Calusa mounted a stance of resistance, war, profiteering, and cultural
conservativism (e.g., Worth 2006:8).
In the broadest sense, this attitude toward the Spanish and their attempts at missionization
among the Calusa and other south Florida chiefdoms (e.g., the Tequesta) ultimately had an
ordered and two-pronged effect. First, in ~70 years or less, the Calusa basically unified all of
south Florida in both response and opposition to the Spanish, controlling at any time 50-60 lesser
towns of their own and exacting tribute from other caciques and their respective subsidiaries
(Marquardt 2014; Thompson et al. 2018a, 2018b; Worth 2006). The Calusa captured and
sacrificed Spaniards ritually for seasonal festivals (Hann 1991), and they and other south Florida
chiefdoms continued to practice their native religion and rituals in the face of both haphazard and
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orchestrated Jesuit conversion attempts (Childers 2003; Hann 1991, Swanson 2003). The second
effect was that the Calusa’ practice of religious and social conservativism was one factor that led
to the demise of their people and way of life. Indeed, after they destroyed the missions in
northern Florida by 1706, English and Allied Creek and Yamasee Indians began to attack central
and south Florida villages. After decades of fighting and numerous massacres, the few remaining
south Florida Indians fled to Cuba by 1760 near the conclusion of the first Spanish Period
(Romans 1999 [1775]:289, 291–292).
As a result of their status and influence upon south Florida politics, Spaniards and other
Europeans chronicled relations with the Calusa more than with any other groups in the region
(Hann 1991). Among the most important early historical records of the Calusa and other south
Florida caciques are the reports by Father Juan Rogel, Escalante Fontaneda, López de Velasco,
and Pedro Menéndez de Avilés. These accounts reveal a wealth of information concerning the
geography, lifeways, and politics of the Calusa and other south Florida caciques ca. 1566–1575
CE (Hann 1991:219–318; Herrera 1720 [1601]; Marquardt 1987, 1988, 2014; True 1944; Worth
2006, 2014).
Historically, among researchers there has been considerable ambiguity as to whether the
Calusa’ territory indeed included the Florida Keys, so this topic is considered briefly. In
Fontaneda’s Memoir, he first wrote about the Calusa: “…—to the territory of Carlos, a province
of Indians, which…are masters of a large district of country, as far as a town they call Guacata,
on the Lake of Mayaimi [Lake Okeechobee]” (True 1944:12–13). This excerpt implies that
Calusa governance was extended eastward some ~100 km to Lake Okeechobee. In a separate
reference to the natives of the Florida Keys, Fontaneda remarks that they too were: “subjects of
Carlos, and pay him tribute of all the things I have before mentioned, food and roots, the skins of
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deer, and other articles” (True 1944:14), demonstrating that Calusa influence likewise extended
even farther to the south (Mound Key to Key West due south is ~200 km). Later in the Memoir
when Fontaneda turns to listing caciques/villages within the land of the Carlos, he restates this
point, mentioning that the two towns/caciques—Guarungunbe and Cuchiyaga—in the Florida
Keys are subject to “Carlos, after his father, was lord of these fifty towns…” (True 1944:16–17).
All of Fontaneda’s remarks within the Memoir about the Keys are consistent in that the Calusa
chief, Carlos, exacted tribute from them.
Curiously however, in Fontaneda’s Memorial cacique listing compiled subsequent to the
Memoir (see Worth 1995:340–343; Hann 2003:20–29), he seemingly differentiates between
Carlos and the Keys by breaking up his cacique listing as, “In the land of Carlos” and afterward
“And in the martyrs.” Some scholars have pointed to this discrepancy as evidence for confusion
over who ruled the Keys because Fontaneda first stated that the Keys were under the control of
Carlos, and then seemingly stated that they were a separate entity (e.g., Goggin and Sommer
1949; Jutro 1975:10–11). A more balanced interpretation might be that Fontaneda was using
geography as a reference or anchor point inasmuch as he was using the name of the cacique or
ruler. After all, he specifically uses references to the landscape by writing “the land of” Carlos
and “in the martyrs” (emphasis added) as his classificatory groups in the Memorial. It is
insightful also that caciques such as “tegesta” (Tequesta) and “Jeaga” are also listed under “in
the martyrs” in the Memorial (Worth 1995), towns widely documented elsewhere to be located
on the southern Atlantic Coast of the mainland (Hann 2003:139–163). Fontaneda almost surely
would have known this (as his own Memorial drops off where he admits he does not know the
names of caciques beyond a certain geography), indicating that his cacique orientation was
probably therein privileging geography over a ruler/chief or social identity (see Hann 2003:22–
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24). In 1575, López de Velasco’s noted manuscript concurred with Fontaneda that the Keys at
that time were “inhabited by Indians subject to the cacique, Carlos…” (Hann 1991:312).
These and other historical accounts make scholars today confident that for at least part of
the sixteenth century, the domain of Caalus included the Florida Keys (e.g., Marquardt 2014;
Thompson et al. 2018b). The inclusion of the Keys would translate to a linear extent of some
~200 miles of coastline and a squared area of ~10,000 miles. The population estimates provided
by López de Velasco suggest that this territory was inhabited by approximately 21,000 people at
this time (Worth 1995:351; 2006:3–5). What needs to be defined is what this meant for chiefs
and common villagers to be subsidiary to the Calusa. At the capital city of Calos, tribute was
received in the forms of what has been referred to as wealth (prestige items) and staple (e.g.,
subsistence items) finance (D’Altroy et al. 1985). As Fontaneda alluded, foodstuffs and materials
like deerskins were probably exacted regularly (True 1944). However, more impressive was
Caalus’ apparent control over most shipwrecked persons and goods from the lower Atlantic
Coast and the Florida Keys (see Worth 2014:51). Independent of where a given wreck occurred,
historical records indicate that survivors were killed on the spot or taken to Caalus for tribute and
eventual sacrifice (Worth 2014:76). This Calusa practice was apparently so structured and
institutionalized that some archaeologists have described Spaniards as a “…new resource…for
political gain” (Thompson et al. 2018a:74).
Perhaps this strategy by the Calusa should not be surprising. Another account within
Fontaneda’s Memoir reveals that a group of Cuban Indians landed in Calusa harbor and Caalus’
father quickly assimilated them: “Anciently, many Indians from Cuba entered the ports of the
Province of Carlos in search of it; and the father of King Carlos, whose name was Senquene,
stopped those persons, and made a settlement of them, the descendants of whom remain to this
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day” (True 1944:15). If Fontaneda’s account is accurate, the fact that Taíno Cuban material
culture has never been found in prehistoric or protohistoric Calusa-area archaeological deposits
would be a testament to Calusa’ defensive attitude toward colonial powers and refugees (cf.
Childers 2003:69; Purdy 1988).
The other novel commodities from shipwrecks for south Florida natives were gold and
silver from Mexico and Central and South America (Wheeler 2000a). Although individual ships
and plate fleets primarily wrecked along the Keys and the southern Atlantic Coast among the
Ais, Jeaga, Tequesta, and Matecumbe, Caalus had nonetheless acquired a great deal of gold and
silver from many of these wrecks by the time Menéndez de Avilés met him in 1566. For
example, there is historical documentation that the Calusa received some of the treasure from the
wreck of the famed Nuestra Señora de Atocha (Hann 1991:18). That the Calusa heartland
demonstrates archaeologically a disproportionately high density of gold and silver artifacts is a
testament of the ability of Caalus to control and influence distant caciques independent of
whether they were under his direct political umbrella (Hann 1991:18–21; Thompson et al.
2018b:74; Wheeler 2000a; Worth 2014:52, 290).
Although the capital city of Calos was the centralized political authority and principal
cacique of all south Florida at that time, the other hundreds of settlements arranged as towns,
villages, and hamlets were not equal (Thompson et al. 2018b; Worth 2006). As Worth (2006:3–
4) discusses, many of our interpretations of intra- and inter-town sociopolitical structure hinge on
what Fontaneda meant by “pueblo,” which translates literally to either town or village. But, this
term translated to English carries some baggage in that within a town/village definition there is a
great deal of variability in terms of size or spatial arrangement. As much is documented by
López de Velasco in the early 1570s, who as noted, recorded population sizes of 1,000 for the
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biggest cacique in the Keys, and of only 40 and 80 persons for the smaller towns there (Worth
2006, 2014). If López de Velasco and Fontaneda’s records are good approximations, pueblos in
south Florida ranged from twenty people to several thousand in cases of the largest caciques like
the Calusa or Tocobaga. Using the working number of ~50 pueblos from Fontaneda’s Memoir
and Memorial, and the estimate of 21,000 persons in the ‘Land of Carlos’ from López de
Velasco marginal notes in the Fontaneda Memorial, Worth (1995, 2006:4) computed a mean
pueblo population of about 400 people, a figure consistent with other chiefdoms or towns in
northern Florida during the historic period (e.g., Hann 1991:23–27). However, a significant
caveat to all of these population figures is that the Spaniards were asystematic in their
computations in that women and children may have been discounted; numerous individuals were
probably in hiding; and, round numbers indicate rough approximations at face value. Last, the
comparative size of archaeological sites does not always mesh with estimated population.
An additional problem then is, independent of spatial size or population, what did each
pueblo and chief mean or contribute to the overall social and political structure of the Calusacontrolled areas? Worth (2006:5) summarizes this question as: “…did Fontaneda’s named
pueblos represent spatially-discrete individual towns, villages, and hamlets distributed more-orless evenly across the landscape, each governed by a single hereditary headman or chief, or did
they instead represent localized clusters of smaller communities which were each governed as
small chiefdoms by a named cacique?” He concludes that for the Calusa and probably the rest of
south Florida, the latter arrangement of discrete communities under a regional cacique is more
probable than a scenario that consists of 50-60 individual/separate chiefdoms (Worth 2006:5).
This interpretation is re-used and expanded upon in Thompson et al. (2018b), a model
that is consistent with other papers by Marquardt (e.g., 1987, 2014) that suggested the Calusa
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formed into a politically-centralized, hierarchical, and tribute-exacting kingdom during the
sixteenth century in response to interaction with European peoples, goods, and political
persuasions. Because archaeologists now have a lot more data, these newer models are much
more detailed than earlier ones by Goggin and Sturtevant (1964) and Milanich and Fairbanks
(1980), which recognized that the Calusa were regionally influential and nonagricultural, but did
not delve deeply into questions of social stratification, or when and how sociopolitical
complexity developed (see Marquardt 1986).
Using new data from Pineland and associated sites (Marquardt and Payne 1992;
Marquardt and Walker 2013a), Mound Key (Thompson et al. 2016), and the theoretical and
ethnographic construct of ranked “house societies” outlined by Beck (2007), Thompson et al.
(2018a:40–42) piece together a very compelling case that the Calusa took advantage of their
extant position as the most populous and high-ranking house when the Spanish arrived to
transition into a unified and hierarchical political structure as a power grab and defensive
maneuver. They reiterate, however, that the Calusa were powerful but they were not invincible
or untested by other chiefdoms during the latter sixteenth century. Marquardt and Walker
(2013a:886) suggest that the Calusa political system was “…not sitting well with the leaders of
non-Calusa polities” by the 1560s, a fact outlined in the historical record with their failed control
over the Tequesta (Lyon 1983), Tocobaga (Marquardt 1987:106), and other south Florida
chiefdoms. If this was the case, how did the sociopolitical arrangements of powerful centers,
such as the Calusa and Ais, translate to the smaller villages within their own domains? The next
section scales down and briefly considers intra-village social structures during the sixteenth
century.
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Calusa and South Florida Chiefdoms
The Postcolumbian Calusa were socially stratified into other ranks below the king and his
family. Social classes included the nobility, commoners, and religious and military specialists
(Hann 1991; Marquardt 1987, 1988, 2014; Worth 2014). For example, the title of Great Captain
or Captain General appears frequently in the record as an individual who held social and political
authority second only to the king in the case of the Calusa, or perhaps the cacique in the case of a
moderately-sized or smaller community (Hann 2003:165–168). For the Calusa, the Great Captain
appears to have been in charge of wartime activities and to have served as a power balance for
the King himself (in Hann 2003:166; Solís de Merás 1964[1570]). Of course, the term Great
Captain and many others were borrowed from the Spanish by the natives, but they nonetheless
described a reality of a sociopolitical hierarchy with real-world implications in sixteenth-century
south Florida (Hann 2003:165).
As noted by Worth (2006), the remaining 50-60 towns of the Calusa kingdom may have
exhibited mild or moderate differences in terms of size, power, and influence, even if they were
organized heterarchically under the principal village of Calos. In considering the smallest south
Florida communities within the Calusa sphere as such, a hypothesis with some support in the
historical record is that a Great Captain also operated as the local chief or village headperson
(Childers 2003; Hann 2003). The Calusa are documented to have been organized into patrilineal
extended families that cohabitated in settlements of what appear to be long houses (Marquardt
and Walker 2013a:854; Worth 2014:59), another interesting element of their social structure
given that all other north Florida and southeastern cultures were matrilineal. Perhaps a patrilineal
form of organization was an outgrowth of tasks associated with maritime society, such as canoebuilding and/or seafaring. Although there is nothing inherently “male” about building a canoe,
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sea-centric activities are associated with men in some prehistoric and Postcolumbian island
societies across the globe, including in nearby aboriginal Caribbean (Shearn 2019). Thus, the
exceptionally small and remote settlements in the Keys listed as 20 or 40 persons by Fontaneda
or López de Velasco probably consisted of only a few structures and a handful of families. In a
base population of this size, a Great Captain could have functioned as a family leader and the
head of a town. A Great Captain’s leadership and governance may have extended to other nearby
small towns also, especially if a group of independent towns were bound together by common or
interrelated lineages (e.g., Thompson et al. 2018a, 2018b; Worth 2006).
A portrait of sixteenth-century south Florida sociopolitical organization seemingly
begins and ends with the political hegemony of the Calusa. It is probably true that the Ais
played a similar role along the central and southern Atlantic Coast of Florida (Dickinson 1981
[1697]:39; Solís de Merás 1964[1570]:222), and that they were at once described as allies of
Caalus and as political rivals. However, the historical record otherwise reads that the chief of the
Ais was tributary to Caalus at the pinnacle of Calusa power (Hann 2003:167; Milanich
1998:252–253; True 1944:20). As Marquardt (2014:2) aptly summarizes in his “retrospective”
manuscript after more than 30 years of research, “… the Calusa had permanent towns, tributary
relations, wealth accumulation, social stratification, royal sibling marriage, an elite military,
human sacrifice, engineered canals, high mounds, well-developed art and music, and a religion
that included elaborate rituals, a trinity of spirits, and life after death.” This degree of complexity
and hegemony implies that the overarching Calusa way of life permeated and/or influenced the
sociopolitical organization of caciques across all of south Florida, probably serving as a model in
a novel postcolonial world.
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Using all of these historical and archaeological data from the Calusa and other nearby
groups, along with geochemical seasonality data in Chapter 7, a model for the sociopolitical
organization of sixteenth-century chiefdoms in the Florida Keys is presented in the Chapter 8
discussion. The last history section below details the final chapter of Native Americans living in
south Florida.
Removal of South Florida Cultures
By the turn of the century at 1700 CE, the political and social landscape in native south
Florida was anything but stable. Whereas Franciscan missions in north Florida to Potano and
Timucua (1608), Yustaga (1623), and Apalachee (1633) were operating with some success, the
Spanish were actively avoiding the natives of south Florida and the Keys during the middle
seventeenth century (Worth 1998a, 1998b, 2013), although there are several accounts of a
secretive, informal amber trade network among the Spanish, English pirates, and natives of the
Keys (Hann 1991:22–23). This was to change in 1688, in what Worth (2013:774) called a
watershed moment for the Calusa and the other remaining native groups across south Florida.
For the first time, the son of the Calusa chief and some of their aristocracy visited the mission at
Apalachee and announced that they were now prepared to receive the Catholic faith (in Hann
1991:36–37). Hann (1993:122–125) and Worth (2013:774) suggest that the Calusa were
probably being proactive in an attempt to prevent missionaries contacting other south Florida
caciques who were under their umbrella of political influence, as they probably did not overlook
the 1679–1683 settling of Yamasee mission communities in east-central Florida. Moreover, the
total population of the Calusa—and by extension their military—had been ravaged by ongoing
epidemics and war, reducing their numbers from some 20,000+ in the 1560s (Worth 1995:351)
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to “half” of that (~10,000) in 1617 (Hann 1991:13). By 1697, the Calusa numbered only ~2,000
persons (Hann 1991:165, 168, 174).
Over 1686–1687, clergy in Havana were corresponding with the chief of Calos to
negotiate a new mission and to extend an invitation to bring him to Cuba. Fearing trickery or
deceit, the chief instead sent “Indians of the Keys” in his stead to live for over a year in the
suburb of La Cabaña near Havana to (presumably) assess their treatment by the Spaniards
(Worth 2013:774). Upon the Keys’ Indians safe return in 1688 and a positive report of their
treatment, the chief of Calos, his captain, and some family members and nobles sailed to Havana
with the intent to request a new mission (in Hann 1991:58–91). Problems with staffing and
funding prevented the mission San Diego de Compostela from being established until the fall of
1697, but it failed in less than four months amid the Calusas’ fierce mistreatment of the
Spaniards (Hann 1991:40–45; 155–211). Despite this abrupt failure, in the following years,
1698–1703, natives of the Keys actually increasingly traveled back and forth to Havana to trade
fish, ambergris, turtle shells, and cardinal birds (Worth 2013:775), an arrangement that had roots
in the early-seventeenth-century exchange of amber and precious metals among the Calusa,
Keys’ natives, and Spaniards in Havana (Hann 1991:12, 22–23).
Beginning in 1704, Creek, Uchise, and Yamasee raiders—acting as agents for British
traders—began attacking Spanish missions across the Florida panhandle and the central Florida
peninsula. Wind of these events reached the Keys rather quickly because during the same year,
the chief of Cayo Hueso, some of his vassals, and another group of Indians fled to Cuba (in Hann
1991:45). By 1706, the English-allied raiders had penetrated peninsular south Florida and began
to systematically murder and enslave the natives, and as of 1711, many of the survivors from
Calos and other south Florida chiefdoms fled to and resided in the Florida Keys. At that time,
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270-280 natives including the Calusa chief, 50 of his vassals, the chiefs of the Jeaga (southeast
Atlantic Coast), Muspa (Cape Sable) and others were recorded to be living at three settlements
on Key West, Vaca Key (Marathon) and somewhere near Matecumbe, respectively. A Spanish
ship ferried them to La Cabaña, Havana, Cuba that year, but ~200 of those Indians perished
shortly afterward from smallpox or typhus. It is thought that only 16-18 persons from that group
ever returned to the Keys (in Hann 1991:45; Worth 2009, 2013:780–781).
After the conclusion of the Yamasee War in 1715, the Indians who remained in the Keys
beyond the 1711 major evacuation to Cuba were able to continue their ways of life until the
middle part of the century, and some populations even resettled mainland southeast Florida.
During this time, Keys’ natives frequently interacted, traded with, and even worked for Cuban
fishers at their ranchos along the Gulf Coast (Worth 2013:781). By 1722, the Keys dwellers were
united under a chief named Don Diego, and voyages between the islands and Havana were again
commonplace. In 1743, subsequent to a request for a mission, Jesuit priests Francisco Xavier
Alaña and Joseph María Monaco visited the Keys and one of the final refuges of the south
Florida natives at the old capital of the Tequesta at the mouth of the Miami River. By this time,
the entire native population of south Florida was under 500 persons (Worth 2013:781), and only
180 remained at the settlement of the former Tequesta. Half of these peoples were mere children,
and the group was apparently comprised of remnant Keys natives, Calusa, and natives of Boca
Ratones (probably Tequestans). According to Xavier Alaña, they were dispersed among only
five huts, and they migrated seasonally between that settlement at the Miami River delta and
another off Cape Sable on “cayo de Perchel” (in Hann 1991; Swanson 2003:39). Of course, the
remaining natives at the former Tequesta had little interest in the Jesuit faith and treated the
Spaniards poorly upon their arrival. Hann (1991) is undeniably correct that the mission request
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was made as a mere ploy to obtain supplies, not least of which was rum, as the friars’ report
remarked, “without rum, they neither can be nor wish to be Christians” (Childers 2003; Swanson
2003:39).
Ultimately, Creek Indian factions renewed their raids upon south Florida, an outcome
fueled by the Seven Years War (1756–1763) between two embattled European coalitions.
Attacks by the Creeks on both Cuban fishermen and south Florida natives peaked early in the
war between 1757 and 1760. Though Havana’s governor attempted to send supplies, arms, and
boats to the Keys Indians over this period, another small group was forced to retreat to Cuba in
1757 (in Worth 2009, 2013:781). According to two separate documents (translated in Worth
2013), the last remaining community of 60-70 south Florida natives was hiding out on Key West
until they were evacuated to La Cabaña, Havana, on May 17, 1760 (Worth 2013:781). The
everyday presence and influence of native south Florida peoples and cultures changed after this
day. Researchers have located parish death records of five Keys Indians in the town of
Guanabacoa, near La Cabaña, dated between 1762 and 1773 (in Worth 2013:781), and recent
archaeological work there has uncovered middle-eighteenth century artifacts that are likely
associated with these and earlier Florida Indians (Roura Álvarez and Hernández de Lara 2019).
Two newborn baptisms labeled “land of Carlos” are recorded in Guanabacoa from the parents of
probably an earlier evacuation, as they dated to 1729 and 1731, so it is theoretically possible that
there are families in Cuba today who are descended from the Calusa (Worth 2013:781).
There is also a good chance that some native Calusa and other south Florida peoples
survived in remote areas of the Everglades (Gifford 1944:39–40), and these persons may have
passed on both their cultural and genetic heritage with people living in south Florida, perhaps
most prominently with the Seminole. As a result, today’s Native American groups in south
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Florida can be understood in part as biological and/or cultural descendants of an ethnogenesis of
south Florida peoples since that time (Backhouse et al. 2018; Weisman 1999). In addition, there
are several other reports/documents associated with natives of the Florida Keys specifically in
the time between 1513 and 1765 that I did not cover here, but a more comprehensive list and a
few in-depth articles are presented in Swanson (2003:3–43, 65–92).
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CHAPTER SIX: THE STOCK ISLAND SITE (8MO2)

Introduction
This chapter presents all known data sets for the Stock Island site (8Mo2) and discusses
the archaeology of Key West and Stock Island. These two islands are presented as a single unit
in this chapter because the earliest reliable and accurate map of the region depicts the area as a
single island (Romans 1999[1775]) and rates of sea level rise suggest an even bigger landmass in
the past (Chapter 3). The following section of this chapter reviews the archaeology, including
artifact collections by locals and by professional excavations. The next section discusses the
historical records as they pertain to the archaeology and geography of the immediate region, and
the final sections present all archaeological data available from multiple digs by Irving Eyster in
1973 and the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. over 1991–1992.
Archaeological Contexts of Key West and Stock Island
Amateur Collections
To this day, there is no specific municipal or county archaeology ordinance that requires
subsurface cultural resource surveys within the cities of incorporated Key West or
unincorporated Stock Island. As alluded to in Carr and Fay (1990:4) and Carr et al. (2019:1, 92–
98), to date there has never been a thorough or comprehensive subsurface cultural resource
survey performed on the island of Key West (but see Griffin and Longiaru 2011 and Nolan et al.
1979), and to do so would be a massive undertaking requiring the cooperation of numerous
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stakeholders, including participation from many private commercial and residential landowners.
As a result, much of the archaeology and/or artifact collection on Key West over the twentieth
century was done haphazardly by locals during new construction or after storms (e.g., Swanson
2003:98). Here I briefly review some of the avocational archaeology highlights in Key West
during the twentieth century.
Much of the documented early artifact collection by amateurs or avocationals on Key
West proper was done by Ray Blazevic, Bill Fournier, and Irving Eyster. The first site
documented by multiple sources was a historic amalgam of bottles and other artifacts named the
Rest Beach Site (8Mo1). It was recorded in the Florida Master Site File by Goggin and Rouse in
the middle nineteenth century as 8Mo1, the first recorded site in Monroe County. Rest Beach
was once located just east of White Street along the southern shoreline of the island, and the area
unfortunately doubled as the city dump between 1890 and 1915 (Figure 18). The site was heavily
looted by local collectors and curio hunters, and by the time Goggin and Rouse (ca. 1950) and
Felton and Tesar (1968) visited the site, it was covered in so many large looter potholes that the
whole site was leveled for public safety reasons. When Nolan et al. (1979:22–23) visited during
their 1976–1977 fieldwork, nothing remained.
A second aboriginal site—unrecorded in the state site file—was reportedly located at the
corner of Simonton and United Streets on the north side of United (“unrecorded prehistoric site
1,” see Figure 18). This site is mentioned in two separate interviews with Irving Eyster. In 1982,
when asked if he could recall any prehistoric sites on Key West, Eyster (in Fonte et al. 1982:109)
replied: “The one that I can remember best was a shell midden that I first saw in the late 1940s. It
was on Simonton Street where the Florida Keys First State Bank is now located.
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Figure 18. Archaeological Site Locations and Landmarks, Key West/Stock Island. Sites are red dots and
landmarks are yellow dots. “Unrecorded” refers to sites in documents but not on the Florida State Master
Site File.
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Key West was a cigar town…lots of these little shacks…sat on pilings about 2 feet high.
Underneath was a shell midden, and once when a fire had destroyed all of those structures, I
rooted around on top of the midden and found celts and all sorts of things. [Today] it’s all
covered by the bank and with asphalt, although…underneath there would be plenty of remaining
material.” In an earlier 1976 interview with Bureau of Historic Sites and Properties
archaeologists and historians, Eyster apparently referenced the same site and mentioned finding a
large number of queen conch shells there in 1959 during the construction of the Key West State
Bank (now the Centennial Bank). Similar to the Rest Beach site (8Mo1), by the time Florida
Bureau of Historic Sites and Properties archaeologists performed their field surveys in 1976 and
1977, no artifacts were visible (Nolan et al. 1979:24, 150).
Other Key West prehistoric sites were mentioned in the same interview (Fonte et al.
1982). Eyster remarked: “Possibly there are some [sites] in the Navy Yard in what is known as
the Truman Annex…it is close to the Little White House...I wanted to do an excavation in there
because a human burial was exposed there when some of the Navy buildings were being
constructed (“Unrecorded historic/prehistoric site 1,” see Figure 18). It isn’t known whether the
burials were aboriginal or historic. I’m sure there are both types in there…when a sewer line was
dug about a year ago…someone brought in some bones…I’m sure they were from aboriginal
burials” (in Fonte et al. 1982:109). I found no other reports from this site or others within the
Truman Annex, but several professional monitoring projects have occurred there in recent
decades.
A fourth site or site grouping was documented by historian Gail Swanson. She wrote that
Jim Clupper observed construction work—coincidentally also at a bank—at the corner of Duval
and Front Streets in the early 1990s (“Unrecorded prehistoric site 2,” see Figure 18). Swanson
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(2003:97) reported on second-hand information from Clupper, “worked shells in the newly-dug
ground” and that she “took photos of these shells” and of an old building foundation discovered
there. “Ray Blazevic of Key West told me he found a ‘sharp Indian axe’ at that same place. This
is near the harbor.” Unfortunately, Swanson is not any clearer regarding the location of this site,
as today this area is heavily developed and there is no bank nearby. A simple records search or
local interview could refine the location of this site.
Finally, there is a curious archaeological site reported in the Key West Citizen (1979a,
1979b) by unknown authors in consecutive newspaper articles dated to August 1979. Across the
street from the Ernest Hemingway home at the “Lighthouse Court” housing complex, workers
were excavating a well shaft when they uncovered approximately “a little more than 2 pounds”
of gold (“Unrecorded historic site 1,” see Figure 18). The artifacts consisted of a sherd of “early
19th Century Chinese porcelain…pottery shards, metal pieces, and glass” and small pieces,
nuggets, and partially-melted fragments of gold, and a melted-down Spanish gold coin with a
Roman Numeral “V” faintly visible (Key West Citizen 1979b). According to the articles, the gold
was split among the excavators and the property owners. The last artifact is consistent with gold
coins from the Atocha and other Spanish artifacts according to Duncan Mathewson (then-director
of the archaeology program of the Newfound Harbor Marine Institute on Big Pine Key), who
viewed and assessed all of the finds from the well shaft.
A few notable features were discovered there as well. The workers hit water at 11 feet
deep, and they went through a “five foot, six inch” brick foundation that they interpreted as a
privy along the way. In addition, the Citizen reporter wrote that the crew located a “still existing
natural deepwater canal.” Before they backfilled the excavation, the crew measured their pit to
be “19 feet at its deepest point, seven-feet, eight inches long and three feet, four inches wide”
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(Key West Citizen 1979b). Mathewson suggested that the site was once located along the
shoreline and the uncovered canal ran all the way to the ocean. Swanson (2003:100) noted that
the description of this well and canal in the 1979 Citizen article ostensibly matches the
description made by Morgan in the nineteenth century (1824:54–55), wherein he mentions a
pond of water not far from the Key West harbor “from which a drain was cut to the sea.” The
description of Morgan and the excavated canal revealed in the Citizen articles are similar, but the
distance from the Hemingway House to the harbor is ~1 km, a feature that would have been a
massive undertaking. What Swanson does not mention is that the location of the well and canal
across from the Hemingway home is also consistent with Whitehead’s account of a tall shell
mound located halfway between Whitehead’s Point and the Custom House (“Whitehead’s Shell
Mound,” see Figure 18). While the artifacts excavated in 1979 suggest activities perhaps during
the early Spanish period and eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it is likely this site was part of
an important area of occupation for indigenous peoples and Europeans alike. Indeed, it is
probably not a coincidence that this spot on the island is one of the highest points of elevation
and had easy access to the deepwater port of Key West. These features would have made it a
highly attractive place for settlement throughout prehistory, during the Spanish Period, Glades
IIIc (ca.1500–1760 CE), and into the American period (beginning at 1821 CE).
Professional Archaeology
Similar to the situation across much of the Keys, Goggin was the first professional
archaeologist to record a site on Key West, recorded by that name in his unpublished manuscript
because he did not find an in situ prehistoric site to record during any of his visits to the island.
He instead mentions only second-hand or third-hand reports found frequently in the literature,
such as Romans’ (1999[1775]) account of piled rocks as habitation remnants of the Calusa, and
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Whitehead’s account of shell mounds and human remains discussed previously (in Peters 1965).
Goggin further writes that some of these “rock mounds” contained burials, specifically on Key
West, but he does not cite a specific source (Goggin n.d. [1949]: 76, 400, 407; cf. Parsons et al.
2018). So, I am left with the impression that he just interpreted this to be the case since a number
of the historical accounts reported rock and shell mounds with human remains inside.
There probably were such sites on Key West, but there has never been archaeological
evidence of these type sites on the island excavated by a professional in modern times. Nolan et
al. (1979:24) excavated seventy areas within old town with a “three-inch closed bucket soil
auger” and concluded: “None of the areas yielded materials of archaeological significance, and
no areas of undisturbed soil were found…” However, based upon the newspaper reports of the
archaeological site near the Hemingway house in the above section, such samples are far from
sufficient to locate prehistoric or even historic sites in some areas of Key West, despite the fact
that much of the island today has only ~10 cm of topsoil above the coral limerock base.
Outside of today’s residential old town proper, a vast majority of recent archaeology on
Key West has occurred within the areas of the Truman Annex and on properties owned by the
United States Navy. Hardin et al. (1989) recorded four burials from the Truman Annex area and
Piper Archaeological Research Inc. (1990) documented more burials from the same general area.
That part of the island is widely documented to be the original location of the Key West
Cemetery ca. 1822–1830. Neither of these studies found any aboriginal remains or artifacts.
There are a number of other assessments of cultural and historical resources associated with the
nearby Peary Court Housing Project (for the U.S. Navy), the Peary Court Cemetery, the African
Cemetery at Higgs Beach, the present Key West Cemetery, and a few other published
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compliance reports, but none of these reported in situ prehistoric artifacts or sites (summarized in
Griffin and Longiaru 2011:2-9 to 2-18).
Two other notable archaeological projects on Key West were excavations at the sea turtle
kraals (underwater pens where sea turtles were retained for slaughter) near the marina and at the
original Bahama Village in the southwest part of the island. The turtle kraals represent over 200
years of the bustling Key West sea turtle fishing, canning, and exporting industry (Malcolm
2013). In fact, one of the earliest known maps of Key West, constructed from measurements
taken by Romans in 1775, clearly reads “Old Turtle Crawls” along the northwest corner of the
island, which is adjacent to Key West Harbor and the site of the marina today (Malcolm 2013:4;
see Figure 19). In the spring of 2000, the Florida Division of Historical Resources contacted the
Mel Fisher Maritime Heritage Society to organize a salvage excavation at the turtle kraals
because the City of Key West had issued a dredging permit for the sea turtle pens without
following the proper historical review process. Excavations revealed material culture items
associated with the industry, including complete sea turtle crania and other bones, complete
queen conch shells left over from consumption by the turtle fishers, and early nineteenth century
glass bottles and turtle butchery knives. An unexpected find was a large number of glass
marbles, attributed to small children by an elderly local, who stated that they would shoot them
at the penned turtles with slingshots. This project was one of the few proper salvage archaeology
programs ever to occur on the island, and there remains a Turtle Cannery Museum built atop the
harbor docks above the sea turtle kraals (Malcolm 2013:22–31).
In 2010, CRM firm New South Associates performed an excavation at the Monroe
County Courthouse (8Mo1921) as part of planned improvements (Smith et al. 2010). The
courthouse is located firmly within the boundaries of the old town Key West historic district and
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just north of the old Bahama Village, where many Anglo-Bahamian fishers, turtlers, and cigar
rollers settled during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. New South’s excavations
revealed artifacts, ecofacts, and features such as cisterns and post-holes and a possible privy,
related to Anglo-Bahamian foodways and lifeways. This was the first formal Phase III
excavation of a domestic site—historic or prehistoric—ever conducted on Key West (Smith et al.
2010). There has never been a professional excavation or Phase-III impact-mitigation project of
an aboriginal site on Key West, and the dig mentioned above was the only excavation to my
knowledge of such scale at a historic site. As noted, there has never been a comprehensive
subsurface Phase I survey to assess whether aboriginal or earlier historic artifacts exist on city,
county, and/or private property.
Aside from the Stock Island midden (8Mo2) or “Stock Island 1,” the archaeology of
Stock Island proper is even lesser known than that of Key West. Two other prehistoric
archaeological sites are recorded but no professional apparently ever saw them. Stock Island #2
(8Mo1289) and Stock Island #3 (the “Fournier Site,” 8Mo1290) were recorded during fieldwork
and interviews by Carr and Fay (1990) for their survey of the Lower Florida Keys. They learned
of Stock Island #2 from a local informant David Perez, who frequently dug and interacted with
Bill Fournier. Perez told Car and Fay (1990:107) that there once was a large midden that existed
“as an island in a peninsula of mangroves” but that it is now “covered by a landfill.” That
description approximately matches that of 8Mo2, so perhaps Perez was confused and incorrectly
treated it as a separate site. Carr and Fay (1990) ended up recording “Stock Island 2” as
8Mo1289 for quality control regardless, probably in case there was a second site below the city
landfill, which is today located just north of 8Mo2.
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The third is “Stock Island 3” (8Mo1290), and it was another Lower Keys’ site excavated
by Bill Fournier back in the 1950s. Information about this site was provided second-hand to Carr
and Fay (1990:108) by Ray Blazevic, who described a “small oval-shaped burial mound, about 3
m in diameter and 1.5–2 m high.” Inside, Fournier reportedly found the remains of a single male
individual. The body was flexed with the “head upright” and the feet “down.” There were
numerous grave goods but Fournier did not describe them. Stock Island 3 was probably
destroyed entirely during the expansion of the Key West Golf Club. Although the 9-hole course
initially opened in 1924, the site resided on undeveloped land until the 1960s, when nine
additional holes were added. In 1983, the course was scraped clean and “completely redesigned”
(FDOS n.d.), which most certainly destroyed any possible remnants of Stock Island 3.
Unsurprisingly, it appears Stock Island prehistoric sites were concentrated along the northern and
bay sides of the island, which was some of the only land above sea level in prehistory and
historic times. Most of southern and southwestern Stock Island, the land located below U.S. 1
today, is fill (see Figure 18).
The future potential for prehistoric or protohistoric archaeological sites on Key West or
Stock Island is limited but different on each island. The likelihood of locating in situ
archaeological deposits anywhere on Stock Island is incredibly low given that much of the
southern half of the island is fill, and the northern half is covered with the Key West Golf
Course, Monroe County Prison, College of the Florida Keys, and the large landfill (see Carr and
Fay 1990). In contrast, although old town Key West is heavily developed, there are numerous
private residences built atop pilings that date to ca. 1880–1940. Any undisturbed areas below
houses of the northwest corner of old town near the Key West Harbor and the areas west of the
Key West Cemetery near Solares Hill—the highest point of elevation on Key West—probably
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have the highest potential for archaeological sites (see Figure 18), and it is possible some
prehistoric sites exist in the undeveloped areas of the Naval Yard (Monica Faraldo personal
comm. 2021). These historic homes on blocks, in some cases, may have preserved Glades-period
archaeological deposits beneath them because they prevented subsurface disturbance over the
twentieth century (see Fonte et al. 1982:109; Griffin and Longiaru 2011:1-7; Nolan et al.
1979:23). Ironically, in the future it may be the undeveloped islands to the west of Key West
(e.g., Ballast Key, Woman Key, the Marquesas Keys) that provide the most information about
the prehistoric peoples of the Key West area. Given that Key West is the second-oldest city in
the state, the future of Key West’s ca. 500–1970 CE archaeological sites depends upon whether
the city adopts a preservation plan that includes subsurface artifacts and features on city land and
private property. The city plans of Alexandria, Virginia, and St. Augustine, Florida could be
appropriate models (see Carr 2019:95–96).
Historical and Geographical Contexts of Key West and Stock Island
Island Name Games
The island known today as Key West has undergone numerous name changes over the
past ~500 years, and it was surely known by several others in the prehistoric past. In Chapter 5,
multiple lines of evidence were presented that the first name of the island for which there is
record is some variant of “Cuchiyaga,” a name penned by Spaniards as their best interpretation
of a word for the native town and cacique. This name was in use at least until the end of the
sixteenth century, although it is possible that the Cuchiyaga name was transferred to another
island in the Lower Keys during either the seventeenth or eighteenth century. The next name for
the island that enters the Spanish historical record is some variant of Cayo Hueso or Cayo de
Huesos/Guesos (see Rice 2002), which translates to Bone Key or Key of Bones. Historian
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Eugene Lyon (in Swanson 2003:113) stated that some variant of Cayo Hueso enters the historical
record conspicuously after the wrecks of the Atocha and the Santa Margarita in 1622, but it is
not clear from Swanson’s text to which documents Lyon was referring. If Lyon was correct,
giving the island a new Spanish name was probably a convenient way for Spaniards to create a
label for Key West and the other island camps (e.g, the outpost on Marquesas Key) that were
used as bases to search for and salvage from the wrecks, as noted previously. The first written
record of Cayo Hueso that is widely known is from a Spanish document dated 1681 that
mentions “the enemy gathering at Cayo de Guesas,” as a staging area prior to an invasion of
Havana (in Rice 2002). Oddly, if “Guesas” was intended and correct in place of Huesos, this
would more closely translate to Thickness Island or Island of Thick. It may be true that Lyon or
others have read or viewed Spanish documents/maps that depict a variant of Cayo Hueso
between 1622 and 1681, but I was not able to locate any such manuscript or map.
Historians are somewhat divided on why the island was named Cayo Hueso, and this
subject has been written about vociferously in historical texts for professionals and the public for
decades. The most popular interpretation is that hueso (bone) refers to the great quantity of
Native American human remains that were encountered by Spaniards as they began to explore
and utilize the island in the seventeenth century (in Hann 2003). Hann (1991:41) hypothesized
that perhaps the island was once home to a dedicated charnel house. Other—less popular—
interpretations of Hueso include that the island was shaped like a jaw bone (De Brahm 1772;
Tom Hambright personal communication 2016), that its bleached white appearance from the sea
made it look like a bone, or that the north winds were sometimes called “huesos” by early sailors
so they named the island for the local winds (Eyster 1986:20).
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Additional confusion rests with how the name “Cayo Hueso” became “Key West.” This
subject has also been written about in the introductory sections of Key West history texts for
decades. The general consensus is that when English speakers began to pronounce Cayo Hueso
(“Ky-oh Way-so”), they corrupted Cayo or Cay into the English “Kee” and “Way-so” became
“West.” (e.g., Maloney 1968 [1875]; Romans 1999[1775]). If this interpretation is correct, and it
probably is, this corruption is merely one of history’s happy coincidences that Key West is the
westernmost populated island and city in the Florida Keys in modern times. Of course, the
transfer from Cayo Hueso to Key West probably occurred very soon after the British took
control of Florida in 1763. Thereafter, Key West was briefly regarded as “Thompson’s Island” in
the early nineteenth century. In 1822, amid the transfer and ownership claims of Key West by
United States proprietors, U.S. Navy Secretary Smith Thompson requested that another Navy
lieutenant sail to the harbor and claim the island for the United States. Upon raising the
American flag on the island, Lieutenant Matthew Perry dubbed the island Thompson’s Island, a
moniker that “lasted about as long as his visit” (Ogle 2013:7–8); however, it must have lasted a
short while longer—a map dated 1825 renders “Thompson’s Island” as one of the other names
for Key West (see below).
Pinning down the history of Stock Island and the origin of its name is even more
problematic. While there are dozens of history texts dedicated to Key West, there has never been
a comprehensive non-fiction history written about Stock Island. The oldest-known confirmed
document with the name “Stock Island” printed is the aforementioned United States Coast
Survey (USCS) chart of 1864 that used survey data from 1855 (see Figure 22). According to a
local historian, there was a survey and chart by the USCS in 1840 of the Florida Keys, but it is
not clear where a complete copy of this map resides (Wilkinson n.d.).
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A popular hypothesis is obviously that there were once “stock” on Stock Island such as
cattle, horses, or goats (Rice 2002), as there are twentieth-century photographs of cattle penned
on Stock Island and a cattle-branding tag was found among the surface debris at the Stock Island
midden in the early 1990s. However, the photographs post-date the naming of the island by more
than half a century, and the cow-tag artifact also appears to be of the same century. A second
possibility is Stock Island was named for a “Mr. Stock,” who may have been either an original
settler or perhaps even an original nautical surveyor, as several of the Florida Keys received their
names for pioneers or surveyors during the Flagler era and the constructing of the Overseas
Railroad. Keys historians have searched for decades for documentation to support any of these
hypotheses but all have come up empty handed (Tom Hambright personal communication 2016;
Wilkinson n.d.). As a result, the absence of local history is yet another ding against Stock Island
as it continues to exist in the shadow of Key West. Though the early Spanish and later American
presence in Key West fills the historical documents, a pointed piece of pride for Stock Islanders
can emerge in the future because the most important Native American site in the region, the
Stock Island midden, was located on its bayside.
Geographic Contexts
The land and seascapes of Key West/Stock Island have changed a great deal over the past
two millennia of human habitation. The earliest-known high-resolution nautical chart of the Key
West/Stock Island area that I could locate was printed by William Faden in 1790 using George
Gauld’s 1773–1775 survey data that he acquired roughly one decade after Britain acquired
Florida from Spain. (There are others, such as the Arredondo chart [1670], but they do not show
Cayo Hueso with any usable detail). The Faden (1790) chart depicts the entire island chain and
shows the Lower Keys with incredible clarity. Below is a cropped adaptation of this chart to
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highlight the Key West area (Figure 19). Contemporary Stock Island is the elliptical landmass
above the “East Lagoon” in the northwest corner of Key West. At this time, the Cow Key
Channel separating Key West and Stock Island did not exist in its present form. At ~1800 CE
both landmasses were considered to be one island because they were separated only by a tiny
lagoon channel ~1-m deep and a few meters wide. At the time, the larger Boca Chica Channel
clearly demarcated Key West from Cayo Samba. The latter was eventually renamed Boca Chica
Key after the Boca Chica Channel. After the Faden (1790) nautical chart, the first reasonably
accurate renderings of the area were of Key West, which was populated by Euro-Americans
beginning around 1822 (e.g., Browne 2017[1912]:7–10; Ogle 2013:3–24).
Following initial colonization, drawings, plat-maps, and charts of Key West began to
emerge. These maps contain valuable data for use by archaeologists and historians concerning
the island’s natural resources. One of the earliest depictions of the island was dated 1825 (Figure
20), and it was likely drawn by one of the original proprietors. Maybe it was John Whitehead or
his younger half-brother William Whitehead, who later drafted numerous maps and images of
Key West. There is not much of interest in this map specifically in relation to aboriginal sites on
the island, but it clearly indicates the locations of the harbor, old town Key West, the salt ponds,
and the original African burial grounds near present-day Higgs Beach.
The most interesting features on this map are the “fresh water” ponds and the canal near
the port. In references to the ponds he drew in various places on Key West, the author writes:
“Fresh water ponds. The whole, or most of them, dry in the Summer.” This is interesting because
summer is the wettest period of the year in Key West. The canal depicted in this map is
significant because it is yet another line of evidence supporting the existence of that feature near
the Key West harbor.
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Figure 19. Key West (Cayo Hueso) and the Western End of Cayo Samba (Boca Chica Key). Map (ca. 1775) adapted from: A Chart of
the Gulf of Florida or New Bahama Channel, Commonly called the Gulf Passage, Between Florida, the Isle of Cuba & the Bahama
Islands: From the Journals, Observations, and Draughts of Mr. Chas. Roberts, Master in the RI. Navy, Compared with the Surveys of
Mr. George Gauld & ca (1790).
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The northwest corner of this map shows the canal connecting the port to a nearby saltwater pond,
as documented historically in Morgan (1824) and seemingly through excavations as noted in
Swanson (2003). However, it is uncertain whether this canal was created by Native Americans,
Spaniards, Britons, Africans, Cubans, Euro-Americans, or some combination thereof.Also, the
author considered Key West to be “6 Miles” in length, a measure that necessitates including
Stock Island as the same landmass to be considered that size, as today’s Key West is ~4 miles
long. Fresh water was documented on Key West by mariners such as Bernard Romans during the
eighteenth century (1999[1775]): “Within the anchoring place eastward of the point, is a path
leading to a well or pond of excellent fresh water…This watering place is ¼ of a mile from the
beach.” Romans’ location of this freshwater pond fits well with any of the three ponds just north
of the beach depicted in the 1825 map (see Figure 20). George Gauld’s contemporaneous ca.
1773–1775 surveys of the Keys, as noted above, also provided written testimony of fresh water
on Key West. Gauld remarked: “There is fresh water to be got at the West end of the island by
digging, but it is not very good, being at times brackish…The best place to dig at, and where you
meet with the sweetest water, is about a mile eastward of the point.” For Gauld, the “point” is
either today’s Whitehead’s Spit or Whitehead’s Point (see Figure 18). His location for obtaining
the best fresh water on the island (east of the point near the beach) unsurprisingly matches that
described by Romans (in Nolan et al. 1979).
Daniel Patterson, who was brought to Key West by the U.S. government to eliminate
piracy in the Florida Straits region, also performed a brief survey of the island in 1822 while he
was stationed there. He documented five wells, but considered only one of these to be a viable
source of quality fresh water, a pond he called the “South Spring.” This fresh water source also
matches the location reported by Romans (1999[1775]) and Gauld (1796) in that its location was:
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Figure 20. Cayo Hueso, Key West, or Thompsons Island. Artist rendition of Key West dated 1825 from the archives of the Beinecke
Library, Yale University.
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“200 yards from the beach” in the center of a marsh. Patterson further stated that these water
sources appeared to be collections of rain water rather than springs, and “in dry seasons, when
there is no water in the pond or marsh around it, the water can be seen flowing into it almost fast
as it can be taken out…” and after a heavy downpour, “the whole marsh was covered with water
and the water in the other wells was so improved as to be drinkable for a few days. The dry
season in Key West is approximately November to May (see summary in Nolan et al. 1979:10–
11).
The next significant map of Key West was drafted by William Whitehead in 1829 (Figure
21). Although there is not much new information in it pertaining to historical, geographical, or
archaeological resources, Whitehead places the “burial grounds” in the same spot as the 1825
map, and he records ten freshwater ponds in similar locations as well. One of the largest ponds
drawn is the one due north of the burial grounds, matching the descriptions of Romans
(1999[1775]) and Gauld (1796). The results of the next thorough survey of the Key West and
Stock Island area was first published by the United States Government in 1864 after surveys that
occurred 1849–1851 (Figure 22). This map shows bathymetric data for all of the waters
surrounding Key West harbor, and clearly depicts Key West and Stock Island as separate
entities. The Cow Key Channel is not yet evident, however, as the area between the islands
appears to be seagrass flats of only ~1 foot in depth at mean tide. For the first time, an isolated
landmass is also depicted along the northwest corner of Stock Island; this tiny island is the
earliest geographic representation of the Stock Island site.
Although other nautical charts are known that name Cayo Hueso or Key West (e.g., the
1733 chart of plate fleet wrecks in the Lower Keys; see Rice 2002), these maps do not show the
island in sufficient geographic detail as to be useful for archaeology of the island. Nevertheless,
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geographic data from four early maps of the Key West area are consistent, and demonstrate
changes over time that track toward the current geographic arrangements of Key West, Stock
Island, and the surrounding islands. A high-resolution aerial photograph taken 22 February 1959
is also consistent—showing a road, an elevated clearing, and a number of cleared walking paths
on the island where the Stock Island site was located.

Figure 21. William Adee Whitehead’s Key West Plat Map. This map was plotted in 1829.

1964. Based on what is known from that 1964 survey and the general topography and geology in
the Lower Keys, archaeologists and soil scientists confirmed that the terrestrial upland zones of
Key West are exposed oolitic limestone with a Perrine marl soil that is typically only 0–15 cm
deep. Perrine marl on Key West is typically grayish brown and silt-loam-like in texture. After
Americans took ownership of the island ca. 1820-1821, planted foliage began to alter upland soil
compositions greatly due to the variety of non-native humus.
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Interestingly, Ray Blazevic reported to Gail Swanson that he collected “globs” of raw red
clay from the Stock Island midden. Such clay would be interpreted as a transported or exchanged
good from the mainland rather than a product of local acquisition (Swanson 2003:101). There is
tentative support for the account of transported or non-local clay at the Stock Island site at the
extreme opposite end of the Keys. Clay deposits were recently discovered in limestone sinks on
Totten and Rhodes Keys in the extreme Upper Keys as part of Glades Period archaeological sites
(in Parsons et al. 2018; Rothrock 2016). At the time of this writing, it is unclear if those clay
deposits could have developed naturally in the Upper Keys or if they were transported or traded
there by Native Americans, but a “Tequesta” stone artifact was found in association with the
clay, suggesting that the clay deposits could have been brought from the mainland. The
alternative hypothesis that those clay deposits are a natural clayey residuum of sands, shell hash,
and limestone cannot be discounted though, since such sediments have been observed in other
karstic environments on the Florida mainland (Fullerton et al. 2003:44).
In contrast, a confusing and largely unknown variable for the Key West region is whether
and where natural clayey soil can be found. Gauld’s (1790) nautical chart shows “clay” as a
sediment type in several nearshore areas south and west of Key West (see Figure 19), but I do
not know of any modern study that has confirmed sediments that match this description. As
noted in Nolan et al. (1979:13–14), there has never been a thorough or comprehensive soil
survey of terrestrial Key West, much less the surrounding waters. However, the Navy areas of
Key West were mapped by the US Soil Conservation Service in the middle nineteenth century in
Regardless, the purpose of introducing raw clay to the Keys—pottery manufacture—was verified
during laboratory analyses of the Totten and Rhodes clay samples. Both clays were tested and
deemed suitable to be fired into usable pottery and, there was enough natural sand in both-
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Figure 22. Key West Harbor and its Approaches by the United States Coastal Survey. Map (1864) is adapted and scaled to
show only Key West and Stock Island. Note that Stock Island appears as a separate island. Georeferencing a modern
satellite layer with this map demonstrates that the small unnamed island west of Stock Island is the location of the Stock
Island site.
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-samples to fire the clay into ceramics without the addition of a tempering agent (Cordell and
Kidder 2016). In their summary of the Totten Key Complex, Parsons et al. (2018:164) concluded
that their team had yet to identify the “red color” and soil texture in any known soil map of the
Upper Keys, and that additional field work and analysis would have to be conducted to
determine whether it occurs naturally in the limestone sinks in and around Totten Key.

Figure 23. Aerial Photograph of the Stock Island Site. Photograph was taken as part of a wider
survey in 1959.
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The Totten and Rhodes clay does loosely match the description of the Stock Island red clay, and
a separate account from 1831 of an excavated well also mentions a quantity of “stiff red clay” on
Lignumvitae Key near the Clupper Site (see Swanson 2003:101).
The issue of natural or transported red clay is significant across the entirety of the Florida
Keys. This gap in our knowledge of both Upper and Lower Keys’ soils underscores a bigger line
of cultural questions in Florida Keys archaeology relating directly to the geography of the
islands. Were ceramic vessels always brought to the Keys as finished products? Were raw clays
transported or traded into the archipelago? The question of whether natives were transporting
completed ceramic wares or raw clays between the Tequesta capital and Totten Key, a distance
of some ~40 km, is a fascinating one. However, it is of equal or more importance to identify
whether natural clay deposits ever existed onshore or offshore in Lower Keys, or if similar
transport practices were occurring to the Stock Island/Key West region, which is another ~180
km down the archipelago from Totten Key. Even from other jump-off points along the south
Florida mainland, such as the Bear Lake site (Flamingo, FL), or from big towns along the
southwest coast such as those of the Charlotte Harbor area or the Ten Thousand Islands, a
distance of ~100 km or more across Florida Bay would need to be canoed.
The major geographic features and natural resources of the Key West region are evident.
The attractiveness of Key West to Native Americans was undoubtedly related to its elevation
above sea level in the Lower Keys (or other Keys for that matter), potable fresh water, and
abundance of subsistence resources such as large sea fauna (e.g., monk seals, sea turtles, and
fishes) and key deer. If Gauld’s survey data in the 1790 nautical chart are accurate, nearshore
clay deposits would also have been an attractive characteristic of the island, but this claim is only
a hypothesis until such sediments are located and tested. The late eighteenth and middle
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nineteenth century bathymetric charts presented here show that during post-contact (Glades IIIc)
times, the midden at Stock Island was deposited along the bay side of a large lagoon of seagrass
flats rather than today’s wider Cow Key Channel. A much smaller channel may have existed
where the Cow Key Channel is today, but either way, the lagoon would have provided natives
with fishing areas and facilitated access to the larger channel—now named Boca Chica
Channel—separating Key West/Stock Island and Boca Chica Key.
Stock Island Excavation No. 1 by Irving Eyster (1973)
Site Discovery and Background
According to Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:77), Matthew Stirling notified him of the midden at
Stock Island in September 1944, which is the earliest record I have obtained for the Stock Island
site. Stirling (1931, 1933, 1935a, 1935b) published four reports for the Smithsonian Institution
that either wholly or partially pertained to archaeological survey and excavation in south Florida,
so he probably discovered the midden at Stock Island between 1931 and 1935. Of course, the site
was probably known to locals long before the 1930s, but it was afforded some protection because
it was located on that outlying island rather than Key West or Stock Island proper (see Figure
22), where a town and infrastructure were being newly constructed in the 1820s. Accounts
suggest that avid local digger Bill Fournier collected at the site in 1955 (in Swanson 2003:98)
and excavated there again numerous times in the 1950s and 1960s (Carr 1993:10–11). Carr and
Fay (1990: 106) reported that Ray Blazevic dug repeatedly at the site in 1970s due to excitement
from Eyster and Baker’s work there during the same decade. But, Blazevic probably knew of the
site and was collecting there long before the 1970s as well.
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Goggin (n.d. [ca. 1949]:77) never did visit the site, but he recorded it in his unpublished
manuscript as 8Mo2, “a midden site…located on an unidentified key to the northeast of Key
West….,” based upon the information provided by Stirling. Goggin filled out an archaeological
site form for Stock Island in October 1951, and the first site file form update appears to have
been logged in 1968 by Felton and Tesar as part of their survey of the Lower Florida Keys. Yet
their description of the site—“…if still extant, is an example of a midden site”—would lead one
to believe that they did not visit the island. The 1968 survey by state archaeologists nonetheless
must have stimulated some interest in the midden because state archaeologists and locals
collected and dug at the site a few years afterward. To my knowledge, Irving Eyster was the first
person to perform formal data recovery of any kind at the Stock Island site.
According to a site report he wrote in 1986, he and Henry Baker excavated several “test
pits” there in 1972 as employees of the Department of Archives, History, and Records
Management (now the Division of Historical Resources), but he does not state who the
landowners were at that time, nor if there were any cultural resource ordinances that initiated
their excavation. Today, the property is owned by Monroe County, and the small outlying island
where the midden was once located is listed as “Norman Island” on the property appraiser
website. During the early 1970s and earlier, the land was probably privately owned by an
individual—this information was unavailable on the website, but could probably be located with
a records search at the county clerk. Eyster wrote only that the purpose of their field work was
“to date and define the significance of the site.” It is possible that their initial involvement with
the Stock Island site was spurred by looting activity and/or “word-of-mouth” from locals like
Blazevic. Eyster writes plainly as much that “vandals” were a problem throughout their
fieldwork in 1973 (Figure 24).
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Henry Baker, who worked for the state of Florida, was abruptly sent to Fort Foster during
the initial stages of the 1973 Stock Island project, but Eyster remained there for another two
weeks to excavate with University of Miami professor Hazel Weidman—a cultural
anthropologist—and two of her undergraduates (Figure 25). Although Eyster (1986:12) wrote
that the first excavation occurred in “1972,” I am all but certain he meant to write 1973.

Figure 24. Stock Island Midden. Photograph taken in the early 1970s (probably 1973).

Figure 25. Eyster, Weidman, and Two Students Excavate at Stock Island in 1973.
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Two lines of evidence are 1) all artifact bags from Stock Island (8Mo2) presently curated by the
Bureau of Archaeological Research (BAR) in Tallahassee date to 1973, and 2) the only Irving
Eyster field notes curated by the BAR from a follow-up Stock Island dig likewise date to March
and April 1973. These facts as such do not rule out the chance that Eyster also excavated at the
site in 1972, but if he did, the location of those artifacts and field notes is unknown. It is more
likely that the printed date of “1972” in his 1986 report is a simple typo. All present evidence
indicates that Eyster’s initial excavation at Stock Island occurred in the spring of 1973.
A local historian’s conversation with Eyster in 1997 recorded 22 boxes of material from
the 1973 excavation were sent to the Bureau of Archaeological Research (BAR), and he kept two
others in his storage facility (Swanson 2003:98). Perhaps those two boxes were still not cleaned
or were unsorted. However, when the curation boxes from that excavation were obtained for this
dissertation project in the fall of 2016, I realized that the BAR had only accessioned and curated
16 boxes. According to collections manager Marie Prentice (personal communication, 2017),
state paperwork did indeed show that 22 boxes were supposed to arrive, but only 16 ever did.
Possibly Eyster forgot how many boxes he retained, or they were sent elsewhere for curation.
There is a letter curated at the BAR as part of the Stock Island collection from Duncan
Mathewson at the Newfound Harbor Marine Institute (NHMI) on Big Pine Key that may address
this inconsistency. It is addressed to George Percy (former state archaeologist) at the BAR in
Tallahassee and alludes to the possibility that artifacts were also stored in south Florida.
Mathewson wrote that Stock Island material was picked up from Bob Carr’s office in Miami in
December 1979 and delivered to NHMI to be sorted by Eyster. Clearly, for a time, some of the
boxes were curated by Carr between 1973 and 1979. Today, those “missing” six boxes may still
be curated by Carr’s Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. or with the Eyster family
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in Islamorada. The mentioned 16 boxes from Eyster’s initial 1973 excavation that did find their
way to the BAR were unaccompanied by any specific field notes, maps, reports, or other
supporting documentation. Therefore, the artifacts and ecofacts contained within them were
never comprehensively sorted, analyzed, or formally cataloged (but see the Appendices in Carr
1993). One specific goal of this dissertation was to do just that—sort, catalog, and report on
these materials for the first time.
Field and Recovery Methods
Although the 1973 materials owned by the BAR, as noted, arrived without field notes or
maps, there are separate data, field notes, and manuscripts that can be used as an aid to interpret
how and from where this assemblage was excavated. Less than two years after his initial 1973
controlled excavation at Stock Island, Eyster (1975) fortuitously published a small “how-to-doarchaeology” handbook. Within this text are highly-detailed descriptions of his fieldwork
methods, and he even mentions the Stock Island site specifically in such a way that the
information can be used to reconstruct elements of his 1973 excavation.
Eyster (1975) wrote that he excavated using both arbitrary 20-cm levels and levels that
followed the natural or cultural stratigraphy. Though typical practice today is a finer-grained 10
cm level, 20 cm in the Keys is not a bad resolution because sites are often homogenous midden
deposits atop limerock that are only 10-70 cm in total depth. He also wrote that he would denote
on his artifact collection bags if and when he identified a new “layer,” which for him was a
different soil type or horizon. Similar to today, he wrote that he typically used a ¼ inch mesh
screen to sieve soil and midden material. Important for the Stock Island site is his description for
mapping middens and selecting intra-site locations for placing trenches, units, or shovel tests. He
stated that he nearly always placed a stake datum (named 0, 0) in the measured center of the
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midden oriented along a north-south cardinal axis (Eyster 1975:13). Applied to the Stock Island
1973 BAR collection, his how-to book provides an interpretative framework and details specific
to Stock Island with which to hypothesize some basic intra-site unit placement.
Eyster (1975:8) wrote: “I recently dug an Indian Mound on a small island off Key West
that was being developed. We dug only two trenches of 4 pits each, which were 1 x 2 meters
each, and left the rest which is now covered with five feet of fill, and a shopping center is under
construction on this site.” I interpret this language to be two 4 x 2 m trenches, or in other words,
two trenches of eight 1 m2 units each, for a grand total of sixteen 1 m2 units. If this is correct, I
would expect to see artifact bags for sixteen separate units, and this is the case—the range of unit
names on the artifact bags is indeed numbered from L-1 through L-16. Within the 1973 Eyster
BAR collection are artifact bags that name five “units,” named L-1, L-4, L-8, L-14, and L-16.
The “L” might stand for “location” or “locus.” It does not stand for level or layer because these
terms were written out on the bags in full when and where relevant. According to the artifact
bags, Units L-4 and L-8 were the deepest and densest deposits. Since there is no other
documentation beyond the bags and artifacts, it is unclear why units L-2 and L-3, L-5 though L7, L-9 through L-13, and L-15 are missing. But, maybe all or parts of these proveniences were
contained in the six missing boxes that never made it to the BAR. The only other proveniences
listed on the bags are “no provenience,” “surface collection,” and “6.5 MW, 16 MS, 10 cmbs.”
Following Eyster’s description of his trenches at Stock Island, and methods of digging a midden
site, I hypothesize that Units L-1 through L-8 were the first trench, and Units L-9 through L-16
were contained within the second. Given that he mentioned orienting his excavations along a
north-south axis, perhaps the two trenches were oriented side by side due north-south, centered at
0, 0 over Eyster’s calculated center of the midden. A hypothetical diagram is drawn below with
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the proveniences studied in this dissertation highlighted (Figure 26). A north-south orientation
for the two trenches may fit and/or explain the seemingly anomalous provenience of “6.5 MW,
16 MS, 10 cmbs.” Using Eyster’s (1975) datum scheme of 0, 0 from the midden center, that
provenience may simply translate to 6.5 m west and 16 m south of the center datum or another
datum he established at the site.

Figure 26. Hypothetical Site Plan of Eyster 1973 Trench Excavation. Trenches oriented
north/south. Yellow units are those for which the BAR had artifacts and brown oval
approximates size and shape of the midden (after Eyster 1986).

USF Lab Methods
All artifacts were re-bagged, sorted, and cataloged according to the Florida State
Standards maintained by the Division of Historical Resources, Bureau of Archaeological
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Research. Deteriorating bags and/or fading text were replaced where necessary. Upon
completion of a rough sort of the 1973 Eyster collection, tables by artifact type and provenience
were created. For individual artifact classes, stone was sorted according to type (e.g., limestone,
chert) and whether it was naturally-occurring or modified into a tool. Metals were likewise
sorted by type (e.g., iron) and whether they were modified or identifiable to function. Ceramics
were sorted into diagnostic types with surface treatment or “plain” and temper, and separated by
whether they were Native American or European. Only one human specimen, a tooth, was
present in the 1973 Eyster collection held by the BAR. Plants were not able to be identified to
species or family, but were instead sorted by whether they were seeds, twigs, or other plant
fibers. Two radiocarbon dates for Unit L-8 Level 5 are presented.
A vast majority of the Stock Island assemblage is faunal remains. Before beginning to
sort the BAR 1973 collection, I cataloged the BAR 1991-1992 Carr collection, for which
zooarchaeology had already been completed in Webb et al. (1993). Viewing many of the
professionally-identified elements helped me learn to sort and identify many of the faunal
remains in the Eyster assemblage. Strict zooarchaeological methods and analyses, such as
calculating the minimum number of individuals (MNI) and/or number of individual specimens
present (NISP) for genera or species, were not employed. Instead, a rough sort of faunal
materials was performed at the appropriate taxonomic level depending upon my familiarity with
any given element or set of remains. Counts were recorded throughout when possible and
appropriate, and weight (g) was always recorded. Faunal data within the body of the dissertation
are presented by weight to eliminate some analytical bias given that MNI and NISP were not
calculated. Eyster’s strict use of a ¼ inch screen is evident, as small fish bones (and other tiny
remains) are absent, biasing the collection toward bigger remains when compared to the 1991
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Carr collection, where finer 1/8-inch and 1/16-inch screens were used specifically to collect
remains for zooarchaeological analysis. For the Eyster faunal remains, faunal data are
conservatively presented by weight and/or percentage overall weight at the level of family or
order for most taxa.
For mammals, this approach resulted in identification of the “big” mammal at the Stock
Island site, the key deer (Odocoileus virgianus clavium), and sometimes a “small” mammal
category which is comprised of raccoon, opossum, rodent, and perhaps other similar mammals.
Disproportionately, key deer was the only mammal identified in a given provenience. Therefore,
only the class “mammals” was used, acknowledging that deer remains were driving a
disproportionate percentage of total weight for the mammal category/class, probably both in
reality and as a result of easier identification in the USF Archaeology lab. Tools made from key
deer long bones were relatively common—these artifacts were counted and sorted separately.
Birds were classified only as such and no further attempt at identification was made,
though it can safely be assumed that a vast majority belong to some family of waterfowl.
Reptiles were likewise sorted and organized as such, acknowledging that almost all recorded
weight in this class is superfamily Chelonioidea, the sea turtles. Probably most of the sea turtle
remains in the Stock Island collection are family Cheloniidae (especially the green sea turtle,
Chelonia mydas), which includes all sea turtles except the scute-less leatherback
(Dermochelyidae). However, leatherbacks are sometimes found in the Keys and thereby could be
a component of the Stock Island midden. Therefore, category Chelonioidea or simply “sea turtle”
was used as a conservative approach to this issue. If smaller turtle or tortoise elements were
encountered during sorting, these were classified separately as the order Testudines. Although
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lizards (Squamata) are possibly present in the Eyster 1973 Stock Island collection, none could be
identified. All of these fauna were classified as “reptiles” or “unidentified.”
Sharks were sorted using the only two elements that preserve, a vertebral centrum or
tooth. If possible, certain teeth were sorted by genera, family, and even species (e.g., tiger shark
[Galeocerdo cauvier] have distinct teeth). Nevertheless, following the structure outlined above,
sharks and rays were combined into a single taxonomic category to avoid biasing sample
identification because some shark elements could be identified to species and others could not.
Separately, shark teeth and vertebral centra were modified for use as tools and/or adornment at
the Stock Island site. Because they are classified as cartilaginous fish (Chondrichthyes), shark
remains—teeth and centra—and stingray specimens (e.g., barbs) were combined into one
category (as is typical in numerous zooarchaeological contexts) for presentation by weight.
Bony fishes (Osteichthyes) represent another major grouping of sorted fauna in the Eyster
collection. Fishes were sorted as otoliths, vertebrae, and numerous other elements such as
dentaries. As noted, this category is probably the most underrepresented class in the Eyster
collection. Countless small fish bones were missed during excavation since a ¼ inch screen mesh
was used, and this situation was compounded by the absence of true zooarchaeological sorting in
the USF lab. As a result, numerous fish families, genera, and species might be identified from
this collection in the future. Fishes are conservatively presented as a single grouping of
“unidentified fish” remains.
Crustaceans are another component within the Stock Island midden. The most common
crustacean ecofact found during sorting was a fragmented crab claw, probably belonging to the
Florida stone crab or Gulf stone crab, Menippe spp. All crab claws were recorded by weight as
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Crustaceans for conservative purposes. The only other crustacean identified in the Eyster
assemblage, though rare, was the sea turtle barnacle, Chelonibia testudinaria. In keeping with
the outlined system, these taxa were combined as Crustacea or the crustaceans.
Mollusks were sorted separately as either gastropods or bivalves and re-combined by
total weight as Mollusca or the mollusks for descriptive purposes. Unlike the vertebrates, in most
cases it was possible to sort mollusks into the proper family, genus, or species. Gastropods
represent a significant percentage of all faunal remains at the Stock Island site, both as
subsistence remains and as modified tools, such as shell picks or hammers. Bivalves were
primarily subsistence remains, although some of the bigger or more durable species (e.g., quahog
clam Mercenaria sp.) were sometimes modified as tools. Similar to other elements converted to
tools, shell tools and unmodified shell subsistence remains were sorted separately so that a
percentage of tool manufacture could be calculated for salient species (e.g., queen conch).
Stone
Stone tools were recovered in two of Eyster’s units, L-4 and L-8, and a single
unprovenienced limestone pick was part of the collection as well. Unit L-1 contained no stone at
all, and Units L-14 and L-16 contained only unmodified sandstone concretions and naturallyoccurring oolite-limestone pieces (not tabled). Similarly, only unmodified sandstone concretions
and oolite limestone pieces were recovered from the surface of the site.
Unit L-4 contained a diverse stone and stone-tool assemblage, a majority of which was
confined to the first 20 cm, or Level 1. Examples are non-local stone such as chert, pumice, and a
basalt-like stone. Level 1 contained a groundstone plummet and the only primary chert flake
excavated by Eyster during the initial 1973 field work. A single secondary flake was located in
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Level 5 at ~80–100 cm below surface (Table 5). Unit L-8 had a number of non-local
groundstone tools, including a hand tool that looks slightly like a pestle.

Table 5. Unit L-4 Stone.
Provenience

Material

N

wt.

Level 1

non-local stone (basalt?)
groundstone plummet
local coral-limestone piece
primary flake
pumice
Level 1 Total:
limestone fragment
secondary flake
limestone fragment
Unit Total:

1
1
15
1
1
19
1
1
1
22

22.7
5.7
48.0
11.9
5.0
93.3
10.3
2.1
2.3
108.0

N
2
3
1
6
1
1
2
1
9

wt.
16.2
111.0
15.5
142.7
158.1
203.3
361.4
74.8
578.9

Level 3
Level 5
Layer 2

Table 6. Unit L-8 Stone.
Provenience
Level 1

Level 2

Layer 6

Material
local coral-limestone piece
limestone abrader
limestone pendant/weight
Level 1 Total:
limestone abrader
sandstone grinder
Level 2 Total:
limestone pestle
Unit Total:

With the exception of that artifact in “Layer 6,” all of these groundstone tools were
confined to Levels 1 and 2, ~0-40 cm. Pictured below is a groundstone hand tool, which may
have served as an abrader or another similar function (Figure 27). By weight, L-8 contained
substantially more toolstone than did L-4, owed to the number of heavy groundstone tools (Table
6.). Of all recovered stone during the Eyster 1973 dig, 71% was modified for use as a tool.
Groundstone tools are more numerous than chert by-products, which might reflect recovery
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methods biased toward bigger objects. Of the 29% of unmodified stone, 89% was local oolitelimestone pieces or local sandstone concretions.

Figure 27. Groundstone Hand Tool, Unit L-8, Level 1. This possible abrading tool appears to be
crafted of locally-available south Florida stone.

Metal
Metal artifacts are even fewer than stone in the 1973 Eyster Stock Island assemblage.
Only five total objects recovered can be considered true artifacts. Three are square-cut iron
nails/nail fragments from Unit L-4 Level 1. The other two are an iron spike from Unit L-8 Level
1, and a cow branding tag from Level 2, respectively; the tag is pictured below (Figure 28). The
only other recovered metal artifacts are a surface-collected fragment of iron rebar and iron/slag
concretions located in Units L-4, L-8, and L-14. By weight, only ~28% of recovered metal
objects are artifacts. The remaining ~72% are unidentified iron concretions and/or slag. Metals
(as recovered by archaeologists) are a biased artifact class at Stock Island—looting was
occurring regularly at the site before, during, and after Eyster conducted his first excavation
there.
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Metal artifacts would have been disproportionately located on or near the surface, as is
documented in Eyster’s 1973 units, making them easier to obtain (Table 7). Moreover, there is a
clear record of looting activity as documented by Swanson (2003:97–100) and in Swanson
(2006). A Key West archaeologist recounted local folks collecting historic ship nails and ship
timbers from the site, but unfortunately we do not know whether people used metal detectors.
(Corey Malcolm personal communication 2017).

Figure 28. Cattle Branding Tag.

Table 7. Metals from the Eyster 1973 Excavation. Concr. = concretion; weight [wt.] in g.
No prov.

N

wt.

iron rebar

1

45.4

L-4

N

wt.

Level 1
nail frag.
iron concr.

L-8

N

wt.

Level 1
3

31.0

13

289.3

iron spike

L-14

N

wt.

7

32.1

7

32.1

Level 1
1

34.5

1

18.1

1

1.4

3

54.0

iron concr.

Level 2
cow tag
Level 5
iron concr.

Unit Totals:

1

45.4

16

320.3
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Ceramics
Nearly all of the ceramics recovered by Eyster are of Native American manufacture
(Table 8). The only exceptions are a few sherds of olive jar and Columbia Plain majolica. As
noted, units L-4 and L-8 were seemingly excavated to base limerock and contained the most
artifacts of any units curated by the BAR. Ceramic density was highest in these two units, which
contained more diagnostic Native American ceramics than any other proveniences. Unit L-14
contained the third-highest density of ceramics, but the total by weight is substantially less than
that of L-4 or L-8. The other single-level units and surface-collected proveniences contained
hardly any ceramics, and are thus tabled separately in Appendix 1. Counts and weights are
reported and percentage count/level is calculated in tables below for Units L-4, L-8, and L-14.
Weight by type for each unit is reported within the body of the text.
Unit L-4 has a predominately Glades IIIb (~1400 CE) ceramic assemblage from surface
to base (~0-100 cm). In fact, no diagnostic type present in L-4 is a clear marker of an earlier time
period. Although the St. John’s series and sand-tempered plain sherds (“Glades Plain”) occur in
earlier periods, St. John’s is usually Glades IIIb and protohistoric (Glades IIIc) in the Florida
Keys, and Glades Plain occurs throughout the entirety of Glades Period, including after
European arrival. Thus any period pre-dating Glades IIIb would need to be defined with
chronometric dates.
I interpret “Layer 2” to be the basal level of the unit. This was the only provenience not
given a level number by Eyster, which fits with his outlined scheme in Eyster (1975), where
Levels 1 through 5 were constrained within the first soil layer, and the base of Level 5 (~80–100
cm) must have marked a transition in soil type. Layer 2 contained two sherds of Glades Tooled
(~1400–1760 CE), the oldest diagnostic type in the L-4 assemblage, although this fact is
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probably insignificant as such because Glades Tooled sherds were found in all levels, including
Level 1 (~0–20 cm), with the exception Level 4, which contained no sherds.

Table 8. Unit L-4 Ceramics.
Provenience

Ceramic

N

wt.

%

Surface Collection

St. Johns Plain

1

6.2

9.0

(4 rims) 10

37.4

91.0

11

43.6

100.0

Glades Tooled

4

33.7

3.3

Glades Red

1

8.0

< 1.0

St. Johns Check Stamped

2

14.7

1.7

St. Johns Plain

2

6.8

1.7

Columbia Plain Majolica

1

4.8

< 1.0

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:
Level 1

Spanish olive jar
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

1

9.8

< 1.0

(3 rims) 109

449.8

90.8

120

527.6

100.0

Level 2

Total:
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

6

61.0

100.0

Level 3

Glades Tooled

6

40.4

6.8

St. John's Check Stamped

(1 rim) 3

30.3

3.4

St. John's Plain

(1 rim) 6

65.0

6.8

(10 rims) 73

531.6

83.0

Total:

88

667.3

100.0

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

24

145.0

92.3

2

26.7

7.7

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Level 5

Belle Glade Plain
Total:
Layer 2

26

171.7

100.0

Glades Tooled

2

9.6

1.7

St. John's Check Stamped

2

11.6

1.7

Belle Glade Plain

4

48.4

3.4

(8 rims) 106

962.9

89.8

4

32.4

3.4

Total:

118

1064.9

100.0

Unit Totals:

249

2536.1

100.0

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
sand & grit-t plain
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A more poignant observation is that European wares (a single sherd each of Spanish olive jar and
Columbia Plain majolica) are confined to Level 1 (Figure 29), ceramics that fit with general
modeling that the top level is younger than or contemporaneous with those below it (Table 8. ).
Glades Plain, or sand-tempered plain, is the predominant ware in Unit L-4, comprising
83.8% of all sherds by weight (Table 9). Other plain types are Belle Glade Plain, St. John’s
Plain, and four indeterminate sand-and-grit-tempered plain sherds. Combined, these types only
comprise < 8% of L-4’s ceramic assemblage by weight. St. John’s Check Stamped (2.2%),
Glades Red-painted (< 1 %), and Glades Tooled (6.6%) comprise the remainder of the
assemblage. While only twelve Glades Tooled sherds were present in this unit, this type
nonetheless denotes an occupation as early as ca. 1400 CE. However, this type was continually
produced into the first Spanish period (1513–1763 CE), so it cannot be assumed that L-4 has a
separate and earlier prehistoric lens or occupation without stratified chronometric dates.

Figure 29. Columbia Plain (left) and Olive Jar Sherd (right), Unit L-4, Level 2.

Glades Plain represents 74.3% of Unit L-8’s ceramic assemblage by weight, a
significantly lower proportion than that of Unit L-4. There are more Glades Red-painted sherds
in L-8, representing 7.5% by weight. The other plain type, St. John’s, is present at a low and
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comparable quantity to L-4 at 2.9%; Belle Glade Plain is not present, and there are two outliers
of grit-tempered plain representing < 1% by weight. St. John’s Check Stamped represents-

Table 9. Unit L-8 Ceramics.
Provenience

Ceramic

N

wt.

%

Surface Collection

Glades Red

1

18.8

25.0

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

3

15.4

75.0

4

34.2

100.0

Glades Tooled

2

7.7

4.5

Glades Red

3

35.9

6.8

St. John's Check Stamped

1

35.9

2.3

Spanish olive jar

3

86.1

6.8

35

152.1

79.6

44

317.7

100.0

St. John's Check Stamped

1

8.4

4.3

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

22

329.5

95.7

Total:
Level 1

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:
Level 2

Total:
Level 3

23

337.9

100.0

Glades Tooled

1

3.1

50

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

1

7.5

50.0

2

10.6

100.0

St. John's Plain

2

21.1

10.0

Spanish olive jar

1

26.4

5.0

(5 rims) 16

257.2

80.0

1

12.6

5.0

20

317.3

100.0

1

4.8

2.7

Total:
Level 4

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
grit-t plain (rim)
Total:
Level 5

Surfside Incised
Glades Tooled

4

28.1

11.1

(1 rim) 2

45

5.5

1

20.5

2.7

27

230.6

75.3

1

5.8

2.7

36

334.8

100.0

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

13

88.5

92.9

St. John's Check Stamped

1

13.3

7.1

14
143

101.8
1454.3

100.0
100.0

Spanish olive jar
St. John's Plain
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
grit-t plain
Total:
Layer 6

Total:
Unit Total:
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-a slight uptick from L-4 at 4% of Unit L-8. Glades Tooled is present in Levels 1, 3, and 5, and is
conversely lower in quantity at only 2.7% of the entire L-8 ceramic assemblage (Table 8).
Spanish olive jar was found in higher numbers and more evenly spaced across the
excavation levels of Unit L-8 than in L-4 (see Table 9). Six sherds were excavated from Unit L8, three in Level 1, one in Level 4, and two in Level 5. One of the Level 5 sherds was a rim
sherd. Together they comprise by 10.8% of the total assemblage by weight. No sherds of
Columbia Plain or other majolica were recovered from L-8. Because Level 5 of L-8 was a deep
level and comprised of ceramics spanning up to five centuries ~1200–1760 CE (e.g., Surfside
Incised, Glades Tooled, olive jar), and because this provenience contained numerous intact
Codakia valves (see Chapter 7, seasonality assessment), bone samples were submitted for
chronometric dating (see below) and this level was selected for a season-of-collection analysis.

Figure 30. Surfside Incised Sherd, Unit L-8, Level 5.
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Unit L-14 contained far fewer and less diverse ceramic types than either Unit L-4 or L-8,
but a few diagnostics were recovered that match the previous two units (e.g., Glades Red, Glades
Tooled). Unlike L-4 and L-8, L-14 was only excavated to Level 2 (~20-40 cm), and an additional
unknown provenience is “Layer 4.” Corresponding with the other units, Eyster’s (1975) scheme
would indicate that Layer 4 indicates the fourth different type of soil or deposit, and would
seemingly suggest Layer 4 was deeper than Level 1 or Level 2. Glades Plain is evenly spread
across the subsurface levels and is the most abundant ceramic type at 80.4% of the assemblage
by weight. No other paste-specific plain types, such as St. John’s or Belle Glade, were recovered
from this unit. A single sherd of a grit-tempered plainware was found in Layer 4.

Table 10. Unit L-14 Ceramics.
Provenience
surface

Level 1

Level 2

Layer 4

Ceramic
Glades Tooled
St. John's Check Stamped
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:
Glades Red
Spanish olive jar
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:
Glades Red
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:
Glades Red
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
grit-t plain
Total:
Unit Total:

N
1
1
2
4
1
1
17
19
1
(2 rims)
16
17
1
12
1
14
54

wt.
5.1
4.1
9.7
18.9
3.7
22.7
119.3
145.7
39.9

%
25.0
25.0
50.0
100.0
5.3
5.3
89.4
100.0
5.9

176.6
216.5
22.7
120.2
5.7
148.6
529.7

94.1
100.0
7.1
85.8
7.1
100.0
100.0

A single sherd of Glades Red was recovered from every subsurface level of L-14, comprising
some 12.5% of the ceramics by weight. One sherd each of St. John’s Check Stamped (< 1%) and
Glades Tooled (1.0%) were recovered from the surface of L-14. Only one European sherd was
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found, an olive jar piece in Level 1, representing 4.2% of sherds by weight. Though less diverse,
this deposit appears to be congruent with the upper levels of Units L-4 and L-8, likely dating to
after 1400 CE (Table 10).In summary, the subsurface ceramic assemblages excavated by Eyster
in the initial 1973 excavation are sparse for a midden of this size, perhaps because more
containers were made out of perishables. The types correlate predominately to Glades IIIb and
IIIc times (1400–1760 CE), with few exceptions such as the Surfside Incised sherds (see Figure
30). Counts and weights are typical of other sites in south Florida, where Glades Plain (sandtempered plain) occupies between seventy and ninety percent of the assemblage (see Griffin
2002). The assemblages are largely (but not always) in stratigraphic and temporal order, with
European wares concentrated in the top levels, usually Level 1, and potentially older wares such
as Glades Tooled and Surfside Incised in deeper levels. Moreover, the consistency and evenness
of the recovered ceramic series across levels and units suggests relatively stable deposition
perhaps just prior to and for centuries after colonization of Florida by the Spanish. Columbia
Plain majolica was manufactured until ~1650 CE and the olive jar types recovered were
produced into the eighteenth century. A single rim sherd from Unit L-16, Level 1 (0–20 cm) is a
coarse earthenware, a type also produced into the eighteenth century and beyond (Figure 31).

Figure 31. Coarse Earthenware, Unit L-16, Level 1. This is the only sherd of this type known at
Stock Island in any collection.
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Faunal Subsistence Remains
Faunal remains comprise a vast majority of the total Stock Island (8Mo2) assemblage.
Using simplified and conservative methods to sort and classify bone elements and shells by
weight, subsistence remains are first presented here as pie charts for Units L-4, L-8, and L-14.
These charts depict the percentage (proportion) of each identified and designated faunal class by
summed weight within the entirety of the excavation unit—these pie charts therefore do not
reflect change over time. To depict change over time for one unit, Unit L-8 is charted as bar
graphs of bone/shell weight by level as an example to explore whether there are significant
changes among the weight of four principal classes of remains recovered by Eyster: mammals,
turtles, gastropods, and fishes. Due to Eyster’s recovery methods and because zooarchaeological
methods and counts (e.g., MNI, NISP, meat weight) were not employed for faunal remains
Eyster excavated, none of these data are capable of showing “total diet” or diet change over time.
These graphs merely reflect differences in total weight for these four classes of fauna as they
were deposited in a given unit. It is not a surprise that the large and durable ecofacts (i.e., marine
gastropod shells, large sea turtle bones) represent nearly all fauna by weight. A separate and
additional bias is that many small bones likely to be fishes were classified as “unidentified” and
thus fishes, as one example, are underreported. Although Unit L-8 Level 5 is dated to cal. 704 –
1032 CE (see below), a lack of chronometric dates in the preceding levels inhibits the ability to
calculate the rate of deposition for this or any other unit aside from using diagnostic ceramics.
Fauna in Units L-4, L-8, and L-14 are graphed below (all weights in grams). The other
tertiary or single-level proveniences excavated by Eyster (e.g., “no provenience”) are tabled in
Appendix 1. Unit L-4 has the most diverse assemblage of total fauna (Figure 32). The
Gastropods category (51%) is comprised primarily of the shells of queen conch, lightning whelk,
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and the Florida horse conch, making up a majority of what preserved and was recovered from
this unit at just over half of the entire unit by weight. Second is the Reptiles category (41%),
which is comprised of ~95% of sea turtle bones and shell fragments. Unidentified fish bones,
spines, and vertebrae are a distant third at 4% of the assemblage which would probably be higher
if Eyster’s recovery methods were finer and if I were able to identify the smaller fish elements
that were obtained. A distant fourth is the Birds category (2%), which is presumably comprised
of various species of waterfowl. Next are bivalves and mammals at 1% each, followed by
crustaceans and shark remains, which registered at less than 1% of Unit L-4.
Unit L-8 has a similar yet even less diverse composition compared to L-4 (Figure 33),
where marine gastropods (60%) and the Reptiles (mostly sea turtles) category (36%) combine to
account for 96% of total ecofacts by weight. The Fishes category (2%) is the only other class to
register higher than 1% of summed weight in the entire unit. The Bivalves and Mammals
categories comprise 1% each while crustaceans and sharks comprised < 1% of Unit L-8.

Bivalves
1%

Gastropods
51%

Mammals
1%

Birds
2%

Reptiles
41%

Sharks
< 1%
Crustaceans
< 1%

Fishes
4%

Figure 32. Unit L-4 Fauna by Percentage of Total Weight. All weights are in grams.
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Bivalves
1%

Mammals Birds
1%
< 1%

Reptiles
36%

Gastropods
60%

Sharks
< 1%
Fishes
Crustaceans 2%
< 1%

Figure 33. Unit L-8 Fauna by Percentage of Total Weight.

Unit L-14 is even less diverse than either L-4 or L-8 (Figure 34). More than three out of
four faunal remains is a marine gastropod (82%) in Unit L-14. Reptiles (17%) are a distant
second; combined, these two categories account for ~98% of all faunal weight. The Gastropods
category is again driven primarily by queen conchs, but other large snails are present as well.
Only the Fishes category registered at 1% of the unit; all other faunal classes combined
accounted for less than 1% by weight. All three of these deposits are relatively homogenous and
biased toward marine shells and sea turtle remains. All the same, taxa weight by level is
presented for Unit L-8 to visually show variability among levels for the four principal taxa
categories (Figure 35). Unit L-8 is thus a crude example of relative continuity and similarity in
deposition over time for shells and sea turtles, at least as hypothesized upon the basis of Eyster’s
recovery methods and the differential preservation of faunal remains. The bar graph (below)
depicts total bone/shell weight by level for categories Mammal, Reptile, Fish, and Gastropods,
which accounted for ~99% of recovered remains in that unit.
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Birds
< 1%

Mammals
< 1%
Bivalves
< 1%

Sharks
< 1%

Fishes
1%
Crustaceans
< 1%

Reptiles
17%

Gastropods
82%

Figure 34. Unit L-14 Fauna by Percentage of Total Weight.

As discussed for the faunal deposits of Units L-4, L-8, and L-14, marine shells and sea
turtle bones and shell fragments are the most ubiquitous (and heaviest) remains that Eyster
excavated and collected during his initial field work in 1973. To reiterate, this does not mean
they were necessarily the most significant species to Stock Islander diets, as bony fishes and
other aquatic species offered significant biomass (“meat weight”), yet they were not preserved in
the Eyster collection due to recovery methods and native cooking/processing methods.
Bone/shell weight is not a good proxy for meat weight. These data by 20-cm level show that sea
turtles (Reptiles category) were deposited fairly evenly over a ~1-m deep unit, with the heaviest
deposit residing at or near the base in Level 5 (~80–100 cm). The density and weight of
gastropods fluctuated to a greater degree, with the heaviest deposits occurring in Levels 4 and 5
(~60–100 cm).
In sum, these faunal data pertaining to subsistence remains at Stock Island unfortunately
cannot be used to reconstruct native diets or diet change over time. Fishes, Caribbean spiny
lobster, and sharks and rays would have contributed significant meat weight that is not captured
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in these data points because their elements were too small to be captured by a ¼ inch screen, or
in the case of the lobster, that their exoskeletons do not preserve well.

5000

Unit L-8

4000

Weight (g)

Gastropods
3000

Reptiles
Fishes

2000

Mammals
1000
0
Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Layer
6

Figure 35. Unit L-8 Principal Fauna by Weight and Level.

In addition, the processing and cooking of fishes does not lend well to the preservation of
fish bones—for example, populations globally consumed fish whole, crushed whole fish into
sauces or stews, or even discarded bones in the sea. For sharks, the only remains that preserve
are teeth or vertebral centra, which are not measured accurately in data presented by weight, as
individual teeth from two or three different species would only weigh a few grams but be
indicative of a significant amount of meat. Nevertheless, these data indicate that harvesting sea
turtles and large marine gastropods was probably stable and commonplace in the waters
surrounding Key West and Stock Island for centuries prior to European arrival.
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Faunal Tools
In addition to the unmodified subsistence remains outlined above, several faunal elements
recovered by Eyster were modified into tools or tool preforms, or were clear by-products of tool
manufacture. Given the quality and type of data available (see above), in this section the “big
three” gastropods by abundance and weight (queen conch, lightning whelk, and Florida horse
conch, see Mann et al. n.d.) at the Stock Island site are presented as barred ratios of modified
versus unmodified by species on the x-axis (independent variable), by weight (g) on the y-axis
(dependent variable). These charts thus show the proportion by species of classified “tool-shell”
or tool by-products versus shell that is simply fragmented or unmodified subsistence remains.
These charts also capture the total weight recovered of each species by unit. In other words, to
some degree, these data depict how often these species were converted into tools.
The first three histograms show Units L-4, L-8, and L-14, which are hypothesized to be
excavated to bedrock and represent the only complete units excavated by Eyster that made it to
the state collections. The final graph combines the data for these three species across all
controlled excavations by Eyster, which includes these three units and a small number of
separate proveniences. Tools manufactured from other faunal elements (e.g., key deer long
bones, Mercenaria sp. clam shells, shark teeth) were present and not uncommon in most
proveniences. However, all of these categories comprised < 1% of an assemblage and as such
they are discussed only within the body of the text and were not graphed. Images of
commonplace and exceptional tools from Stock Island are distributed throughout this section
where relevant.
In Unit L-4, all three principal species’ shells—queen conch, lightning whelk, and
Florida horse conch—were consumed and converted into tools at a rate of ~85% or more for
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each species by weight recovered. Queen conch was the most abundant shell present at over
9000 g and almost all (97%) of these were tools or tool by-products (Figure 36). Florida horse
conch was the second highest in abundance at ~3000 g, with 90% of those remains being tools or
tool by-products. Lightning whelk was present in comparable numbers, ~2800 g by weight with
85% of those remains modified. Queen conch was the most abundant shell by an order of
magnitude, and ~90% of all shell was modified in some way. Other identified shell tools in Unit
L-4 were made of Caribbean Vase (Vasum muricatum), a Fasciolariid (tulip/horse conch family)
and tiger lucine.
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Figure 36. Unit L-4 Principal Large Gastropods.

One drilled shark vertebral centrum (unknown species) and one stingray (unknown
species) barb converted into a point were recovered from Unit L-4. A small number of key deer
elements were also recovered in this unit (totaling ~330 g), but only one of these was clearly
modified as a socketed bone point. A characteristic tool, the queen conch lip hammer/pounder is
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pictured below (Figure 37). Of percentage modified, Unit L-8 had a different composition
relative to Unit L-4. For horse conchs and lightning whelks, there is a near 50/50 split in
modified versus unmodified shell remains. Queen conch numbers are inverted from those of Unit
L-8 in percentage modified, where only 36.5% all shells showed evidence for tool manufacture.

Figure 37. Queen Conch Lip Hand Tool, Unit L-4, Level 1.

Overall weight by species, however, was comparable to that of L-4. Queen conch remains totaled
nearly 11500 g, with horse conchs and lightning whelks totaling ~2060 and ~2650 g,
respectively (Figure 38). Other shell tools in Unit L-8 were manufactured from tiger lucine
valves, and a single cutting implement was fashioned from a sunray venus clam valve (Figure
39), a named type in Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949). One drilled tiger shark tooth was recovered from
this unit, as well as an additional sting ray barb point from an unknown species. Several drilled
shark centra (of unknown species) were also recovered from Unit L-8. Same as Unit L-4, there
was one socketed bone point made from a key deer long bone, a category of elements that was
only 164g.
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Figure 38. Unit L-8 Principal Large Gastropods.

Figure 39. Sunray Venus Clam Knife, Unit L-8, Level 3. Dorsal view is left and ventral is right.

Unit L-14 was a sort of balance between Unit L-4 and Unit L-8 (Figure 40). For
percentage modified, queen conch is a near 50/50 split (49% modified). For horse conch and
lightning whelk, percent modified was 70% and 67%, respectively. Total weight for all three
species is similar to other units where queen conch was the most abundant shell at 10,500 g
(Figure 40). Florida horse conch totaled ~4275 g and lightning whelk, 3032 g. The only other
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shell tool in Unit L-14 was a single cut quahog clam (Mercenaria sp.) valve. A couple sawfish
(Pristis sp.) drilled centra were recovered from this unit also. A few key deer elements were
present but none of these were modified.
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Figure 40. Unit L-14 Principal Large Gastropods.

The final graph below combines the data from the three units presented above and adds
data sets (organized in the same manner) from all Eyster proveniences held by the BAR, Level 1
of Units L-1, L-16, “6.5 MW, 16 MS, 10 cmbs,” surface collections from Units L-8 and L-14,
and general surface collections, to represent the entirety of modified and unmodified gastropod
shells for the big three species for the Eyster collection (Figure 41). Together, these shells
comprise over 90% of all modified faunal remains recovered by Eyster. Other tools, though they
number very few, are reported below.
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Figure 41. Principal Large Gastropods for all Proveniences.

Unsurprisingly, queen conch was the most abundant shell refuse overall at ~36,500 g in
total. Measured total weight of Florida horse conch remains (13,053.3 g) and lightning whelk
remains (13,322.7 g) were nearly identical at just above 13,000 g. Combined, horse conch and
lightning whelk account for 41.9% of this three-species assemblage with queen conchs
comprising the remaining 58.1% (Figure 41). Queen conch shells were modified 54.5% of the
time by total weight of recovered shells (Figure 42), and horse conch and lightning whelk shells
were modified at proportions of 69.4% and 58.1%, respectively. In general, these data are
skewed somewhat because small shell fragments were not recovered by Eyster, and in some
cases, were not identifiable to species. Nevertheless, reported results here and in Mann et al.
(n.d.) for Stock Island are consistent that queen conch is the most ubiquitous shell, trailed by
Florida horse conchs and lightning whelks as interchangeable by weight depending on
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provenience (Figure 43). In my field visits to sites across the Keys I have seen a similar pattern,
where queen conch is generally the most abundant and visible shell. Other faunal tools recovered
from the surface collections and Units L-1 and L-16 were sparse, but included an additional sting
ray barbed point in Unit 1, and one more cut quahog clam valve that had no provenience.

Figure 42. Queen Conch Modified Bases, Unit L-14, Level 2.

Figure 43. Lightning Whelk Hammer and Horse Conch Columella, Unit L-8, Level 3.
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Human Remains
Only one human element was recovered by Eyster during his initial excavation, a tooth in
Level 1 (~0-20 cm) of Unit L-4. It is a second right maxillary molar (Figure 44). Future DNA
and isotopic analyses may be able to determine whether this individual was Native American,
European, African, Afro-Caribbean, or some other ancestry. However, other human remains are
known from the Stock Island site. Eyster found separately a partial burial in a subsequent
excavation (covered in a forthcoming section), and a separate burial was reported at the “Stock
Island 3” site (8Mo1290) to Carr and Fay (1990) by a local informant, a few hundred meters
from the Stock Island midden somewhere on today’s golf course (see Figure 18).

Figure 44. Human molar, Unit L-4, Level 1.
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Plants
Due to Eyster’s recovery techniques, very few plant remains were recovered. But, there is
an overall lack of preserved plant remains in many Keys’ middens, and I am not aware of a study
in the Keys that thoroughly investigated the paleoethnobotany of a particular site or deposit. In
his 1975 book, Eyster mentions that he sometimes took bulk soil samples, but no such sample
was in the state-held Stock Island collection, nor is there any mention of soil samples being taken
in his follow-up test excavations later in 1973. Because plants number so few, below is a single
summary table of the entire site. No floral remains were identified (Table 11). Only a single seed
was recovered from Level 2 of Unit L-14, and the other remains are fibrous fragmented plant
stems or leaves or tiny twig fragments. There was a single piece of charred wood that appeared
to be modern or recently-historic, and a few fragments of charcoal. More charcoal was probably
present in the deposits, but it was lost due to recovery techniques. Aside from those materials,
the only other plant or soil material was either that remaining in the aperture of midden shells or
artifacts, or part of an unprovenienced deposit of concreted black-earth midden.
The black-earth midden was solidified and therefore submerged in water for eight weeks
with a combination of calgone (water softener or de-flocculent) and dish soap in effort to “break
up” the concreted soil, which was full of fragmented shells and bone. This strategy was
unsuccessful, so a 50/50 mixture of water and muriatic acid was used for an additional three
weeks afterward. This mixture was also unsuccessful, so attempts to free the faunal remains in
the concreted soil were abandoned and left to the next researchers. Although Eyster (or a
researcher who bagged the materials after him) did not provide a provenience for this soil, I
hypothesize that it was excavated to the west, south, or southwest of the center of the midden.
This is the nearest shoreline to the center of the site, and the shoreline that abuts what would
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have been lagoon and canal access to the ocean side of the Key West Stock Island landmass (see
Figure 22). In other excavations on separate Keys such as Key Largo, this soil type is frequently
encountered along the bay side or along channels near the low-hammock mangrove transition at
the water’s edge.

Table 11. Plants and Soil of all Proveniences.
type
uid seed
uid plant fibers
uid wood fragments/twigs
uid charred wood piece
black-earth concreted midden
soil remainder
charcoal

N
1

1

wt.(g)
< 0.1
0.3
3.4
62.6
1149.8
159.6
7.0

Chronometric Dates
Two fragments of key deer long bone (MNI = 2) from Unit L-8 Level 5 (~80–100 cm)
were submitted to Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) National Ocean Sciences
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (NOSAMS) lab for radiocarbon dating (Table 12). As noted in
the prior section, charcoal was rare or absent for most proveniences in the Eyster assemblage
held by the BAR, making bone was the best material available. This provenience was selected
for chronometric dating for three primary reasons: first, Unit L-8 was one of only two units
representing a full (vertical) 1 m2 deposit from the surface of the midden to the base of limerock.
Second, L-8 contained one of the best and most complete assemblages excavated by Eyster that
year. Level 5 was selected because it was the deepest level in that unit, and thus probably
represents an in situ deposit. Third and most important, this provenience contained a high
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number of intact Codakia valves, for which stable isotope sclerochronology is used to assess
season of collection, as reported in the following chapter.

Table 12. Radiocarbon Date Ranges for Unit L-8 Level 5. Depth below surface is ~80–100 cm.
Radiocarbon results were corrected for isotopic fractionation using unreported δ13C values
measured on the accelerator.
Access. No.
OS-156577
OS-156578

Material
Bone
Bone

F Mod.
0.8794
0.8580

Fm. Err.
0.0020
0.0018

δ13C
-19.9
-18.3

Age
1030 B.P.
1230 B.P.

Age Err.
20
15

cal. Age Range
990–1040 CE
700–880 CE

Both radiocarbon ages were calibrated using Ramsey’s (2020) online OxCal 4.4 program
and the IntCal 20 calibration curve following Reimer et al. (2020). Sample No. 156577 calibrates
to 990–1032 CE at 95.4% probability. Sample No. 156578 calibrates to 704–878 CE, at 95.4%
probability, albeit with higher uncertainty. There is 78.8% probability that this sample dates
between 772 and 878 CE, the latter part of the range. These two samples indicate a high
probability (> 78.8%) that Level 5 was deposited between 772 and 1032 CE. This time frame
correlates to the near onset of the Glades IIa period (~750 CE) and the range encompasses much
of the Glades IIb period (~900–1100 CE).
These two chronometric dates are earlier than the diagnostic ceramic assemblage
described above for Unit L-8. Diagnostic native ceramics in Level 5 have production date
between ~1200 CE and the first Spanish period (1513–1763 CE). However, these calibrated
ranges align with the chronometric dates of other comparable (basal) proveniences at the Stock
Island site excavated by Carr and crew in 1991 and the ceramic assemblage described by Eyster
in follow-up field work later in 1973.
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Stock Island Excavation No. 2 by Irving Eyster (1973)
Background
According to field notes possessed by the BAR, subsequent to the excavations described
in detail above, Eyster and an unknown person (Eyster says “we” numerous times in his field
notes) returned to the Stock Island site a couple weeks later for an additional round of
excavations on March 18, 1973. Perhaps it was again Hazel Weidman of the University of
Miami. For reference, many of the artifact bags owned by the BAR are labeled “3/4/73” so it is
assumed that a bulk of the first excavation occurred in late February and into early and middle
March. The field notes for this work begin on March 18 and end on April 1. These appended
field notes do not match any of the unit numbers or curated artifacts in the BAR collection
described in the above section. Eyster (1973) wrote that he used a new naming convention during
this subsequent excavation, “A-B-C-D,” so it would not conflict with the previous units he dug
the previous weeks (i.e., L-1 through L-16). In this section, I report all of the important notes
and artifacts excavated by Eyster in this follow-up dig, keeping in mind that the curated location
of these items is unknown. It is possible that some of these artifacts are still owned by the Eyster
family in Islamorada, or that they are curated with the Archaeological and Historical
Conservancy Inc. Before describing the artifacts excavated during his second round of fieldwork,
it is necessary to mention the problem he had with looters during this period.
Eyster wrote about vandals almost daily in his field notes. On the first day of field work:
“The site is so torn up by pot hunters it is hard to find an area that is undisturbed. They used
picks, rakes and hoes. No screens. We selected a site near the water that seems the least
plundered.” On one morning he remarked, “Surface was removed by pot hunters. The top of
level #1 is possibly 5″ below grade level (datum) due to vandals using hoes and rakes” and on a
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separate day: “Surprise! This unit was not bothered since the last excavation a week ago.” No
doubt the excavation of the initial two trenches weeks earlier spurred local interest because folks
traveled out to the site to dig and recover artifacts. In fact, Eyster’s descriptions are remarkably
consistent with the accounts and notes of Louise White, a woman who interviewed with Gail
Swanson (2006:8) about digging at the Stock Island site between May and August of 1973 with a
“hand rake.” White mentions working alongside Ray Blazevic and “Wolfgand” (g?) Moreno, and
casually mentions a few other locals throughout her journal who also collected at the site or
knew people who did. Of course there were dozens of others who looted the site before and after
these occurrences. A major take-away for assessing the Stock Island site is that the surface of the
site is biased in numerous ways, not the least of which is estimating the original size and extent
of the midden after it was damaged.
Fieldwork Methods and Interpretation
The intra-site provenience of the two units excavated is unknown because there is no
attached field map. Eyster (1973) wrote that the “Unit A” was 2 x 1 m, placed “near the water
that seemed the least plundered,” and not “in line” with the earlier excavations. He probably
meant it was not oriented to the cardinal directions used the prior week. He further stated that
they “moved to water’s edge” to mark off a second 2 x 1 m, “Unit B.” I hypothesize that Units A
and B were located either to the south or west of the two trenches he dug previously in the center
of the midden. Carr’s (1993) maps of the midden location, which could be georeferenced, show
the remainder of the midden in 1991 as located in the center-southwest segment of the island (see
below). The west-southwest corner of the island is located along the Cow Key Channel (or
previously, a lagoon that would become the channel), which would have been the most heavilyutilized waterway for navigation and as fishing grounds. It makes sense that the midden and
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other features would have been centered somewhere in this area. Based on Eyster’s description
of the unit locations, it can be inferred that Unit A was a bit farther inland than Unit B. I assume
that Eyster used the same protocol—20 cm levels and a ¼ inch screen mesh—as in the
excavation of the previous two trenches.
Results
Eyster recovered a similar assemblage of shells, faunal bone, ceramics, fish otoliths,
stone, along with a few significant artifacts and features that were not documented or present in
the Stock Island materials possessed by the BAR. Here, I report and describe the artifacts from
his field notes, which are available under 8Mo2 in the Florida State Master Site File. As noted,
the physical location of these items is unknown, but if found, could provide even further context
and information concerning the Stock Island midden. For organizational purposes, the artifacts
are presented in order in narrative and list forms as they were originally reported by Eyster
(1973). Comments in parentheses are my own and I edited his text throughout for clarity.
Unit A’s surface was “destroyed” by looters. The only artifacts were broken shells. Level
1 (~0–20 cm) was also partially destroyed, but they nonetheless recovered several artifacts:













2 St. John’s Check Stamped body sherds
1 St. John’s Check Stamped rim sherd
2 sharks teeth (unidentified species)
1 piece of pumice
2 pieces of coral (unknown species)
12 “gritty ware” plain body sherd (probably Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
1 Key Largo Incised sherd
2 Glades Tooled sherds
2 Manatee Zone Stamped sherds
1 “bag” of turtle bone (probably all or mostly sea turtle)
1 “bag” of shell fragments
2 fish otoliths (different sizes)
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The only other detail provided for Unit A Level 1 is that the St. John’s sherds were found
near the top of the level in the section “nearest the water.” They started and completed Level 2
on the same day. Artifacts noted were:












1 Fort Drum Incised rim sherd
3 Surfside Incised rim sherds
2 St. John’s Check Stamped sherds
1 Matecumbe Incised rim sherd
7 indeterminate incised rim sherds
16 “plain” sherds (probably Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
6 fish vertebrae (unidentified)
3 sharks teeth (one drilled)
1 shell “pick” (species unknown)
“many pieces” of conch shell, “some worked, all broken”
“more turtle bone and some fish bones”

Level 3 (~40–60 cm) was begun the following day, and Eyster remarked that the unit had
not been bothered by looters overnight, since it was occurring routinely during most of the 1973
field season. In Level 3 they recovered:












2 Englewood Incised rim sherds
1 Cane Patch Incised body sherd
1 Gordon’s Pass Incised rim sherd
2 Key Largo Incised sherds (one rim, one body)
1 Sanibel Incised body sherd
2 “plain” rims (possibly Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
“20 to 30” small “plain” sherds (possibly Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
1 piece olive jar
1 6-inch piece of deer antler
3 “shell (rollers) open on each end.” (beads?)
1 bag of shell pieces (Fasciolaria [Florida horse conch], Busycon [lightning whelk], and
Strombus [queen conch])

Somewhere in the middle of Level 3, Eyster notes a layer of charcoal and ashes 18 inches in
diameter and 8 inches deep. He opines this feature could be a “fire pit.” Below the pit was:
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2 Gordon’s Pass Incised sherds (1 body, 1 rim)
2 Turner River Linear Punctated rim sherds
2 bone points 1 ¼ inch long and 1 and 1/8-inch wide (burnt and polished, deer?)
1 “conch shell” columella pendant

Eyster (1973) writes that the pendant is “beautiful, about 4 inches long and 7/8-inches in
diameter,” adding, “This is highly polished and looks as if it were marble.” They finished Level
3 that afternoon and closed the unit because they hit bedrock. This probably indicates that Unit A
was excavated to a base of ~60 cm below the ground surface.
The following week, they returned and staked off Unit B. During their absence, the
surface of what would be Unit B was “removed” by looters, such that Eyster calculated about
five inches of Level 1 (below datum) was already removed. On the surface there he noted
numerous shells, none of which were worked, and more turtle bone. Specific artifacts were:









5 Glades Tooled rim sherds
2 Surfside Incised rim sherds
6 “Plain” (body or rim is not indicated)
1 shell pendant, 5 inches long and 1 inch in diameter
1 bone point, 2 ½ inches long and hafted (deer?)
1 conch shell celt (probably queen conch)
“pieces” of pumice, oval shaped and 4 inches long by 2 ¼ inches wide; 2 different sized
wear marks
fish otoliths

After cleaning the surface, they began Level 1 of Unit B. The only materials Eyster mentioned
finding were enough fish bones to fill another bag. However, he notes a remarkable feature,
virtually unknown at sites in the Keys, two post holes filled with ash, both 6 inches in diameter
and about 3 feet apart. These are the only notes for Level 1. They started Level 2 afterward and
recovered more diagnostic ceramics:
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2 Gordon’s Pass Incised sherds
2 Surfside Incised sherds
2 Glades Tooled rim sherds
3 “plain” rim sherds (Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
8 “plain” body sherds (Glades Plain/sand-tempered plain)
4 “small” sherds. “Plain. Smoother and harder than the Glades gritty ware”

No other artifacts or ecofacts are mentioned for Level 2. Level 3 was also completed that day—
Eyster wrote they found a “stone” pendant 3 inches long by 1 ¼ inches in diameter, and three
sherds but does not state whether they are body sherds or rims:



1 Cane Patch Incised
2 Sanibel Incised

Coming down near the bottom of Level 3, Eyster (1973) wrote, “getting very hard to work.
Under water at high tide. At the edge of this mound in the water the conch shells become almost
solid…Tide is too high. Gave up. Will try next time at low tide.”
They returned a week later on Sunday, April 1, and purposely started around 11 AM to
take advantage of a low tide to excavate Level 4. Eyster wrote of being shocked that their unit
was not bothered since the excavation earlier in the week. Level 4 (~60–80 cm?) contained
numerous significant features: “Found a conch shell wall two or three shells thick and extends
into the mud. We removed at least 5 layers of shells. These were under water. This reminds me
of the shell walls on Demoreys Key or the one Cushing describes on Marco Island. About two
feet inside this wall is much charcoal and ash. We have sample.” Demorey’s Key is the
previously-used name for Demere Key just west of Pineland in Pine Island Sound, home of the
Calusa. It is unclear if the remaining list of artifacts were found below or inside of this conch
shell wall, but at least some of them were. Eyster recovered in order:
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1 right human mandible with 4 teeth. 2 premolars. 1st and 2nd molar.
more turtle shell and fish bones
2 Gordon’s Pass Incised sherds
1 “very soft pink sherd” (possible St. John’s Plain)
1 parrotfish “hard part” of the mouth (pharyngeal teeth)
1 “shell pick” small
2 sharks teeth (species unknown)
“4 sherds on the rock (bottom). These may have washed here from another level as they
were under water.”
1 Fort Drum Incised rim sherd
2 Sanibel Incised sherds
1 “very crude Plain rim sherd (thick)”
It is not clear if he completed this level, but his Level 4s are generally ~60–80 cm below

surface. Eyster only wrote that they quit because the tide was coming in at 3 PM. Though they
did not notice in the field, upon washing artifacts later, Eyster made a discovery in the lab:
“…while going through the charcoal and ashes from inside the shell wall. A charred partially
burned nub of corn or maize was found. This is only about 1 ½ inches long and seems to be the
end of the cob” (Figure 45). Summarizing the results of his second round of field work at Stock
Island, Eyster (1973: n.p.) concluded:
1. That this was the older part of the site as the material is somewhat different from that
excavated in the middle of the mound. Without the field notes from the first excavation, it would
be hard to say for sure, but as I remember, the pottery types were not as old as these last two pits.
2. This site was definitely influenced by the Indians of the west coast and the 10,000 Islands.
(The Calusa). Although many of the Calusa pottery types are found even in the Upper Keys, I
know of no shell walls or foundations in this area.
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3. It seems the Keys may have had agriculture. Finding one piece of corn or maize is not proof of
this; however, even one piece that was preserved in the mud would indicate a quantity was
probably lost along with other organic material.

Figure 45. Eyster Rendition of the Maize.

His first conclusion is supported by the data. The diagnostic ceramics from the first
excavation (e.g., Glades Tooled), those owned by the BAR, date overwhelmingly to the Glades
III period, and the deepest (earliest) deposit for which there are chronometric dates point to
deposition sometime during the Glades II period (see Table 12). Significant here is that without
these field notes, one might conclude that Stock Island was only a Glades II and III occupation.
Older native ceramics that are known locally (e.g., Matecumbe Incised) were found during this
excavation as well, but were not recovered during his previous trench excavation in the center of
the midden. In contrast, numerous ceramics excavated in Units A and B date to the Glades I Late
period (Table 13 and Table 14). As Eyster points out, many of the excavated types are commonly
found in the Ten-Thousand Islands sub-region (e.g., Fort Drum, Cane Patch, and Gordons Pass
Complexes) and even farther north up the Gulf Coast (e.g., Manatee Zone Stamped, Englewood
Incised, Sanibel Incised).
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Table 13. Unit A Ceramics.
Ceramic:
Fort Drum Punctated

N
1

%
1.9

Gordon’s Pass Incised

3

5.5

Turner River Linear Punctated

2

3.7

Cane Patch Incised

1

1.9

1
3
1
2
3
2
5
2
27
1
54

1.9
5.5
1.9
3.7
5.5
3.7
9.2
3.7
50.0
1.9
100.0

Matecumbe Incised
Key Largo Incised
Sanibel Incised
Englewood Incised
Surfside Incised
Manatee Zone Stamped
St. Johns Check Stamped
Glades Tooled
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Spanish olive jar
Total:

There were two other remarkable features in Unit B. First is the two ash-filled post holes
excavated in Level 1. Unfortunately there are no other data or descriptions by Eyster, and this
portion of the site is inundated. In 2016, Nancy White and I walked the general area where Units
A and B would have been placed, and we could not locate any midden remnants. Post holes are
exceedingly rare in south Florida in general and in the Keys in particular. Their size, dimensions,
and layout should later be compared to all known or discovered post holes in the region to
ascertain whether there are patterns or links to particular structure types. The second significant
feature is the conch-shell wall in Level 4. Eyster justifiably points out how rare (then and now)
conch-shell walls or similar features are in the Lower Keys, especially in a location along a bayside shoreline. His final assertion, that the Keys had (pre-Columbian) maize agriculture, is not
supported by any additional paleobotanical data generated over the last ~50 years of south
Florida archaeology since Eyster excavated at Stock Island (Thompson and Pluckhahn 2014).
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Table 14. Unit B Ceramics.
Ceramic:

N

%

Fort Drum Punctated

1

2.1

Gordon's Pass Incised

4

8.5

Cane Patch Incised
Sanibel Incised

1
4

2.1
8.5

Surfside Incised

4

8.5

Glades Tooled
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

7
26

14.9
55.3

Total:

47

100.0

However, maize (Zea mays) was grown in the Bahamas (San Salvador Island) possibly as
early as 800 CE (Berman and Pearsall 2008), so it remains theoretically possible—though
unverified—that corn arrived in the Keys from the south in prehistory. Moreover, thorough
paleobotanical analyses have never been conducted in the Florida Keys. The conch-shell wall
was filled with ash and human remains, and reads as though it could have been a primary or
secondary burial. As noted, another burial was reported under the Stock Island golf course less
than 1 km away by Carr and Fay (1990) as the Stock Island 3 site (8Mo1290). Another
possibility is that this feature was one side of a “water court,” as described for canoe parking and
other uses in the Pineland and Key Marco areas of southwest Florida.
The fragment of maize found inside the ash may have been brought or traded in from the
Southeast US, the Caribbean, or Mesoamerica after the Spanish arrived as an offering of some
kind, or it could have been bound to supply missions at Tequesta or Caalus. Another tantalizing
hypothesis is that it was traded southward in late prehistory from the Florida panhandle or upper
peninsula, where maize was regularly grown by ~1000 CE. After all, not only were all of the
ceramics prehistoric, many are types that were in production between 500 and 1000 CE. The
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other artifacts and ecofacts described by Eyster—sea turtle and fish bones, gastropod shells,
shark teeth, shell pendants, pumice—are largely consistent with the materials excavated in the
center of the midden.
Stock Island Excavation No. 3 by Irving Eyster (1986)
Background and Methods
In 1986, Eyster returned to the Stock Island site again to perform an assessment in
compliance with Monroe County ordinance #21 section 5, pertaining to cultural resources, after
a private developer purchased the property to construct the “Village at Key West Resort” (Eyster
1986:2). Because the site had already been excavated and looted in previous decades, the
primary goal of his 1986 work was to define the site boundaries vertically and horizontally
before the Stock Island midden was permanently destroyed. By this time, none of the waterline
midden described in Eyster’s 1973 field notes was present. A report was completed for this work
(Eyster 1986), but it is unclear what happened to the artifacts excavated during this survey. This
subject is not discussed in the report, so it is possible that Eyster only defined the midden and did
not collect anything. If he did collect artifacts, there is no record of boxes from this 1986 survey.
For the 1986 field work, Eyster (1986:2, 22) dug shovel tests “approximately every ten to
twelve feet around the site, if black earth midden deposit, mixed with shell, bone or pottery was
found; another test hole was dug outward from the center of the site” (Eyster 1986:2). He
repeated this process until a “non-cultural” deposit was encountered. The only modification he
made to this field strategy was to avoid digging two areas of the midden, one with a road berm,
and another on the east side which was a marked “pile of fill” (Eyster 1986:22). Eyster does not
state how many shovel tests he excavated, nor is there a detailed map showing the locations of
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the shovel tests vis-à-vis the estimated midden perimeter. But, the difference between natural
non-cultural marl soil versus the cultural black-earth midden is so stark that it can be safely
assumed his measurements were accurate.
Results
The results of this testing strategy revealed that the remaining black-earth midden was
oval in shape and ~180 feet (~55 m) north/south by ~110 feet (~33.5 m) east/west, or ~1842.5
m2. The vertical deposits of the midden ranged from 10 to 50 cm deep (Eyster 1986:22).
According to Eyster’s field notes from the excavation in 1973, it is abundantly clear that the site
was much larger in the past. By 1986, nearly all of the areas surrounding the midden were pushpile fill, whereas his 1973 field notes, as noted, document the midden extending beyond the
shoreline such that the midden and shell features were succumbing to the sea at high tide.
Despite how disturbed much of the site was, Eyster (1986:26) recognized the importance of
Stock Island and recommended part of the midden for permanent preservation.
He suggested further that a historical marker be placed atop or near the site since it
would be the “southernmost prehistoric site” known in the United States (and one of the larger
sites ever known in the Keys). He recommended that if possible, “a walled well six to twelve
feet…placed over a part of the site showing the uncovered midden and the piles of shells… I
think this could be an outstanding attraction for the resort.” Neither the resort nor the memorial
suggested by Eyster was constructed, and the property was sold to Monroe County afterward
(Carr and Fay 1990:106).
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Stock Island Excavation by the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy
Background and Field Methods
After Eyster’s survey in 1986, Carr and Fay (1990:106) visited the Stock Island site in
1989 and interviewed locals to gather information as part of their cultural resources survey of the
entire unincorporated Lower Keys. Officials reported that developers had cleared trees from the
immediate site area and bulldozed much of it in 1988. Monroe County purchased the tiny island
from the resort developer with the intent to construct the county detention facility and parking
lot. This project was completed a few years later, and today there is also an exotic-animal petting
zoo at the prison. Prior to construction of the prison, Bob Carr and associates were contracted to
perform salvage excavations to document whatever remained of the Stock Island midden before
it was permanently paved over for the parking lot.
Carr’s goals were to recover stratified archaeological deposits and to have
zooarchaeological and paleobotanical analyses performed subsequently. He also wrote in a
preliminary report (Carr 1993), that an additional goal was to “assess the ‘tribal’ or cultural
identity of the Keys Indians” since this question remained unanswered and, there were Spanish
documents that indicated Key West/Stock Island may have once been a historic Indian village
(i.e., “Cuchiyaga,” discussed in previous sections). Other than referring to diagnostic ceramics,
Carr is not clear on how he planned to address the cultural identity of Keys natives, but again,
this report was written before new data were recovered. A secondary goal was to locate evidence
for Pre-Columbian interaction with cultures from the Caribbean, Mexico, or the Bahamas,
perhaps via the identification of transported animals such as the hutia (a rodent; Geocapromys
ingrahami) or flightless rail (Nesotrochis debooyi).
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In early November 1991, Carr (1993:17) and crew excavated twenty-two 25 cm2 shovel
tests along a northeast/southwest transect at 5 m intervals. Two tests were at 2.5 m intervals.
Once the water table was encountered, a probe was used to assess the depth below surface to
bedrock. A ¼-inch mesh was used for screening, and the soil intended for zooarchaeological or
paleobotanical analysis was sifted using 1/16-inch mesh. In addition, three units—Test Unit 5,
Test Unit 7 and Test Unit 11—were excavated subsequent to the results of the shovel test survey,
but the reasoning for their placement and numbering is not discussed in the preliminary report
(Carr 1993). One could logically assume that the “densest” or least-disturbed areas of the
midden, as revealed by shovel testing, were selected for unit testing. The seemingly random
numbering system of 5, 7, 11 is not explained, and this scheme does not appear to match the
ordering or numbering of the shovel tests (i.e., it does not seem that Test Unit 5 or Test Unit 11
were placed atop respective shovel tests, ST5 and ST11). Though unit numbers are labeled on
the site map (Figure 46 below), shovel test numbers are not labeled. Because Bob wrote that the
tests were ordered along a NW/SE axis, possibly the first shovel tests (i.e., ST1, ST2, ST3) are
the northwestern most and the final shovel tests (ST20, ST21, ST22) are at the southeastern edge
of the midden. New information from the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. may
resolve this confusion in the future.
Field Survey Results
The center of the midden and its size and shape are estimated using Carr’s field and site
maps in the 1993 preliminary report. This estimate is necessary because anything left of the
midden was sealed under the county parking lot in 1992. Phase I survey resulted in four transects
of twenty-two shovel tests across the entirety of the midden (see Figure 46; Appendix 2).
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Figure 46. Stock Island Map and Site Plan. 8MO2 map adapted from Carr [1993:11]). It is not clear if the paths and various
shapes/blobs are transects, midden, or features such as trees. Red squares are shovel tests; white and black squares are test units; green
hexagons are column samples; and, yellow circles are baseline stakes.
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This testing strategy revealed that the southern and southeastern portions of the midden were the
least disturbed, and that the midden varied between 53 and 96 cm deep (Carr 1993:17). The crew
estimated that the midden was approximately 35 m by 25 m (875 m2), a horizontal reduction in
size of ~50% from that documented by Eyster in 1986, and smaller still from that recorded by
Eyster in 1973. Testing confirmed other earlier reports that much of the site’s surface was
disturbed by looters and other land-clearing activities. Nevertheless, Carr and field workers
found that some areas of the surface of the midden were still intact, and the lower (deeper) levels
across the site were generally intact as well (Carr 1993:17). The irregular surface of the Miami
oolite also left artifacts and midden deposits in several solution holes, one of which was able to
be excavated and curated at the BAR (artifacts tabulated in Appendix 2).
Using the recovered archaeological data from that survey, Carr et al. returned in
December 1991 and selectively placed the three 2 m2 test units, Test Unit 5, Test Unit 7, and
Test Unit 11 (see Figure 46). These units were excavated to bedrock. In a letter dated January 6,
1991 to the DHR, Carr wrote that some looting and previous clearing was evident in two of the
three units, but largely most of the deposition throughout them was undisturbed. The team wetscreened all of the midden soil and delivered 138 black garbage bags of midden and artifacts to
the East Martello Tower and History Museum in Key West (today part of the Key West Art and
Historical Society) to be stored while awaiting sorting and analysis. Animal remains from Test
Unit 5 and a second unknown provenience were submitted to zooarchaeologists at Georgia
Southern University (tabulated in Appendix 2), who wrote a report on the fauna at Stock Island
(Webb et al. 1993) and gave a paper at the Southeastern Archaeological Conference (Hale et al.
1991). Carr (1993) attached the report, data tables, and graphs as an appendix to the preliminary
Stock Island (8Mo2) report on the 1991 salvage excavations. Only a few of the artifact bags from
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Test Unit 7 and Test Unit 11 made it to the BAR, and it is unknown why this is the case. Nearly
all of the materials from the twenty-two shovel tests were curated by the BAR as unsorted
remains (Appendix 2); ST1 and ST8 are missing for unknown reasons, although Carr wrote that
ST1 and ST6 could not be completed because of fill. Other proveniences in the state collections
include “no provenience” and material from one of the solution holes, as noted.
USF Lab Methods
The state collection for Carr’s shovel tests and unit excavations consisted of sixteen
boxes of material, some of which is held by the state separately as “Special Collections” for
unique or rare artifacts. Though Stock Island materials are presented chronologically by
excavation year in this dissertation, I sorted Carr’s artifacts first because most of his fauna had
already been sorted by zooarchaeologists (Webb et al. 1993). Glades-period diet reconstruction
in the Keys is not an explicit goal of this research, but I hoped that viewing and recording the
already-sorted faunal remains would give me more experience to sort the state collections
donated by Eyster. Sorting protocol for ceramics, metals, stone, and plants was the same as that
employed for the Eyster 1973 collection. Fauna were not re-sorted or altered from the work done
by the zooarchaeology team in Webb et al. 1993. Their raw data and results are merely adapted
and recounted here in attempt to place the collections from Eyster and Carr in context.
Shovel Test Survey
Background
As noted, shovel test data are tabulated individually as part of Appendix 2. Many of the
artifacts from shovel tests were removed (presumably before being curated at the state) for a
“Dade County Reference Collection” that is likely for one of the history museums in Miami or
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the Archaeology and Historical Conservancy Inc. The removal of these artifacts is noted
throughout. Below is an overview of shovel test artifacts and ecofacts by major type (e.g., fauna,
stone, ceramic). Rare, significant, and/or characteristic artifacts of the Stock Island site from
these tests are reported throughout. No chronometric dates were obtained from shovel tests.
Stone
As demonstrated earlier in the 1973 excavations by Eyster, the Stock Island site is not
characterized by an abundance or diversity of stone tools. The small diameter of shovel tests (25
cm2) favored the recovery of only small lithics. In total, only six secondary flakes, 4 pieces of a
non-local groundstone, a few pieces of a coal-like rock, and > 5000 g of the local oolite
limestone were recovered (Table 15). Two pieces of groundstone were recovered from ST18 and
ST19 respectively. Secondary flakes were recovered from ST6, ST19. ST21, and ST22. Coal
fragments were found in ST4, ST9, and ST22, and the most by weight came from ST9. Local
limestone was a common material in several sections of the midden, but was concentrated to the
southeast in ST18 through ST22. Local limestone was also abundant in recent excavations at
Totten Key, reported in Parsons et al. (2018) and a forthcoming report. Their crew wondered if
the stones were piled intentionally for use as “floors.” Neither Eyster nor Carr ever mentions the
limestone chunks in their reporting, nor the notion that the stones are anything but incidental.

Table 15. All Stone from 1991 Shovel Tests.
Material

N

wt.

groundstone

4

27.9

local limestone

-

5192.2

local pebble

1

12.3

secondary flake

6

5.7

coal fragment

1

13.0

comment(s)

2 removed for DCRC
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Metal
Few metal items were recovered by the crew during the 1991 shovel test survey. One iron
nail or pin head fragment was found in ST5. Other similar artifacts were iron nail fragments or
concretions of nails or other implements recovered in ST4, ST11, ST19, and ST22. No other
iron-like materials or similar metals were found during shovel testing. However, one incrediblysignificant metal artifact was recovered from ST18 (0–50 cm), but it was unknown to the field
crew and bagged as uncleaned and unsorted materials before being sent to the BAR. While I was
sorting contents of ST18 in the USF Archaeology lab, a small shiny object fell out of a snail’s
aperture (along with other sand and debris). It was a tiny metal leaf with a small perforation at
the top (Figure 47). The leaf is just over 1 cm in length and just under 1 cm in maximum width,
the size of a tiny piece of jewelry. Because it was soft, shiny, and soil did not cling to it, the leaf
was suspected to be gold.

Figure 47. Gold Leaf Ornament, ST18. Scale bar = 1 cm.

To determine its elemental composition, the object was tested with a Bruker 5i X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer in the Laboratory for Archaeological Science and Technology at USF.
The full energy range of 50 kV was used to maximize the range of elements potentially present.
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A 35 uA range was used to search for the largest possible peak heights, and a metals filter was
used to enhance the signals for the elements of interest. Analysis time was set to 30 seconds for
all scans (n = 3, see Tykot 2016). Examination of elemental peaks revealed a high composition
of gold (Au) and a small amount of silver (Ag). Virtually no peaks for other elements support the
hypothesis that this metal leaf is almost exclusively gold and silver. The peak area values in ppm
(parts per million) measured 924360 for Au (gold) and 69614 for Ag (silver), converting to
93.0% and 7.0% respectively.
XRF analyses of six unalloyed gold samples from indigenous sites on Cuba and one from
Jamaica (n = 7) are nearly identical in composition, with a mean composition of 92.8% for Au
and 6.6% for Ag (derived from Table 34.1 in Valcárcel Rojas and Martinón-Torres 2013). A
fragment of raw gold recovered from an indigenous site on St. John in the U.S. Virgin Islands
yielded a similar gold/silver ratio of 92.0% to 6.7% (Jankiewicz 2016:42). The Stock Island
sample might be a very clean alloy made from raw gold from the Caribbean, Mexico, or South
America because it is almost 100.0% gold and silver. Whereas, the pooled raw gold samples
from Cuba and Jamaica are 99.4% gold and silver and the St. John sample is 98.7%.
Worked gold, silver, and copper artifacts from smelted and non-smelted metals are not
uncommon to Glades IIIc period archaeological sites in central and south Florida. In 1697,
Englishman Jonathan Dickinson (1981 [1697]) spoke of frequent shipwreck salvaging by Native
Americans for precious metals and other commodities. The reworking of these Central and South
American precious metals is widely documented across southern Florida during the first Spanish
period (1513–1763), a phenomenon under the umbrella of the “Terminal Glades Complex” as
noted in earlier chapters, where new material items (e.g., precious metals, buttons) were
incorporated into Glades’ cultures iconography and religion (e.g., Wheeler 1996, 2000a).
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The Stock Island leaf is similar to others found at other Glades IIIc archaeological sites,
but the Stock Island piece is much smaller than any other reported. It could have been attached to
a necklace, earring, or even a piece of clothing. In 1564, Laudonniére reported—via shipwrecked
Spanish sailors who lived with the Calusa—that men and women danced with gold plates and
other items strapped to their girdles (in Bennett 1968 [1586]:104–105). During the 1567 Calusa
mission attempt, Father Rogel (in Hann 1991:267–268) wrote that the Calusa chief wore a gold
forehead ornament, an account supported by a 1612 Spanish document where gold chagualas,
worn on the forehead, were proffered as a friendship agreement between visiting Spaniards and
the Calusa elite (in Hann 1991:11).
Specifically, kite-shaped and leaf-like gold artifacts occur at various mound sites across
central and south Florida. Artifacts most similar to the leaf at Stock Island were recovered from
Bear Lake (8Br11) in Brevard County and the Lake Marion 1 site (8Po2) in Polk County
(Wheeler 2000a:141–142). This Bear Lake site is not to be confused with the Bear Lake site in
Monroe County (8Mo33) along the northern shore of Florida Bay near Flamingo, which is
incidentally far closer to Stock Island. Another leaf, made of silver, was recovered from an
undisclosed mound site near Jupiter, Florida (Josh Liller, personal communication 2019).
Additional discrepancies between the Stock Island gold leaf and other Glades IIIc leaf and kiteshaped artifacts at other sites are the differences in where the artifacts came from, and the
circumstances under which the artifacts were recovered. The Stock Island leaf was found near
the center of the refuse midden at the site, whereas most of the others were recovered from very
large burial mounds (Wheeler 2000). The second discrepancy is unfortunately that most of the
other precious metal artifacts were excavated by amateur archaeologists or collectors (e.g., W.
Montague Tallant) with crude methods in the early twentieth century and thus, the artifacts lack
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intra-site provenience (see Griffin and Smith 1948). Control for the Stock Island leaf is slightly
better in that there is an approximate location within the midden and an approximate depth. It
probably ended up in a midden context because it fell off accidentally. The other larger gold and
silver items were probably specifically interred with the dead as burial goods.
The most parsimonious hypothesis for the gold’s origin is that it came from a shipwreck
along the reef of the Florida Keys. That Cayo Hueso was a waypoint for traders between Cuba
and the Calusa capital is extensively documented between ca. 1600 and 1760, centered on ~1700
CE (Covington 1957:61; Hann 1991:12–14; 22–23), strengthens the likelihood that travelers or
traders would accidentally drop or deposit items of value (and other artifacts discovered at Stock
Island likewise support this hypothesis, see next section). Future researchers should compare the
elemental signature of the Stock Island gold leaf with the composition of other similar gold
artifacts in southern Florida and to raw gold baselines from prominent salvage mines/rivers in
Mexico and Central and South America. It may be possible to ascertain the source of the gold
from which the leaf was made if raw or natural/geological “impurities” are different at various
procurement areas. Because the leaf is a relatively common form in south Florida (Wheeler
2000), additional research angles could be pinning down a tighter age range or function of these
kite-shaped or leaf-shaped ornaments.
Miscellaneous Historic and Modern Artifacts
Other conspicuous historical artifacts in ST4 were tiny fragments of amber weighing 0.3g
(Figure 48). Like the gold ornament of the Terminal Glades Complex, amber was present
because natives were passing through Key West between the Gulf Coast and Havana during the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth century (Hann 1991:12–14, 22–23). Key West/Stock Island
was the final jump-off point from anywhere along the Gulf Coast and the closest native
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settlement to Havana (in Covington 1957, 1959; Hann 1991:22-23). Larger pieces of amber were
recovered during test unit excavation (next section).

Figure 48. Amber fragments, ST4. Shovel Test 4 was 0-65 cm.

The only other materials recovered were various types of modern glass and concrete
pieces and concretions. None of the glass shards appear to be early historic—a few are simple
green or brown bottle glass, and another few shards are clear flat safety glass or window glass.
Almost all of the glass was found in the hypothesized southeastern area of the midden, in tests
between ST16 and ST22. All of these are likely simple artifacts from the twentieth-century
occupation and utilization of the island (see Appendix 2).
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Ceramics
The crew excavated > 800 ceramic sherds from the midden during the shovel test survey
(Table 16). An overwhelming majority of these sherds were sand-tempered plain (Glades Plain)
at ~85% of the assemblage by weight. Glades Red, a plain Glades vessel with red slip on the
interior or exterior, was also present in moderate quantities. Both of these sherd types were
spread horizontally more-or-less evenly across the midden. Only three sherds from shovel tests
date definitively to a time period earlier than 1400 CE (Glades IIIb), two Key Largo Incised
(~900–1200 CE) (Figure 49), and one Surfside Incised (~1200–1400 CE). The Key Largo
Incised sherds came from ST4 and appear to be from the same vessel; the Surfside Incised sherd
came from ST6. The three of these thus came from the same area of the midden, which is
hypothesized to be the west-northwest side.

Figure 49. Key Largo Incised Sherd, ST4.

The most abundant diagnostic sherd was Glades Tooled (~1400–1760 CE). Other
plainwares include St. John’s Plain and a few sherds of Belle Glade Plain. Due to difficulty
clearly distinguishing between the similar pastes of St. John’s and Belle Glade, it is possible that
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the total number and weight of Belle Glade sherds is underestimated. Like Glades Plain, St.
John’s and Belle Glade pastes were evenly distributed horizontally across the entirety of the
midden. The only European ceramics recovered via shovel testing were eleven sherds of olive
jar. The relative thickness of the olive jar sherds is consistent with that of sherds excavated by
Eyster in 1973.

Table 16. All Ceramics from 1991 Shovel Tests.
type

N

wt.(g)

Key Largo Incised

2

12.2

Surfside Incised

1

2.9

Glades Tooled

28

> 113.7

1 DCRC

8

> 38.5

1 DCRC
2 DCRC

St. John's Check Stamped
indeterminate incised

comment

4

> 2.6

55

147.3

680

1827.5

5

16.9

St. John's Plain

28

65.7

olive jar

11

76.2

2 DCRC

shell and limestone-t plain

2

?

2 DCRC

grit-t plain

1

2.7

Glades Red
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Belle Glade Plain

3 rims

Fauna
Fauna constitute the vast majority of recovered material from the shovel test survey,
reflecting the reality of the materials deposited at Stock Island (Figure 50). Tables of these fauna
are in Webb et al. (1993) and a final materials catalog (as an excel spreadsheet) will be uploaded
as a component of this dissertation as part of the 8Mo2 collections on the Florida State Master
Site File. Sea turtle bones, shell, and carapace fragments represented a staggering percentage of
total remains by weight at ~60%. This figure is probably underestimated, considering that 19%
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of the total is unidentified bone, a moderate percentage of which would surely be attributed to
sea turtles. Fishes, despite their relatively small bone sizes and weights, comprised 4% of all
faunal remains by weight. Sharks, sawfishes, and rays (combined as Chondrichythes) track a
similar pattern, representing 1% by weight. The figure for fishes, like the sea turtles, is also
likely underestimated given that a quantity of unidentified bone is undoubtedly fishes. Because
shark vertebrae and teeth are easier to identify, the 1% value derived for that class is close to the
actual proportion. The higher recovery rate of these faunal elements—such as fish otoliths,
which were virtually absent in the Eyster collection—is also a testament to the methods of Carr’s
crew, who used 1/8-inch and 1/16-inch mesh screens and water-screened all of the material(s).
Mammals, often key deer, and birds represented only 1–2% by weight of all fauna
recovered during the shovel test survey. Mammals and birds are underestimated and would tick
upward with zooarchaeological identification (see next section, Test Unit 5). Identified
gastropods (< 1%) and bivalves (not pictured) represent less than 1% of total fauna combined.
This is a starkly different pattern from that of Eyster’s trenches, owed almost entirely to recovery
technique. As noted, Carr and crew dug 25 cm2 shovel tests, which would be unlikely to recover
large (heavy) or complete gastropod or bivalve shells. The complete gastropods recovered in the
shovel tests are smaller marine species and terrestrial species, and most of the shovel tests
contained crushed or broken shell fragments from both gastropods and bivalves. Therefore, the
“unidentified shell” represents a significant (albeit expected) proportion of total faunal weight at
14%. In the same way, hard corals and crustaceans were favored for recovery. The corals were
not consumed, so they may represent collection while foraging for other foods or as raw
materials for toolmaking. Interestingly, the shovel test survey recovered a number of sea turtle
barnacles (Chelonibia testudinaria), commensal crustaceans that were attached to sea turtle
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shells while the animals were being harvested and brought to the site (see Blick et al. 2010). In
sum for subsistence remains, the contents of the shovel tests track a similar pattern to that of the
initial trench excavation by Eyster in 1973, with the exception that large gastropods and large
gastropod tools were infrequent. Recovery of these remains was precluded by shovel test
technique—tools of faunal material were almost entirely absent in the contents of shovel tests.

Mammals
< 1%

Birds
< 1%

uid shell frag.
14%
Corals
1%

uid bones
19%

Gastropods
< 1%

Testudines
60%

Crustaceans
1%
Fishes
4%

Sharks/rays
1%

Figure 50. Shovel Test Fauna Total by Percent of Total Weight.

Plants
Few plants, wood, or other related remains were recovered during the shovel test survey
(Table 17). Although water-screening was employed, I did no later flotation in the USF
archaeology laboratory, so finer and smaller plant remains may yet be recovered during future
research. A total of 723.3 g of unfloted and unsorted soil remaining is curated with the 1991
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collection. Nonetheless, some macrobotanicals were recovered from simple lab sorting. A single
unidentified seed was found in ST7. Seemingly modern or historic tree bark and bark fibers were
recovered in several tests and charred pieces of local wood were found in a few different shovel
tests. The remainder of macrobotanical materials is unsorted plant fibers and additional seeds,
which were spread evenly across the site with no apparent pattern. Over 40 g of charcoal or
otherwise charred wood was found and collected in numerous shovel tests, such that an AMS
radiocarbon date could be acquired in the future if necessary or warranted. Species of plants are
identified in the stratified deposits of Test Unit 5 (see below).

Table 17. All Plants from 1991 Shovel Tests.
type

N

wt.(g)

carbonized seed

1

0.1

tree bark and fibers

12

8.8

charred wood pieces

5

4.8

unsorted plant fibers and seeds

-

24.4

unsorted charred wood

-

42.1

charcoal

-

40.7

Test Unit 5
Background
Test Unit 5, a 2 m2 unit, was placed in the southwest corner of the Stock Island midden
(see Figure 46). This was one of the densest areas of the midden and was selected by Carr and
crew for zooarchaeological and paleobotanical analyses. Test Unit 5 (Figure 51) was a black
midden soil typical of the Lower Keys from 0–50 cm below datum, which gave way to a lighter
gray/black soil from ~50–70 cm (Carr 1993:20). The basal soil texture and color in the ~4 cm
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thin lens above limerock was a wet light gray marl typical of the Lower Keys and Key West.
Because Test Unit 5 was selected by Carr et al. (1993) for zooarchaeological and paleobotanical
analyses (Webb et al. 1993), so I selected Test Unit 5 for chronometric dating, and I chose Level
50–70 cm for a seasonality analysis to determine the times of year bivalve shellfish (Codakia
orbicularis) were collected (Chapter 7). Test Unit 5 is probably the most significant stratified
deposit for which there is record at the site.

Figure 51. Unit 5 East Wall Stratigraphic Profile. Figure adapted from Carr 1993:20. Colors do
not reflect Munsell soil colors but are used to highlight differences in soil colors and textures.

Stone
Very few lithics were recovered. Only four total stone items were found, all of which
came from the top 20 cm of the unit. A small Pinellas-style point (Figure 52) was excavated in
Level 1, the only arrow or spear tip recovered from the Stock Island site. Eyster never reported
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finding a chert point during any excavation there. Two additional pieces of a non-local
groundstone were found in the same level. It is not clear whether these materials are related. The
groundstone should be studied to ascertain whether it was obtained from sources in the Southeast
US, Mexico/Central America, or the West Indies.

Figure 52. Pinellas-style Point, Unit 5, Level 1.

Metal
All of the metal recovered was concreted and/or rusted iron objects, and a majority of the
concreted metal came from a column sample in the NE corner of the unit. Most of the columnsample metal came from a push pile of debris recorded to be up to 14 cm above the natural
ground surface, and the rest within the column sample was between 0 and 20 cm below surface.
Many of the concretions in the column sample are too blocky to determine what the actual
artifacts are, but many resemble nails or railroad spikes. A single (non-concreted) iron nail was
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recovered from between 30 and 40 cm below surface and a small number of concreted iron
objects were excavated in the 40–60 cm level. These might be intrusions from upper levels.
Ceramics
A variety of native-made and European ceramics were recovered. This unit contained
mostly sand-tempered plain sherds (~86% by weight). The diagnostic wares were Glades II and
III types, resembling the types in Eyster’s trenches within the midden rather than his subsequent
dig along the shoreline, which yielded Glades I Late types. However, a single sherd of Fort
Drum Punctated, a Glades I type (~500–750 CE), was recovered (Figure 53). Otherwise,
diagnostic sherds in Test Unit 5 are types attributed to Glades II or III times (~750–1760 CE).
Local wares included a couple sherds of Key Largo Incised and Surfside Incised (~900–1760
CE) and a number of Glades Tooled sherds (~1400–1760 CE). St. John’s Plain and St. John’s
Check Stamped were present also, often markers of Glades III in the Keys.

Figure 53. Fort Drum Punctated, Test Unit 5, Level 10–20 cm.

A Surfside Incised rim with a handle was among the most interesting ceramics found during the
1991 excavation (Figure 54). Three sherds of non-local Englewood Incised were excavated, a
Gulf Coast type contemporaneous with Surfside Incised (~1200–1400 CE) (Figure 55).
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Englewood Incised was also found by Eyster in 1973. European ceramics were two sherds of
Columbia Plain majolica (~1490–1650 CE) and a single sherd of olive jar.

Figure 54. Surfside Incised handle underside (left) and top (right). Unit 5, Level 20–40 cm.

Figure 55. Englewood Incised Sherd. Unit 5, Level 20–40 cm.

Types by level are tabulated below (Table 18). In addition to these common prehistoric
and historic diagnostic sherds, there were a few significant and unusual sherds. In between 20
and 60 cm, two sherds of St. John’s Plain were recovered. Both have a gold-colored flecking or
coating of some kind (Figure 56). Neither the coating nor the sherds have been analyzed for
elemental composition. Future research efforts should be made to investigate the material of the
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coating and of the clay. Another interesting sherd is what appears to be a grit-tempered plainware
(Figure 57). An archaeologist working for the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc.
apparently thought that the paste looked like Palmetto ware from the Bahamas, because the bag
was labeled, “possibly Lucayan.”

Figure 56. St. John’s Paste Sherds with Gold Flecks. Unit 5, Level 20–40 cm.

By level, ceramics were ordered in such a way that provides some confidence in midden
integrity, but there were a few outliers. As expected, the European ceramics, olive jar and
Columbia Plain, were located within the top 30 cm of the excavation unit. Glades Tooled and St.
John’s types, which are late prehistoric and protohistoric, were present in the top layers and
throughout the unit. The Key Largo Incised and Surfside Incised sherds, which are older, are
broadly confined to the deeper levels between 20 and 60 cm, with 5/6 of those sherds coming
from 40 to 60 cm below surface.
Non-local sherds of Englewood Incised were found between 10 and 40 cm below surface.
The odd St. John’s paste sherds with possible gold particles were found between 20 and 60 cm
below surface, which fits with overall stratigraphy of other St. John’s sherds at the site.
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Table 18. Test Unit 5 Ceramics.
Level
0-20 cm

10-20 cm

20-30 cm

20-40 cm

30-40 cm

40-50 cm

40-60 cm
50-60 cm

Type
Columbian Plain majolica
grit-t plain
indeterminate incised

N
2
1
1

wt.(g)
13.0
6.9
4.2

Fort Drum Punctated
Englewood Incised

1
1

3.5
5.8

7
14
413
6
8
2
1

33.4
39.0
784.3
40.0
15.6
8.9
10.4

pipe fragment (?)
Surfside Incised
Englewood Incised
St. John’s paste
grit-t plain
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

1
2
2
1
1
1

2.3
39.8
20.3
3.8
8.4
20.3

Key Largo Incised
Glades Tooled
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
indeterminate incised
St. John's Plain

1
1
375
1
7

4.8
1.6
529.9
0.8
8.8

Total 20-40 cm:
Surfside Incised
Glades Tooled
indeterminate incised
indeterminate punctated
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

837
1
1
2
1
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1539.0
6.9
1.8
4.5
12.3
526.6

1
1

3.4
6.0

1
2
1
341
3

0.7
15.4
1.0
424.2
13.1

Total 40-60 cm:

649

1015.9

Unit Totals:

1493

2588.3

Total 0-20 cm:
Glades Tooled
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
St. John's Check Stamped
St. John's Plain
uid chalky-ware
olive jar

indeterminate punctated
St. John’s paste
Key Largo Incised
Surfside Incised
Glades Tooled
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
uid chalkyware
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comment(s)

2 rims
1 rim
Belle Glade Plain?

one is a rim handle
gold drippings (?)
called "Lucayan" by AHCI

12 rims

has a lug
7 rims
gold drippings (?)
rim

4 rims
Belle Glade Plain?

Figure 57. Grit tempered Plain Sherd Labeled “Lucayan” by AHCI. Unit 5, 20–40 cm.

The single sherd of Fort Drum Punctated (500–750 CE), the second oldest type, does not fit the
expectation of being located near the base of Test Unit 5. This sherd was instead recovered from
the 10 to 20 cm level. Nevertheless, radiocarbon assays from Test Unit 5, Level 50–60 cm,
support the recovery of a Glades I Late ceramic marker, as do the ceramic markers excavated in
the shoreline portion of the midden in Eyster Units A and B (Table 13, Table 14).
Amber
As documented in some of the shovel tests, small nodules of amber were also recovered
in Test Unit 5. Nine tiny fragments weighing only 2.9 g were found between 20 and 40 cm below
surface. The amber was recovered from two proveniences, four fragments between 20 and 40 cm
and five fragments to a tighter range between 30 and 40 cm. It is unknown why this was the case,
but perhaps all of the nodules were found in the lab and could not be assigned to a tighter stratum
or level. Amber at or near Key West fits with the other European and post-contact artifacts at the
Stock Island site and, with the interpretation that the site was used intermittently for centuries
after Spanish arrival in the New World. As noted above, the illicit amber trade along the Florida
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Gulf Coast and the Keys was documented at ca. 1697–1700 (in Hann 1991), and it was likely
occurring before and after this time frame.
Fauna
Supervised by Elizabeth Reitz (UGA) and Elizabeth Wing (Florida Museum of Natural
History), zooarchaeological sorting and analysis of Test Unit 5 fauna was completed (Webb et al.
1993). In this section, adapted graphs of biomass (g) by faunal category (e.g., mammal), using
their raw data, are presented for each level of Test Unit 5 as a clearer measure of dietary
contribution than what was possible with the 1973 Eyster assemblages, as fishes and mammals,
especially, are no longer underrepresented in relative abundance. Unfortunately, how biomass
was calculated is not described in the report, although it is probable that general allometric
scaling for class was used (see Reitz and Wing 2004:68, Table 3.4). Additionally, “Level 10–20
cm” is missing from the report—it is not clear why this is the case, but perhaps the first level
reported in Webb et al. (1993), Level 0–10 cm, is actually 0–20 cm. Level 0–20 cm is written on
many of the bags that were sorted by the zooarchaeologists. At the end of this section, the results
of this analysis and that of the Webb et al. (1993) report are summarized briefly and described in
relation to the faunal remains from Eyster’s excavations.
Level 0–10 cm was dominated by marine gastropods and turtles, followed by sharks,
fishes, and mammals (Figure 58). Of identified marine gastropods, queen conch, lightning
whelk, Florida horse conch, West Indian top snail (Cittarium pica), and true tulip shells
(Fasciolaria tulipa) contributed the most to total biomass. Sea turtles comprised nearly the entire
“turtles” category. The shark/ray category is driven primarily by the family Carcharinidae
(Figure 59), followed by various rays (Rajiformes); of identified species, nurse shark
(Ginglymostoma cirratum), bonnethead shark (Sphyrna tiburo), and sawfishes (Pristis sp.)
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contributed the most to overall biomass. Eighteen species of bony fish were identified in this
level, most of which (by biomass) were tomtate grunt (Haemulon aurolineatum), red grouper
(Epinephelus morio), great barracuda (Sphyraena barracuda), snappers (Lutjanus sp.), hardhead
catfish (Ariopsis felis), red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus), and jack fishes (Carangidae), a
complementary mix of inshore, reef, and pelagic species.

Level 0-10 cm
12000
biomass (g)
8000

4000

0

Figure 58. Level 0–10 cm Biomass by Classified Faunal Category.

This was the only level where sailfish (Istiophorus sp.) elements were identified. Almost all
mammal biomass was contributed by key deer, and the only other species identified was the
raccoon. Of the lesser-contributing categories, birds were not sorted by taxon. The sea turtle
barnacle and stone crab (Menippe mercenaria) comprised all of the Crustacea (sea turtle
barnacles were misidentified in the report as Balanus sp.). And the tiger lucine (Codakia
orbicularis) comprised a majority of bivalves. Extremely low numbers of corals and
echinoderms (sea urchins) were recovered, as well as a single American crocodile (Crocodylus
acutus) tooth.
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Figure 59. Modified Shark Vertebral Centra. Unit 5, 0–20 cm (species unknown).

The principal faunal categories by total biomass of marine gastropods, turtles, fishes,
shark/rays, and mammals, all increase in Level 20-30 cm (Figure 60). However, whereas turtles
were a clear second-place contribution in the prior level, the turtles, fishes, and sharks/rays are
more evenly distributed in Level 20-30 cm.

Level 20-30 cm
20000
biomass (g)
16000
12000
8000
4000
0

Figure 60. Level 20–30 cm Biomass by Classified Faunal Category.
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The number and composition of identified fishes is similar to the prior level, with the biggest
contributions from red grouper (Epinephelus morio) and jack fishes (Carangidae); also, at least
one tarpon (Megalops atlanticus) was identified in Level 20–30 cm. Marine gastropods and
turtles by biomass track a similar pattern as the previous level, with queen conch shells and sea
turtles contributing the highest weights, respectively.

Level 30-40 cm
16000
biomass (g)
12000
8000
4000
0

Figure 61. Level 30–40 cm Biomass by Classified Faunal Category.

The same diversity of species of sharks and rays is present in this level, though every species
total by biomass increased. Mammal biomass increased slightly from the previous level owed to
an increase in key deer elements. The biomass of bird bones and bivalves quadrupled in this
level. Driven by the sea turtle barnacle and stone crab, the Crustacea category doubled.
Although Level 30–40 cm has a higher overall biomass overall, the faunal diversity
across categories is very similar to Level 0–10 cm (Figure 61 above). Marine gastropods account
for the highest proportion of biomass, followed again in decreasing order by turtles, fishes,
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sharks/rays, and mammals. Gastropods overall decreased slightly from the previous level, but an
even more significant contribution is made specifically by queen conch shells than Level 20– 30
cm. The total biomass of turtles is nearly identical to the previous level, and fishes’ overall
biomass decreased, with a similar quantity and diversity of species as the prior two levels. Shark
biomass lowered overall by ~40% with a similar evenness of species and families. Mammal
biomass stayed almost identical to the previous level, with new albeit small (0.3%), contributions
from the West Indian monk seal (Monachus tropicalus) (Figure 62). Bird biomass decreased
greatly, as did that of the bivalves. Crustaceans remained constant at ~400 g.
Overall biomass declines in Level 40-50 cm (Figure 63), yet patterns are similar to those
of the previous levels, with gastropods contributing the most, followed in decreasing stepwise
fashion by turtles, fishes, sharks/rays, and mammals. The Gastropod category decreased by
~33% in from Level 30–40 cm to Level 40–50 cm, owed to fewer large gastropods in general. Of
identified species, there are more lightning whelks than queen conchs. The total number of turtle
biomass is less by ~40% from the previous level. The fish category tracks similar species’
richness and evenness from prior levels; the same species (e.g., nurse shark [Ginglymostoma
cirratum], bonnethead shark [Sphyrna tiburo]) are present in the sharks/rays category in Level
40–50 cm, but rays contribute more biomass than any identified shark species.
Mammal biomass declines by ~29% from Level 30–40 cm, with the same overall
assemblage dominated by key deer; West Indian monk seal is again present in small quantity.
Birds are almost absent (~34.0 g) and the Crustaceans category is halved from that of the
previous level. However, the bivalve biomass almost doubles because of a high number of tiger
lucine shells. The base level of TU5, Level 50–60 cm, has a slightly different composition than
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shallower levels (Figure 64), and total biomass is substantially higher than prior levels also (note
that the scale is set to 16000 g in comparison to 12000).

Figure 62. West Indian Monk Seal Tibia (top) and Teeth (bottom row). Unit 5, Level 30–40 cm.

By a narrow margin, the highest identified biomass is turtles (predominantly sea turtles),
followed by marine gastropods. The total biomass of sea turtles is double the previous level.
Species richness for gastropods is higher in Level 50–60 cm than in any other level in Test Unit
5, and this level contained an abnormally high number of true tulip shells. Species richness and
diversity is similar for the sharks/rays, but a high biomass of family. Carcharhinidae drove this
value to highest overall biomass for this category in any level of Test Unit 5. Bony fishes were
not the highest biomass of any level, yet their overall biomass was again due to hardhead catfish
(Ariopsis felis) and tomtate grunt (Haemulon aurolineatum). Total mammal biomass in Level
50–60 cm was comparable to that of other levels, and key deer were the most significant taxon,
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but this level contained more sea mammals by biomass than any other, such as the West Indian
monk seal and pygmy sperm whale (Kogia breviceps).

Level 40-50 cm
12000
biomass (g)
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0

Figure 63. Level 40–50 cm Biomass by Classified Faunal Category.

Level 50-60 cm
16000
biomass (g)
12000
8000
4000
0

Figure 64. Level 50–60 cm Biomass by Classified Faunal Category.
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Total biomass of bivalves was by far the highest in this level, ~96% of which was tiger lucine.
Webb et al. (1993) concluded that bony fishes dominate the entire assemblage by MNI, and that
fishes and sharks comprise between 44.6% and 59.6% of biomass for the entire assemblage in
Test Unit 5. Mammals contribute 8.7% to 15.8%, while turtles range from 30.2 to 41.7%. For
invertebrates, gastropods comprise 85.8% to 96.3%, most of which are queen conchs and
lightning whelks. The tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis was the most significant bivalve by a
substantial margin. For mammals, zooarchaeological analysis verified that the key deer was
indeed an important part of the diet on Key West, as were sea turtles and monk seals.
Webb et al. (1993) argued further that the large number of grunts may suggest a netting
or mass-capture strategy, a harvest technique that (apparently) overlaps with the seasonal
procurement of sea turtles and the year-round collecting of large marine gastropod grazers like
the queen conch. It is not immediately clear how Webb et al. (1993) determined that sea turtle
harvest was seasonal, aside from the assumption that egg-laying females were targeted during
nesting season (see Chapter 8). However, this hypothesis is not mentioned in the report. In sum,
these patterns in the faunal remains reflect a stable marine resource subsistence strategy over at
least 600 years (Webb et al. 1993). But, chronometric dates presented below demonstrate that
this marine adaptation extended even farther back in time.
Plants
Few plant remains were recovered from Test Unit 5. Of those, all were seeds or small
pieces of charcoal from local trees. Nine complete (unidentified) charred seeds were found in
Level 0–20 cm. Sixteen seed fragments were recovered from Level 20–40 cm, and three other
tiny unidentified seeds from between 40 and 50 cm. Together, all seeds totaled only 1.9 g.
Though none of these seeds could be identified in the USF Archaeology lab, sorting of a separate
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sample (provenience is not given) reported in Webb et al. (1993) noted seven false mastic seeds
and four sea grape seeds. Both species are native to the Keys. A thorough paleobotanical study
has never been conducted at any archaeological site in the Keys.
Radiocarbon Dates
Five chronometric age ranges were obtained for Test Unit 5, and all measurements were
performed on charcoal (Table 19). Given the uncertainty of midden redeposition and/or
alteration noted by Eyster and Carr, especially near the ground surface, Bayesian analysis was
not attempted. Radiocarbon dates were from Level 10–20 cm; one for Level 30– 40 cm, and
three for Level 50–60 cm. Samples from Level 10–20 cm and Level 30–40 cm were measured at
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) National Ocean Sciences Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (NOSAMS) lab, and the other three samples at three different labs All radiocarbon
ages were calibrated using OxCal 4.4 and the IntCal 20 calibration curve following Reimer et al.
(2020).
The charcoal sample from Level 10–20 cm produced a calibrated range of 1156–1220 CE
at 95.4% probability. The charcoal sample from Level 30–40 cm yielded a calibrated range of
1452–1620 CE at 95.4% probability (cal. 1452–1508 CE at 77.5% probability; cal. 1592–1620
CE at 17.9% probability). Though these calibrated ranges are the inverse of what might be
expected (with the youngest age nearest the ground surface), a total age range of cal. 1156–1620
CE within the top 40 cm of the unit is mostly consistent with the established age ranges of the
ceramic types and artifact styles recovered in the unit. This time frame translates to late Glades
IIc/early Glades IIIa (~1200 CE) and well into the Glades IIIc period (~1513–1760 CE).
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Table 19. Test Unit 5 Radiocarbon Date Ranges. Asterisk indicates absence of data.
Access. No.
OS-143524
OS-143525
20C/0766
OS-143526
Beta 501889

Material
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

F Mod.
0.8964
0.9532
*
0.8701
*

Fm. Err.
0.0018
0.0019
*
0.0018
*

δ13C
-24.6
-24.0
*
-25.7
-26.3

Age
880 B.P.
385 B.P.
1190 B.P.
1120 B.P.
1390 B.P.

Age Err.
15
15
30
15
30

Cal. Age Range
1156–1220 CE
1452–1620 CE
708–924 CE
890–988 CE
600–674 CE

Level
10–20 cm
20–40 cm
50–60 cm
50–60 cm
50–60 cm

Level 50–60 cm, the base level, was dated via three charcoal samples because this
provenience was assessed for the seasonality of Codakia orbicularis harvest. One sample each
was first sent to Beta Analytic and the NOSAMS lab. The Beta lab measured an age of 1390
radiocarbon years B.P., or a calculated age range of 600–674 CE at 95.4% probability. The
NOSAMS lab measured an age of 1120 radiocarbon years B.P., or a calculated age range of
890–988 CE at 95.4% probability. Since these two age ranges did not overlap, a third sample
was sent to International Chemical Analysis Inc (ICA). They measured a radiocarbon age of
1190 radiocarbon years B.P., or a calculated range of 708–924 CE at 95.4% probability. This
range divides into 770–898 CE at 88.0% probability, 922–952 CE at 5.8%, and 708–722 CE at
1.6%. There is statistical overlap between the NOSAMS and ICA calibrated age ranges,
reaffirming a deposit dating to the Glades IIa and IIb periods (~750–1100 CE) in Level 50–60
cm. The sample measured at Beta of cal. 600–674 CE cannot be discounted, however. This
timeframe is lodged in the middle of Glades I Late (~500–750 CE), a period indicated in Test
Unit 5 by a single sherd of Fort Drum Punctated, a Glades I Late diagnostic type.
Test Unit 7
There were few remains from Test Unit 7 and Test Unit 11 curated by the BAR.
However, they are diverse and interesting and, because they are consistent with finds in Test
Unit 5, contribute well to the overall interpretation of the site. Test Unit 7 was placed ~ 7 meters
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ENE of Test Unit 5 (see Figure 46). The drawing of the east wall stratigraphic profile of Test
Unit 7 is adapted from Carr (1993:20) and presented below (Figure 65). This unit was excavated
to bedrock at nearly 1 meter below ground surface. The first 0 to ~50/70 cm was a black earth or
dark gray midden soil that contained five black midden lenses. The final ~50/70 cm to ~90 cm
was a “wet gray marly” soil underlain with a ~3–5 cm lens of a wet light gray marl atop the
oolite bedrock base. If none of the artifact bags are missing or curated elsewhere, the wet gray
marly soil layer and the thin lighter gray layer beneath it (~70–95 cm) contained only two
artifacts, a secondary chert flake and a single drilled shark tooth.

Figure 65. Unit 7 East Wall Stratigraphic Profile. Figure is adapted from Carr et al. 1993:20.
Colors are not representative of Munsell colors and are used only to highlight variation.

Stone
Five stone artifacts were recovered from Test Unit 7 (Table 20). A groundstone tool
resembling a pestle was recovered from Level 20–40 cm (Figure 66). This is the only artifact of
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this type known from any collection from the Stock Island site. The pestle looks like dacite, an
igneous rock found in Mexico, Central America, and the volcanic islands of the Lesser Antilles.
If the pestle is dacite, it could have come from any of these regions during Glades IIIc times
(1513-1760 CE), as the Spanish were using the Florida Straits as a conduit on the return voyage
to European ports from settlements across the New World.

Table 20. Test Unit 7 Stone.
provenience

type

N

wt.

Level 20-40 cm
Level 50-70 cm

groundstone pestle
quartz rock fragment
pumice hand tool
worked pebble
secondary flake

1
1
1
1
1

248.2
19.0
116.7
7.6
3.8

Level 70-95 cm

Total:

5 395.3

Three other stone artifacts were recovered from Level 50–70 cm: a quartz-like fragment,
a pumice hand tool (Figure 67), and a possibly worked (smoothed) pebble. The only other lithic
was a secondary chert flake found in the final level somewhere between 70 and 95 cm. The
nearest chert outcroppings from the Florida Keys are near the Peace River in southwest Florida
and along the Hillsborough River near Tampa Bay (Austin 2013:662), 350–400 km north of
Stock Island. The small amount of chert excavated from the Granada (Tequesta) site in Miami
was interpreted to be from an outcropping of the Hillsborough River (Griffin et al. 1983:65).
More than 73% of raw chert debitage from one of the Calusa capitals on Pineland was from the
Hillsborough quarry (Austin 2013:674), and thorough lithic analysis of chert artifacts- from
Mound Key (the Spanish-period capital of the Calusa) demonstrated that most items were
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derived from the Hillsborough River quarry cluster, with a few items from the Peace River and
Suwannee areas (Austin 2020:87).
The few chert artifacts from the entire Stock Island assemblage—such as the Pinellasstyle point reported above—were probably sourced from either the Hillsborough or the Peace
River quarries and exchanged via the large mainland towns such as Pineland/Big Mound Key.

Figure 66. Groundstone Tool. Test Unit 7, Level 20–40 cm.

Figure 67. Pumice Hand Tool. Test Unit 7, Level 50–70 cm.
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Metal
As in Test Unit 5, iron concretions were recovered from Test Unit 7. No other metal
artifact type was found, and all concretions were excavated from the primary midden deposit
between 20 and 50 cm below datum. Most of them are too globular or chunky to determine what
the original artifact was, but a few were surely nails, pins, or fasteners of some kind. In total,
there were nine concretions weighing 235.6 g in Test Unit 7.
Ceramics and Chronometric Dating
Fourteen ceramic sherds were recovered from Test Unit 7 and curated at the BAR.
Though little in number, a diversity of types is present. All sherds were constrained within the
primary midden deposit between 20 and 70 cm below datum. A single sherd of Key Largo
Incised was found between 20–40 cm, and all others were from the basal midden layer between
50 and 70 cm (Table 21). All sherd types recovered in Test Unit 7 were found in Test Unit 5
except for a single sherd of Matecumbe Incised, a Glades IIb type (~900–1100 CE). The only
other sherd dating to that time range was a sherd of Key Largo Incised (~750–1100 CE).

Table 21. Test Unit 7 Ceramics.
provenience

type

N

wt.

%

Level 20-40 cm

Key Largo Incised

1

6.4

5.3

Level 50-70 cm

Matecumbe Incised

1

2.3

1.9

Englewood Incised

1

4.3

3.6

Surfside Incised

2

6.6

5.5

Glades Tooled

5

48.5

40.3

St. Johns Check Stamped

2

17.9

14.9

St. Johns Plain

1

18.9

15.7

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

1

15.3

12.7

14

120.2

100.0

Total:
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One sherd of non-local Englewood Incised and two local sherds of Surfside Incised denote the
Glades IIIa period (~1200–1400 CE). The remaining sherds in Level 50–70 cm, which comprise
83.6% of the assemblage by weight, are attributed mostly to ~1400 CE and after (through
European contact in the sixteenth century), although no European-derived ceramics were
recovered in this unit (e.g., St. John’s series, Glades Tooled).
A single radiocarbon date on a carbonized seed corroborated a late Glades IIb and/or
Glades IIIc component (~1400–1700 CE) in this section of the midden. One measurement was
obtained from the NOSAMS lab for Level 50–70 cm to determine its radiocarbon age range. The
seed yielded an approximate age of 345±15 years B.P. Using the same methods for calibration
outlined above, the calculated age range was 1480–1630 CE at 95.4% probability (1480–1520
CE at 36.7%; 1560–1630 at 58.8%; δ13C = -26.7). Test Unit 7 has a small number of earlier
diagnostic ceramics denoting earlier periods, but it appears with current data that the portion of
the midden excavated there was deposited primarily during Glades IIIb and IIIc.
Fauna
With the exception of unmodified shark teeth, nearly 100% of the Test Unit 7 faunal
remains held by the BAR were modified for use as tools or adornment. This leads me to
hypothesize that materials studied here are not the entirety of the faunal remains excavated from
that unit, but are rather a biased sub-sample. If this is the case, the unmodified faunal remains are
probably curated at the Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Inc. All of the modified
fauna are tabulated below by type and level (Table 22). Consistent with Test Unit 5, there is a
diversity of faunal tool types, with the greatest diversity and density of faunal remains and tools
found in the base level of the unit, Level 50–70 cm. Level 0–20 cm is characterized mostly by
worked bones and barbs. There are five worked bones: one is sea turtle; the others are small and
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unidentified, but they are likely also either sea turtle or possibly key deer. A single stingray barb
point (from an unidentified species) was recovered from this level. Level 20–40 cm had an
additional stingray barb point (Figure 68) and three shell tools. Two characteristic tools were
queen-conch-lip pounders, and a pick made from a lightning whelk columella. Within 40–50 cm,
two drilled shark teeth were found—neither was identified to species.

Table 22. Test Unit 7 Modified and Unmodified Fauna.
provenience

tool type

N

wt.

Level 0-20 cm

worked sea turtle bone
worked stingray barb (unidentified)
unidentified bone (cut marks)
unidentified bone (polished)
Liguus sp. tree snail frag.

1
1
2
2
3

18.2
0.6
7.5
0.6
2.9

9
2
1
2

29.8
4.3
27.9
248.8

Total:

5
2

281.0
0.7

Total:

2
2
6
1
3
1
81
1

0.7
3.2
4.2
0.5
0.7
0.4
22.3
86.2

5

114.9

1
4

3.0
0.3

Total:

105
1

235.7
0.1

Total:

1

0.1

Unit Total:

122

547.3

Total:
Level 20-40 cm

worked stingray barb (unidentified)
lightning whelk (S. sinistrum) pick
queen conch (L. gigas) celt/pounder

Level 40-50 cm

drilled shark tooth (unidentified)

Level 50-70 cm

Level 70-95 cm

bone points (unidentified)
drilled tiger shark tooth (G. cuvier)
drilled lemon shark tooth (N. brevirostris)
drilled shark tooth (unidentified)
worked shark tooth (unidentified)
unmodified shark tooth
Florida horse conch (T. giganteus)
pick/pounder
perforated tiger lucine (C. orbicularis)
valve
worked scallop (Pectinidae) valve frag.
shell bead
drilled shark tooth
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Figure 68. Stingray Barb Point Unit 7, Level 20–40 cm.

Level 50–70 cm contained more modified and unmodified shark teeth. Six teeth were
from a tiger shark; one was from a lemon shark and three others were not identified (Figure 69).
An additional 81 unmodified (unidentified) shark teeth were found in this level. Perhaps they
were from a single or few individuals that were intended for later modification. Though there
were no stingray points in this level, two small bone points, probably from key deer, were
recovered. Other tools were a cut columella from a Florida horse conch turned into a
pick/pounder and five perforated valves from tiger lucine clams. These valves are interpreted to
be fishing net weight sinkers since similar shells were found with the net intact in the wet muck
at Key Marco (Wheeler 2000), another Calusa-area site in southwest Florida (Figure 70). Four
very tiny shell beads were recovered—work on shell beads in Florida suggests large gastropods
were usually selected, so they were probably made from queen conch, lightning whelk, or
Florida horse conch.

Figure 69. Modified Tiger Shark Tooth (left) and Lemon Shark Tooth (right).
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Figure 70. Perforated Codakia orbicularis valve. Unit 7, 50–70 cm.

A tiny pendant crafted from the inside part of the primary whorl of a West Indian top shell was
also found in Level 50–70 cm (Figure 71). Tiny shell items of adornment are commonly found at
sites in the Keys and at other sites across Florida during the Woodland and Mississippi periods
ca. 1000 BCE–1500 CE. A single scallop fragment from this level appears to have been cut into
a sharpened edge. This practice is uncommon for scallops (Pectinidae) at the Stock Island site,
but it was done often with the sunray venus clam across south Florida in later prehistory (see
Figure 39). For tools, the final level/layer (70–95 cm), which was the wet light-gray marl seated
atop the limerock, was almost culturally sterile with the exception of a single drilled shark tooth.

Figure 71. Shell pendant crafted from West Indian Top Shell. Specimen resembles a sea turtle
head in profile, Test Unit 7, Level 50–70 cm.
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Other Materials
Even fewer plant remains were recovered or curated at the BAR for Test Unit 7 than for
Test Unit 5. A combined fifteen unidentified seeds and seed fragments weighing 2.0 g were
excavated from the top level (0–20 cm). No other plants or plant remains were documented, but
additional amber artifacts were found in deeper levels. An amber bead was found in the level
between 40–50 cm below datum (Figure 72), and four additional pieces of amber were excavated
from Level 50–70 cm.

Figure 72. Amber Bead. Test Unit 7, Level 40–50 cm.

Test Unit 11
Materials curated by the BAR for Test Unit 11 are even fewer than for Test Unit 7, so
they are sorted below as one table for all artifacts by level (Table 23). Test Unit 11 is a similar
assemblage in that nearly all of the materials are modified as tools. This is supporting evidence
that only some artifacts were sent to the BAR, whereas nearly all of the faunal remains from Test
Unit 5 and the shovel test survey were curated by the state. The nearest corner of Test Unit 11
was placed four meters east-southeast and one meter north of Test Unit 5 (southwest of Test Unit
7, see Figure 46). Test Unit 11 contained the shallowest midden deposit, extending only to ~70
cm below datum (Figure 73). It is never stated explicitly in the preliminary report (Carr 1993),
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but it is obvious that all three units were excavated following natural stratigraphy rather than in
arbitrary levels and Test Unit 11 is the best evidence of this. The top 45 cm (~0–45 cm) was a
typical black midden soil, with a dark gray soil beneath from 30/45 cm to ~70 cm. Same as the
others, the final stratum at 70–75 cm was a light gray marl atop the oolite bedrock (Figure 73).

Figure 73. Unit 11 East Wall Stratigraphic Profile. Figure adapted from Carr 1993:21. Colors
used to emphasize different soil types and do not reflect actual Munsell soil color.

Within the first 20 cm, only a few artifacts were recovered. A single red/orange painted
sherd was found, and it is likely a form of Glades Red. A modified sea turtle bone and a scraper
cut from the primary whorl of a lightning whelk were also excavated in this layer, along with a
prototypical stingray barbed point similar to so many others at the Stock Island site. Last in this
provenience was yet another tiny fragment of amber. Level 20–40 cm contained the most
material, and most were characteristic items but there were also a few artifacts rare to the Stock
Island site. A large chert core was found, demonstrating that at least on occasion, outside
materials were brought in to be worked and used locally.
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Table 23. Test Unit 11 BAR Artifacts.
provenience

artifact type

N

wt.

Level 0-20 cm

Red/orange painted (Glades Red?)
sea turtle bone (cut hole)
lightning whelk (S. sinistrum) scraper
amber piece

2
1
1
1

11.0
5.6
16.8
0.1

Total:
worked stingray barb

5
2

33.5
1.1

Total:
non-local chert core
limestone concretion
Englewood Incised
St. Johns Check Stamped
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
drilled turtle bone frag.
polished bone frag. (unidentified)
cut bone frag. (unidentified)
drilled shark teeth
lightning whelk (S. sinistrum) pendant
lightning whelk (S. sinistrum) ladle
shell bead
worked coral (unidentified)
amber piece

2
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1

1.1
254.8
3.7
10.9
41.6
46.3
2.8
1.4
2.9
1.2
38.2
46.8
0.2
70.3
<0.1

Total:

21
1
1
4
1
1

521.1
7.2
0.4
1.1
0.4
142.9

8

152.0

Level 10-20 cm
Level 20-40 cm

Level 40-65 cm

Surfside Incised
worked bone point (unidentified)
drilled shark tooth
drilled shark tooth frag.
lightning whelk (S. sinistrum) hammer
Total:

Only two diagnostic ceramic types were found, non-local Englewood Incised and St. John’s
Check Stamped. Paste studies have never been conducted for Keys ceramics such that
archaeologists can know for certain whether these pottery types was reproduced locally, traded
in, or carried in from visits afar. More modified turtle bones were recovered (Figure 74), as well
as a lightning whelk spoon/ladle and a carved columella pendant (Figure 75).
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Figure 74. Drilled Turtle Shell Fragments. Unit 11, Level 20–40 cm.

Other familiar artifacts included drilled shark teeth, another shell bead, and one more
fragment of amber. Rare to the Stock Island site were two fragments of worked coral found in
Level 20–40 cm. The basal soil layer (40–65 cm) contained only a few artifacts. A single sherd
of Surfside Incised was recovered, more-or-less creating an assemblage similar to that of Test
Unit 7 with fewer sherds. No chronometric dates were obtained for Test Unit 11 but this unit
probably dates to a similar timeframe as Test Unit 7, between later Glades II and into Glades III.
A single worked bone point (species unknown) was found in this level, along with five drilled
shark teeth. A characteristic lightning whelk hammer was recovered from this soil layer. Overall,
the contents of unit are standard deposits at Stock Island.

Figure 75. Lightning Whelk Pendant (left) and Ladle (right). Unit 11, Level 20–40 cm.
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Caisson S-13 Solution Hole, Unprovenienced Materials, and Oral Histories
In February 1992, Bob Carr and/or staff returned to the Stock Island site and apparently
located a solution hole filled with ancient and probably some historic and/or modern deposits.
Nowhere among the BAR’s reports, field notes, or letters is the reason for their return visit
written, but perhaps it was timed to imminent construction or land clearing on this small island.
Highlighted artifact finds were two sherds of olive jar, which may hold the key to dating that
portion of the deposit. There was also a single sherd of an unidentified whiteware, which may be
hand-painted refined earthenware. Native ceramics were a couple Glades Tooled and sandtempered plain sherds.
Fauna recovered include several elements from the key deer and a species of water bird, a
few incredibly large (unidentified) fish vertebra, and a handful of large gastropod shells (e.g.,
lightning whelk, Florida horse conch), and intact sea turtle fused vertebra and two mandibles.
Many of these faunal elements appear to be younger than the midden deposits at Stock Island.
Two large charred wood fragments were recovered (probably cypress), along with charcoal and
microbotanicals that accumulated inside the gastropod shells’ apertures. These items are
probably an amalgam of things collected during the shovel test survey, unit excavation, and the
return field visit in 1992. Since the time Stock Island was last seen by professionals in the 1990s,
new collections and stories have come to light.
Curation of the Stock Island Archaeological Materials
Over the course of this research project between 2016 and 2021, I spoke with dozens of
local historians, curators, scientists, and collectors throughout the Keys. In addition to the
collections held by the BAR, additional collections from the Stock Island site were once curated
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at the East Martello Museum on Key West, the Key West Custom House (both part of the Key
West Art and Historical Society [KWAHS]), the Monroe County Library on Key West, the Mel
Fisher Maritime Museum, the College of the Florida Keys Library on Stock Island, the
Newfound Harbor Institute on Big Pine Key, Crane Point Hammock Museum on Marathon, the
Eyster family on Upper Matecumbe Key and the University of Miami.
Prominent Key West locals such as Ray Blazevic and his family still have collections
from the site as well. It was Ray who donated many of the materials held by the County Library,
the College of the Florida Keys, the University of Miami (UM) Anthropology Department, and
to another local, Joan Borel. The Monroe County Library still curates a single box of shell tools
and some pottery sherds and UM has a dozen or so boxes. The Mel Fisher Maritime Museum has
also retains a collection of shell and faunal bone. The College of the Florida Keys administration
lamented that their Stock Island material was thrown in the garbage (Lori Kelly, personal
communication 2017). The location of Stock Island artifacts from the other facilities is lost or
unknown. Over the past five years, I viewed, sorted, and cataloged the Stock Island materials
held at Mel Fisher and those donated to Joan Borel (Appendix 3).
Other direct information pertaining to the Stock Island site is relegated to transcribed
conversations with locals who collected there, such as the 1973 interview with Louise White, a
local who dug with Ray Blazevic. This conversation is appended to the 8Mo2 PDF at the Florida
Master Site File. The interviewer, Gail Swanson, was another Keys local and researcher who
documented information about the Stock Island site that is recorded nowhere else other than her
published manuscript about the Native Americans of Miami and the Florida Keys (Swanson
2006:97–100). Swanson recorded or wrote about conversations with locals who collected at
Stock Island: avid digger Bill Fournier mentioned finding a “gold brooch” and an “old silver
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coin.” Swanson viewed some of those coins and had them evaluated by a numismatist. She
reported a “nondescript” copper disk, a copper vellon coin of the Ferdinand/Isabella era, a silver
one-real piece of Ferdinand/Isabella, a “two-real silver coin of Mexico City (Late Period CarlosJuana to early Felipe II),” another Mexican one-real of the same period, and a four-real Mexican
silver (Swanson 2006:99).
According to the numismatist, these coins date to ca. 1480–1560, the range of which
overlaps the range of artifacts such as Columbia Plain majolica. Finds that are undocumented or
unreported by archaeologists testify to an only partially-understood sixteenth-century component
at the Stock Island site. Unfortunately, many other artifacts like these were probably looted and
are lost to researchers, preventing a fuller picture of the Spanish occupation at the site.
Nonetheless, the archaeological data reported here and the accounts of locals suggest strongly the
site was visited by Spaniards or its materials were from shipwrecks looted by natives.
Stock Island Site (8Mo2) Summary of Collections
It is highly likely that the Stock Island midden once encompassed much of that tiny
island between today’s Key West and Stock Island, and we are only aware of a fraction of its
contents. The midden may have once been more than ~4000 m2 in the nineteenth and preceding
centuries. Even at the reduced size documented in the 1970s, Stock Island is arguably the
second-largest midden known in the Lower Keys. The site is larger than that documented at
Watson’s Hammock on Big Pine Key (~1400 m2) and trails only Sugarloaf Key 1 (8Mo4) as
measured by Goggin n.d. (ca. 1949:81), who never contemporaneously visited Stock Island. If
my conservative calculation of the former of size of the Stock Island midden is accurate, it would
indicate that the site was among the biggest prehistoric sites in the Lower Florida Keys (Carr
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2012b:69), and it may have even rivaled large sites in the Upper Keys, such as the Clupper site
(8Mo17) on Upper Matecumbe Key and the Key Largo 1 village site (8Mo25, 26).
Unfortunately, the collections studied here are biased both by the recovery methods
employed to excavate the site and by my analytical methods used to sort and describe the
contents of the midden. The Eyster assemblage was excavated in 20 cm levels and sieved
through ¼ inch mesh screens. As a result, fishes and other small bones and charcoal and tiny
plant remains are virtually absent. Turtle barnacles are rare in the Eyster assemblage but
common in the Carr assemblage. Sea turtle bones and large gastropods are more common,
especially gastropods modified for use as tools, or as the broken remnants of an element or shell
used in the toolmaking process. With my limited zooarchaeological methods, I presented only
graphs of taxa by weight, which in itself can be used only as a description by weight (g) of the
remains owned by the BAR. These data as presented are biased, especially with regard to
mammal remains, where bones of mammals smaller than the key deer were not identified.
In general, the high number of unidentified bones indicates that most classes of taxa are
slightly underestimated. Therefore, the total diet of Stock Islanders is unable to be reconstructed
using the Eyster assemblage, even if those remains are sorted and identified by a professional
zooarchaeologist. However, the future identification of all or most taxa could produce more
insights into the foraging patterns (via a given species habitat) employed by natives living on
Key West and Stock Island. The ratio of modified to unmodified gastropod shell tools, which
was presented earlier in this chapter, was a moderately useful calculation to ascertain the relative
use of one of the most plentiful artifacts found at the site, and other analyses like this could be
produced on key deer or other fauna in the future using the datasets sorted and created here.
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The AHC faunal assemblage, which was the result of using 1/8-inch and 1/16-inch
screens, did contain small artifacts and ecofacts, including tiny fish bones, otoliths, turtle
barnacles, and microbotanicals and charcoal. Faunal biomass of Test Unit 5 by taxon tracked
well with the Eyster assemblage for the abundances of sea turtle shells and other sea turtle
elements, as well as the high number of large marine gastropods. A stark difference between the
AHC and Eyster assemblages was a much higher proportion by weight, biomass, and species
richness for bony fishes in the AHC assemblage. Key deer and sharks/rays were also more
abundant in the AHC assemblage.
The uptick in the sharks/rays category is the result of using a finer mesh to capture teeth,
vertebrae, and stingray barbs. The overall number of shell tools and the total number of modified
shell remains was much lower in the AHC assemblage. Looters probably picked up and kept
many of these tools as mantelpiece curios in the 1950s through the 1970s, and those that were
not excavated by vandals were excavated first by Eyster in the 70s, who did find numerous large
shell tools. AHC’s salvage excavations were into the final portions of the midden that were left
intact, an area that was largely crushed remains after consumption by natives. Shell tools and
exceptional objects such as pendants were found in greater numbers along the shoreline of the
site in Eyster’s follow-up excavation of Units A and B. However, Test Units 7 and 11 dug by
AHC did yield shell and bone tools, as well as a few items probably used as adornment.
A similarity between both assemblages was undeniably that sea turtle bones, large
gastropods, and sea turtle carapace and shell fragments were ubiquitous. In both, ~25% of those
sea turtle remains showed evidence of burning (documented in the 8Mo2 materials catalog). This
may imply that a number of the animals were butchered at or near the shoreline for easy disposal
into the water, and that the others were cooked while still partially articulated and tossed into the
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refuse midden afterward. A similar strategy was observed at the Coralie site in the Turks and
Caicos, which had a number of preserved sea turtle bones unmatched elsewhere in the Caribbean
(Keegan and Hofman 2017:172). Overall, a combination of the Eyster and Carr assemblages,
along with the unique environmental setting of the Stock Island site, does provide a window into
subsistence and tool-crafting from local fauna.
There is an observable dearth of pottery sherds at the Stock Island site in all observed
assemblages, which is probably a real pattern and evidence of how the site was used by natives
(though it may be tainted by looters who picked up “fancy” pots and sherds). Of what ceramics
are present at the site, both collections curated by the BAR are dominated by native diagnostic
types of the Glades II and Glades III periods (~900–1700 CE), which is undoubtedly the primary
occupation window at the site, as supported by chronometric dates. Sixteenth and seventeenth
century European wares are present but sparse because Key West was never the site of a known
Spanish fort or mission (as was the case for the Calusa and Tequesta), but also because Spanish
metals and other goods were removed by looters (Swanson 2006:97–100). European wares were
probably incidental items picked up by natives from local shipwrecks or, they were items used
by Spaniards themselves who were wrecked or passing through the area.
The Eyster and AHCI assemblages are complementary and consistent, which is
unsurprising since both excavations took place in the vicinity of the hypothesized center of the
midden. Eyster’s second 73’ excavation took place nearer to the shoreline, however, and Units A
and B yielded a bevy of Glades I Late diagnostic types indicating that the site was at least
sparsely used by peoples during that time (~500–750 CE). For other less frequent artifact types
such as stone, there are no significant discernable differences between assemblages. Both
featured more pumice and groundstone artifacts than chert, which was the reality for natives in
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the Lower Florida Keys. Likewise, the metals in the collections were almost entirely iron
concretions of nails, pins, spikes, or indiscernible artifact concretions.
Human remains were not common in either assemblage—only a single tooth was
recovered. Eyster excavated what might have been a partial burial in Unit B in his follow-up dig
along the shoreline, but none of these remains were curated by the BAR. Unless new collections
with human remains are located, there is scant evidence that the Stock Island site contained a
cemetery or burial mound. The low numbers of all these artifact types—stone, pottery, metal,
and human remains—are probably all accurate reflections of the archaeological record at Stock
Island. The site was principally faunal subsistence remains and faunal tools, the remnants of a
channel-front fishing and tool-processing area. Indeed, I would argue that the Stock Island
midden itself was a tertiary settlement or fishing camp of a larger village that was
contemporaneously located on Key West. We have no archaeological record of this native
village (other than historical accounts) because it was entirely eradicated when Europeans and
Americans began constructing old town Key West in the 1820s and 1830s after the island was
ceded to the United States (see Chapter 4). Despite the recorded sizes of the Stock Island site by
Eyster, and despite the assemblages presented here, they represent only a small fraction of the
total site and settlement that undoubtedly existed on Key West/Stock Island. The following
chapter describes how and what times of year natives were using this archipelago, which gives
way to a final discussion chapter that places this region and its people into local and global
contexts of island-dwelling non-agriculturalists.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: STOCK ISLAND SEASONALITY OF SHELLFISH HARVEST

Research Question and Background
As discussed throughout this dissertation, the relationship between southern Florida’s
most powerful capital centers and satellite settlements in the Everglades and Florida Keys is
poorly understood. The Calusa controlled much of the south Florida peninsula and engineered
the Pine Island canal and massive shell temple mounds (e.g., Marquardt and Walker 2013a;
Thompson et al. 2018a; Widmer 1988). The Glades-area cultures of the Ten-Thousand Islands
engineered large oyster-shell islands (e.g., Carr and Beriault 1984; Schwadron 2009), and the
Tequesta constructed a notable village along the banks of the Miami River (Griffin et al. 1983).
All of these feats are suggestive of socio-politically complex, hierarchical, and sedentary
societies that were established by ~800–1000 CE (Carr 2012a, 2012b; Luer 1989; Luer and
Wheeler 1997; Marquardt 2014; Marquardt and Walker 2013a; Schwadron 2009; Thompson et
al. 2018a; Widmer 1988). Although these regional centers each undeniably held a large, stable,
and generally sedentary population during the historic period (e.g., in Hann 1991, 2003; Worth
2006), it is unknown how the population structure, social hierarchy, and spatial arrangement of
the Calusa capital and other larger villages across south Florida—which are more clearly
defined— translated to smaller settlements and towns throughout the Everglades and Florida
Keys from ~800 CE onward (see Worth 2006). This gap in our knowledge is problematic
because the dozens or hundreds of archaeological sites in these respective sub-regions of the
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Glades area cannot be defined as either seasonal relocations or camps from the population
centers or, as more-or-less independent towns that were mostly year-round settlements in the
capitals’ hinterlands.
As documented in the island archaeology chapter, simple questions of fisher-forager
mobility, interaction levels, and relationships among big islands and continents and small-island
towns are still hotly debated in various island regions of the globe (e.g., Fitzpatrick 2004a). The
outcome of this research thus has implications for the settlement patterning of aboriginal nonagricultural island dwellers in the Old and New Worlds, as the seasonality of smaller habitation
sites is inexplicably linked to inter- and intra-town population sizes and sociopolitical power
structures in large regions of ancestrally-interrelated cultures (such as south Florida). Regionally,
answering this question will aid in understanding how significant Pre-Columbian sites in the
Florida Keys relate to those on the mainland, and how Native Floridians adapted to the only
coral-reef archipelago in the continental United States.
In order to determine whether a Glades area hinterland site was utilized during a targeted
season, Stock Island (8Mo2), a relatively large and highly remote archaeological site in the
Lower Florida Keys, was selected as a case study (see Figure 18). Diagnostic ceramics and
chronometric dates place initial occupation of Stock Island at ca. 600–1000 CE (Chapter 6),
those centuries in the Caloosahatchee Area marked by population growth, expansion, and the
construction of monumental architecture. Similar to some other large sites in the Florida Keys
(e.g., the Clupper Site [8Mo17], Upper Matecumbe Key), there was evidently a steady increase
in site size and site use with every passing century leading to the invasion of the Spanish (as
hypothesized via proportions of ceramic types). By that time, multiple historical accounts
document that Key West/Stock Island was the central home of the cacique and town of
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Cuchiyaga during the middle/late sixteenth century, a multi-family village of ~40 people
according to López de Velasco (Worth 1995; Chapter 4).
In itself, documentation of a Key West cacique by the Spanish is not ample evidence to
conclude it was a permanent settlement, although it is probable. If habitation was permanent by
or before the sixteenth century, an additional open question is when in prehistory this settlement
became a site of sedentary living. By the time the first deposits at the Stock Island midden were
occurring, was there already a year-round settlement on Key West that would culminate with the
cacique Cuchiyaga? In the Caloosahatchee area, Thompson et al. (2018a:40) proposed a model
wherein smaller towns on the mainland by ~800 CE were organized into sedentary and
heterarchical “simple chiefdom” towns, each with its own leader, who would jockey with other
small-town chiefs in effort to rise in regional power and political influence (see Chapter 5). If
this model is accurate for the settlements/camps of the Florida Keys also, then one would expect
a “town” and/or “simple chiefdom” on Key West to show empirical evidence for habitation
during different times of a given year in the decades or centuries following the initial occupation
of the site, which occurred at a similar time ca. 700–800 CE.
To test whether inhabitants of the Stock Island site ever harvested shellfish during
different times of an annual cycle within the timespan ca. 600–1000 CE (Glades I Late through
Glades IIb), I performed stable isotope sclerochronology on live-collected (n = 3) and
archaeological (n = 23) Codakia orbicularis specimens. Stable isotope sclerochronology is a
method applied widely to invertebrates in archaeological contexts in the U.S. Southeast, such as
clams or oysters, which form accretionary carbonate skeletons in aquatic habitats (e.g.,
Thompson et al. 2015).
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The primary effect on shell δ18O is water temperature, such that a δ18O time series can be
interpreted as a temperature history with identifiable seasons. In shell δ18O, physical processes
yield an inverse effect where relative higher δ18O correlates to lower temperatures, and lower
relative δ18O correlates to higher temperatures (Epstein et al. 1951, 1953). The shell δ18O
signature is also related to seawater δ18O, which is influenced by principally by temperature and
salinity and, to a lesser degree by the dissolved inorganic content of the seawater (DIC) and other
ambient water properties. Salinity is the secondary influence on shell δ18O, where fresh water
tends to be depleted (lighter) in δ18O relative to marine water because the physical evaporation of
seawater results in the loss of lighter 16O and retention of heavier 18O. Salinity will have a higher
degree of influence on shell δ18O in environments with relatively greater salinity variability, such
as estuaries. In Key West waters, there is no fresh water input (lighter δ18O) via flowing rivers or
streams, so salinity effects on seawater δ18O and shell δ18O are mediated mostly by precipitation
(see below).
The δ13Cshell signature in aquatic mollusks is principally regulated by the amount of
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) present in ambient seawater (e.g., HCO3, CO2, and dissolved
CO2) at the site of shell secretion (e.g., McConnaughey et al. 1997; McConnaughey and Gillikin
2008), although salinity, diet, and reproduction have demonstrable influence on δ13Cshell in some
mollusks (e.g., Poulain et al. 2010). In archaeological and historical contexts in the eastern
United States, for example, shell δ13C has been used to determine that habitats where mollusks
were collected (Andrus and Thompson 2012), document past droughts (Harding et al. 2010), and
to detect anthropogenic effects such as pollution (Harke et al. 2015:107; Swart et al. 1996a).
Shell δ18O and δ13C are reported in the following sections, but δ18Oshell is the primary
variable of interest to assess season of collection for Stock Island midden shells. In marine
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environments similar to those found along the windward side of Key West and Stock Island,
salinity remains relatively constant over a given year (e.g., Lapointe and Clark 1992:468 [Table
1, Station 1]; WQPP 2011). In full marine habitats such as the oceanside Lower Florida Keys,
shell δ18O is principally controlled by seasonal fluctuations in seawater temperature (see Andrus
2012:123). Because of this empirically-derived relationship between δ18Oshell and water
temperature, archaeologists can determine the “season” a shellfish died—was harvested by
Native Americans—by establishing the water temperature trend leading up to the final growth
layers. Using conspecific live-collected organisms as calibrations for midden-deposited shells is
common archaeological practice (see discussions in Andrus 2011; Twaddle et al. 2016), provided
that a given species’ biological nuances are controlled for, and that local, ambient water variables
(e.g., SST, salinity, δ18Oseawater) are collected in situ or modeled/standardized using historical
seawater datasets (e.g., SST, δ18Oseawater) from water-monitoring stations proximal to the
archaeological site and to the collection site of the live shells to be used as analogs.
In so doing, a comprehensive shell δ18O study of live-collected and archaeological shells
can yield an assessment of seasonal scheduling for coastal or island fisher-gatherers. The results
of this study will have the ability to inform archaeologists whether the Glades II period
settlement on Key West/Stock Island was inhabited during one or more than one time of the
year, and thus provide insight into the later Glades III period across the islands.
Tiger Lucine (Codakia orbicularis) Biology and Seasonality
The species selected for study, the tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis, is a large, tropical,
infaunal bivalve (clam) in the family Lucinidae. It has been studied intensively for the
chemoautotrophic bacteria that are endosymbionts residing in their gills (e.g., Caro et al. 2007).
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These species of bacteria fix carbon dioxide and elements such as sulfur into energy, a symbiotic
relationship held between the bacteria and C. orbicularis. This species inhabits the Thalassia sp.
seagrass flats of islands and coasts of the tropical areas of the Caribbean, Mexico, Central
America, and Brazil (Jackson 1972). In Florida, they are found throughout the Florida Keys and
within the waters of Biscayne Bay and the along the southeast Florida coast (Mikkelson and
Bieler 2000), but are exceedingly rare north of latitude 26°, where freeze events would be lethal
to entire populations. Published zooarchaeological data from Calusa area sites in southwest
Florida, for example, reported only one C. orbicularis valve from the entire Pineland site
(deFrance and Walker 2013:312). Jackson (1972, 1973) discusses in part the ecology of C.
orbicularis in the Florida Keys and among several islands of the Caribbean, where he found that
lucines were among the most common bivalve at sampled Thalassia localities (e.g., Jackson
1973:320–321). Also important, he noted that water depth was inversely correlated with shell
length, such that bigger C. orbicularis specimens tended to be located in shallower water
(Jackson 1972). If this relationship between size and depth was true in prehistory in the Keys, it
would have made this species especially attractive to aboriginal cultures living near seagrass flats
across south Florida and the West Indies.
Indeed this hypothesis is supported, as C. orbicularis is common to midden deposits
across their habitable range in the Caribbean. This species is routinely excavated in middens
throughout the Florida Keys and at sites across the Greater and Lesser Antilles in areas near
Thalassia sp. seagrass flats (e.g., Keegan et al. 2003), especially in the Bahama Archipelago
where the flats are extensive. In the Keys and the Bahamas, it was a supplementary shellfish to
the queen conch, which is larger and has more edible meat per individual (biomass), and a more
robust shell for toolmaking. Nevertheless, Berg et al. (1985) calculated that 50–60 mean-sized
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clams would yield ~200 g of wet meat, which was apparently worth the effort given their
ubiquity in middens across the islands. Keegan et al. (2003:1613) correctly noted that there is no
visible evidence of live C. orbicularis on the surface of the sand or seagrass, so procuring this
species would have required a resolved strategy. Collectors would have had to enter the water at
or near low tide, and dig below the seagrass/ground surface with their hands or a digging stick.
Published literature indicates that these clams live anywhere between 10 and 100 cm below the
sediment surface (e.g., Berg and Alatalo 1984). Fieldwork on the ocean side of Stock Island/Key
West produced live C. orbicularis between 15 and 50 cm below the surface, although additional
organisms may have been located deeper.
Environmental and climatological studies have been conducted using stable isotopes in C.
orbicularis. Cerajewski (2002) conducted analysis on specimens from San Salvador in the
Bahamas to test whether predicted δ18Oshell values for C. orbicularis correlated with observed
δ18Oseawater values, to determine whether shells formed in isotopic equilibrium with the
surrounding seawater (Cerajewski 2002: 26, 34). Predicted δ18Oshell values were calculated for
aragonite shell using the δ18O values of ambient seawater and its temperature (°C) by solving for
δ18Oshell in a re-arranged form of the Grossman and Ku equation 3 for aragonitic mollusks (1986):
δ18Oshell = (T – 21.8) / –4.69) + δw
where “T” is sea surface temperature and δw is the mean isotopic composition of ambient
seawater. Cerajewski (2002:47–49) input observed monthly minimum and maximum SSTs and
mean values of winter and summer δ18Ow at the study site into this paleotemperature equation.
By solving for all δ18Oshell values, it was possible to determine that C. orbicularis in the Bahamas
secretes shell in equilibrium with ambient seawater. Cerajewski (2002:56–57) then compared °C
derived from δ18Oshell of two live-collected Codakia shells, using the Grossman and Ku (1986)
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equation 3 and a constant 0.89‰ value for δ18Oseawater to observed Bahamian SST records. Prior
research in the seagrass flats of the Florida Keys and northern Bahamas demonstrated analytical
precision of ± 0.4 °C when using a constant δ18Oseawater value (e.g., Strauss et al. 2014).
Calculated T °C from δ18Oshell was visibly correlated with observed minimum and maximum
monthly SST records over a 2.5 year interval (30 months), and all calculated temperatures fit
within the range of observed SSTs in the historical record. These data suggested that modern and
archaeological Codakia δ18Oshell values accurately record seasonality (Cerajewski 2002:68–69).
In addition to stable isotope work, a second relevant question for this research is whether
age can be determined from shell length or morphological features on the shell (e.g., counts of
growth ridges). For shell length, one study of maturation and reproduction of C. orbicularis in
the Florida Keys indicated males and females reach sexual maturity at ~2 years of age (Bigatti et
al. 2004), which occurred by 25.9 mm in all samples. According to a von Bertalanffy growth
function published in Berg and Alatalo (1984:173) using data from the Bahamas, a valve length
of ~30–34 mm corresponded to an age of 2 years. This function estimates that specimens
between 40 and 70 mm, the size of valves frequently recovered from Keys’ middens, are ~3–5
years old.
For morphological characteristics, Mitchell (1983) studied a collection of live (sample
size not provided), recently-dead (n = 188), and archaeological (n = 849) C. orbicularis valves
and concluded that shell growth variation is controlled by tidal velocity, wherein visible growth
“ridges” are formed during 7-8 day periods of low velocity tides and slowed growth, and
“troughs” are formed during 7-8 day periods of high velocity tides and rapid growth (Mitchell
1983:547). Berg and Alatalo (1984:173) reported anecdotally that the marked growth
ridges/rings on C. orbicularis valves correspond to “isotopic enrichments in 18O,” implying that
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these features on the shell formed during the “coldest environmental temperatures,” however
there are no data to support this assertion. Cerajewski (2002) speculated that Mitchell (1983)
correlated “dark increments” with periods of slowed growth during the coldest part of winter, but
evidence for this assertion as such was not present in Mitchell’s unpublished manuscript.
Cerajewski (2002:65) reported instead: “…neither dark increments nor disturbance increments
can be used to determine the age of a Codakia specimen...the only correlation that could be made
was in modern specimens [where] the number of dark increments increased with the number of
cycles in the δ18O records.” Moreover, “dark” or “disturbance” increments do not “…correlate
with any periodic event based upon visual observations of the isotopic records for Codakia.”
Cerajewski (2002:65–67) concluded that ridges do not consistently or predictably represent
cyclical and/or seasonal winter growth cessations. In sum, the Berg and Alatalo (1984) study and
Mitchell’s (1983) analysis did not support their assertions with stable isotope data and,
Cerajewski (2002) was unable to record support for their hypotheses. As a result, these issues in
C. orbicularis have not been resolved, and stable isotope sclerochronology is required to confirm
relationships among age, length, and environment, and especially to determine season of capture.
Materials and Methods
Sampling
Live Codakia specimens were collected under Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission
(FWC) Permit number SAL-15-0901A-SR issued to G. Herbert and R. Harke and National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) permit number FKNMS-2017-063
issued to R. Harke for harvest within the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. In December
2017, live Codakia specimens were collected near the Thalassia seagrass flats 50– 200 m east of
Cow Key Channel inlet between Key West and Stock Island at 24.558°N 81.745°W (Figure 76).
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Salinity data were collected in situ with a refractometer during December 2017 live C.
orbicularis collection and water samples were also collected to measure local δ18Oseawater values.
Water samples and salinity data were also sampled from the live-collection site at the mouth of
the Cow Key Channel seasonally in March, June, and September 2018, for a total of four
collection periods and 14 replicates of local δ18Oseawater values (see Figure 76). This sampling
location was selected because it is the nearest habitat of C. orbicularis from the Stock Island
midden and because NOAA Buoy KYWF1 collects sea-surface temperature nearby.

Figure 76. Sampling Locations for Codakia Specimens. Seawater data are from NOAA Station
KYWF1 on the west coast of Key West (gray diamond); midden valves are from the Stock Island
site (gray circle); live-collected specimens and water samples are from the seagrass flats east of
the mouth of Cow Key Channel (black triangle).
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Midden shells were chosen from two proveniences near the horizontal and vertical center
of the Stock Island midden. The first provenience is Level 50–60 cm of Test Unit 5 (see Figure
51) and the second is Unit L-8 Level 5 (~80–100 cm). Together, five radiocarbon date ranges
from these proveniences span cal. 600–1032 CE (2σ), and diagnostic ceramics from each unit
corroborate this time span (Chapter 6). These proveniences were selected because both
represented the basal deposits of the respective units, and thus, were the least likely to be
disturbed. Moreover, this time span represents the earliest-known deposition at the Stock Island
site and is concomitant with the time-span small villages in south Florida were ostensibly
organizing into sedentary simple chiefdoms (Marquardt 2014; Thompson et al. 2018a).
Lab Methods
After collection, modern specimens were placed on ice and stored at the University of
South Florida School of Geosciences paleoecology laboratory operated by G. Herbert. Live
organisms and all tissues and organic matter were removed from the valves. Archaeological
valves were rinsed free of sediment with water and a soft-bristle brush. All midden shells were
also inspected under low magnification to ensure there were no secondary deposits of cement or
recrystallization (diagenetic alteration). Before sampling, all valves were placed in a 3% sodium
hypochlorite solution for 1 h and then rinsed in deionized water and scrubbed with a soft-bristle
brush to remove any remaining periostracum or organic encrustations. All shells were dried in a
low-temperature oven at 40 °C for 48–72 h before sampling.
Three live-collected shells (LC) were selected for analysis. LC-1 (shell length, 77 mm)
was the largest shell, chosen to yield the longest-possible environmental record for a specimen in
the Key West/Stock Island habitat. LC-5 and LC-6 (shell lengths 55 and 59 mm, respectively)
were selected because they represent size classes below and near the mean size of midden shells
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deposited at Stock Island. Twenty-three archaeological shells were selected (AC-1 –AC-24 [AC23 was determined to be a modern specimen]), for a total of twelve shells from Test Unit 5 and
eleven shells from Test Unit L-8. Archaeological shells were selected for analysis upon the basis
of an intact shell margin so that the seasonality of the final growth trend and the season of death
would be evident in constructed isotope time series (e.g., Thompson et al. 2015). For
archaeological shells, an attempt was made to prioritize using left valves to be consistent with the
live-collected left valves, although a search of published data did not reveal a discrepancy
between the oxygen stable isotope values of right and left valves from the same individual (e.g.,
Quitmyer et al. 1997). Right valves were used out of necessity to increase the overall sample size
at the site, a strategy that yielded 14 left valves and 9 right valves. All intra-provenience valves
were thoroughly inspected and measured to ensure that analyzed right and left valves belonged to
separate individuals (n =23).
Live-collected and archaeological valves were seated atop and glued to wooden blocks
with epoxy and dried for 48–72 h prior to sampling. Serial sampling was performed along the
external surface of clamshells on a micro-milling press inverted 90º forward (valves
perpendicular to the table mount) such that small surface carbonate powders of ~50 µg could be
collected at a mean depth of 0.5 mm. Live-collected valves (LC) were sampled at a resolution of
2–3 samples per mm in overlapping increments from early-stage growth to the shell margin
using a 0.5 mm carbide drill bit. For LC-1, micro-mill sampling began at 14.5 mm from the
umbo, where the natural curvature of the shell flattened, and continued to the shell margin
(81.1% of total shell length). For LC-5 and LC-6, sampling began at the umbo and continued to
the shell margin.
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Archaeological (AC) shells were sampled using a comparable resolution. Only shell AC1 was sampled manually, using a handheld dental drill with a 0.5 mm carbide bur at a resolution
of 1 sample per mm, from the umbo to the shell margin. This was done in order to determine if a
one sample per mm resolution would be adequate to address season of collection with this
species and environment. Because this sampling resolution returned only ~12 samples per annual
cycle over ontogeny (as compared to ~30 or more in LC shells), it was apparent a tighter
resolution would be necessary to estimate seasonal or sub-seasonal collection. Thus, the
sampling resolution (2–3 samples per mm) for LC shells was applied to all other archaeological
shells (AC-2 through AC-24), except sampling began at the shell margin and was extended
backward along an axis of growth in effort to capture the final annual growing cycle (Figure 77).

Figure 77. Sampling Resolution of a Micro-milled Codakia Shell. Red bars
demarcate every fifth sample in the time series (AC-22). Black scale bar = 3 mm.
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Stable Isotope Geochemistry
Stable isotope concentrations are expressed in standard delta notation (δ) where:
δ = [Rsample/Rstandard – 1]
all values of δ18O and δ13C are reported in units of per mil (‰) with reference to the Vienna
PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB) isotopic standard. Shells LC-5 and LC-6 were processed at the USF
Stable Isotope Lab using a Thermo Fisher Delta V IRMS connected to a GasBench II preparation
device with a PAL autosampler needle injection system, was ±0.06‰ and ±0.10‰ for δ13C and
δ18O respectively (VPDB). AC shells and shell LC-1 δ18O and δ13C were measured with a
ThermoFisher MAT253 stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer coupled to a GasBench-II
peripheral in continuous-flow mode located at the mode located at the University of South
Florida College of Marine Science Marine Environmental Chemistry Lab. Measurement
followed established procedures (Burman et al. 2005; Duhr and Hilbert 2004; Evans et al. 2015;
Révész, and Landwehr 2002; Spötl 2011; Spötl and Vennemann, 2003). Secondary reference
materials (TSF-1 d13C = 1.95±0.05‰, d δ18O =-2.20 ± 0.06‰; Borba δ13C = 2.87 ± 0.05‰,
δ18O = -6.15 ± 0.09‰; LECO-carb δ13C = -15.45 ± 0.16‰, δ18O = 20.68 ± 0.16‰, all calibrated
with NBS19, NBS18 and LSVEC certified reference materials) were used to normalize
measurements to the VPDB scale. Measurement uncertainty, expressed as ±1 standard deviation
of n = 205 measurements of the TSF-1 laboratory reference material was 0.04‰ and 0.08‰ for
δ13C and δ18O, respectively.
To test whether C. orbicularis shells consistently record the entire range of wet and dry
season temperatures in the Key West region, I calculated the annual range of SST experienced by
the three live-collected shells using three different aragonite-to-seawater temperature conversion
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regressions. All equations were adjusted so that seawater values were corrected to standard
modern ocean water (SMOW) from the Vienna Pee-Dee Belemnite (VPDB) scale following
mollusk papers concerned with reconstructing temperature from δ18Oaragonite (Foster et al.
2009:549; Jew et al. 2019:113; Schöne et al. 2005:951). Because they are the most commonly
employed aragonite-to-SST equations in U.S. Southeast and Caribbean molluscan studies, Böhm
et al. (2000:1702) equation 4 (A) and Grossman and Ku (1986:66) equations 1 (B, all aragonite
data) and 3 (C, aragonite mollusk data) were tested for Key West region Codakia shells:
(A)

T (°C) = 20.2 – 4.42 (δ18Oaragonite - δ18Oseawater) – 0.2

(B)

T (°C) = 20.6 – 4.43 (δ18Oaragonite - δ18Oseawater) – 0.2

(C)

T (°C) = 20.6 – 4.69 (δ18Oaragonite - δ18Oseawater) – 0.2

where T is the temperature of the seawater at the time of calcification, δ18Oaragonite is the isotopic
composition of calcium carbonate (aragonite), δ18Oseawater is the isotopic composition of seawater,
and – 0.2 is correction to the VSMOW scale. Three δ18O seawater standards of 1.0‰, 1.1‰, and
1.2‰ were tested for each equation. These values are derived from published datasets in this
region (Schmidt et al. 1999) and local seawater samples collected for this study. Seasonal
seawater sample replicates (n = 14) yielded a range of Key West δ18Oseawater from 0.95‰ to
1.41‰ (𝑥 = 1.12‰, 1σ = 0.17), where water samples specific to the C. orbicularis livecollection area (n = 7) produced a mean of 1.19‰ (1σ = 0.14). Owing to no freshwater input
outside of rainy-season precipitation, published salinity data from nearby Sand Key recorded an
annual mean of (in psu) of 36.5 ± 0.5 (Lapointe and Clark 1992:468). Surface salinity samples (n
= 65) from multiple years and seasons in the adjacent Boca Chica Channel support that record,
yielding a mean of 36.3 psu (1σ = 1.0) (WQMP 2011). These data suggest temperature is the
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primary control of δ18Oseawater in the study area, yet the potential for rising salinity during summer
or winter droughts is acknowledged.
Applying nine combinations using the three equations and three δ18Oseawater standards
yielded a mean offset of predicted SST from live-collected shell δ18Oaragonite (n = 479) to daily
instrumental SST (n = 1754) of –1.9 ± 0.9 °C. Calculated maximum SSTs ranged from 35.3 to
37.6 °C while maximum observed SST was 32.9 °C. Calculated minimum SSTs ranged from
14.4 to 15.4 °C while minimum observed SST was 18.1 °C. Thus, the maximum range of
calculated SSTs was 22.1 °C and the range of observed SSTs was 14.8 °C. Standard deviation of
the mean ranged from 3.7 to 4.0. These descriptive statistics are reported relative to instrumental
SST below (Table 24). Grossman and Ku (1986) equation 1 (δ18Oseawater = 1.2‰) yielded
seawater temperatures that best correlated with maximum and minimum T observed instrumental
data from NOAA Buoy KYWF1 located on the west coast of Key West (24°33'21" N 81°48'28"
W) (Table 24). A re-arranged form of this equation was used to convert observed T to predicted
δ18O (δ18Opred) precipitated in equilibrium with ambient water:
δ18Opred = 20.6 – T/4.34 + δ18Oseawater (1.2‰ – 0.2)

Table 24. Modeled Seawater Temperatures. The table includes calculated offset from observed
water temperature from NOAA Key West Buoy KYWF1 using three aragonite fractionation
equations. Mean, maximum, and minimum calculated temperatures (T) using three standard
values of 1.0‰, 1.1‰, and 1.2‰ for δ18Oseawater.
Equation/Instrument

Temperature (T,°C)
n

Mean

Range

Max.

Offset from KYWF1

Min.

StDev. Mean T

Max. T

Min. T

Grossman and Ku 1

479 24.8 - 25.6

20.5 35.4 - 36.3 14.9 - 15.8

3.7 2.3 - 1.5 2.5 - 3.4 3.2 - 2.3

Grossman and Ku 3

479 25.1 - 26.1

22.1 36.6 - 37.6 14.5 - 15.4

4.0 2.0 - 1.1 3.7 - 4.7 3.6 - 2.7

Bohm et al. 4

479 24.4 - 25.3

20.9 35.3 - 36.2 14.4 - 15.3

3.8 2.7 - 1.8 2.4 - 3.3 3.7 - 2.8

14.8

3.3

KYWF1 Buoy

1754

27.1

32.9
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18.1

N/A

N/A

N/A

Time series of seawater temperature January 2013 through December 2017 and timeaveraged series of δ18Opred and δ18O aragonite reveal the relationship and correlation between
Codakia shell δ18O and SST in the Key West area to interpret Stock Island midden shell δ18O
seasonality. Experimentation with multi-point moving averages was required for two reasons.
First, both the instrumental temperature record at Key West and the δ18O time series of livecollected Codakia specimens record a high degree of sub-seasonal fluctuation (i.e., sharp jumps
between two samples to lighter or heavier δ18O, as noted) and intraseason variability (Figure 78).

Figure 78. AC-19 and AC-20 Constructed Time Series. δ18O (black line) and δ13C (gray line)
profiles for AC-19 (65.0 mm) and AC-20 (68.5 mm) exhibit saw-tooth profiling (left to right) of
a mild warming trend from a dry season (D). Maximum amplitude is ~2.0‰, characteristic for
valves this size. The entire trend in δ18O should be used to interpret seasonality in Keys valves. A
three-point moving average (red line) applied to AC-20 illustrates a smoothed trend in subseasonal warming.

Second, live-collected shells record an amplitude of ~3.0‰ in early ontogeny and ~2.0‰ in later
ontogeny. These factors, together, reveal the necessity to focus on entire trends across
constructed δ18O time series. Experimentation yielded that, where necessary, a 3-point moving
average was most suitable to interpret shell δ18O seasonality of warming/cooling trends in C.
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orbicularis in the Lower Florida Keys. Whether a given archaeological shell required a moving
average for clearer interpretation of seasonal trending was dependent upon methods (i.e.,
sampling resolution, sample tract length), physical valve characteristics (i.e., shell length [age],
number of growth breaks), and environmental effects (i.e., ambient water temperature).
Instructive example midden shells are plotted below (see Appendix 5).
Results
Live-Collected Shell δ18O and δ13C
Stable isotope profiles of LC-1, LC-5, and LC-6 exhibit a pattern of second-order sawtooth cycling of shell δ18O on top of first-order, or annual, variation (Figures 79 and 80). Subannual, saw-tooth fluctuations are ~0.7–0.8‰ compared to an annual amplitude of 3.0–4.0‰,
depending on organism age, size, and place in ontogeny. Shell LC-1 δ18O values (n = 190) range
from 2.1‰ to -1.6‰ over four annual cycles, a max amplitude of 3.7‰ with a mean of 0.3‰
(1σ = 0.8). Shell LC-5 δ18O values (n = 140) range from 1.3‰ to -2.5‰ over ~2.5 annual cycles,
a max amplitude of 3.8‰ with a mean of -0.4‰ (1σ = 0.8). Shell LC-6 δ18O values (n = 149)
range from 2.3‰ to -2.0‰ over nearly four annual cycles, a max amplitude of 4.3‰ and a mean
of 0.0‰ (1σ = 0.8). Calculating T (°C) using the Grossman and Ku (1986) equation 1 as
described above, 95.8% of converted δ18O values are constrained within observed temperature
minima and maxima (Figure 79). This total percentage is only accurate for early ontogeny where
cold-season temperatures are captured during winter 2014/2015 in shells LC-6 and LC-1. All
three shells recorded δ18O values consistent with peak summer/rainy season temperatures and,
some δ18O values convert to water temperatures warmer than those observed in the instrumental
record. In those same shells, LC-6 and LC-1, the third and fourth profile troughs (winter
2016/2017), respectively, shift positively 1.0‰ relative to previous troughs (cold seasons).
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Figure 79. KYWF1 Buoy SST and Codakia δ18O Data. A is daily observed water temperature from January 2013 to December 2017;
B is daily water temperature converted to δ18Opred (gray line) overlain with δ18Oaragonite (black dots) of LC-6 using Grossman and Ku
eq. 1 (δ18Oseawater = 1.2‰); Inset C is 2.5x magnification of winter 2017 SST to show sub-seasonal temperature variation.
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Figure 80. Codakia Shells LC-5, LC-6, and LC-1 Stable Isotope Profiles. Shell δ18O (black line)
and shell δ13C (gray dash) and δ18O 3-point moving average (red line) by distance (mm). Red
dots indicate a sample taken at a growth break. The largest shell, LC-1, ends on a clear warming
trend despite collection during December. Tight sampling at the lip and beyond the lip edge into
the interior (most recent calcification) did not extend this seasonal record into winter/dry season.
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Figure 81. Adaptive Sampling of Shell LC-1. Black arrows in A show two edge samples at the
shell lip. Black circles in B show three underside samples, also denoted by red hash marks.
Additional sampling along and underneath the shell margin of LC-1 did not reveal a cooling
trend, indicating this shell ceased growing and/or thickening for a period of 3-4 months.

Although seasonal cycling is apparent until the terminal growth edge, in shell LC-1, the
cold-season temperatures evident in the first two annual cycles are not captured in the third
trough at a shell length of ≥ 61 mm. Shell LC-6’s δ18O cool-season troughs shift positively
~0.7‰ between the first and third clearly defined cold/dry seasons. In contrast, shell LC-5 does
not display a large decrease in δ18O amplitude over ontogeny, nor does this shell exhibit clear
annual cycles relative to LC-1 and LC-6. Nevertheless, shells LC-5 and LC-6 end on a series of
enriched δ18O values, consistent with collection during a cooler month. Conversely, LC-1 ends
on a trend of increasingly depleted shell δ18O, a mismatch with cold-season collection. Added
sampling along and underneath the valve did not alter the profile’s conclusion atop a warming
trend (Figure 81).
Live-Collected Shell δ13C
Shell LC-1 δ13C values range from 0.7‰ to -1.4‰, a max amplitude of 2.1‰ with a
mean of -0.5‰ (1σ = 0.5). Shell LC-5 δ13C values range from -0.3‰ to -2.1‰, a max amplitude
of 1.8‰ with a mean of -1.1‰ (1σ = 0.4). Shell LC-6 δ13C values range from -0.1‰ to -2.5‰, a
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max amplitude of 2.4‰ with a mean of -1.3‰ (1σ = 0.4). Thus, total recorded δ13C range for
live Codakia shells in Key West is 2.4‰, with a total mean of -0.9‰ (1σ = 0.6). Live-collected
shell δ13C values as a time series are visibly correlated with δ18O throughout ontogeny in LC-5.
In the profiles of LC-1 and LC-6, δ13C does not track the first observed cooling cycle in δ18O; in
LC-6, shell δ13C loosely tracks δ18O without cool-season temperatures. In LC-1, shell δ13C is
visually correlated with δ18O within the final 2.5 annual cycles.
Archaeological Shell δ18O
All midden shell δ18O data (n = 23 shells, n = 917 carbonates) range from 0.9‰ to
-3.7‰, a maximum amplitude of 4.5‰ with a mean of -0.7‰ (1σ = 0.7), and these data are
supplemented with the variables of valve length, sample tract length, and mean sampling
resolution for individual shells (Appendix 5). On average, midden shell δ18O profiles are
constrained between 1.0‰ and -2.0‰, although occasional spikes to lighter (warmer) values are
observed in several shells (e.g., AC-6, AC-13) as documented in live-collected shells.

Figure 82. Growth Breaks on a Stock Island Midden Shell. Black arrows point to example
breaks along the external surface of Codakia shell AC-7. Red lines demarcate every fifth sample
in the time series. Black scale bar = 3 mm.
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Using the LC δ18O time series as context and calibration for midden shells, the presence/absence
of cooling or warming trends in midden shell δ18O is evident. Separately, a number of growth
“disturbances,” physical concentric ridges along the external surface of midden shells were
documented (Figure 82). These growth breaks on the surface of midden shells both throughout
ontogeny and near the shell margin were sharper, “larger,” and more common in midden shells
than in live-collected shells.
Test Unit 5 Shells
Test Unit 5 shell δ18O data (n = 12 shells, n = 487 carbonates) range from 0.9‰ to 3.3‰, a maximum amplitude of 4.1‰ with a mean of -0.7‰ (1σ = 0.7). Test Unit 5 micromilled sampling tracts ranged from 13.5 to 24.0 mm, converting to a range of mean sampling
resolutions of one sample every 0.3 to 0.6 mm, respectively. Shell AC-1 oscillates through a total
of 4 sinusoidal cycles that end on a warming trend (Figure 83). Within the final two cycles,
growth disturbances (red dots) occurred at the last two peaks and troughs of the profile. The
absence of a saw-tooth profile reflects the coarser sampling resolution of one sample per mm.
Shell AC-2 captures 1.5 annual cycles that conclude on a clear warming trend (Figure
84); however, this was a large shell, indicating that it could have slowed or ceased growing prior
to collection. Shell AC-3 is a saw-tooth profile that exhibits a rising series of warm-season
temperatures before trending overall downward near the end of the profile. AC-4 oscillates
through warm-season temperatures before exhibiting a clear decline to the cool season. Though
this profile ends on a warming trend of two data points, it is ambiguous whether that represents a
warming trend or a single spike amid the cold season. Shell AC-5 begins with one cycle of coolwarm-cool temperatures, followed by an oscillating series of temperatures that may be the
beginning of the next warming trend.
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The profiles of shells AC-6 and AC-8 oscillate up and down within cooling trends, though AC-6
has a few excursions to warm temperatures and AC-8 dips to and ends on more consistent cooler
temperatures.

Figure 83. Shell AC-1 δ18O and δ13C profiles. The x-axis is distance of sampling track (mm).
Left is near umbo; right is the shell margin/lip. “R” indicates rainy/summer season and “D”
indicates dry/winter season. Red dots in the δ18O time series indicate samples taken within a
growth disturbance.

Shell AC-7 is ambiguous and has the lowest amplitude of any valve from this
provenience, an artifact of lower sampling resolution and frequent growth disturbances (see
Figure 82). Yet, the entire profile is oscillates through and ends on cool-season temperatures.
The AC-9 profile can be characterized as an early warming trend (that terminates within the
same trend) with excursions to warmer temperatures. Shell AC-10 captures the better part of one
annual cycle that ends warming toward a warm-season peak. Shell AC-11’s profile appears as-
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Figure 84. Unit 5 Midden Shell Profiles AC-2 to AC-12. Shell δ18O (black line with markers) and δ13C (gray line) profiles where the
right of the graph is the shell lip. “R” indicates rainy/summer season and “D” indicates dry/winter season. Red dots in the δ18O time
series indicate samples taken within a growth break disturbance. Black arrows indicate the interpretation of the concluding trend.
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-the trough of a cool season, terminating on what could be the start of a warming trend. The AC12 profile tracks from the warm season to the cool season and then terminates amid the
beginning of a warming trend. In sum, δ18O time series of archaeological shells from Test Unit 5
(50–60 cm) yield signatures that reflect collection at different times of the year within given
annual cycles.
Test Unit L-8 Shells
Test Unit L-8 shell δ18O data (n = 11 shells, 430 carbonates) range from 0.7‰ to -3.7‰,
a maximum amplitude of 4.3‰ with a mean of -0.7‰ (σ = 0.7). Test Unit L-8 sampling tracts
ranged from 12.0 to 19.5 mm, converting to a range of mean sampling resolutions from 0.31 to
0.50 mm, respectively. Test Unit L-8 shells exhibit similar ranges and diversity of δ18O profiles
as documented in Test Unit 5 (Figure 85 85). AC-13 begins on cool-season temperatures and
steadily rises to conclude as part of a clear warming trend. Shell AC-14 begins oscillating within
a period of cooler temperatures but starts to experience warmer temps at the end of the profile,
possibly indicating the start of a warming trend despite concluding on a minor cooling trend.
Shell AC-15 exhibits a spiky saw-tooth profile throughout, but the temperature fluctuation
indicates the warmer season, and the profile is characterized by an overall warming trend.
Despite concluding on a brief warming trend, AC-16 exhibits an overall cooling trend that’s
indicative of collection at the juncture of warm and cool seasons.
Shell AC-17 has a compressed amplitude and is somewhat ambiguous relative to others
due to a lower sampling resolution and the high number of growth disturbances, but the second
half of the profile appears to suggest a mild warming trend. AC-18 exhibits 1.5 annual cycles
terminating near a warm-season peak in temperatures; however, shell AC-18 is 80.0 mm,
indicating that this assessment could be erroneous if the organism had ceased growth prior to333

Figure 85.Unit L-8 Midden Shell Profiles AC-13 to AC-24. Shell δ18O (black line with markers) and δ13C (gray line) profiles, where
the right of the graphs is the shell lip. “R” indicates rainy/summer season and “D” indicates dry/winter season. Red dots in the δ18O
time series indicate samples taken within a growth disturbance. Black arrows indicate the interpretation of the concluding trend.
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-collection. Shell AC-19 begins with a series of low, cool-season temperatures but ends on a
mild warming trend. Similarly, shell AC-20 begins with a fall to cool season temperatures and
oscillates through what could be the start of a warming trend.
Shell AC-21’s profile is a cooling trend from a higher peak in warm-season temperatures
that concludes within the same cooling trend. Shell AC-23 features several spikes to warm
temperatures within a period of cooler temperatures and closes on a brief warming trend. Shell
AC-24 likewise oscillates amid cool-season temperatures; the second half of the profile appears
to trend warmer despite ending on a cooling trend. In sum, δ18O time series of archaeological
shells from Test Unit L-8, like Test Unit 5, yield a diversity of profiles indicative of shell
collection(s) at different times of the year.
Archaeological Shell δ13C
Total archaeological shell δ13C data (n = 917 carbonates) range from 4.6‰ to -1.6‰, a
maximum amplitude of 6.2‰ with a mean of 2.3‰ (1σ = 0.8). Of the separate proveniences,
Test Unit 5 shell δ13C data (n = 12 shells, 487 carbonates) range from 4.6‰ to -1.6‰, a
maximum amplitude of 6.2‰ with a mean of 2.4‰ (1σ = 0.9) and Test Unit L-8 shell δ13C data
(n = 11 shells, 430 carbonates) range from 3.5‰ to 0.3‰, a maximum amplitude of 3.8‰ with a
mean of 2.2‰ (1σ = 0.6). Thus by provenience, Test Unit 5 shell δ13C values exhibit a higher
mean, greater range, and a greater standard deviation. As time series, shell δ13C is sometimes
visually correlated with δ18O (e.g., AC-2, AC-13) or inversely correlated with δ18O (e.g., AC-4,
AC-18). In other shells there may be a relationship between δ13C and δ18O but it is ambiguous
(e.g., AC-5, AC-8). Bulk values of live-collected shell δ13C and δ18O are compared to
archaeological shell values within the discussion in the following section.
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Discussion
Shell δ18O in Live-Collected Stock Island Codakia orbicularis
All live-collected C. orbicularis shells returned saw-tooth δ18O profiles at a sampling
resolution of 2–3 samples per mm. In one example of an intensively-studied species, Arctica
islandica, a saw-tooth signal was interpreted as representative of inconsistent shell accretion over
the course of a given year (e.g., Foster et al. 2009:552–553), related to inconsistencies in
food/nutrient availability and/or optimal water temperatures. Of analyzed shells here, LC-5 most
clearly exhibits an erratic δ18O signal that oscillates > 2.5‰ between two samples twice over
ontogeny (see Figure 80), but the saw-tooth signature is unmistakable in all shells, evidence of
variable SST and/or δ18Oseawater in Keys waters. This profile patterning of frequent > 1.0‰
high/low excursions in δ18O could be misinterpreted as an annual cycle; however, the highresolution profiles in LC-1 and LC-6 demonstrate that these excursions are both short-term and
sub-seasonal. These factors are significant for assessing season of collection or modeling longerterm seasonality with this species in the Lower Keys, especially if only a small number of
samples are used near the shell lip.
In C. orbicularis specimens from the Bahamas, Cerajewski (2002) and Mitchell (1983)
reported slowed or ceased growth during the coldest winter months, an environmental response
documented in other tropical bivalves as well (Colonese et al. 2017). Interestingly, live-collected
shells (especially LC-1 and LC-6) sampled here captured the full range of cold-season
temperatures in early ontogeny. However, in later ontogeny at 61–65 mm in shell length, the
coldest seasonal temperatures are no longer captured in shell δ18O. The documented amplitude
decline of 0.7–1.0‰ relative to prior cycles in the final two cold seasons in LC-1 and LC-6
converts to 3–5º C, a potential loss of 15–25% of the winter/dry-season temperature record in
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late ontogeny. Alternatively, ≥ 75% of winter temperatures may have been recorded in LC shells
in late ontogeny, and instead the compressed amplitudes reflect milder winters. The instrumental
record at Key West indeed demonstrates that winter 2016/2017 was milder (warmer) than
previous years (Figure 79). Moreover, whether the coldest temperatures of the final winter cycle
(2017/2018) were recorded cannot be determined because the shells were collected in middle
December 2017, and Key West indeed experienced colder SSTs in January and February 2018.
Thus, the decreasing amplitude in late ontogeny in live-collected C. orbicularis reflects the
compounding effects of natural environmental variability, an organismal life history pattern, and
the timing of live specimen collection.
Interestingly, in early ontogeny, all live-collected shells produced a calculated watertemperature range wider than that of the observed temperature record. This effect is driven
primarily by the frequent capture of especially light (warm) SST data points in shell δ18O.
Whereas the instrumental record, Station KYWF1, records T at a depth of 2.4 m (7.9 feet),
analyzed C. orbicularis were collected from the ocean-side Thalassia seagrass flats in 1–3 feet of
water. The noted jumps to lighter (warmer) values in the isotopic record of many shells may be
an artifact of extreme heating of shallow tidal waters in summertime afternoons, when shade-less
areas can produce localized SSTs of 36–39 °C (WQMP 2011). Controlling for water depth alone,
it may be expected that the station recorded lower mean temperatures than the shallow seagrass
flats, a hypothesis supported in δ18O datasets from Key West/Stock Island shells.
Winter 2014/2015 was the coldest winter in the observed SST record (Figure 79). These
temperatures were recorded in shell δ18O, and a few recorded values were even more enriched
(colder) than those of the instrumental record. One explanation for the outlier enriched values of
shell δ18O is annual precipitation cycling in Key West. An especially dry winter could elevate
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salinity, enriching shell δ18O to yield a few positive outliers similar to those observed in these C.
orbicularis datasets. Alternatively, the collection location for live C. orbicularis, adjacent to the
mouth of the Cow Key Channel, may have occasionally spilled cooler up-welled waters across
the seagrass flats, such that shell δ18O is reflecting an actual temperature regime within the
limits/offset of the temperature conversion equations and δ18O seawater standards.
Another confounding factor identified in Lower Keys C. orbicularis shells is that large
individuals may slow or cease growing entirely beyond a certain valve length. While LC-5 (55
mm) and LC-6 (59 mm) profiles conclude on a clear cooling trend denoting December
collection, Shell LC-1 (77 mm), collected the same day, concludes at a summer peak from an
obvious warming trend (Figure 80). Peak summer temperatures occur annually in August or
September in Key West, indicating that LC-1 stopped growing at that time. Thus, the δ18O
profile stopped recording SST 3–4 months prior to collection. Additional sampling at the shell
margin and along the underside (ventral side) of the valve following Herbert et al. (2009) did not
demonstrate hidden or additional shell secretion (Figure 81). The absence of the final cooling
trend in LC-1 is a probable function of the organism’s size. This specimen is at or near maximum
size according to a Von Bertalanffy growth curve produced for C. orbicularis from the Bahamas
(Berg and Alatalo 1984). According to their model, growth rate visibly begins to slow (flatten) at
~70 mm and individuals beyond 80 mm would be rare (Berg and Alatalo 1984:173).
Finally, Cerajewski (2002) questioned whether growth ridges or breaks in C. orbicularis
can be used to estimate season of death. Mitchell (1983:544) argued that tidal activities occurring
within synodic (lunar) months form and mediate the concentric growth ridge and trough
formation of C. orbicularis. That research posited that two periods of alternating 7–8 day spring
(high velocity) and neap (low velocity) tides sculpt troughs and ridges in C. orbicularis,
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respectively, from alternating rhythms (and intensities) of water flow. In live-collected shell δ18O
time series from Key West/Stock Island, the presence/absence of ornamentation related to tidal
activity is ambiguous. Within the first two annual cycles of δ18O, it is possible to count 6-8 larger
excursions/instances of sub-seasonal variation (i.e., between-sample negative and positive spikes
in δ18O) and possibly 10-12 smaller excursions, which arguably may or may not be related to
fortnightly or monthly environmental patterns (see Figure 80). In either case, according to LC
datasets here, shell δ18O is not significantly correlated to ridge or trough formation such that
seasonality or environment could be deduced by visibly inspecting the shell. Significant growth
breaks were absent in LC shells, and moreover, the noted smaller growth breaks were few.
Although growth breaks tended to occur near δ18O profile peaks and troughs, the patterning was
irregular and such breaks cannot be used to estimate seasonality or season of collection.
In sum, the discussed environmental and biological nuances, clear environmental
seasonality/cycling is evident in shell δ18O of all live-collected shells, especially LC-1 and LC-6.
LC-5 and LC-6 profiles end on anticipated cooling trends, whereas LC-1 ended atop a warming
trend owed to a growth cessation of near-maximum size and age. A narrowing amplitude with
ontogeny is likewise visible in all shells combined with LC-1’s growth cessation support the
hypothesis that larger shells (> 65 mm) may not record the final season, especially the winter/dry
season. Nevertheless, shells LC-5 (55 mm) and LC-6 (59 mm) recorded accurate seasons of
capture and, LC-1 recorded annual δ18O cycling accurately, albeit with a narrower amplitude, at
a shell length of > 70 mm. As a result, provided that ambient water controls of live-collected
shells are accounted for, and if large shells are not selected for season-of-capture studies, the
δ18O signal of C. orbicularis is likely to be an accurate proxy for environmental seasonality.
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Shell δ18O in Stock Island Midden Codakia orbicularis
Using live-collected C. orbicularis shells from the seagrass flats of Key West/Stock
Island as calibrations for Stock Island midden shells does provide an interpretive framework to
deduce δ18O seasonality signals of midden shells. As demonstrated, a sampling resolution of one
sample per millimeter is not adequate to capture the full range of temperatures experienced by C.
orbicularis in the Lower Florida Keys, and a sampling resolution of two samples per millimeter
has the potential to produce ambiguous results as well. A resolution of at least three samples per
millimeter is recommended to accurately reconstruct seasonality with this species in this
environment. Moreover, the length of the sampling tract is also significant for season-ofcollection studies using C. orbicularis. In follow-up studies, some profiles of δ18O presented here
would benefit from an additional 5–10 mm record of earlier ontogenetic growth to more firmly
estimate season of death/collection, as we estimate that some entire profiles capture sub-seasonal
variation within a single season.
As reported above, a second confounding factor identified is that shells nearing the
maximum size for the species can yield erroneous season-of-collection estimates if they slow or
cease growing prior to harvest. When possible, data presented here suggest that shells between
50–60 mm are superior candidates to estimate season of collection in the Florida Keys, and
valves > 65 mm should be used with caution. This result may be true for estimating season of
harvest with C. orbicularis elsewhere in the Caribbean (e.g., the Bahamas). This is both because
there is increased likelihood of growth cessation and the potential that the coldest winter
temperatures will not be recorded. Thus, the use of large midden shells—or demonstrating
changes in growth later in ontogeny—as defined yields the potential to report an inaccurate
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estimate of season of capture (Andrus and Crowe 2000), just one of the possible confounding
factors when performing seasonality analyses (e.g., Andrus 2011:2896; Burchell et al. 2013).
Because of these issues with ontogeny, AC shells were split into two size cohorts of
± 64.5 mm, which is the median size of analyzed shells and, is within the a size within the range
(60–65 mm) where the δ18O amplitude of LC-1 began to markedly narrow. The other variable is
final edge δ18O value to control for hypothesized reliability of their respective concluding
seasonality signals/trends as a function of size. The first size cohort (A) is 64.5 mm shells and
smaller, and the second (B) is 65 mm and larger (Figure 86). Size cohort A (smaller shells)
yields a mean shell δ18O edge value of 0.6‰ and range of 2.8‰ and size cohort B (larger shells)
yields a mean shell δ18O edge value of 0.7‰ and range of 1.8‰.

Figure 86. Boxplots of AC Shells by Valve Length and Terminal Edge δ18O Value. Size Cohort
A displays a range of final δ18O shell values 1.0‰ higher than Cohort B, evidence of decreasing
δ18O amplitude with ontogeny. Cohort B has one enriched outlier (red dot) of 0.59‰.
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Independent of a potential seasonality bias in the larger shells of cohort B (i.e., even if every
estimate of season of capture of shells ≥ 65 mm is inaccurate), the visible wide range and
diversity of shell δ18O edge values within cohort A as such are likely indicative of more than a
single “season” of collection. In other words, the range of final δ18O shell values within cohort A
(n = 15) makes probable that these shells were not collected during the same season or subseason, regardless of whether shells of size cohort B (≥ 64.5 mm; n = 8) are recording accurate
final seasonality signals.
Aside from ambient environment, archaeological shells yield variability in constructed
shell δ18O time series related to sampling resolution, valve length, and frequency and location(s)
of visible growth disturbances. The presence of growth breaks on midden shells is a
consideration when conducting seasonality studies with this species. Samples milled atop and
near growth disturbances are visibly correlated with δ18O peaks and troughs (Figure 84 and
Figure 85), suggesting that this species may alter shell accretion during temperature extremes
(independent of how and whether this pattern is influenced by salinity, dissolved oxygen, or
other variables). This pattern/effect is often exacerbated as the organism ages, as evidenced by
the positive correlation between increasing valve length and total number of growth
disturbances. When possible, results here suggest that midden shells without or with few
prominent growth breaks should be selected for seasonality analyses. Or, a method for crosssectioning and sampling the incredibly-thin valves of C. orbicularis should be developed.
In sum, this seasonality study reveals that C. orbicularis shells—and thereby, numerous
other aquatic shellfishes and fishes—were probably harvested during different times of given
years during the Glades I and II periods. Test Unit 5 δ18O profiles (n = 12) revealed terminal
samples and/or overarching trends that indicate collection during periods ranging from early
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cooling (late summer/early fall) to early warming trends (late winter/early spring). In the Keys,
these temperatures and ranges would encompass parts of the rainy and dry seasons. Notably, this
provenience did not yield a shell δ18O profile that terminated at a “summer” peak except for AC1, which was sampled at lower resolution and is > 70 mm. Test Unit L-8 δ18O profiles (n = 11)
revealed terminal samples and/or overarching trends that indicated collection across the entire
spectrum of annual temperatures, including two shells with signatures that end at or near
“summer” (rainy season) temperature peaks. Complications associated with valve size
notwithstanding, shells of both proveniences disproportionately yield season-of-collection
estimates of early warming trends or “spring.” Controlling for valve size by removing “large”
valves (≥ 64.5 mm [n = 8]; see Figure 86) still yields the highest number of shells collected
during spring, although fall/winter and summer signatures are present. In sum, these δ18O data
tentatively suggest that the late dry season (“spring”) and late rainy season (“fall”) could have
been focus periods for shellfish harvest at Stock Island, although it seems probable that shells
were collected during other times of the year as well.
Comparing Midden and Live-Collected Shell δ18O and δ13C
Comparative analysis of shell δ18O and δ13C from archaeological and live-collected C.
orbicularis reveals divergences between respective datasets. Stock Island midden shell δ18O
values (n = 917) are notably offset (lighter/warmer) from live-collected values (n = 479) with
respect to the mean, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum (Table 25). However, the
negligible differences between datasets in total range/amplitude (0.19‰) and standard deviation
(0.15‰) of shell δ18O and standard deviation of shell δ13C (0.21‰) imply, but do not confirm,
that the discrepancy is owed to the environment rather than an organismal vital effect or life
history pattern. Other reported descriptive statistics below of midden and modern shell δ13C are
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mismatched to a greater degree (see Table 25), suggesting drastic differences in sources and
contributions of δ13C—dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) in seawater, local vegetation structure,
and/or pollution between ancient and modern populations.

Table 25. Descriptive Statistics of Modern and Archaeological Shell δ18O and δ13C.

Shell δ

Max

Min St. Dev.

4.53

0.87

-3.66

0.71

LC δ O -0.01
Offset
0.70

4.72
0.19

2.26
1.39

-2.46
1.20

0.86
0.15

AC δ13C

2.30

6.19

4.62

-1.57

0.77

-0.92
3.22

3.14
3.05

0.67
3.95

-2.47
0.90

0.56
0.21

18

18

Mean Range

AC δ O -0.71

13

LC δ C
Offset

An independent samples T-test confirms that archaeological and live-collected δ18O
values are significantly different at a 95% confidence interval (F = 30.5, df = 1,394; p > .001).
This observed difference between midden and live-collected shell δ18O suggests that the regional
or local Glades-period (ca. 700–1000 CE) marine environment was slightly warmer or depleted
in δ18O relative to the present (Table 25). The difference of 0.7‰ between mean archaeological
and modern shell δ18O converts to 3.3 ºC when using the Grossman and Ku (1986) aragonite
temperature conversion equation and seawater standard (1.2‰) employed here.
The most parsimonious explanation for the difference in temperature could be that the
isotopically-light outliers in the midden shells are skewing the mean and amplifying the
temperature offset. Keigwin (1996:1507, Figure 4B) published foraminiferal δ18O datasets from
the nearby Sargasso Sea of the North Atlantic, where he documented a mean rise in regional
temperature up to ~1.5 °C higher than today during the Medieval Warm Period (MWP) centered
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near ~900 CE. Lund and Curry (2004:6, Figure 3B) document a steady rise in SST (or salinity)
from ca. 600 CE to a peak higher than today also near 900 CE as evidenced by foraminiferal
δ18O in cores from the Florida Keys (see Chapter 3). A mean rise of 1.0–1.5 ºC, or differences in
precipitation patterns/seasonality in the regional North Atlantic might explain the warmer or
wetter average δ18O values observed in Stock Island midden shells.
A second explanation for the comparably depleted values of archaeological shell δ18O is a
localized effect caused by a difference in local marine habitat. One of the most significant
geological changes in the local environment between ca. 700–1000 CE and the present is the
splitting of one landmass into the separate islands of Key West and Stock Island, and thus the
formation of today’s Cow Key Channel between the two. It is unknown when the channel was
properly formed, but the Faden (1790) chart using Gauld’s 1773–1775 survey data shows only
one island and does not depict anything resembling the Cow Key Channel. Instead, a shallow
lagoon area of partially-enclosed seagrass flats is documented in its place along the ocean side of
eastern Key West.
Sometime over the next ~75 years local geography changed, because by the early 1850s,
a shallow channel between Key West and the land that would become Stock Island was visible in
cartographic maps by the U.S. government (see Chapter 6). Unfortunately, it is unclear how the
channel formed. Steady sea level rise, a severe tropical storm, and/or anthropogenic activity
(e.g., dredging) may have contributed to this landscape alteration. Nonetheless, if Stock Island
midden C. orbicularis shells were harvested from an intertidal paleo-lagoon of seagrass flats
during a period of lower sea level (see Chapter 2), such a habitat could create warmer localized
water temperature than today’s ocean-side habitat of flowing channel waters and subtidal
seagrass flats. This hypothesized marine environment would favor the incorporation of lighter
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shell δ18O observed in midden shells. Stock Island shells were also characterized by a higher
number of growth breaks (shelves) than live-collected shells, reinforcing the notion of a changed
marine environment. Though Mitchell (1983:544) proposed that estuary populations in the
Bahamas would tend to form a high number of growth breaks (shelves) due to wider ranges in
ambient water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and salinity, a shallow tidal lagoon could likewise
produce extremes in those variables (Dodrill et al. 2018).
An independent samples T-test yields that archaeological and live-collected shell δ13C
values are significantly different at a 95% confidence interval (F = 38.9, df = 1,394; p > .001).
Stock Island midden shell δ13C values were enriched by an average of 3.2‰ relative to livecollected specimens (Figure 87). Gillikin et al. (2006) and Swart (1996a, 1996b) have
documented enrichment fluctuation of > 2.0‰ in disparate or continuous records of carbonate
δ13C and δ13DIC.
The dramatic shift in δ13C here is attributable to a number of changes to Key West waters
over the past ~1200 years. A first order invocation for the shift in δ13C is the Suess Effect, the
post-industrial contribution to atmospheric CO2 as a result of burning isotopically-light fossil
fuels. Recent research into this effect in the world’s oceans suggests a mean global change in
marine δ13C of up to 0.8‰, with some aquatic environments experiencing δ13C depletion of 1.0–
1.5‰ between pre- and post-industrial samples (Eide et al. 2017). The second potential effect on
δ13C is a change in seawater DIC from variable contributions of δ13C from terrestrial and aquatic
plants (i.e., local onshore and nearshore vegetation structures). A shifting vegetation regime from
isotopically-lighter C4 grasses (terrestrial plants) to today’s enriched C3 plants (i.e., mangroves)
was invoked in southwest Florida to account for a ~1.0‰ change between archaeological and
recent oyster shells (Surge et al. 2003).
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Figure 87. Scatterplot of δ13C versus δ18O for all Codakia Shells. Archaeological samples are
black circles and live-collected samples are red squares for C. orbicularis in the Key West
region. Shell δ13C values are significantly different (F = 38.9, df = 1,394; p > .001). Livecollected shells are depleted in δ13C and δ18O relative to prehistoric shells, artifacts of a postindustrial marine habitat in the Lower Keys.

However, in absence of securely-dated vegetation histories for the Lower Florida Keys coeval
with the Stock Island site, any change to shell δ13C between Glades-period and modern
specimens cannot be attributed to a shift in island plant communities. Moreover, unlike areas of
mainland Florida to the north, mangrove forests probably featured prominently across the Florida
Keys by the onset of the Glades II period (~750 CE), as contemporaneous sea level and
mangrove data from sub-bottom cores from elsewhere in the New World tropics attest (see
Chapter 3).
If the Suess Effect comprises ~1.0‰ of the total mean difference in δ13C (3.3‰)
between Stock Island midden shells and modern shells, and if a prehistoric shift in vegetation
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regime cannot explain a change of that magnitude, the additional ~2.0‰ must be accounted for
in more recent history. Swart et al. (1996a) reported chronological changes in δ13C from a 160year-old coral from Florida Bay in the Upper Florida Keys, documenting spikes/excursions to
depleted δ13C coincident with the construction of the Flagler East Coast Railway (1905–1912).
The railway reduced the exchange of waters between Florida Bay and the Atlantic, which caused
eutrophic conditions (lowered δ13C). Moreover, a reduced number of hurricanes—which served
to retain and oxidize organic materials—promoted an increasingly negative trend of δ13C in
Florida Bay from ~1950 to ~1990, where values reached ~4.5‰ and higher. A second coral
growing in Biscayne Bay likewise yielded a trend of lowering δ13C, hypothesized to be a
function of the Suess Effect or pollution/runoff from modern Miami (Swart et al. 1996b).
The modern composition of shell δ13C in C. orbicularis shells, relative to ~1200-year-old
midden shells, is a likely function of contemporary pollutants. Tropical storm events
notwithstanding (which would have occurred regularly yet sporadically in the past), the modern
development and tourism industry centered on Key West probably accounts for this drastic
difference. Key West’ population density is over 4,000 people per square mile, a number that
swells orders of magnitude higher with the reception of hundreds of thousands of tourists each
year by plane, automobile, and cruise ship. With the Suess Effect amplifying any assessment of
modern shell δ13C, consistent pollutants from fishing and recreational vessels mixed with stormwater runoff further deplete and mediate δ13C along Key West and Stock Island’s nearshore
habitats and channels.
The clear differences in shell δ18O and δ13C between archaeological and modern shells
identified here indicate drastic changes to the marine environment at Key West since 700/800
CE. Moreover, the possible spring-focused yet multi-season shellfish collection pattern at Stock
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Island reveals that the Lower Keys were fished and inhabited during more than one time of the
year in the centuries ca. 600–1000 CE, a habitation and foraging pattern with societal
implications for the Glades peoples of south Florida and the Keys. The implications of these new
Stock Island data are placed in wider contexts of the Glades Tradition and area paleoenvironment
in the following chapter (8).
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION - IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FLORIDA KEYS

Lessons from Island Archaeology
South Florida island habitation models that are globally-informed, regionally-useful, and
specific to the settlement at Stock Island are possible by combining island archaeology literature
(Chapter 2), environmental contexts (Chapter 3), south Florida archaeological and historical
datasets (Chapters 4 and 5), Stock Island archaeological remains and chronometric dates
(Chapter 6), and geochemical datasets from Stock Island ecofacts (Chapter 7). Until recently, the
Florida Keys represented some kind of academic backwater for (terrestrial) archaeological study,
but with this work and that of others (e.g., Ardren et al. 2018, 2019; Mann et al. n.d.), this
situation is changing rapidly, and our interpretive models of Keys’ habitations over the Glades
Period can continue to improve.
Broadly and with certain exceptions (e.g., Southeast Asia), remote islands are the last
places on the globe to be settled (e.g., Gamble 1994). The Florida Keys are islands, yet their
proximity to the mainland made for simpler access relative to the skillsets necessary to sail the
open seas of the Caribbean or the ocean currents of the South Pacific. Of the Mediterranean and
other island regions of the globe, Broodbank (2000:10) wrote that human populations living on
islands or among “islandscapes” (which may be a fair assessment of the Florida Keys), exist
somewhere on a “sliding scale of interaction” with the nearest continents or mainlands where
people chose when and how often they used or inhabited island landmasses. This scale is in
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contrast with various models that presented islands and their peoples as a binary (e.g., discussed
in Fitzpatrick and Anderson 2008), such that island inhabitants were only either “isolated” from
a mainland, or they “interacted” with a mainland (or other islands). Of course, it seems silly to
speak of any island society or population occupying only one side of this binary, but an
exceptional circumstance such as the isolation at Easter Island has made these comparisons and
analogies tempting to use for many western archaeologists.
Even writing of a population within one island as monolithic misses the point in another
way. Once certain degrees of socio-political complexity and seafaring skills were in place in
various island cultures, individuals within a society would have slid toward isolation or
interaction depending upon imposed social milieu, for example, and whether they were
specialists engaged in an occupation that promoted interaction (e.g., trader, mariner) or isolation
(e.g., house-worker). And further, in spite of societal imposition or trends, individual
agency/choices or situations may have led a person or persons to conduct illicit trade with other
islands or mainlands, or to embark on exploratory voyages. In fewer words, with the requisite
societal ingredients, island peoples were able to interact with other islands and mainlands on
their terms as often as they saw fit (Broodbank 2000:21). This was probably true in the Florida
Keys by and before sea level rise infilled Florida Bay and stranded the Keys as islands of coralrock uplands.
Because travel to and throughout the Keys was possible with canoe technologies early in
prehistory (documented archaeologically by ~3000 BCE but probably far earlier), access to
subsistence resources or exotica either upon the islands or in the surrounding waters may have
been monitored, controlled, or even defended. Foodstuffs in the Keys would have been highly
valued within and across the bevy of south Florida cultures from the terminal Archaic (~500
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BCE) through the arrival of Old World explorers at ca. 1500 CE. Whether the earliest settlers to
occupy the Keys (as islands) departed from the estuaries of southwest Florida, the Ten-Thousand
Islands region, the inland areas near Lake Okeechobee, the Atlantic Coast of south Florida, the
Everglades, or a combination of all these, the Florida Keys’ reef offered resources unavailable in
any of these other habitats.
For example, the Florida coral reef hosted dozens of fish species, sea turtles, sharks, and
crustaceans such as the Caribbean spiny lobster. Green sea turtles were probably more abundant
and accessible via the Keys than in any other region of Florida. Likewise, the largest populations
of queen conch in Florida were available almost exclusively in the Keys, and this shellfish would
have proved a necessary subsistence resource and a crucial source of tool raw material. Perhaps
most important, subsistence resources from the open-marine coral reef would have been
relatively stable during periods of climatic flux. While the estuaries of the southwest Florida
coast, the ponds of inland areas by Lake Okeechobee, and the canals of the Everglades would
have been cyclically and stochastically remade by seasonal rains, droughts, hurricanes, and by
longer-term warming and cooling events (e.g., the Medieval Warm Period), foodstuff species
along the coral reef would have been less sensitive to environmental perturbations (see Chapter
3). This stability would have been recognized and valued by inhabitants of the mainland towns—
the question is whether these resources or some other draw were sufficient to incentivize
“mainlanders” to relocate to the Keys permanently or to use/live upon some of the islands for a
significant portion of a given year.
To be sure, whether the Keys were occupied as a series of seasonal fishing camps or
home to full-time towns is therefore paramount to a model of native settlement and resource use
in the islands. If early settlements in the Keys were indeed mere fishing and hunting camps, this
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yields the question of who from the mainland could access the coral reefs. Was it a free-for-all or
were particular islands or island groupings “owned” or managed by certain families, cultures, or
lineages of the mainland? In contrast, were permanent island dwellers living on some of the Keys
full time while they used certain stretches of the archipelago as their permanent fishing and
hunting grounds? Other continental islands were used in this way—in the islands of coastal
Alaska, resource territories on land and in the water were owned for generations by clans and
clan lineages (Moss 2004:175–176). After all, access to large mammals (e.g., key deer) on land,
and large marine fauna in the water (e.g., sharks, seals) was far more crucial to the nonagricultural, non-horticultural economies of south Florida relative to farming and gardening
societies to the north and south, respectively. To the north, sometime after ~1000 CE (Ashley
and White 2012), Fort Walton, St. John’s, and related ceramic cultures began to practice large
scale agriculture and produce surplus foods, acts that encouraged and warranted sedentary living.
To the east and south in the Bahama Archipelago, Lucayan horticulturalists are hypothesized to
have been sedentary in that they lived in one place, but they fished multi-island groups and
maintained garden plots at islands near to one another (Keegan 1992:83, Keegan et al.
2008:649).
With an arguably less-stable agricultural or intensive horticultural base, south Florida
natives living on the mainland or in the Keys may have required larger and more expansive
resource patches (Ardren et al. 2018, 2019). It is impossible to model the sociopolitical structure
and nature of the peoples who created large Keys’ archaeological sites correctly until we know
whether the islands were being fished by the ancestral Calusa, Tequesta, or some other mainland
cultural group, or if they were in fact created by full-time island residents that cultivated a novel
and separate lifestyle in the Keys that, like the islands, broke off from the mainland sometime in
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prehistory. At present, there is no prehistoric archaeological evidence of a common Keys artifact
or ecofact being traded northward, such as a subsistence resource (e.g., sea turtle, reef fish) or
raw toolstone (e.g., pumice). In fact, subsistence remains (sea turtle shells) comprise < 1% of
Calusa assemblages at Pineland, and queen conch shells are entirely absent (deFrance and
Walker 2013:317–321).
In either scenario, it is another open question of whether the resource structures (and
population sizes of those requiring the resources) of the Keys ever warranted safeguarding
particular resource patches, or of precious commodities such as fresh drinking water, especially
in the Lower Keys. Indeed, there is no concrete historical or archaeological evidence suggesting
that aquatic or terrestrial species were overharvested in the Keys during prehistory. Most of the
historical accounts document stories of seas teeming with sea life for the taking. A prominent
example is Ponce De Leon naming the of the islands of the “Tortugas” for the density of sea
turtles found there, a fact told to Ponce de Leon by the Calusa in the sixteenth century (in Hann
1991:5–6 from translation of Herrera [1601]). The accounts of mariners and explorers as late as
the eighteenth century, such as Gauld and De Brahm, still wrote in their diaries and books that
key deer and other terrestrial fauna were plentiful on Key West and other nearby islands (see
Chapter 4). For this to be the case, terrestrial fauna may have been managed in prehistory.
A second general draw for the first mainlanders to use the Keys may have been in search
of exotic or desirable materials not found on the Florida peninsula. In the south Pacific, Yap
Islanders sailed a ~1000 km2 area to visit various islands in order to retrieve items for tribute.
The 356 km2 area of the Florida Keys, even without larger sailing canoes, would have been just
as accessible. Examples of tribute items in the South Pacific are familiar to archaeologists of
south Florida: wood for canoes, raw clay and completed pots, red-earth pigments, clam shells,
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and other subsistence goods (Rainbird 2007:108). A similar tribute and taxation system was in
place between the “mainlanders” (i.e., the Calusa) and the residents of the Keys during the
sixteenth century (e.g., in Hann 1991, 2003; in True 1944; Worth 2014). What is unknown is
whether this practice was in place in the centuries prior to Spanish arrival in the New World. The
Spanish written record also documents relocation to some of the Florida Keys by people from
mainland towns (i.e., the Tequesta) to avoid mosquitoes and other pests (in Hann 2003 and
Parsons et al. 2018), which again, implies access to nearby islands during the historic period.
But, we do not know if these peoples traveled as far as the Lower Keys, or for how long this
practice stretches into the prehistoric past.
To test broad models of island habitation in the Keys during the Glades period, numerous
lines of data are needed. For example, are there any artifact types that show up only in the
Florida Keys, as to indicate local invention from frequent island use or living? Although there
are no Glades-Period diagnostic ceramic types endemic to the Florida Keys, ceramic analyses of
mainland clays from across south Florida and island ceramic pastes could ascertain whether
diagnostic sherds excavated from Keys sites are from pottery canoed or traded in from prominent
villages or areas on the mainland, or if instead viable clays were discovered within the Keys and
used locally by natives.
The δ18O time series from Glades I Late and Glades II-Period Codakia shells presented in
the previous chapter demonstrate that natives were using at least one island in the Lower Keys,
Key West/Stock Island, during the wet and dry seasons of given years between ca. 600–1000 CE.
Yet, we must admit that any number of social and economic arrangements could have led to the
resource collection patterns documented herein 500–900 years prior to the arrival of Spaniards
and the written record. With these and other added lines of data (e.g., shell-tool chronologies?),
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archaeologists in the future will be able to refine the model presented below to further clarify the
complex cultural, political, and economic dynamics that occurred between peninsular Florida
and the Keys over the past ~2000 years. In so doing, a picture of how south Florida’s nonagricultural natives settled, inhabited, and governed the Florida Keys in prehistory will emerge.
Colonization and Settlement
Regionally, archaeologists suspect that the Florida Keys were probably the last area of
south Florida to be colonized in a permanent manner. However, this hypothesis is presently
based almost entirely upon an absence of evidence—there are not enough data to model a
timeframe for the earliest settlement(s) across the Florida Keys. As noted (Chapter 4), the
purported oldest occupation in the Keys is at the Key Largo 1 site (8Mo25) on Key Largo, but
both lines of supporting data are unconfirmed. The first bit of evidence is an unpublished
radiocarbon date of ~1520 BCE printed in an undated Florida site file form filled out by Irving
Eyster. There is a reference to the same site and radiocarbon date in an interview with Eyster for
The Florida Anthropologist, where he stated the site dates to “1600 BC” (Fonte et al. 1982). The
other evidence is “several” observed but uncollected fiber-tempered pottery sherds found at the
same site (Carr 1985:15), a ceramic temper diagnostic of the Late Archaic period in south
Florida (4000–500 BCE). If either of these data points is accurate, it would indicate that natives
were using the Upper Florida Keys by ~2500 years ago. However at that time, it is possible that
Key Largo was not an island at all.
Today, Key Largo is separated from the Florida mainland by only the 50-m wide Jewfish
Creek, a narrow channel with mangrove forests on either side. But, at ~1500 BCE, even slightly
lowered sea levels may have allowed a continuous strand of mangroves between the south
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Florida peninsula and western Key Largo. Approaching southward from Biscayne Bay would
have been a relatively easy canoe paddle that could be completed in a day or two, and the
northernmost Keys (e.g., Islandia) would have probably appeared to natives as natural extensions
of the islandscapes with which they were already familiar. The first peoples may have simply
walked and canoed southward into Key Largo at a time when sea levels were rising toward their
present height, or during the dry season, when sections of Florida Bay are too shallow to be
traversed by watercraft (even a canoe). Although the sparse archaeological record appears to
support the notion that colonization began in Key Largo, our present data cannot confirm that the
first families “stepped” from island to island southward toward Key West. Such a colonization
model would grossly oversimplify what was a complex and recursive process that truly began
thousands of years prior, when the entire region was dry land.
Once the Keys became stranded limerock islands, archaeologists cannot refute the
hypothesis that Key West was, in fact, an early island target for fishing and settlement. A
departure point from the northern shores of Florida Bay near the Bear Lake site complex to the
Middle Keys is < 50 km, a distance that could be traversed comfortably in 48 hours or less. From
there, traveling the bay side of the islands to Key West or Key Largo would have been relatively
easy island-hopping and paddling on calm days. Once travel by water was available within
Florida Bay, the Keys would have been attractive places for settlements and, one could surmise
that the entire island chain was explored and known to many south Florida peoples within less
than a generation. Hundreds or thousands of exploratory voyages across and around Florida Bay
were probably undertaken by various canoe parties. Generational knowledge of the geography of
the entire island strand was likely in place for thousands of years among various south Florida
cultures.
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Subsequent to initial settlements in the Keys, perhaps during the latter Late Archaic
period (~1500–500 BCE), clearer evidence of occupation sites in the Florida Keys arrives with
the diagnostic ceramic types of Glades I Late (~500–750 CE). Before or by the end of this period
(750/800 CE), several of the largest-known sites in the Florida Keys appear to have been
founded or settled. For example, in the Upper Keys, the Key Largo Rock Mound and the Clupper
site on Upper Matecumbe Key seem to have been constructed/deposited beginning around this
time. Significant sites in the Lower Keys, such as Watson’s Hammock and Stock Island, also
have diagnostic ceramics suggesting they also were first used with some frequency between 500
and 800 CE.
Ceramic assemblages of local “classic” Glades I Late ceramic types (e.g., the Fort Drum
series) appear throughout the Keys by ~700 CE, although this is admittedly an estimate since
archaeologists do not have a high number of chronometric dates from across the islands. The
Upper Keys have ceramic assemblages, though, that are comprised of diagnostic ceramics
similar to those in the Everglades and the Atlantic Coast of southeast Florida (Goggin and
Sommer 1949:98). Ceramic assemblages from apparent habitation centers on Key Largo and
Upper Matecumbe (e.g., Ardren et al. 2018, 2019; Carr 1985, 2012a; Goggin and Sommer 1949
and more), for instance, resemble somewhat the assemblages at the Granada site, the forebears
and remnants of the Tequesta chiefdom (Carr 2012a; Griffin et al. 1983).
Interestingly however, the coeval Gordon’s Pass/Sanibel Complex of the Ten-Thousand
Islands, is present in the Lower Keys at Stock Island, along with other “Calusa-like” site traits
such as the queen conch shell wall, all of which were noted by Eyster (1973). In contrast, the
Gordon’s Pass/Sanibel ceramic series/complex is “conspicuously absent” from assemblages in
the Upper Keys (Carr 1985: Carr and Beriault 1984), such that one could hypothesize some kind
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of cultural or technological divide between the Upper and Lower Keys during Glades I Late and
the beginning of Glades II. However, other diagnostic styles from southwest Florida do occur in
the Upper Keys and throughout the archipelago (e.g., Fort Drum Punctated), which indicates that
peoples throughout the Keys at this time were somehow affiliated with cultures from Florida’s
southwest coast. But, the absence of particular ceramic types in the Lower Keys means, at
present, archaeologists cannot rule out separate and concurrent forays from the southwest and
southeast coasts during these and later time periods.
The distribution of south Florida ceramic types across the Keys fits well with the
settlement model outlined above, as mainland cultures from throughout the southern peninsula
would have been intimately familiar with the Keys seascape by ~500 CE from centuries of
exploration and then later fishing, camping, and seasonally-inhabiting various islands. It is no
coincidence then, that during this time period of apparent expansion (or consolidation?), the
largest sites were constructed in separate strategic locations in both the Upper and Lower Keys.
For example, the Totten and Sands Key complexes were constructed near the southern rim of
Biscayne Bay not far from the Granada site (Parsons et al. 2018). The Upper Matecumbe site
complex (Ardren et al. 2018, 2019; Carr 2012b:69; Goggin and Sommer 1949), which has
associations with Granada, is located along one of the major channels in the Upper Keys.
Moreover, the channels splitting Upper and Lower Matecumbe Keys are near a large, reliable,
and historically-known freshwater well (Goggin n.d. [ca. 1949]; Hann 2003; Romans 1999
[1775]), which would have been discovered by natives in prehistoric antiquity and used in their
site-selection process.
In the Lower Keys, the Stock Island site has features (e.g., conch-shell walls) and
diagnostic ceramics (the Gordon’s Pass Complex) demonstrating some kind of connection to
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southwest Florida cultures (Carr 1993; Eyster 1973, 1986). Stock Island and Key West are at the
western point of the Keys, which would have been easily accessible due south from the
southwest coast and, Key West has the highest elevation above sea level of any island in the
archipelago save Windley Key. This geography would have made the island a strategic and
desirable place to inhabit in prehistoric and historic times. This much is formally documented in
the historic period when Cayo Hueso became a waypoint between the Calusa capital on Mound
Key and Havana, Cuba (translated in Hann 1991, 2003). These intra-Keys ceramic relationships
force one to ponder whether the Upper Keys were more closely associated with the Atlantic
coast and the Lower Keys with the Gulf Coast, and if they were, whether these geopolitical
relationships formed centuries before Spanish intervention.
Glades-Period (600–1000 CE) Culture and Paleoenvironment
Turning archaeological knowledge from the Upper and Lower Keys into clearly-defined
or testable models of native culture has not occurred in the archipelago due to a complete lack of
data or incomplete/fragmented data for many of the islands. On most of the Keys accessible from
Highway 1, the archaeological record has been totally eradicated over the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Therefore, intensive studies of archaeological collections will be one of the
few windows into the prehistory of the Keys in the future. Other than using these collections in
the coming years, analogies from other sites and site areas in south Florida are among the best
interpretive tools available. The Caloosahatchee archaeological area, the most populous region of
south Florida in prehistory and ancestral home of the Calusa, has been studied more rigorously
and comprehensively than any other region of south Florida. As a result, models generated from
their study and interpretation are the best available in the entire south Florida culture region (e.g.,
Marquardt 2014; Marquardt and Walker 2013a; Thompson et al. 2018a). Moreover, the cultures
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of the Caloosahatchee area were undoubtedly interrelated with those in the Keys, and in some
instances, may have even been the same peoples. For all of these reasons, models developed for
the Calusa and related peoples/towns are appropriate for cultures of the Florida Keys.
Widmer (1988), Marquardt (2014), and Thompson et al. (2018a) agree that social ranking
and perhaps simple chiefdoms, headed by a single hereditary leader, were in place as small
towns or villages in south Florida by ~800 CE. There is no evidence to refute that a similar form
of organization was in place in the Keys, just as numerous Middle and Late Woodland traditions
to the north across the southeast United States have been hypothesized to be organized similarly
(e.g., Anderson et al. 2002). Marquardt (2014) postulated that at ca. 550–800 CE, the ancestors
of the Calusa began to seek partnerships with peoples of inland towns for access to additional
foodstuffs and other resources (e.g., firewood) since their own estuarine resources were unstable
due to sea level fluctuation and shifting salinity regimes leading into the Medieval Warm Period.
At ~750 CE or earlier, ceramic markers hypothesized to be sourced from southwest Florida in
the Ten Thousand Islands area—the Fort Drum, Cane Patch, and Gordon’s Pass Complexes—are
present at larger settlements in the Keys, such as Stock Island. Perhaps these site features and
artifacts are indeed related to relocation of Caloosahatchee peoples and other mainland Glades
Area peoples amid sea level fluctuation and population growth.
Although hypothesized mechanisms and explanations of culture change differ (e.g.,
change driven by either environmental or societal factors), by 800–1000 CE several
archaeologists have argued that the Caloosahatchee Area reached the local population’s “critical
carrying capacity,” which resulted in some of these peoples relocating to small towns inland
toward Lake Okeechobee, southward into the Ten Thousand Islands, and possibly even into the
Everglades (Luer 1989; Marquardt and Walker 2013a:881; Widmer 1988). Marquardt and
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Walker (2013) and Cordell (2013) demonstrate some kind of new relationship between the
Calusa and Lake Okeechobee towns’ with the influx and predominance of Belle Glade Plain
ceramics in both culture regions by ~900 CE. Griffin (2002) documented a proliferation of “large
shellwork” sites in the Everglades that date to the same period, a change in features and
landscape architecture that he also attributed to either incoming to or growing within populations
in the Everglades. In the Ten-Thousand Islands, two of the most impressive shell-mound islands,
Fakahatchee Key and Dismal Key, were constructed ~600–750 CE (Schwadron 2013:52).
Interestingly, the C. orbicularis shells analyzed here (Chapter 7) yielded values
correlated to warmer temperatures during the period ca. 700–1000 CE in the Lower Florida
Keys. It is possible that increased temperatures during the Medieval Warm Period could have
created disproportionately lighter shell δ18O signatures in midden shells. If mean seawater
temperatures were ~1° higher than today during some timespan within Glades II in the Florida
Straits, the effects of that temperature rise may have been inconsequential for Keys dwellers
relative to bigger populations along the estuaries of coastal southwest and southeast Florida.
Though, if conditions were likewise wetter over the observed occupation period at Stock Island,
it may have been an exceptionally attractive time to use and inhabit the Keys, as natives would
have opportunistically taken advantage of oolite solution holes frequently filled with fresh
rainwater. It is not clear if or how moderately-elevated sea surface temperature may have
influenced local fauna and flora, and consequently, how those temperature fluxes affected
natives living on and around the Keys. In light of this discussion of regional or global
temperature fluctuation, a more parsimonious hypothesis at present is a localized environmental
effect on shell δ18O. Independent of whether the MWP raised mean temperature during the time
Stock Island was occupied, I proposed that lowered midden-shell δ18O, which converts to a
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temperature swing outside the range of the MWP (~3ºC) anyhow, is instead a function of a
shallower tidal paleo-lagoon of seagrass flats with minimal flowing water between islands.
Stock Island Seasonality and Site Context
Broadly and generally, the archeological record supports the hypothesis of a growing and
expanding native population across most corners of south Florida at ca. 500–1000 CE, a
phenomenon that corresponds to Glades I Late through Glades IIb in the Florida Keys.
Contemporaneous (~600–1000 CE) season-of-habitation data generated here for Stock Island
shed new light on this period in the Keys, as surely regional geo- and socio-political relationships
across south Florida were evolving. The Stock Island site’s geographic position and relative size
in comparison to other Keys sites and mainland south Florida sites make it an interesting case
study. On one hand, Stock Island is the most remote settlement documented in all of south
Florida, and it is smaller than population centers along the southern Florida peninsula. However,
on the other hand, relative to Keys sites, Stock Island is among the largest known in the Lower
Keys, and it is comparable to most of the largest sites known in the Upper Keys (Carr 2012b:69).
What do the ~600–1000 CE Codakia stable isotope profiles and zooarchaeological remains from
Stock Island reveal about site use and site arrangement during the initial centuries of occupation?
Within the chronometrically established 2-sigma range of 600–1032 CE (Chapter 6),
twenty-three stable isotope profiles were constructed from midden C. orbicularis shells at Stock
Island (Chapter 7). Multiple “seasons” of collection were evident in the δ18O signatures of
midden shells from two proveniences. Spring (or the late dry season) appears to have been a
focal period for harvest, while peak summer was the rarest collection time in the shells analyzed
here. Although C. orbicularis harvest at Stock Island reveals part of the collection strategy, the
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seasonal availability of principal midden species, such as sea turtle and queen conch, add
additional lines of evidence for compiling a narrative and model of inhabiting Key West/Stock
Island during the Glades I Late and Glades II periods.
To be certain, regardless of whether marine subsistence resources were a primary pull
mechanism that first brought natives to the Keys, Native Americans at Stock Island were
harvesting immense amounts of sea turtles, large gastropods, sharks, and fishes. Of sea turtles,
all seven species can be found in the Lower Keys, but the green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) is
historically the most abundant species in local waters. Sea turtle nesting season in the Keys
begins in the mid-April and typically closes at the end of October (TTH 2008). There are
historical accounts of natives chasing down and spearing sea turtles (see Malcolm 2013), and
these animals could have been harvested at any point in the year. But, pregnant females coming
ashore to lay eggs would have been easy targets during this part of the annual cycle.
Queen conch was by far the most abundant midden shell and large gastropod tool at the
Stock Island site, and the same is true for most prehistoric archaeological sites in the Keys. The
queen conch is a mobile tropical gastropod species that inhabits both nearshore habitats and
offshore reefs—and they are available year-round in the Florida Keys. However, reproductive
season for conchs in the Keys is April through September (Glazer and Kidney 2004:216), when
they aggregate in large groups to copulate, often in nearshore habitats. After fishing the Keys for
generations, natives would have gained knowledge of this attribute of conch biology and may
have adjusted their harvesting accordingly. April through October, a bulk of the rainy season,
would have been a prime time within the annual cycle to hunt sea turtles and conchs.
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Of fishes, the zooarchaeology report at Stock Island recorded (aside from unidentified
bony fishes) that the hardhead catfish (Ariopsis felis) and the tomtate grunt (Haemulon
aurolineatum) were by far the most abundant species in the provenience from which Codakia
shells were assessed for seasonality. In fact, hardhead catfish and tomtate grunt accounted for
32% of all fish biomass in that level (Webb et al. 1993). Hardhead catfishes can be caught yearround, but modern fishing reports in the Keys suggest that they are far easier to catch in the late
spring and through summer because that species prefers shallower waters during the warmest
months of the years. In the heart of the winter/dry season, hardhead catfishes prefer deeper
waters offshore. The tomtate grunt, in contrast, is a reef fish that could have been acquired at any
point in the calendar year.
Given the sub-tropical/tropical nature of the Keys, it is unsurprising that most aquatic
species are most abundant or nearshore during late spring and throughout the rainy season (June
through November), or are available all year along the Florida coral reef. Marine fauna most
active during the dry coldest months (December through February) are uncommon. One possible
example of a routinely-harvested winter/dry season resource at Stock Island is the lightning
whelk, Sinistrofulgur sinistrum. Population survey data from outside of the Keys at Pine Island
Sound, Tampa Bay, St. Joseph Bay, and Alligator Harbor documented lightning whelks to be
more abundant in the seagrass shallows during the coldest months, possibly because one of its
predators, the Florida horse conch (Triplofusus gigantea) is in deeper waters at that time (Geiger
et al. 2020, Paine 1963; Stephenson et al. 2013). Another possible “winter” indicator
documented at Stock Island might be the presence of seven false mastic seeds (Webb et al.
1993), a tree species that ripens winter through summer in south Florida. The only other seed
identified at Stock Island, the sea grape, ripens in fall.
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The multi-season yet spring-focused collection strategy of Codakia orbicularis shells
identified here for pre-Columbian Key West aligns well with the seasonal abundance and
availability of the other principal midden fauna and flora described above. Lucines, like so many
other tropical marine fauna in the Florida Keys, are likewise available year-round. This strategy,
employed during the Glades I Late and early Glades II periods (ca. 700–1000 CE) at the Stock
Island site, implies that large sites in the Lower Keys and probably in the Upper Keys were
inhabited during parts of both the rainy and dry seasons. Thus, isotope geochemistry of Codakia
shells and the zooarchaeological record of Stock Island correlate with shellfish and fish
collection studies of the same time period elsewhere in Florida.
By comparison, at the ancestral home of the Calusa capital at Pineland during the
Caloosahatchee IIA period (500–800 CE), a sample of 155 Mercenaria spp. hard clams from two
mounds revealed that shells were collected only spring through summer. A Caloosahatchee IIB
(cal. 819–1054 CE) sample of 50 Mercenaria spp. clams from adjacent Josslyn Island was
collected winter through spring (Quitmyer et al. 1997:829). Later multi-proxy seasonality
analyses of oysters, hard clams, and scallops, along with catfish, pinfish, and pigfish from the
same and other mounds at Pineland demonstrated that all seasons were represented during the
Caloosahatchee IIA period. During Caloosahatchee IIB, all seasons were represented except for
early/middle spring (Quitmyer 2013:365). Together, these diachronic samples across multiple
mounds on Pineland reveal an estuarine collection strategy among the ancestral Calusa that
occurred during every season between 500 and 1000 CE, implicating a sedentary lifeway along
the southwest Florida Coast.
Along the southeast Florida Coast at the ancestral seat of the Tequesta capital (Granada),
the initial full excavation report’s assemblage of marine, estuarine, freshwater, and terrestrial
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faunal species (Griffin et al. 1983), highlights resource patches and habitats and alludes that
together, these species could have been taken at all times of the year (Wing and Loucks
1983:316–327). However, they do not assign particular seasons to individual or batches of
species represented at the site. Upon analysis of the botanical remains at Granada, Scarry
(1983:232) acknowledged that the assemblage could have been harvested year-round, but given
that the same set of resources was found in all samples (proveniences and time periods), she
reported: “various plant foods would have to have been collected over a relatively short time
span within the year. If one examines the seasonal availability…it is apparent that for all the
foods to occur together they would have to be gathered in the fall.” Looking at the site as a whole
and the ethnohistoric record, Griffin et al. (1983:386–389) conclude: “From what we can
surmise, the major period of occupation of the Granada site was the dry season,” as there was
adequate fresh water in the Miami River basin area and at nearby freshwater springs.
These seasonality assessments for two of the largest known towns in south Florida by the
sixteenth century, the seats of the Calusa and the Tequesta, yield interpretive clues for placing
Glades-period seasonality of Stock Island in context with mainland and island towns, and for
translating seasonal practices into sociopolitical and demographic arrangements during later
south Florida prehistory. At coeval times ca. 500–1000 CE, Caloosahatchee peoples were living
mostly year-round in the Charlotte Harbor area and Glades peoples were living for at least half
the year (the dry season) in the Miami area. Interestingly, a deposit evaluated by Quitmyer
(2013:365) at Pineland from Caloosahatchee IIB (contemporaneous with Stock Island; cal. 819–
1054 CE) produced no shells collected during early/middle spring. If this pattern is not a
coincidence or a product of low sample size, then it yields the hypothesis that Caloosahatchee
peoples may have canoed southward to the Lower Keys during some years to procure foodstuffs
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and complete other economic and ritual tasks, as spring was a possible focus period for foraging
at Stock Island based upon isotope signals generated here.
Regardless, Keys (Glades) peoples were collecting shellfish during the wet and dry
seasons at Key West/Stock Island. As noted by Griffin et al. (1983:388–389), the wet season
would have been an advantageous time to inhabit the Everglades—channels were wider and
deeper, providing access to tree islands and otherwise difficult-to-reach resource patches across
the Glades, Big Cypress Swamp, and Lake Okeechobee areas of south Florida. The same would
have assuredly been true in the Florida Keys. The floral and faunal resources at mud islands and
red-mangrove island/hammocks of upper Florida Bay and the Upper Keys would have become
more easily accessible during the wet season, and many of the large fauna (e.g., sea turtles,
queen conchs), as noted earlier, were easiest to capture during that time. Moreover, rainy-season
habitation of the Lower Keys would have been especially preferable since seasonal precipitation
would recharge the oolite solution-hole freshwater “wells” there, whereas the Upper Keys
contained more wells that could be used year-round. In all, most of the habitats and sites around
south Florida could have sustained year-round populations. The patterning of subsistence data
presented here from all assemblages suggests a stable and continuous marine-focused strategy—
focused on sea turtles, fishes, sharks, and large gastropods—that could have been practiced over
an entire annual cycle during the ~1000 years of site occupation (Carr 1993; Webb et al. 1993).
Therefore, combining all archaeological data from principal sites and the geochemical
data here, I propose a “skeleton crew” dwelling model for the largest-known settlements in the
Florida Keys and other “towns” across the region. By this, I simply suggest that large (e.g.,
Granada) and medium-sized archaeological sites (e.g., Stock Island) during the Glades I Late and
Glades II periods (~500–1100) were inhabited by a small number of residents, possibly year-
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round, perhaps numbering 15 to 50 individuals. The entire town/group was not always comprised
of 100% the same persons literally year after year, or course, as fluctuating social, political,
economic, and environmental conditions at play during any multi-year or decadal cycle may alter
the composition and demographics of the island habitations. Both the travelling and “base”
persons cut across the social hierarchy in place by the Glades I/II transition (~800 CE), wherein
commoners, elites, and those with specialized skills (expert fishers or crafts-persons) may have
participated in cycles of annual staying or going over their lifetimes. The group of those who
stayed or visited frequently would have been able to maintain basic infrastructure such as
housing, religious spaces, and fishing structures such as turtle pens at primary and tertiary
settlements on nearby islands.
This type of settlement pattern is heavily documented during the Spanish Period in the
Keys (see below), a practice that probably has roots far into prehistory to move people across
ancestrally-familiar landscapes for social arrangements (e.g., marriage, tribute, conflict),
economic exploits (e.g., hunting and fishing seasonal game at optimum times),
religious/ideological pursuits (e.g., monumental construction), and shelter (e.g., tropical storms,
mosquitoes). Further, considering that Keys’ natives practiced exclusively a foraging economy
(e.g., Ardren et al. 2019), innately larger ranges for fresh water and for fauna and flora would
have been required (Keegan 1992). Contemporaneous seasonal relocations and/or changes in
shellfish collection activities for ceremonial and/or economic reasons are also documented in
stable isotope signatures from farther north along Florida’s central Gulf Coast. For example,
during “Phase 4” at Robert’s Island (cal. 722–1068 CE), part of the Crystal River site complex,
oysters were harvested year-round for consumption and deposited in middens on the island.
However, the oysters from the large mound on the same small island—interpreted to be the
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ceremonial center—were deposited exclusively in the winter/dry season (Thompson et al.
2015:121). Similar to south Florida at that time, Crystal River and Robert’s Island were home to
fisher-hunter-gatherer economies.
Shellfish collection patterns and the zooarchaeological assemblage at Stock Island
suggest that principal village outposts in the Keys were also being inhabited by a minimum
population of fisher-hunter-gatherers for much or all of the year by the end of Glades I Late
(~750/800 CE). With present data from the Keys specifically, I can only hypothesize that
settlements grew larger and increasingly stable in the time leading up to the Old-World invasion
in the sixteenth century—but it is likely. Just as ca. 800–1350 CE was a time of increasing
monumental architecture and interregional exchange among the Caloosahatchee, Belle Glade,
and other cultures in south Florida (Marquardt and Walker 2013a), this time period is apparently
one of rock-mound construction and shell mounding throughout the Florida Keys. The Stock
Island site was a part of this network of sites in the Keys and the nearby mainland, and it was one
of the biggest in all of the Lower Keys. By the onset of Glades III (~1200 CE), ceramic traditions
and markers in the Keys are suggestive of far-reaching interactions with central and north Florida
(e.g., Carr 2012a; Parsons et al. 2018). If Marquardt and Walker’s (2013a) assertion that ~1200–
1500 CE is a period of reorganization and centralization of south Florida peoples into larger
village centers, then perhaps this was a time in the Keys when settlements were becoming true
permanent and sedentary towns. By ~1300 CE, if Florida Keys’ towns were structured similarly
to their contemporaries along the southwest coast and near Lake Okeechobee (e.g., Marquardt
2014; Thompson et al. 2018a), the islands may have held two or three permanent heterarchicallyorganized simple chiefdoms that cooperated and competed for resources among themselves and
with the settlements along the south Florida peninsula.
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Support for the model proposed here of possibly year-round but seasonally-focused
habitation of large Keys sites beginning between 700 and 1000 CE, and of increasing site size,
sedentism, and complexity at ca. 1000–1500 CE will require new lines of evidence from the
Stock Island site, and chronological data from other large sites across the Keys and nearby
mainland coasts in the future. Although stable isotope profiles described in this dissertation
sufficiently demonstrate collection during disparate seasons over given years of harvest, the brief
review of the seasonal habits of salient fauna (e.g., sea turtles and queen conchs) in the Stock
Island midden offers useful yet less interpretive certainty (and, there is no ethnohistoric evidence
concerning whether sea-turtle meat was smoked and salted for consumption during non-harvest
season(s). The power to deduce seasonality solely based upon the presence/absence of seasonal
species is limited, anyhow. Even if “all” seasons of harvest are ostensibly present in an
archaeological assemblage, this fact does not indicate “sedentism” (Monks 1981).
A comparison between the Quitmyer et al. (1997) study and the Quitmyer (2013) study
illustrates the statistical power of multi-proxy seasonality assessments using multiple taxa, in that
the absence of seasonal signatures in one species does not preclude the presence of people at a
site during a given time of year (Monks 1981). Nevertheless, decades of seasonality studies in
Florida, including the pan-Florida study presented in Quitmyer et al. (1997) and the study of Late
Archaic peoples in southwest Florida (Russo 1991), suggest that year-round or multi-season
habitation of coastal and island habitats in Florida has deep roots in Florida prehistory. The
culmination of these settlement patterns was observed directly by the first Europeans during the
sixteenth century in south Florida.
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The Spanish Period Caciques/Towns and Political Organization
The accounts of Escalante Fontaneda and Lopez de Velasco, among others, provide
written testimony of the sociopolitical structure and settlement patterns of the natives of the
Florida Keys (Chapter 5). By the middle/late sixteenth century (~1570–1575), Fontaneda names
and describes two caciques in the Florida Keys, indicating the presence of ostensibly permanent
fishing towns and wrecking outposts in the archipelago. However, the regional political position
and character of these villages (e.g., Cuchiyaga) relative to one another and to mainland villages
(e.g., Tequesta), is not immediately clear from the Spanish documents alone (e.g., Goggin and
Sommer 1949; Jutro 1975). Because there were never any established missions in the Keys
during the First Spanish Period or a fort garrisoned anywhere in the archipelago, the Keys’ towns
are lacking for detailed descriptions. As a result, few if any terrestrial sites in the Keys have
sixteenth- or early-seventeenth-century artifact assemblages of any density with which to test the
accounts in historical documents. With that said, the apparent lack of Spanish sites is reason
enough to assume smaller Keys towns were less significant than and/or subsidiary to the grander
capital of Calusa and the larger village at Tequesta during the sixteenth century (Goggin and
Sommer 1949). The sparse record of documented and curated Spanish artifacts from terrestrial
and underwater sites in the Keys hampers archaeologists from elaborating on the relationship
between Keys villages and the mainland centers.
Although there were countless shipwrecks during the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries (e.g., the Atocha), the sites known to archaeologists are understudied and
underreported. In general, shipwrecks in the Keys and elsewhere are totally lost to science and
history because any wrecks with usable or valuable materials were salvaged immediately by
those who wrecked or their home country’s personnel. Whatever artifacts were lost or missed by
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Europeans were often salvaged by Native Americans and delivered to the Calusa chief
(Thompson et al. 2018b). In several cases, Europeans were murdered and Native Americans took
the artifacts for themselves (several examples in Hann 2003; Worth 2014). Finally, most of what
natives could not relocate was picked up during the heyday of the Keys’ wrecking industry, the
economy which did nothing less than make early American and Caribbean livelihoods possible
in the islands (e.g., Viele 2017:91–113).
The archaeological and historical datasets of the mainland villages is comparably far
more robust and can be used as interpretive tools for historic-period towns in the Keys that have
never even been located archaeologically (i.e., Guarugumbe, Cuchiyaga). Setting aside the more
northern Tocobaga peoples of Tampa Bay, the Tequesta were arguably the nearest large
settlement to the Keys (cf. Bear Lake, Ten-Thousand Islands settlements), and may have been
third in power among the south Florida caciques, trailing only the Calusa and the Ais (Griffin et
al. 1983; Hann 2003:140; Parks n.d. [ca. 1983]; Parsons et al. 2018; Wheeler 2000a, 2004). In
the Memoir, Fontaneda suggests this could be the case, writing: “And better Indians of la Florida
as those of Tocobaga and Carlos and Ais and Tegesta and others…” (in Worth 2014:190–221).
Relative to the Calusa, Pedro Menendez Marques referred to the Tequesta as one of the “distinct
provinces under different caciques” (in Connor 1925:37). The Tequesta interacted with natives in
the Keys and seasonally-inhabited Key Biscayne, Virginia Key, and the Upper Keys proper
along the southern half of Biscayne Bay during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Parsons
et al. 2018). Similar to their attitude toward the Calusa, the Spanish quickly recognized that the
Tequesta were a prominent chiefdom positioned in a strategic spot at the mouth of the Miami
River and head of the Florida Keys, so they attempted to establish a mission there in 1567 and
even centuries later in 1743 (e.g. Griffin et al. 1983; Parks n.d. [ca. 1983]).
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The mission at Tequesta was led by Jesuit lay brother Francisco Villarreal, who arrived
there with Pedro Menéndez Marquez in March 1567 with thirty soldiers and a handful of other
Spaniards and a Captain (summarized in Hann 2003:153–163; Solís de Merás 1964[1570]:221).
Per López de Velasco (in Parks n.d. [1983]), Villareal’s mission was comprised of twenty-eight
houses contained within a fort that the Spaniards constructed. Griffin et al. (1983:378–379)
pointed out that those houses probably contained a mixture of natives and Spaniards, but
archaeologists and historians have no idea what ratio or the mean number of persons per
household. Thus, there is no concrete way to estimate the town’s population. The only other clue
pertaining to population size —from Villareal’s tenure in the late 1560s—is that he also testified
that the Tequesta Indians and the Keys Indians moved about over the course of the year: “…most
of the Indians went to an island, a league away, to eat both the nuts and the fruit of the palm...” a
time of the year when “no more than thirty people remained” (in Zubillaga 1946:235–240).
Villareal’s usage of “most” and “no more” suggests to me that a bulk of the town traveled to the
island, and that thirty was a mere fraction of the total population at that time. Uniting the
Fontaneda and López de Velasco accounts that reference town/cacique size and population
(Worth 2006) with this Villareal passage indicates that Tequesta was comprised of at least a few
hundred persons in 1567–1568. Worth’s (2006) calculated mean village size of 400 persons
might be reasonable, but that number was computed separately for towns within Calos, and
multiple accounts suggest the Calusa were more sedentary than the Tequesta or Keys’ chiefdoms
during the sixteenth century. López de Velasco, in the early 1570s in Spain, attached a note to
Fontaneda’s Memorial that read “U” (1,000) as the approximate population for the cacique
Guarugumbe in the Upper Keys (Worth 2006). If Fontaneda’s description of Tequesta as among
the principal caciques (True 1944, Worth 2014) alongside the Calusa (20,000), Tocobaga
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(6,000), and Ais (?) is in any way accurate (Worth 1995:351), the pooled historical records with
regard to population(s) and the relative importance of Tequesta suggest that it was larger than
Guarugumbe and/or Matecumbe, but smaller than Tocobaga. Thus a strict reading of the historic
documents might lead one to estimate a peak population of more than 1,000 but less than 6,000
within the cacique Tequesta. However, archaeologists will never know for certain, as Griffin et
al. (1983:378) lament that there are no features at the Granada site with which to estimate a
number of dwellings or inhabitants. It is unclear in the report whether the lack of house patterns
is a product of inadequate preservation or if Griffin et al. (1983) thought that a great number of
houses were never actually there. Nonetheless, they conclude that the archaeological record at
Granada (Tequesta) cannot substantiate the historical claim of an “expansive village.”
In the Keys, the recorded names for which there are some data are
Matecumbe/Guarugumbe, Tatesta, and Cuchiyaga (Matecumbe and Guarugumbe are assumed
here to be the same cacique). Population data were never documented in association with the
Matecumbe name, but Guarugumbe and Matecumbe are both reported to have been in the Upper
Keys and to be the principal cacique of the Keys. Guarugumbe’s population was reportedly
~1,000, whereas by comparison, Tatesta and Cuchiaga were much smaller at 80 and 40 persons,
respectively. The large discrepancy in population sizes between these two smaller towns and
Guarugumbe, and their remoteness, jives with López de Velasco’s description that Cuchiyaga
and probably Tatesta were “subjects” to Guarugumbe/Matecumbe (Worth 1995:351).
Following Worth (2006) and Marquardt (2014) for sixteenth-century Calusa
sociopolitical organization, the smaller “hamlets” in the land of Calos may be analogous to
contemporaneous small towns in the Lower Keys. Towns in the Keys such as Cuchiyaga may
have likewise been headed by interrelated individuals who held multiple roles in their respective
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villages as family heads, great captains, and chiefs. Although the social strata in a Keys town of
~50 persons were probably simpler in organization than at Calos, it is still probable that there
were higher status (e.g., shamans, military captains) and lower status individuals (e.g.,
commoners), and it is reasonable to assume that one higher-status individual may have fulfilled
multiple political and economic roles as is documented in larger caciques including Calos (Hann
1991), especially when part of the population relocated to another island seasonally. Thompson
et al. (2018a) refer to these settlements as “simple chiefdoms” with roots in prehistory as
discussed above. Separate social classes are documented in the Keys specifically within
Fontaneda’s Memoir (True 1944:12; Worth 2014:200): “The common food is fish, turtle, and
snails (all of which are alike fish), and tunny and whale; which according to what I saw while I
was among these Indians. Some eat sea-wolves; not all of them, for there is a distinction between
the higher and the lower classes, but the principal persons eat them.” A “sea wolf” is commonly
interpreted to be the Caribbean/West Indian monk seal, elements of which are documented at
Glades-period archaeological sites including Stock Island.
Escalante Fontaneda’s account of fish consumption is significant not only because he
recognized the existence of social stratification, but it is also an important reminder that Keys’
societies—and all of south Florida—before even Glades I Early (~500 BCE) through the
seventeenth century were wholly committed to a fishing-hunting-gathering lifestyle. Even at a
settlement the size of Tequesta, Villareal stressed that the end of the rainy season was a time of
relocation for a majority of the village’s occupants (in Hann 2003:139–163), an account
supported in the archaeobotanical record of seasonal species at Granada (Scarry 1983). Tequesta
freshwater canals were connected well inland into the Everglades and to other habitation centers
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(Carr 2012b:73), and interaction(s) between Spaniards and natives on offshore islands is
supported directly in the archaeological record as well.
At Totten Key along the southern rim of Biscayne Bay, recent excavations uncovered an
assemblage that irrefutably indicates that the residents there interacted with the Spanish mission
and garrison at Tequesta; example artifacts included native protohistoric ceramics (e.g., Glades
Tooled), Mexican and Spanish ceramics, glass, nails, and even a silver rosary cross (Parsons et
al. 2018:173). Although Spaniards undoubtedly upended and greatly altered native lifeways at
Tequesta and in the Keys upon their arrival in the New World, the practice of a foraging
subsistence system in south Florida necessitated exploiting a range of various islands and
habitats, as is documented even in small island horticultural communities in the West Indies
(e.g., Keegan 1992, Keegan et al. 2008). Sixteenth-century Keys’ fishing towns, much like their
forebears, were continually centered on particular islands with a cacique territory that extended
across several islands, as clearly documented by Fontaneda (Worth 2014). Although local
movements from a central settlement were probably frequent, the Keys’ relatively small
population sizes may have prevented the seasonal relocation of most villagers.
The caciques of the Florida Keys were positioned lower than the primary mainland
caciques in the overall political hierarchy of sixteenth-century south Florida. The Calusa and
their 50–60 villages numbered some 20,000 persons, and were able to unify and consolidate their
power in response to the Spanish invasion. Thompson et al. (2018b) argue convincingly that the
“kingdom” of the Calusa recorded by Europeans was a sociopolitical development to resist and
ward off the Spanish. Aboriginal cultures unifying against an Old World threat is documented in
other island regions of the world. The response of native Hawaiians to invading Europeans and
Americans was, for example, to unify and establish a “kingdom” (Kirch and Sahlins 1992).
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Although the lower-ranked caciques in south Florida also resisted the Spanish, they were large
enough in number to feud with the Calusa as well. The Ais of the Atlantic Coast were probably
comprised of a population similar to that of Tocobaga along Tampa Bay. If this was the case,
perhaps cacique Ais was at least ~6,000 people. The Tequesta may have held power on par with
or below that of the Ais, as both of their chiefs are documented to have organized transgressions
against the Calusa chief (Hann 1991).
The largest documented chiefdom/cacique in the Florida Keys, Matecumbe, probably
commanded the most power in the region and held lateral influence compared to similarly-sized
chiefdoms inland along Lake Okeechobee and those located along the northern and northwest
shoreline of Florida Bay. Indeed, population numbers provided by López de Velasco for
Guarugumbe, Cuchiyaga, and Tatesta, suggest that Guarugumbe or Matecumbe, at ~1,000
persons, was the largest chiefdom in the islands. Tatesta was second at ~80 persons and
Cuchiyaga third at ~40 persons (in Worth 1995:351, 2006). Fontaneda curiously does not
mention Tatesta in any of his manuscripts, but he does convey several times that Cuchiyaga was
subsidiary to Guarungumbe/Matecumbe (in Worth 2014). Interestingly, Cuchiyaga is a name that
survives for decades into the seventeenth century in the Spanish written record (Hann 1991). If
anything, the sixteenth-century (~1575 CE) population figure for Cuchiyaga was probably
underestimated and certainly could never be taken as static. The geography of Cuchiyaga/Cayo
Hueso/Key West as a high outcropping at the end of the Keys grew in regional importance to
Natives and Spaniards as wrecked European ships—and their precious trade goods—piled onto
the Florida reef.
I argue that what began as a small rainy-season-focused fishing village on Key West ca.
600–1000 CE (Chapter 7), blossomed into a town and cacique well-positioned to take advantage
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of wrecks along Florida Straits trade routes after 1492. Although Cuchiyaga and Tatesta
probably were less significant than Matecumbe/Guarugumbe and the mainland caciques during
the middle sixteenth century, the historical record is suggestive that the cacique on Key West
grew in power and importance in the years ca. 1549–1700 CE. Wheeler and Pepe (2002:237–
238) argue convincingly that the Tequesta gained prominent roles in exchange networks because
of shipwrecked goods occurring in their homeland. Undoubtedly Cuchiyaga/Cayo Hueso
benefited from nearby wrecks and a geographic position in the middle of a trade network, as the
gold items, amber, fine metals, timber, nails, and other artifacts from Stock Island attest (see
Worth 2014:36). The amber and precious metals trade was illicit (in Griffin 2002:172; Hann
1991:12, 22–23), highlighting how Cuchiyaga may have subverted control by the Calusa to
participate in such black-market networks. The raw amber nodules and worked amber bead at the
Stock Island site, which may be from a source on Hispaniola, suggests not only those simple raw
materials were being transported via a Key West/Stock Island outpost, but also that processing
may have occurred on site or on nearby Key West.
The wrecks of the Atocha and Santa Margarita in 1622 pulled native divers from
Cuchiyaga to an encampment on nearby Marquesas Key (Swanson 2003) and unquestionably
strengthened again the regional importance of Key West and its natives. Perhaps uncoincidentally, the Cayo Hueso name appears shortly afterward and it is continually used into the
eighteenth and even nineteenth centuries. Despite the island’s diminutive size and native
population, its ample elevation above sea level and position midway between the Calusa capital
and Havana raised Cuchiyaga/Cayo Hueso’s significance in regional politics and black markets
in a post-Columbian world. By the nineteenth century, Key West was the largest city by
population anywhere in Florida. Today, it is the county seat and still the largest city in the
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Florida Keys, where the wrecks of ships such as the Atocha still loom large in local economics,
cultural attractions, and politics.
Conclusion
The peoples who inhabited the Keys constructed the only-recorded limestone mounds in
the continental United States and lived along the only tropical coral reef. Today, there is almost
no archaeological record of their limerock mounds, and few shell- and black-dirt middens remain
in the Keys. As the climate changes and sea level rises, these sites will continuously and
incrementally be lost to erosion and storms, making the expedient study of Keys peoples even
direr. There remains a great deal to learn about the aboriginal peoples of these islands and their
lifeways, where a dearth of chert, pottery clays, and fresh water, combined with the annual threat
of tropical storms, make their achievements all the more impressive.
Indeed, this study of the Stock Island archaeological site revealed a complex and
intriguing cultural and environmental history at a tiny island at the end of the Florida Keys,
highlighting the significance of small islands and their nearshore habitats as crucial places for
human habitation and resource access, among other important functions. Similar to other
archipelagos in the New and Old Worlds, continental islands served purposes such as
fishing/hunting grounds, natural-resource procurement areas, habitable lands for expanding
populations, and as centers of trade and exchange (e.g., Fitzpatrick 2004; Fitzpatrick et al. 2016;
Keegan et al. 2008; Sinelli 2010). As Rainbird (2007) described, continental islands, such as the
Keys, can be ideal settings as exchange markets and/or trading waypoints because they are close
enough to the mainland for ease of regional shipping access, and yet “far enough away” to
mildly conceal such activities as desired.
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Native Americans first began fishing and depositing midden materials at the Stock Island
site sometime between cal. 600 and 800 CE, although it is certainly possible that others visited
the islands much earlier. At that time, sea level was ~1 m lower, and the Key West /Stock Island
landmass was even larger, an assertion supported by sea level rise data (Chapter 3) and possibly
by oxygen isotope data generated here (Chapter 7). According to the shellfish collection strategy
identified here, the site was used during the wet and dry seasons within a 300–400 year period
leading to 1000 CE. Within this time span, I hypothesized the Stock Island/Key West landmass
was a fishing outpost that held a “skeleton crew” of year-round inhabitants that exploited the
waters of the Lower Keys. During the peak seasons for certain fauna, such as sea turtles (spring
through fall), those populations likely swelled with interrelated families from the mainland or
Upper Keys who came to partake in harvests and ceremony. Populations and sociopolitical
complexity grew over time as more groups relocated to the Keys over the following centuries ca.
1000–1500 CE.
Perhaps what began as managed or controlled fishing territories of the Lower and Upper
Keys by Precolumbian peoples of southwest and southeast Florida, respectively, gave way to
political centers of trade with the West Indies and Europe in a novel Postcolonial world. During
the almost 300 years of turmoil from Old World invaders between 1500 and 1800 CE, the native
settlements on and near Key West rose to prominence amid the burgeoning wrecking industry, a
chapter that would close for nearly all south Florida natives on that very same island. The few
remaining Calusa, Tequesta, Matecumbe and other native south Florida families, once the most
powerful peoples in all of south Florida, were removed to a suburb of Havana, Cuba, in 1763,
embarking from Key West perhaps less than a mile or two from the Stock Island site. This event
marked the final chapter for certain aboriginal lifeways in south Florida for good, yet the stories
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and livelihoods of Key West would continue in a similar vein. The eighteenth century witnessed
new populations of Native Americans, immigration of Africans, Euro-Americans, AfroCaribbeans, and others, the likes of whom would continue a legacy of salvaging shipwrecks,
smoking tobacco, hunting sea turtles and queen conchs, and eking out lives on a tiny coral
outcropping. With additional archaeological, historical, and scientific datasets, we can continue
to flesh out and tell their stories well into the future.
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Appendix One: Eyster (1973) Supplementary Data

Table A-1. Provenience “6.5 MW, 16 MS, 10 cmbs” Ceramics.
Type

N

wt.(g)

%

St. Johns Plain
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:

1
3
4

24.4
118.0
142.4

25.0
75.0
100.0

Table A-2. Unprovenienced Ceramics.
Type
Key Largo Incised
Glades Tooled
Glades Red
St. Johns Plain
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
indet. stamped (grit-t)
Total:

N

wt.(g)

%

1
2
1
4
(1 r.)
99
1
108

6.5
16.4
4.4
18.4
485

< 1.0
1.9
< 1.0
3.7
91.7

3.5
534.2

< 1.0
100.0

Table A-3. Unit L-1, Level 1 Ceramics.
Type

N

wt.(g)

%

Glades Red
Glades Plain (sand-t plain)
Total:

1
2
3

4.5
7.8
12.3

33.3
66.7
100.0

Table A-4. Unit L-16, Level 1 Ceramics.
Type

N

wt.(g)

%

Glades Plain (sand-t plain)

2

10.4

100.0

2

10.4

100.0

Total:
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Table A-5. Provenience “6.5 MW, 16 MS, 10 cmbs” Fauna.
Mammalia

wt.(g)

uid mammal bones
Total:

5.7
5.7

Total:

85.2
66.9
152.1

Total:

2.5
2.5

Total:

1.9
1.9

Total:

20.6
20.6

Reptilia
Cheloniidae (sea turtles)
Testudines
Selachimorpha (Sharks)
uid shark vertebral centrum
Fishes
uid fish bones
Invertebrates
uid shell fragments

Table A-6. Unprovenienced Fauna.
Mammalia

wt.(g)

key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium
Total:
Aves

169.9
169.9

uid bones
Total:

289.2
289.2

Total:

7767.4
7767.4

Total:

0.8
0.8

Total:

1.0
0.1
5.2
123.9
130.2

Reptilia
Chelonioidea (sea turtles)
Selachimorpha (sharks)
uid shark vertebral centrum
Fishes
Barracuda Sphyraena barracuda
Red drum Sciaenops ocellatus
Carangidae
uid fish bones
Crustacea
Brachyura

3.0
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Table A-6. (Continued)
turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
Total:
Gastropoda

0.4
3.4
wt.(g)

Florida horse conch Triplofusus
giganteus
Pear/Fig Whelk Fulguropsis spirata
True tulip Fasciolaria tulipa
Beaded periwinkle Cenchritis
muricatus
West Indian top shell Cittarium pica
Tinted/painted cantharus Gemophos
tinctus
Queen conch Lobatus gigas
Lightning whelk Sinistrofulgur
sinistrum
Caribbean vase shell Vasum muricatum
Crown conch Melongena corona
Melampus sp.
Polygyra sp.
Liguus spp. (tree snails)
gastropods and fragments
uid shell fragments
Total:

1417.8

Bivalvia
Tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis
Eared ark Anadara notabilis
Sunray venus Macrocallista nimbosa
Ponderous ark Noetia ponderosa
Giant Atlantic cockle Dinocardium
robustum
Fan mussell Atrina fragilis
Southern surf clam Spisula raveneli
Spiny oyster Spondylus sp. (fossil)
Glycimerididae
Cypraeidae
Lucinidae
Tellinidae
bivalve fragments
fossil bivalve fragments
Total:

13.2
217.6
1.2
86.3
1.4
3617.1
2901.6
2.5
2.0
0.1
0.2
8.8
194.9
19.1
8483.8
499.4
6.1
78.1
26.1
26.0
27.3
182.8
41.4
4.9
5.6
2.8
93.7
94.2
52.2
1140.6
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Table A-7. Unit L-1, Level 1 Fauna.
Mammalia
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

wt.(g)
12.4

Total:

12.4

Total:

549.5
549.5

Total:

9.2
9.2

Total:

11.5
23.1
34.6

Reptilia
Chelonioidea (sea turtles)
Selachimorpha (Sharks)
uid shark vertebral centra
Fishes
Carangidae
uid fish bones

Table A-8. Unit L-16, Level 1 Fauna.
Reptilia
Chelonioidea (sea turtles)

wt.(g)
59.9

Testudines
Total:

3.9
63.8

Total:

8.2
8.2

Fishes
uid fish bones
Gastropoda
true tulip Fasciolaria tulipa
Caribbean vase Vasum muricatum
West Indian top shell Cittarium pica
uid large gastropod fragments
Total:
Bivalvia
tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis
Total:

1.1
6.5
13.9
300.2
321.7
2.2
2.2
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Table A-9. Provenience “6.5 MW, 16 MS, 10 cmbs” Faunal Tools.
Gastropoda

wt.(g)

Queen conch Lobatus gigas
Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus

90.5
50.8

Total:

141.3

Table A-10. Unprovenienced Faunal Tools.
Gastropoda

wt.(g)

Queen conch Lobatus gigas
Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus

330.3
1689.0

Lightning whelk Sinistrofulgur sinistrum
Total:
Bivalvia
Quahog clam Mercenaria sp.
Total:

1593.2
3612.5
36.8
36.8

Table A-11. Unit L-1, Level 1 Faunal Tools.
Class

wt.(g)

Rajiformes (Rays)
uid ray barb fragment
Total:

1.2
1.2

Table A-12. Unit L-16, Level 1 faunal tools by weight.
Gastropoda

wt.(g)

Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus
lightning whelk Sinistrofulgur sinistrum

552.2
147.9

queen conch Lobatus gigas

243.6
943.7

Total:

430

Appendix Two: Archaeological and Historical Conservancy Supplementary Data

Table A-13. Shovel Test 2 Contents (0-65 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt. (g)

Metal
uid concretion

1

3.1

1

3.1

Ceramic
Glades Red

Total:

1

3.1

St. Johns Plain

1

3.9

olive jar

6

20.7

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

16

70

shell and limestone-t plain

2

N/A

26

97.7

Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae

comment

removed for DCRC

705.8

multiple elements

1.3

multiple elements
otolith

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

2

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

1

0.6

Carangidae

9

18.7

uid stingray

1

0.8

spine

uid shark

11

4.5

vertebral centrum

uid fishes

multiple elements

cleithrum

24

29.8

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

7

13.8

uid crab

4

1.9

claw frags.

10

8.8

multiple elements

6

8.2

multiple species

75

794.2

1

1.3

1

1.3

uid bones
uid shell frags.
Total:
Botanical
charred wood
Total:

frag.

Table A-14. Shovel Test Contents3 (0-70 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt. (g)

Ceramic
St. Johns Check Stamped

1

4.9

indet. incised

1

N/A

431

comment

removed for DCRC

Table A-14. (Continued)
sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

12

33.9

14

38.8

1

1.6

sea turtle Cheloniidae

molar

947.2

multiple elements
multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

4

1.1

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

3

1.5

snapper Lutjanus sp.

2

0.9

otolith

tiger shark Galeocerdo cuvier

1

0.5

tooth

uid mammal

1

0.4

molar

uid turtle shell frags.

2

2.6

uid fish

56

27.1

multiple elements

uid shark

27

11.7

vertebral centrum

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

2

4.0

uid crab

5

8.7

uid bones

37

41.0

uid snail

2

1.3

uid shell frag.
Total:

8

18.4

151

1068.0

claw frag.
multiple elements
two species

Table A-15. Shovel Test 4 Contents (0-65 cm).
Artifact Class

N

Stone
natural limestone pieces

wt.(g)

comment

1202.1
Total:

Metal
iron frag.

1202.1
1

1.6

1

5.7

2

7.3

Ceramic
Key Largo Incised

2

12.2

Glades Tooled

6

37.8

Glades Red

6

11.9

St. Johns Check Stamped

1

12.2

St. Johns Plain

2

3.9

86

188.1

103

266.1

iron concretion
Total:

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:

432

rim

Table A-15. (Continued)
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgiaus clavium

8

sea turtle Cheloniidae

37.3

multiple elements

2063.0

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda
red drum Sciaenops ocellatus

25

7.0

multiple elements

6

4.5

otolith

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

17

7.7

otolith

snapper Lutjanus sp.

94

19.1

otolith

Sciaenidae (drum fish)

1

<0.1

tooth

tiger shark Galeocerdo cuvieri

1

0.3

tooth

lemon shark Negaprion brevirostris

5

0.6

tooth

coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

7

1.7

168

9.3

3

0.5

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

18

21.4

uid crab

66

24.8

3

0.7

79

23.0

*tooth and centrum

Polygyra sp.
Cerithidae

uid mammal
uid shark
uid stingray
uid fish
uid gastropod

shell
claw frag.
tooth

4

1.3

*multiple elements

362

110.3

*multiple elements

23

3.3

uid shell frag.

small

844.6

uid coral frag.

31

uid bones

26.6

*multiple elements

1282.0
Total:

Botanical and Miscellaneous
amber frag.

910

4487.6

5

0.3

charcoal

broken

12.3

charred wood
coal frag.

11

5.4

7

3.2

uid plant remain

4.5

soil remainder

35.7
Total:

23

61.4

Table A-16. Shovel Test 5 Contents (0-74 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Metal
iron concretion

1

2.4

433

comment

Table A-16. (Continued)
nail frag.
Total:

3

40.3

4

42.7

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

3

4.7

St. Johns Plain

4

25.4

Belle Glade Plain
sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
olive jar/earthenware
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgiaus clavium

1

8.5

56

259.6

2

N/A

66

298.2

8

5.2

sea turtle Cheloniidae

removed for DCRC

molar

1743.1

parrotfish Sparisoma sp.

1

2.2

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

5

2.7

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

1

0.5

otolith

snapper Lutjanus sp.

8

1.9

otolith

13

38.1

tiger shark Galeocerdo cuvieri

1

0.6

tooth frag.

sawfish Pristis sp.

6

4.4

vertebral centrum

Florida crown conch Melongena corona

1

0.4

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

36

65.1

uid bird

25

34.9

uid turtle

2

4.6

132

60.4

several species

83

34.0

teeth and vertebral
centrum

Carangidae

uid fish element
uid shark
uid crab

3

0.6

uid bone

112

91.8

uid shell frag.

24

31.9

uid coral frag.

1

2.2

462

2124.6

Miscellaneous
wood (bark) frag.

2

1.0

charcoal

7

4.4

9

5.4

Total:

Total:

434

dentary frag.

cleithrum frag.

multiple element frag.
burnt

multiple elements

Table A-17. Shovel Test 6 Contents (no final depth).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
secondary flake

1

3.8

natural limestone piece

9

13.1

pebble

1

12.3

11

29.2

Ceramic
Surfside Incised sherd

Total:

1

2.9

St Johns Plain

1

0.8

Glades Red

comment

1

4.1

52

185.8

55

193.6

14

30.8

4

8.6

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

16

25.2

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

11

4.0

otolith

snapper Lutjanus sp.

24

5.6

otolith

Carangidae

23

74.4

Sciaenidae (drum fish)

1

0.2

Polygyra sp. (gastropod)

2

<0.1

17

24.5

5

2.1

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocolieus virgianus clavium
sea turtle Cheloniidae

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid mammal
uid Cheloniidae

3 rims; one has hole

multiple elements
phalanx frag.

cleithrum
tooth

molar

2253.7

multiple elements

293

131.5

multiple elements

77

37.9

2

1.6

tooth and vertebral
centrum
multiple elements

uid crab

18

19.4

uid shell frag.

30

25.7

uid coral frag.

1

uid fish
uid shark
uid stingray

uid bone

0.2
123.7

Total:

claw frag.

538

2769.1

Miscellaneous
plant remains

2

0.2

charcoal

2

0.1

Total:

4

0.3

435

multiple elements

twig and seed

Table A-18. Shovel Test 7 Contents (0-70 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
"worked lithic"

1

N/A

1

N/A

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

3

13.3

St. Johns Plain

3

11.2

52

94.9

58

119.4

3

7.8

Total:

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocolieus virgianus clavium
sea turtle Cheloniidae

838.2

comment
removed for DCRC

tibia frag. and molar
multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

1

0.5

tooth

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

3

1.1

otolith

snapper Lutjanus sp.

2

0.4

otolith

Carangidae

6

8.9

sawfish Pristis sp.

2

11.3

multiple species
(cleithrum)
vertebral centrum

uid stingray barb

1

N/A

removed for DCRC

Polygyra sp. (gastropod)

1

0.2

Cypraeidae (gastropod)

1

3.0

Cerithidae (gastropod)

1

0.5

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

3

3.8

uid crab

2

3.2

uid fish

50

33.6

uid shark

23

9.2

2

1.4

uid bones

21

20.5

uid shell frag.

10

8.9

132

952.5

Miscellaneous
carbonized seed

1

0.1

charcoal

2

1.3

3

1.4

uid gastropod

Total:

Total:

436

claw frag.
multiple elements
tooth and vertebral
centrum
two different species
multiple elements

Table A-19. Shovel Test 9 Contents (0-57 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Metal
uid concretion

1

0.9

1

0.9

Ceramic
Glades Red

9

5.3

St. Johns Check Stamped sherd

1

5.6

St. Johns Plain

2

3.5

36

90.2

48

104.6

4

5.1

Total:

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium
sea turtle Cheloniidae

1089.6

comment

molar
multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

8

1.3

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

5

2

otolith

snapper Lutjanus sp.

4

1

otolith

Carangidae

5

3.2

tulip snail Fasciolaria tulipa

1

0.2

Muricidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.8

Liguus sp. (terrestrial gastropod)

1

0.5

11

16.9

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid mammal

1

0.4

uid fish

54

41.6

uid shark

18

4.7

uid bone

19

4.8

9

5.1

141

1177.2

10

9.7

3

1.3

13

11

uid shell frag.
Total:
Miscellaneous
coal fragments
charcoal
Total:

7 teeth, 1 jaw fragment

two species; cleithrum

molar
multiple elements
tooth and vertebral
centrum
multiple elements and
species

Table A-20. Shovel Test 10 Contents (0-53 cm).
Artifact Class
Stone
natural limestone piece

N

wt.(g)
105.2

437

comment

Table A-20. (Continued)
Total:

105.2

Ceramic
"Glades III rim" sherd (Glades Tooled?)

1

?

removed for DCRC

St. Johns Check Stamped (cob-marked?)

1

?

removed for DCRC

St. Johns Plain

1

2

indeterminate incised
sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:

1

0.6

14

43.7

18

46.3

Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae

673.9

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

3

0.8

mandible and teeth

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

2

0.7

otolith

16

2.6

otolith

Carangidae

5

10.7

Fasciolariidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.3

Polgyra sp. (terrestrial gastropod)

30

1.3

6

2.9

multiple elements

snapper Lutjanus sp.

uid mammal

cleithrum

uid bird

3

4.0

multiple elements

uid fish

125

49.6

multiple elements

23

9.9

teeth and vertebral
centra

uid stingray

1

0.2

uid gastropod

8

0.7

multiple species

uid crab

1

0.6

claw frag

uid coral frag.

2

0.7

uid shark

uid bone

219.3

uid shell frag.

113.7
Total:

226

multiple species and
elements

1091.9

Botanical and Miscellaneous
uid plant frag.

0.7

charcoal

3.4

soil remainder

13.2
Total:

17.3

Table A-21. Shovel Test 11 Contents (0-44 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Metal

438

comment

Table A-21. (Continued)
iron fragment

1

1.5

1

1.5

4

12.8

23

56.6

St. Johns Plain

1

1.9

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

5

9.2

33

80.5

Total:
Ceramic
Glades Tooled
Glades Red

Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

6

sea turtle Cheloniidae

8.6

multiple elements

674.4

multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

3

1.2

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

1

0.4

10

12.8

1

0.5

uid fish

13

19.8

multiple elements

uid shark

55

17.7

teeth and vertebral
centra
claw frag.

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid mammal

uid crab

3

3.0

uid bone frag.

22

29.0

uid shell frag.

17

22.9

131

790.3

Botanical and Miscellaneous
wood frag.

3

4.2

charcoal

3

0.6

6

4.8

Total:

Total:

otolith

multiple species and
elements

charred

Table A-22. Shovel Test 12 Contents (0-50 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

3

16.5

St. Johns Plain

1

1.7

19

89.2

23

107.4

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae
Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

895.7
1

0.1

439

comment

multiple elements
tooth

Table A-22. (Continued)
Muricidae (marine gastropod)

1

2.1

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

2

2.1

uid bird

6

3.9

multiple elements

uid fish

34

28.1

multiple elements

uid shark

20

9.3

vertebral centrum

uid bone

multiple elements

18

28.7

uid gastropod

1

0.3

uid shell frag.

5

10.6

88

980.9

Total:

Table A-23. Shovel Test 13 Contents (0-34 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1

3.4

St. Johns Plain

1

0.5

35

130.1

37

134

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae

915.7

comment

multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

1

<0.1

tooth

snapper Lutjanus sp.

1

0.2

otolith

Carangidae

6

9.2

cleithrum frag.

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

27

46.0

uid fish

59

42.4

multiple elements

uid shark

36

12.3

vertebral centrum;
several species

uid crab

1

0.4

uid bone

11

3.0

uid shell frag.

13

15.4

155

1044.6

2

1.0

2

1.0

Total:
Miscellaneous
charred wood frag.
Total:

440

multiple elements and
species

Table A-24. Shovel Test 14 Contents (0-45 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1

4.6

St. Johns Check Stamped

2

6

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

15

55.5

17

61.5

Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae

comment

455.5

Carangidae

7

14.5

tulip snail Fasciolaria tulipa

1

0.8

turtle barnacles and fragments

2

5.6

uid mammal

1

<0.1

molar

12

24.4

uid shark

9

5.8

uid bone

1

0.7

multiple elements and
species
vertebral centrum;
several species
jaw frag.

33

507.3

uid fish

Total:

cleithrum frag.;
different species

Table A-25. Shovel Test 15 Contents (0-54 cm).
Artifact Class

N

Ceramic
St. Johns Check Stamped

1

4.3

olive jar

1

30.7

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

6

32.1

8

67.1

Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae

wt.(g)

comment

429.4

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

4

0.8

tooth

Carangidae

1

0.8

cleithrum frag.

Fasciolariidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.6

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

3

5.0

uid fish

23

13.7

uid shark

25

7.5

uid bone element

1

0.1

uid gastropod

2

0.1

441

multiple elements and
species
vertebral centrum;
several species

Table A-25. (Continued)
uid shell frag.
Total:

5

13.2

65

471.2

Miscellaneous
wood frag.

4

4.3

charcoal frag.

1

0.3

5

4.6

Total:

Table A-26. Shovel Test 16 Contents (0-50 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Ceramic
St. Johns Check Stamped

1

5.5

Total:

1

5.5

Glass
amber glass frag.

1

0.8

Total:

1

0.8

Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

1

0.2

73

139.2

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

5

0.9

tooth

Carangidae

3

5.7

cleithrum frag.

Sciaenidae (drum fish)

2

0.1

tooth

uid fish

3

3.0

tooth and vertebrae

uid shark

5

3.6

uid shark tooth (drilled)

1

?

tooth and vertebral
centrum
removed for DCRC

uid stingray

2

1.3

uid shell frag.

4

10.2

99

164.2

4

0.6

4

0.6

sea turtle Cheloniidae

Total:
Miscellaneous
charcoal
Total:

comment

modern

molar frag.

Table A-27. Shovel Test 17 Contents (0-60 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Ceramic

442

comment

Table A-27. (Continued)
Glades Tooled

1

?

olive jar

1

15.9

indet. incised

1

?

removed for DCRC

"latchole rim"

1

?

removed for DCRC

49

104.5

53

120.4

5

15.8

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgiaus clavium
sea turtle Cheloniidae

removed for DCRC

1 distal tibia, 1 carpal, 2
metapodia, 1 uid bone

1426.9

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

8

4.9

11

2.4

otolith

4

1.7

otolith

Carangidae

13

26.6

cleithrum frag.

uid fish

59

61.4

multiple elements

uid shark

49

15.0

1 tooth; 48 vertebral
centra

1

0.2

15

12.5

5

4.7

12

21.9

1

1.5

28

47.7

211

1643.2

snapper Lutjanus sp.
hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

uid stingray frag.
uid shell frag.
uid crab
turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid coral frag.
uid bone
Total:

claw frag.

several species and
elements

Table A-28. Shovel Test 18 Contents (0-50 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
uid groundstone

2

21.7

natural limestone pieces

483.2
Total:

2

504.9

Metal and Glass
gold leaf ornament

1

<0.1

amber glass frag.

2

1.3

3

1.3

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1

3.6

Glades Red

1

12.4

Total:

443

comment

Table A-28. (Continued)
St. Johns Plain

2

0.9

indeterminate incised sherd

1

2.0

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

46

79.9

51

98.8

Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

2

sea turtle Cheloniidae

some broken pieces

5.8
722.1

multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

14

1.4

snapper Lutjanus sp.

18

3.7

otolith

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

4

1.3

otolith

Carangidae

4

6.1

cleithrum frag.

Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus

1

0.4

juvenile

Fasciolariidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.1

frag.

Florida crown conch Melongena corona

5

1.4

frag.

coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

3

0.5

complete shell

Neritidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.5

frag.

Cerithidae (marine gastropod)

1

0.3

Polygyra sp. shells and fragments

~75

5.1

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

8

11.6

uid mammal

1

0.2

uid fishes

87

36.2

uid shark

28

6.5

uid stingray

6

1.5

multiple species and
elements
6 teeth, 22 vertebral
centrum; multiple
species
1 barb frag.

uid crab

7

2.3

claw frag.

18

30.0

uid coral frag.
uid bone frag.

880.9

uid shell frag.

887.1
Total:

284

Botanical and Miscellaneous
uid plant frag.

2605.0
1.1

uid wood frag.
charred wood frag.

5

3.4

17

13.5

charcoal

7

soil remainder

13.9
Total:

22

38.9

444

molar

multiple species and
elements
multiple species and
elements

Table A-29. Shovel Test 19 Contents (0-46 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
tertiary flake

1

0.2

uid groundstone

2

6.2

natural limestone pieces

comment

544.8
3

551.2

Metal
iron nail frag.

Total:

1

0.8

uid iron frag.

3

2.6

2

5.5

6

8.9

Glass
green glass frag.

3

0.5

clear safety glass frag.

9

3

amber glass frag.

1

0.5

13

4.0

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1

2.9

St. Johns Plain

1

0.4

Belle Glade Plain

4

8.4

olive jar

1

8.9

41

103.1

48

123.7

uid iron concretion
Total:

Total:

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
sea turtle Cheloniidae
Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

758.4
3

0.7

17

3.1

5

2.2

10

19.4

lemon shark Negaprion brevirostris

1

0.1

tooth

coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

3

0.7

complete shell

Lithopoma sp. (gastropod)

1

0.8

Cerithidae (gastropod)

1

0.2

snapper Lutjanus sp.
hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis
Carangidae

Polygyra sp.

104

6.5

turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

4

9.1

uid mammal

1

0.2

uid fishes

45

15.3

uid shark

22

4.9

uid stingray

11

2.9

uid gastropod

14

0.5

445

tooth
otolith
cleithrum frag.

molar
multiple species and
elements
19 centrum; 3 teeth
multiple species

Table A-29. (Continued)
uid crab

13

3.4

uid bone frag.

674.1

uid shell frag.

427.8
Total:

255

claw frag.
multiple species and
elements

1930.3

Botanical and Miscellaneous
uid plant frag.

3.7

charcoal

4.0

soil remainder

26.4
Total:

34.1

Table A-30. Shovel Test 20 Contents (0-50 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
groundstone frag.

1

11.2

natural limestone piece

comment

1594.3
Total:

1605.5

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

2

5.0

St. Johns Plain

1

4.3

grit-t plain
sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Glass
clear glass frag.
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

1

2.7

52

136.9

56

148.9

9

6.0

9

6.0

N
2

wt.(g)
3.0

comment
molar

sea turtle Cheloniidae

997.6

multiple elements

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

14

2.9

teeth and dentary

snapper Lutjanus sp.

21

3.8

otolith

red drum Sciaenops ocellatus

1

0.7

otolith

Carangidae

5

7.9

Florida crown conch Melongena corona

1

0.2

Fasciolariidae shell (juveline)

1

0.3

Cerithidae (gastropod)

2

0.4

86

4.7

6

9.4

Polygyra sp.
turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria

446

juvenile frag.

shells and frags.

Table A-30. (Continued)
uid mammal

1

0.1

uid fishes

105

28.8

uid shark

22

11.0

5

1.4

multiple species and
elements
19 vertebral centrum; 3
tooth
multiple elements

uid gastropod

35

2.4

multiple species

uid fossil gastropod

22

4.5

multiple species

uid stingray

uid bivalve

1

5.8

uid fossil bivalve

11

2.5

uid crab

26

8.9

uid bone frag.

867.3

uid shell frag.

861.1

uid coral
Total:

37

51.3

404

2876.0

Botanical and Miscellaneous
uid plant frag.

1.0

wood frag.

0.1

charred wood frag.

molar

claw frag.
mutliple species and
elements
multiple species
multiple species

11.2

charcoal

2.0

soil remainder

48.9
Total:

63.2

Table A-31. Shovel Test 21 Contents (0-32 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
secondary flake

1

0.5

lithic frag.

1

0.6

natural limestone piece

poss. flake

169.7
Total:

Ceramic
sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

2

170.8

5

22.9

5

22.9

1

sea turtle Cheloniidae
Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda
snapper Lutjanus sp.

comment

0.4

molar

441.4
1

<0.1

tooth

15

2.6

otolith

447

Table A-31. (Continued)
red drum Sciaenops ocellatus

2

0.8

otolith

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

4

1.3

otolith

Carangidae

1

3.1

cleithrum frag.

lemon shark Negaprion brevirostris

2

0.2

tooth

coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

42

7

144

12.6

21

4.5

3

3.9

54

17.2

7

1.6

37

9.3

53 vertebra.; 1
pneumatized bone
5 vertebral centrum; 2
teeth
multiple species

3

0.6

claw frag.

Polygyra sp.
Cerithideopsis sp. shells
turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid fish
uid shark
uid small gastropod
uid crab
uid bone frag

124.8

uid coral frag.

3

multiple species and
elements

25.1

uid shell frag.

68.3

uid shell concretion
Total:

1

1.2

341

725.9

Botanical and Miscellaneous
plant remains

1.8

charcoal

1.6

soil remainder

some seeds

534.5
Total:

537.9

Table A-32. Shovel Test 22 Contents (0-75 cm).
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
secondary flake

2

0.6

natural limestone piece

comment

1068.6
Total:

2

1069.2

2

3.3

2

3.3

Ceramic
Glades Tooled sherds

2

9.1

St. Johns Check Stamped

2

0.4

Metal
iron frag.
Total:

448

frag.

Table A-32. (Continued)
St. Johns Plain

6

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)
Total:
Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

5.1

2 sherds; 4 frag.

86

98.2

1 has tiny hole

96

112.8

7

10.5

sea turtle Cheloniidae

molar; jaw frag.

1185.4

Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda

20

4.8

124

24.1

4

3.1

hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis felis

40

13.5

otolith

Carangidae

11

29.3

cleithrum frag.

3

0.7

teeth

10

1.1

teeth

Cassidae (helmet conch)

2

14.1

frag.

tulip snail Fasciolaria tulipa

3

1.9

frag.

coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

7

1.2

165

9.1

snapper Lutjanus sp.
red drum Sciaenops ocellatus

tiger shark Galeocerdo cuvieri
lemon shark Negaprion brevirostris

Polygyra sp.
Cerithideopsis sp. shells
turtle barnacle Chelonibia testudinaria
uid mammal
uid fish

8

2.0

76

61.9

9

2.3

301

66.7

75

28.2

teeth; jaw frag.
otolith

molar

4

0.7

multiple species and
elements
63 vertebral centra; 12
teeth (2 drilled)
frag.

uid small gastropod

27

5.0

claw frag.

uid crab

45

23.1

uid shark
uid stingray

uid bone

1647.9

uid shell

1271.3

uid coral/sponge frag.

1

1.8

942

4409.7

Miscellaneous
shell bead

1

0.1

coal frag.

1

0.1

19

4.7

Total:

concrete frag.
plant frag.

4.0

charcoal

14.8

soil remainder

50.7
Total:

21

74.4

449

multiple species and
elements
multiple species

includes seeds

Table A-33. Caisson D-13 Solution Hole Contents. All of these artifacts
are mostly intact and in excellent preserved condition compared to midden
and shovel test artifacts.
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
natural limestone piece

3

260.7

3

260.7

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

3

20.9

olive jar sherds

2

86.9

uid whiteware

1

5.8

sand and grit-t plain

2

21.2

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

5

72.6

Total:

13

207.4

Vertebrate Fauna
key deer Odocoileus virgianus clavium

Total:

7

99.9

uid bird

5

21.8

44

4140.0

uid fish

3

133.9

uid shark

1

2.3

uid bones

3

47.4

sea turtle Cheloniidae

Total:

comment

poss. hand-painted
refined earthenware
2 from same vessel,
curved bowl

1 femur, 1 humerus, 1
tibia, 1 basilar occipital,
2 mandible, 1 vertebra
2 radius, 1 tibiotarsus, 1
mandible, 1 ulna
(periosteal disease)
2 mandible, 4 vertebrae
(3 fused), 38 uid
elements
vertebrae, 2 diff.
species (giant)
vertebral centrum
1 modified

63

4445.3

Invertebrate Fauna
Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus

1

128.7

modified spire

true tulip Fasciolaria tulipa

1

19.8

complete shell

lightning whelk Sinistrofulgur sinistrum

3

1006.6

complete shell

Caribbean vase Vasum muricatum

2

148.4

complete shell

apple murex Phyllonotus pomum

1

12.4

complete shell

turban snail Lithopoma americanum

1

10.4

complete shell

tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis

2

22.4

valve

uid coral

2

65.6

frag. (2 different
species)

13

1414.3

Total:
Botanical
charcoal and plant material

~7.2

charred wood frag.
Total:

2

43.7

2

~50.9

450

large

Table A-34. Unknown Test Unit Provenience Contents (12-52 cm).
Provenience

Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Level 12-22 cm

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1

2.8

150

418.8

56

96.0

3

5.8

9

4.4

sand-t plain
Vertebrate Fauna
key deer Odocoileus
virgianus clavium
Caribbean monk seal
Neomonachus tropicalus
raccoon Procyon lotor
sea turtle Cheloniidae
mud/musk turtle
Kinosternidae
uid small turtle

comment
rim
2 rims; 2 poss. Surfside
Inc.
uid bones and teeth
1 premolar, 1 molar, 1
left mandible
teeth and uid bones

2045.0
35

11.5

frag.

70

42.1

carapace frag.

108

25.5

36

56.0

5 vertebra, 90 teeth, 2
dentary fragments, 1
right maxilla, 1 left
maxilla
uid bones and frag.

~350

73.3

3

2.3

21

10.3

3

0.4

116

21.5

45

2.2

1228+

458.1

5

2.7

16

2.8

6

0.8

129

24.1

5

8.4

uid stingray

82

12.5

uid medium mammal bones

57

43.0

Great barracuda Spyraena
barracuda

grouper Epinephelus sp.
grunt Haemulon sp.
red drum Sciaenops ocellatus
snapper Lutjanus sp.

parrotfish Scaridae
sea catfish Ariopsis felis
sheepshead Archosargus
probatocephalus
uid bony fish Osteichthyes

bonnethead shark Sphyrna
tiburo
nurse shark Ginglymostoma
cirratum
tiger shark Galeocerdo
cuvieri
requiem shark Carcharinidae
sawfish Pristis sp.

451

248 otoliths an uid
bones
otolith
12 right otoliths, 6 left
otoliths, 3 unsided
otoliths, 12 uid bones
and frags.
frag.
32 otoliths, 84 uid
bones (verts., spines)
7 incisors, 38 molars
16 otoliths, 15 otolith
frags., 293 bones (lots
of pneumatized
cleithrum bones)
vertebral centrum
vertebral centrum and
frag.
teeth
79 vertebrae, 49 teeth, 1
tooth drilled
vertebral centrum
frag.

Table A-34. (Continued)
uid bird

18

uid fish

27

4.0

3

11.4

uid pneumatized bones
uid faunal remains
Invertebrate Fauna
lightning whelk
Sinistrofulgur sinistrum
pear whelk Fulguropsis
spirata
Florida horse conch
Triplofusus giganteus
tulip shells Fasciolaria sp.

3873.7

frag.

tiny elements

18

288.1

3

23.3

1 shell, 2 frag.

7

84.7

frag.

27

47.3

3 shells, 24 frag.

queen conch Lobatus gigas

46

751.8

frags.

Caribbean vase shell Vasum
muricatum
Florida crown conch
Melongena corona
Nerita sp.

2

6.7

frags.

13

17.9

6

3.5

1 shell, 5 frags.

turban snail Astraea sp.

5

12.2

2 shells, 3 frags.

Marginella sp.

2

0.2

small gastropod

Spiroglyphus sp.

1

0.2

small gastropod

Polygyra sp. shells

34.5

uid small gastropods

14.3

1 columella

4 shells, 9 fragments

37

47.4

6+ species, shells and
frags.
shells and frags.

6

12.4

frag.

1

0.5

frag.

scallop Pectinidae

9

3.7

spiny oyster Spondylus sp.

6

73.0

7 valve frag., 1 hinge
frag., 1 umbo
1 valve, 5 fragments

tellin clam Tellina sp.

48

16.6

frags.

uid bivalve

22

8.7

frags.

1540.0

frags.

tiger lucine Codakia
orbicularis
sunray venus clam
Macrocallista nimbosa
cockle Trachycardium sp.

uid shell
Florida stone crab Menippe
mercenaria
uid crab

64

turtle barnacle Chelonibia
testudinaria
uid coral

186

75.8

20

14.5

frags.

29

0.9

frags.

Ceramic
Key Largo Incised

1

3.0

Surfside Incised

1

3.6

uid sea urchin
Level 32-42 cm

3.7

452

48.7

claw and frags.

41.2

claw and frags.

Table A-34. (Continued)
Glades Tooled

1

3.2

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

38

99.3

Vertebrate Fauna
white-tailed deer Odocoileus
virgianus clavium
raccoon Procyon lotor

47

68.1

bones and frags.

16

2.9

bones and frags.

2309

1942.1

1

0.3

109

52.0

Great barracuda Spyraena
barracuda
grouper Serranidae

20

1.1

10

17.4

grunt Haemulon sp.

36

3.9

bones and verts.

jack fish Carangidae

3

1.1

vertebra

toadfish Opsanus sp.

1

0.3

frag.

parrotfish Sparisoma sp.

3

4.0

dentary frags.

sheepshead Archosargus
probatocephalus
uid catfish

21

0.9

119

28.3

uid bony fish Osteichthyes

342

62.3

nurse shark Ginglymostoma
cirratum
requiem shark Carcharinidae

11

1.4

37

15.1

sawfish Pristis sp.

27

17.7

uid stingray

53

18.5

uid mammal carnivore

19

7.3

uid snake

5

0.4

uid bird

4

0.2

uid fish

2650

301.5

sea turtle Cheloniidae
mud/musk turtle
Kinosternidae
uid small turtle

uid bone
Invertebrate Fauna
lightning whelk
Sinistrofulgur sinistrum
pear whelk Fulguropsis
spirata
tulip shells Fasciolaria sp.
queen conch Lobatus gigas
Florida crown conch
Melongena corona
Muricidae

~3663.2

carapace frag.
teeth

uid bones and otoliths
vertebral centrum and
frag.
teeth and vertebral
centrum

poss. Caribbean monk
seal; teeth and bone
frags.
vertebra
uid bone frags.,
otoliths, verts.
multiple species and
elements

42

176.9

4

14.3

84

298.7

shells and frags.

16

520.7

frags.

8

3.3

3

3.8

453

frags.

Table A-34. (Continued)
West Indian top shell
Cittarium pica
tun shell Tonna galea

7

9.0

shells and frags.

7

6.0

frags.

wentletrap Epitonium sp.

7

0.6

wentletrap Epitoniidae

26

1.2

shells and frags.

worm shell Vermetidae

3

0.5

shells and frags.

cerith snails Cerethium sp.

4

1.0

16

0.2

shells and frags.

276

18.4

shells and frags.

tree snail Liguus fasciatus

7

1.4

uid rock snail

1

Odostomia sp.
Polygyra sp.

uid large gastropod
fragments
uid small gastropods
tiger lucine Codakia
orbicularis
cross-barrred venus clam
Chione cancellata
surf clam Mactridae frag.
uid bivalve
uid shell frags.
Florida stone crab Menippe
mercenaria
uid crab

114

7.7

41

31.9

1

0.6

4

5.2

15

6.7

228

45.4

330

70.5

turtle barnacle Chelonibia
testudinaria
uid coral

42

25.8

4

32.4

uid sea urchin

31

2.0

Ceramic
indet. incised

frags.

29.8

Miscellaneous
charcoal fragments
Level 42-52 cm

2.8
~240

claws and frags.

18.0
7

22.0

sand-t plain (Glades Plain)

26

73.3

Vertebrate Fauna
key deer Odocoileus
virgianus clavium
raccoon Procyon lotor

28

39.8

10

3.9

uid small turtle

42

23.8

Great barracuda Spyraena
barracuda
grouper Epinephelus sp.

24

4.1

1 right articular

4

3.9

bones and frags.

grunt Haemulon sp.

241

37.7

black drum Pogonias cromis

1

0.1

toadfish Opsanus sp.

1

0.3

454

bones and frags.

otoliths and bones
tooth

Table A-34. (Continued)
red drum Sciaenops ocellatus

1

0.9

otolith

sheepshead Archosargus
probatocephalus
hardhead sea catfish Ariopsis
felis
uid bony fish Osteichthyes

22

1.0

multiple elements

17.8

multiple elements

1190

86.6

multiple elements

nurse shark Ginglymostoma
cirratum
tiger shark Galeocerdo
cuvieri
requiem shark Carcharinidae

32

4.5

vertebral centrum

2

1.8

drilled teeth

75

15.0

sawfish Pristis sp.

12

20.3

uid stingray

42

7.1

4

2.2

36

932.5

5

97.5

5

45.1

17

9.5

3

4.5

3

1.4

channeled turban snail Turbo
canaliculatus
ladder hornsnail
Cerithideopsis scalarformis
varicose cerith Alaba incerta

2

1.0

4

1.9

shells

2

0.3

shell and frag.

marginella Prunum apicinum

1

0.2

shell

Odostomia sp.

108

1.0

Polygyra sp.

747

31.9

93

131.9

1

0.2

1

7.5

valve

2

1.9

frags.

uid bird
Invertebrate Fauna
lightning whelk
Sinistrofulgur sinistrum
pear whelk Fulguropsis
spirata
Florida horse conch
Triplofusus giganteus
queen conch Lobatus gigas
Florida crown conch
Melongena corona
West Indian top shell
Cittarium pica
tun shell Tonna galea

tiger lucine Codakia
orbicularis
cross-barrred venus clam
Chione cancellata
speckled tellin Tellina listeri
sunray venus clam
Macrocallista nimbosa
uid shell frags.
Florida stone crab Menippe
mercenaria
uid crab

342.0
43

34.8

251

85.4

455

61 vertebral centrum;
14 teeth
vertebral centrum

shells and frags.

Table A-34. (Continued)

turtle barnacle Chelonibia
testudinaria
uid coral
uid sea urchin
Botanical and Misc.
charcoal fragments
false mastic

56

27.3

2

0.8

523

12.5

26

4.9

2

<.1

456

seeds and frags.

Appendix Three: Miscellaneous Stock Island (8Mo2) Artifact Collections

Table A-35. Unprovenienced Stock Island Collection 1. Donated to Joan
Borel by Ray Blazevic; this collection was delivered to the BAR in 2021.
Artifact Class

N

wt.(g)

Stone
natural limestone piece

27

3061.2

1

18.8

28

3080.0

1

9.5

1

9.5

Ceramics
Matecumbe Incised

1

9.7

Key Largo Incised

2

19.7

Surfside Incised

4

35.9

Glades Tooled

28

207.7

9

68.2

42

280.2

2

82.3

pumice
Total:
Metal
iron concretion
Total:

St. Johns Check Stamped
St. Johns Plain
olive jar
indeterminate incised
sand-tempered plain (Glades Plain)
limestone-tempered plain
sherd crumbs
Total:
Vertebrates - Mammalia
key deer Odocoileus virginiana clavium
Total:
Vertebrates - Cheloniidae
uid sea turtle elements
sea turtle claw (final phalange)
Total:
Vertebrates - Chondricthyes
Pristis sp. (sawfish) vertebra
uid shark vertebra*
Total:

5

41.5

864

6164.4

19

130.1

3

1.0

979

7040.7

5

29.8

5

29.8

N/A

3196.1

1

3.1

N/A

3199.2

8

35.4

9

30.7

17

66.1

Vertebrates - Fishes

457

comment

27 rims, 3 with drill
holes

carpal, metacarpal,
mandible, molar

shell, carapace, long
bones; 13% are burnt

multiple species

Table A-35. (Continued)
Great barracuda Sphyraena barracuda
Carangidae
uid fish vertebra
Total:

2

17.3

tooth, mandible
cleithrum

4

41.3

47

436.2

53

494.8

Invertebrates - Gastropoda
American star shell Lithopoma
americanum
Caribbean vase shell Vasum muricatum

1

8.5

103

5503.5

queen conch Lobatus gigas

385

26550.6

milk conch Lobatus costatus

1

139.2

hawk-wing conch Lobatus raninus

7

373.8

Florida fighting conch Strombus alatus

1

48.7

flame helmet conch Cassis flammea

1

87.2

97

7935.4

1

6.7

79

12471.8

lightning whelk Sinistrofulgur sinistrum
pear whelk Fulguropsis spirata
Florida horse conch Triplofusus giganteus
True tulip Fasciolaria tulipa

1

48.9

10

220.6

milk moon snail Polinices lacteus

1

5.9

four-tooth nerite Nerita versicolor

1

6.7

checkered nerite Nerita tessellata

1

3.5

ladder horn snail Cerithideopsis
scalariformis
coffee bean snail Melampus coffea

1

0.5

1

0.1

Cassidae

6

61.7

58

1485.2

West Indian top shell Cittarium pica

uid large gastropod fragments

756

54958.5

Invertebrates - Bivalvia
tiger lucine Codakia orbicularis

Total:

14

211.3

turkey wing ark clam Arca zebra

1

13.4

Mercenaria sp.

7

571.5

Tellinidae

10

53.6

Mactridae

1

14.8

uid bivalve frags.

2

42.4

35

907.0

Invertebrates - Crustacea and Coral
rose coral Manicina areolata

Total:

2

42.3

uid crab claw frags.

3

11.8

5

54.1

Total:
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several species

includes tools and
discard fragments

includes tools and
discard fragments
includes tools and
discard fragments

modified

Table A-35. (Continued)
Miscellaneous
uid bone frags.

36

255.3

uid shell frags.

7

39.2

soil and shell remainder

20.9

Table A-36. Unprovenienced Stock Island Collection 2. Donated to
and presently curated at Mel Fisher Maritime Museum by Ray
Blazevic in 2008 (weights unable to be recorded).
Artifact Class

N

Ceramic
Glades Tooled

1
Total:

Mammalia
key deer Odocolieus virgianus clavium

Total:
Aves
uid bird bones

comment

1
24

metapodia, carpals,
humerus, femur frags.;
some modified

24
4

Total:
Testudines
Sea turtle Cheloniidae

4
140

uid turtle

shell, carapace, long
bones, vertebra

2
Total:

142

Chondricthyes
Pristis sp. (sawfish) vertebra

12

uid shark vertebra*

44
Total:

Fishes
Carangidae cleithrum

56
61

uid fish dentary

4

uid fish elements

102
Total:

Coral and Miscellaneous
uid coral frag.

multiple species

multiple species
1 very large
vertebra, spines,
dentaries

167
1

uid bones

14

concreted midden

several modified

N/A
Total:

15

459

Appendix Four: Stock Island (8Mo2) 14C Chronometric Dates

Table A-37. All Obtained Chronometric Date Ranges for Stock Island. Ranges calculated using OxCal 4.4 and IntCal 20 calibration
curve; * = no data; unprovenienced samples provided courtesy of Traci Ardren, used with permission.
Access. No.
OS-143524
OS-143525
20C/0766
OS-143526
Beta 501889
OS-143527
OS-156577
OS-156578
Beta 349038
Beta 349039

Material
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
seed
bone
bone
bone
bone

F Mod.
0.8964
0.9532
*
0.8701
*
0.9580
0.8794
0.8580
*
*

Fm. Err.
0.0018
0.0019
*
0.0018
*
0.0018
0.0020
0.0018
*
*

δ13C
-24.6
-24.1
*
-25.7
-26.3
-26.7
-19.9
-18.3
-20.0
-19.8

Age (B.P.)
880
385
1190
1120
1390
345
1030
1230
560
450

Error
±15
±15
±30
±15
±30
±15
±20
±15
±30
±30
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cal. Age Range
1150–1220 CE
1450–1620 CE
700–930 CE
890–990 CE
600–680 CE
1470–1640 CE
990–1040 CE
700–880 CE
1310–1430 CE
1410–1480 CE

Provenience
Test Unit 5
Test Unit 5
Test Unit 5
Test Unit 5
Test Unit 5
Test Unit 7
Test Unit L-8
Test Unit L-8
Unprovenienced
Unprovenienced

Level
10–20 cm
20–40 cm
50–60 cm
50–60 cm
50–60 cm
50–70 cm
80–100 cm
80–100 cm
*
*

Appendix Five: Codakia Specimen Supplementary Sampling Data.

Table A-38. Characteristics of Codakia Isotope Sampling. Sampling resolution refers to, as a
calculated average by tract length, one sample taken per the recorded distance in mm. Size (mm)
is valve length as measured with dental floss from umbo to terminal shell margin.

Shell
No.
LC-1
LC-5
LC-6
AC-1
AC-2
AC-3
AC-4
AC-5
AC-6
AC-7
AC-8
AC-9
AC-10
AC-11
AC-12
AC-13
AC-14
AC-15
AC-16
AC-17
AC-18
AC-19
AC-20
AC-21
AC-23
AC-24

Size
(mm)
77.0
55.0
59.0
73.5
70.5
61.5
61.0
60.0
60.5
60.5
54.0
64.5
49.0
71.5
50.5
54.0
55.0
64.5
71.5
64.0
80.5
65.0
68.5
67.5
49.5
63.5

Tract Length Sampling Resolution
(mm)
(/mm)
62.5
0.34
55.0
0.41
59.0
0.39
68.5
1.07
13.5
0.35
22.5
0.58
22.5
0.58
20.5
0.53
19.0
0.49
24.0
0.62
23.0
0.59
22.8
0.59
17.0
0.44
18.0
0.46
15.0
0.38
14.0
0.36
14.5
0.37
14.5
0.37
15.0
0.38
19.5
0.50
12.5
0.32
13.5
0.35
16.0
0.41
14.5
0.37
13.0
0.33
12.0
0.31
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Growth
Breaks
3
2
2
6
2
9
8
6
6
11
5
7
3
4
6
4
4
11
8
8
4
3
8
5
5
7
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